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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The calculationsin this document addressthe design basis accidents (DBAs) selected for
analysisin the final safety analysisreport for the Canister Storage Building (CSB). The objective
is to determine the maximum crediblequantity of radioactiveparticulateavailableat the CSB and
to use that quantity to determine the amount of radioactivematerialthat could be credibly
releasedduring the DBAs. The radioactivematerirdreleasedis used to determine dose
consequences to receptors. The dose consequences are comparedwith the appropriateevaluation
guidelinesand releaselimits to ascertainthe need for preventive and mitigative controls.

1.1 DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENT SELECTION

The hazardous conditions identified by the CSB hazard analysis(HNF-SD-SNF-HIE-001)
have been used to select candidateaccidents for more detailed analysis. The generalselection
criteriaused were consistent with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) standard
DOE-STD-3009-94, Preparation Guidefor lJS. Department of Enerjy Nonreactor Nuclear
Faciliiy Safety AnaZysisReports “Therangeof accident scenariosanalyzedin a SAR should be
such that a complete set of bounding conditions to define the envelope of accident conditions to
which the operation could be subjected are evaluatedand documented.”

The selection of candidateaccidentswas based on characterizingrisk from and developing
controls for, a representativeset of hazardouscondhions. A hazardous condhion is generally
consideredto be representativeof other hazardousconditions if it has similarrelease
characteristicsand involves similarinitiators. Hazardous condkions that represent the most
severe consequences and the highest risk (a combinationof frequency and consequences) within
each set of representativehazardsare selected as carddate accidents for iiuther analysis. The
representativehazardousconditions bound conditions with lesser but similarpotential
consequence> represent the highest risk, or, while not necessarilybounding, present some unique
but important phenomenologicalchallengeto system safety. The accident selection process
comprises five steps.

1. Initial screening. Hazardous conditions with unmitigated offsite consequences or
onsite, collocatedworker consequences are consideredfor representative accident
selection through a ranking of relative, overall (frequency and consequences) risk.

2. Assignment of releaseattributes. Each hazardouscondition is describedwith certain
release attributes in the case for the CSB (event initiativesand releaseforms) related
to uncontrolled releaseof the materialat risk. This ensures that at least one candidate
accident is selected to represent eachunique set of releasecondhions.

3. Creation of hazardousmaterialreleasebins. Atler assigningrelease attributes, the
hazardous conditions are collected to form releasecategories, or “bins.”All hazardous
conditions with common initiatorsand releaseforms aregrouped and ranked by
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estimated consequence and tlequency. Representative and bounding accidents are
chosen to represent all the hazardouscondhions within a particularbin.

4. Selection of representativebounding hazardousconditions for each releaseattribute
category. Whhin each releaseattribute bhrjthe most severe hazardouscondkion is
selected. These accidents arethe representativeand bounding accidents selected fox
fiuther quantitative analysisas DBAs.

5. Selection of unique hazardousconditions. Hazardous conditions are selected to
represent addhionalunique causeswithin each releaseattribute bm. This is done to
support development of controls for accidentswith similarconsequences but with
different causes.

The hazardous conditions are grouped by candidateaccidentto facilitate incorporationof the
information and conclusionsfrom the accident anrdysisinto the hazardanrdysisresults when
consideringcontrols and hazardclaasifrcation.The list of six candidateaccidents resulting from
the hazardsbinning process for the CSB facility is presented in Table 1-1. Chapters 2.0 through
7.o describethe analysesof these accidents.

Chapter 2.0 Possible Rearrangementof Multi-Canister Overpack Internals

PrincipalAnalyst W. T. Watson
Peer Review J. V. Nelson

The bounding scenariofor this accident category describes a physicrdshear
force appliedto the multi-canisteroverpack @fCO) by the MCO handling
machine = such that containment of the fuel is breached and
criticrdhygeometrycontrolislost. Theuntnitigated consequences of this
event are expected to violate critically limits and may exceed the offsite
releaseliits. Because this event mayatTect criticalhygeometVcontrol,
features are identified, consistent with DOE Order 5480.23, Nuclear Sa~ety
Analysis Reports, and HNF-PRO-704, Hasard and Accident Analysis
%ocess,t opreventt hisaccident. Safety-clsss features selected forthis
event includeMHM seismic restraintsandMHM interlocks that ensure that
the seismic restraintsare appliedand that the MHM trolley, bridge, and
turret drives cannot operatewhen the MCO is in a position where it could
besubjected toalateral force. The MHMinterlocks andrestraints
combine toprevent theshearofthe MCO. Because this event is
prevented, this scenariodoes not occur and there is no need to bring this
event to a stable state.
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Table 1-1. Binned Listine of Candidate Accidents. (2 sheets)
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Table 1-1. Binned Listing of CandidateAccidents. (2 sheets)

Runaway reaction”

Fuel reaction with air

Fuel reaction witi water

Fuelexposedtoak

Risk ranking

9

9
9
9

9
9
9

9
9
9
9
9
9
9

Release or change
energy

High

High
High
High

High
High
High

Medium
Medium

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

Violation of desi~ temperature
criteria’

7

I

Low
6 Medium

WS-H-06b

SA-J-10a
OA-J-10a
WS-J-10a

SA-J-10b
OA-J-10b
WS-J-10b

WS-E-07
WS-F-07
SA-E-W
SA-F-07b
OA-E-07
OA-F-07
SA-F-05

WS-B-07
VL-B-07

‘ Chosen as a representative and bounding accident for furkr accident analysis development.
%nergy was considered that could rearrangethe internals of the MCO — falling onto the deck was viewed as

higher energy than falling into tie service or sample pit with impact absorb present falliig into the tube with impact
absorb present was viewed as higher energy than falliig into the service or the sample pit with an impact absorlxr
present

MCO = multi-canister ovqack.
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Chapter 3.0 Calculationsfor Gaseous Release from the Multi-Canister Overpack

PrinciprdAnalyst S. D. Kopelic
Peer Review P. D. Rittmann

Two bounding scenarioshave been identified for this accident category.
One accident scentio describestheove~ressutition of the MCOby the
inert gas system when a monitored MCO is injected with inert gas afler
sampling. Exceeding thedesign pressure of the MCOcould lead to
criticalitygeometry control violations and requires safety-class controls to
prevent thisaccident. Thesafety-class feature selected topreventthis
event is redundantpressure safety vrdves on the inert gas system lines to
protect the MCOfrom overpressureconditions. Theunrnitigated scenario
is brought to a stable state by allowing the inert gas system and the MCO
todepressurize toatmospheric pressure. Anycontamination iscleaned
consistent with radiationcontrol procedures. Theoff-normal MCOis
handledwithin recovery operationsunder emergency response procedures,
with the prefemed approachbeing to move the off-normal MCO to the
overpack storagetube for long-term observation and storage.

A second bounding scenariois a pressurized leak of gas and entrained
particulatefrom the MCO at the samplinglweld station. The unmitigated
consequences of this event do not exceed the offsite releaselimits but do
exceed the onsiteevaluation guidelines. No safety-class features are
required to prevent or mitigate this event. Safety-significantfeatures
identified to mitigate this event include the sample hood and exhaust
syste~ an exhaust flow indicatingdevice, pressuretests to verify the
sample connection to the MCO before opening the MCO port valve, and
the MHM collision avoidancesystem and associatedinterlocks, sensors,
and switches. Mitigated consequences of this event are well below both
offsite releaselimits and onsite evahrationguidelines. The unmitigated
scenariois brought to a stable state by allowing the MCO to repressurize
to atmosphericpressure. Any contaminationis cleaned consistent with
radiationcontrol procedures. The off-normal MCO is handledwithin
recovery operationsunder emergency response procedures, with the
preferred approachbeing to move the off-normal MCO to the overpack
storage tube for long-term observation and storage.
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Chapter 4.0 Calculationsfor Multi-Canister Overpack InternalHydrogen
Explosion

PrincipalAnalyst P. D. Rittmann
Peer Review B. S. Lew

The bounding scenariofor this accident category describesthe ignition and
explosion of a hydrogen-oxygen mixture inside an MCO when gas that is
contaminatedwith oxygen is used to inert the MCO tier sampling. The
unmitigated consequences of this event do not exceed the offsite release
limits, but the onsite evaluationguidelines are exceeded. No safety-class
features are requiredto prevent or mitigate this event. The safety-
significrmtcontrols identified to prevent this event include the testing and
verification of the helium purity of eachgas cylinderin the inert gas system.
Because the designatedsafety features prevent the occurrence of this event,
both offsite releaselimits and onsite evaluationguidelines are satisfied.
The unmitigated scenariois brought to a stable state by allowingthe MCO
to repressurize to atmosphericpressure. If the MCO is inside the caslcjthe
_ or the storagetube, these also are allowed to repressurize to
atmosphericpressure. Any contaminationis cleaned consistent with
radiationcontrol procedures. The off-normal MCO is handledwithin
recovery operationsunder emergency response procedures, with the
preferred approachbeing to move the off-normrdMCO to the overpack
storage tube for long-term observationarrdstorage.

Chapter 5.o Calculationsfor Multi-Canister Overpack External Hydrogen
Explosion

PrincipalAnalyst P. D. Rittmann
Peer Review B. S. Lew

The bounding scenariofor this accident category describesthe
accumulationof hydrogen inside an MCO, followed by ignition and
explosion of the hydrogen gas when it leaks into the sample hood and
exhaust system and mixes with air. The unmitigated consequences of this
event do not exceed the offsite releaselimits but do exceed the onsite

evaluationguidelines. No safety-classfeatures are requiredto prevent or
mitigate this event. Safe~-significrmt features selected to prevent this
event include the samplingline arrdconnection the sample hood and
exhaust system verification of a minimum flow rate through the exhaust
system verification of the sample line connectio~ and pressuretesting of
the sample line before opening the MCO port vrdve. Because the selected
safety features prevent the occurrenceof this event, both offsite release
limits and onsite evaluationguidelinesare satisfied. The unmitigated
scenariois brought to a stable state by allowingthe MCO to vent any gas
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being generated. If the MCO is inside the caa~ = or the storagetube,
these also are vented. A containment service tent is used to cover the
MCO and vehicle, if appropriate,until the continuing gas generationhas
subsidedto low levels a few hours after the event. Any contaminationis
cleanedconsistent with radiationcontrol procedures. The off-normal
MCO is handledwithin recovery operationsunder emergency response
procedures, with the preferredapproachbeing to move the off-normrd
MCO to the overpack storage tube for long-term observation and storage.

Chapter 6.0 Calculationsfor Thermal Runaway Reactions Inside the
Multi-Canister Overpack

PrinciprdAnalysts M. G. Piepho, P. D. Rittmann
Peer Review W. ‘f. Watson

The two bounding scenariosfor this accident category describe an accident
that is initiatedby accidentallyfilling the MCO with oxygen at the sampling
station and an accidentwhere the MCO is completely sheared(with total
cross-sectionalaccessto air) and extreme MCO temperatures (MCO wall
temperatures greaterthan 100 “C). In the first case, the unmitigated
consequences of this event will not violate the safety limit on MCO
pressure nor violate critically controls. No safety-classfeatures are
requiredto prevent or mitigate this event. Because no releasewill occur
from this event, both offsite releaselimits and onsite evrduationguidelines
are satisfied. In the second scenario,the unmitigated consequencesviolate
cnticalhy geometry controls and areprevented by safety-classfeatures.
The unmitigated scenariois brought to a stable state by ongoing inerting
and cooling of the MCO at the sampling/weld station, hy contamination
is cleanedconsistent with radiationcontrol procedures. The off-normal
MCO is handledwithin recovery operationsunder emergency response
procedures,with the preferred approachbeing to move the off-normal
MCO to the overpack storagetube for long-term observation and storage.

Chapter 7.0 Calculationsfor Violation of Design Temperature Criteria

PrincipalAnrdyst W. T. Watson
Peer Review S. D. Kopelic

The bounding scenariofor this accident category describes conditions in
which the MCO or CSB safety classifiedconcrete structures could exceed
their design temperatures due to the loss of air cooling. The unmitigated
consequences of this event are postulated to cause unacceptabledamageto
safety-class equipment or structures. Safety-class features selected for this
event include the CSB vault, inlet and exhaust structures, and controls for
maintainingan acceptableMCO temperature at the sampling/weld station.
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The unmitigated scenariois brought to a stable state by restoring cooling
and bringingthe MCOS to a stabletherrnrdcondhion. If the overheated
MCO is in the sampling/weld statio~ glycol or forced-air cooling to the
MCO is initiated. If the overheatedMCOS are in the vault of the CSB, any
debris is removed to restore airflow to the air intake and exhaust
structures. Once a stablethermal condition is attained, the MCO is handled
in accordancewith recovery procedures or the vault is returned to
operationalstatus.

Chapter 8,0 Recovery Actions Related to Gaseous Releases andExplosions from
Overpack Storage Tubes

PrincipalAnalyst W. T. Watson
Peer Review P. D. Rhtmann

This category of accidents is associatedwith recovery actions associated
with the overpack storagetube assembliesand the tube vent and purge
cart. These hazard and accident analysesfor recovery actions were
performed to identi~ functions and class~ structures, systems, and
components to achieve an appropriatelevel of defense in depth (to prevent
or mitigate the radiologicalconsequencesof postulated hazards and
accident events to the collocated onsite worker) and worker safety (to
reduce exposure to radiation)for the overpack storage tube assemblies
(OSTAS) and tube vent and purge cart. The bounding scenariofor these
accidents is a pressurized releaseof gases from an MCO into an overpack
storage tube caused by either internalMCO pressure or a flammable gas
explosion within the MCO. The unmitigated consequences of this event do
not exceed the offsite releaselimits but do exceed the onsite evaluation
guidelines. No safety-classfeatures arerequiredto prevent or mitigate this
event. Safety-significantfeatures selected to prevent this event include the
OSTAS, a programto monitor the overpack storage tubes for pressure and
to maintaininert gas within the tube, and a Iockdown device for the
overpack storagetube plug. The unmitigated scenariois brought to a
stable state by venting and purgingthe OSTA. The tube vent and purge
cart is used until the MCO is in the OSTA and the OSTA has a stable inert
atmosphere. Any contaminationtlom the unmitigated event is cleaned
consistent with radiationcontrol procedures. The off-normal MCO is
handledwithin recove~ operationsunder emergency response procedures,
with the preferred approachbeing to move the off-normal MCO to another
availableOSTA for long-term observation and storage. Similarly,the
confinement boundaryfimctions of the tube vent and purge cart are
identified as safety-significantfirnctions.

The consequences associatedwith each of the six bounding DBAs are summarized in Table 1-2.
Appendix A contains event tree analysisdetails for DBAs.
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Table 1-2. Summary of Consequencesfor Bounding Design Basis Accidents.

Offsite consequences Onske consequences

Accident wtsgoV Chapter Release unmitigated Mitigated
Unmitigated ~tigati

liit (rem) (rem) (rem) (%
(r:)

(rem)

Rearrangement of
MCO tikl’I&

2.0 NA-Crit cRrf NA-Crit NA-Crit cm NA-Crit

Gaseous release ffom
3.0 NA 0.11

NA
MCO

1.0 300 0.3

MCO internal
4.0 0.5 0.11

0.00
hydrogen explosion

1.0 300 0.00

MCO external
hydrogen explosion

5.0 0.5 0.11 0.00 1.0 300 0.00

MCO thermal
6.0 0.5 Jncrdlble Incredible 1.0 Incredible

runaway reaction
Incre&ble

Violation of&sign
7.0

NA-Crit or cm or NA-Crit or NA-Crit or CRIT or NA-Crit or
temperature criteria NA-Therm THERM NA-Therm NA-ThemI THERM NA-Therm

Note Offsite release limits and omite. evaluation guidelines cited are for the “anticipated”event iiequenoy
catego~ as provided in Sellsrs, E.D., 1997,Risk Evaluation Guidelines (REGs) to Ensure Inherently Safer Designs
(Letter 97-SFD-172 to H. J. Hatch, FIuorDaniel Hanford, Incorporated,August 26), U.S. Department ofEnergy,
Richland Operations Office, Richbmd, Washington.

CRIT = consequences result in potential violation of criticality control and thereforerequire safety-class
prevention or mitigation.

EG = evaluation guideline.
MCO = muki-canistez overpack.
NA = mitigated offsite consequence are not applicable to safety-signiikant events.
NA-Crit = Not applicable because consequences result in potential violation of criticality control,

independent of radiological consequences. Therefore, safety+lass prevention fsatures are a@ied
to preclude violation of criticality control and no dose consquenws cccur for this event

NA-Therm = Not adicable because consequences result in damage to safety structures that potentially violats

snf-3328.01
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criticality geometry contils, ~d~dent of radiological consequences. ‘fImrsfore,safety-class
prevention fwtures are applied to preclude thermal damagehirdation of criticality contil and no
dose consequences occur for this event
consequences result in thermal damage to safety-lass operating deck and possible damage to the
MCO.
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1.2 ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

This section presents the methodology used to develop the potential accidents that are
describedin Chapters 2.0 through 8.0. The accident analysisfor eachDBA starts with a
description of the accident scenariowith the major assumptions identified. The accident source
term is then determined. Source terms for the accidents have been obtainedthrough
phenomenologicaland system response calculations. Once a source term has been determined,
onsite and offsite consequences are calculatedfor the atmospherictransport pathway. These
consequences arethen comparedto evahrationguidelinesfor onsite consequences or releaselimits
for offsite consequences for the identification of safety-class structures, systems, and components
and technical sai+etyrequirements.

1.2.1 Source Term Composition

The bounding source term used for the accident analysesis based on data for the fhel in the
K East and K West Basins given in HNF-SD-SNF-TI-O09, 105-K Basin Material Design Basis
FeedDescription for Spent Nuclear Fuel Project Facilities. HNF-SD-SNF-TI-009 defines an
inventory for safety analysisby consideringinventories of Mark IV, Mark 1A and single-pass
reactor fiel in the K Basins. High-bumup Mark IV fiel, the iireltype that results in the highest
estimated dose to people exposed to the material,was selected as the bounding inventory tlom
the radiologicaldose perspective. Nuclear accountabilityrecords give the basis for the quantity,
exposure variatio~ and decay time variationof the stored fiel. The radlonuclideinventory was
estimated fkom these data.

The MCO contains finely divided particulatematerirdassociatedwith oxidation of the fuel.
This material includes an oxide layer on the tiel and particulateremainingon fiel surfaces and in

crevices ai-lerfiel washing and racking into the MCO as well as expected increasesin oxidation
products that occur during queuing at the K Basins and processing at the Cold Vacuum Drying
Facility (CVDF). The particulateinventory of the MCO dominates the airbornerelease. The
radlonuclideinventory of the sludge also is based on the high-bumup Mark IV fuel, which will be
verified when characterizationresults are availableand wiUbe documented in the final safety
analysisreport.

The spent nuclearfbel (SNF) is primarilyuraniummetal, which is known to have
toxicological effects. Plutonium and other transuranicheavy metals are also present in small
quantitiesbut add little to the overrdltoxicity of the tie]. For example, if the toxic air
concentrationlimits for uranium are appliedto neptuniu~ plutonium americium and curiuq the
“sum-of-&actions”indicator of toxicity (HNF-SD-SNF-TI-059) increasesabout 0.2°/0. Thus, the
uranium content of SNF controls the potential herdthimpacts downwind following a postulated
accident. Uranium acts like many heavy metals to darnageone or more internalorgans of
individualsexposed to high air concentrations. The toxicity depends on the volubilityof the
urankq with more soluble compounds being a greaterhazardbecause they are transfemedfrom
the respiratorytract into the blood more quickly.
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Because any environmentalreleaseof SNF could have toxicological and radiologicaleffects,
both should be computed for comparisonwith consequence guidelines. A detailed comparison
(HNF-SD-SNF-TI-059, Section 5.3) of the toxicological and radiologicaleffects of airborne
emissions leads to the conclusionthat toxicological effects are.normallyless severe than the
radlolo@caleffects. The only exceptions are accidents in which new chemicrdforms are
introduced into the CSB and then releasedinto the air. However, scenarioswith new chemicals
arenot deemed credible(i.e., the accident frequency is less than 1 x 10<per year). The basic
assumptions used to show that radiologicaleffects areworse than toxicological effects arelisted.

● The safety basis composition of SNF (HNF-SD-SNF-TI-01 5) was used in the
comparison. The cheinicrdforms were chosen to be the most limiting (i.e., smallest air
concentrationlimits).

● The risk acceptanceguidelinesfor chemicalhazardsare concentrationlimits for onsite
and offsite receptors for three accident frequency categories. The risk acceptance
guidelines for radiologicalhaxardsare 50-year committed effective dose equivalents
for onsite and offsite receptors for the same three accident frequency categories. All
combinations of receptor location and accident frequency were evaluatedto determine
whether chemicrdor radiologicalhazardsdominated.

. Exposure durationis an important considerationfor chemicalhazards. For example,
the permissibleexposure limit-time-weighted averageuses an eight-hour exposure
time while the emergency response planningguidelinesarebased on a one-hour
exposure time. In general,the longer the exposure time, the lower the air
concentrationlimit. The comparisonanalysis,using concentrationlimits with shorter
exposure times, namely 1 minute for corrosives and 15 minutes for noncorrosives, was
conservative. These shorter exposure times arebased roughly on the physiologicrd
response times for the two broad categoriesof toxic chemicrds. However, exposure
times ffom postulated accidentsmay exceed the times inherent in the concentration
limits. In these cases, the concentrationlimit is reduced proportionately.

. Because SNF contains no corrosive chemicals,only the 15-minute exposure time for
noncorrosive chemicalswas used in the comparison. This minimum averagingtime for
the air concentrationsdownwind leadsto the conclusionthat puff airtransport factors
are not appropriatefor determiningthe air concentrations. Puff airtransport factors
can only be used for releasedurationsof less than eight minutes.

. The effects of radiologicalemissions are in all cases modeled using plume airtransport
factors regardlessof the releaseduration. Because both the toxicological and
radiologicalemissions for a given releasedurationwill use the same airtransport
factors, the acturdairtransport factor has no effect on the comparisonratios that were
calculatedto quantifi the relative hazard.

For both the onsite and offsite receptors at all accident tlequency categories, the
rachologicsleffects are greaterthan the toxicological effects of an airborneemission. Therefore,
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the toxicological consequences of the postulated airbornereleaseswill not requiremitigating
features beyond those requiredby the radiologicalconsequences.

No routine chemicalprocesses will be conducted in the CSB. Purging and backfdling the
MCOS will involve the use of an inert gas (helium). Some chemicals, such as those used for
equipment decontarninatio~ maybe used occasionally(HNF-SD-SNF-CM-001). However, there
are no chemical inventories of concern for safety analysisconsiderations.

1.2.2 Consequence Analysis

Radiological inhalationdose consequences for each analyzed accident are based on the
following factors:

● Mass of materialavailablefor release

. Airborne releaseffaction (or airbornereleaserate and releasetime) and respirable
ftaction

● Leak path factor

● Atmospheric transport and dispersionof airborneparticles

● Duration of exposure

● Breathing rates

● Dose conversion factors,

The radiologicaldose to a maximum receptor of interest is typically determined by using the
following equation

where

D = effective dose equivalent (rem)
M = mass of respirableairbornematerialreleased(g)
xIQ = time-integrated atmospherictransport factor (s/m3)
BR = breathingrate (m’/s),
UD = dose per unit respirableradioactivematerialinhaled(retig).
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The quantity of respirablematerialreleased(M) is determined by the specific accident
scenario. The quantity is a function of the total airbornereleasetlaction (or airbornereleaserate
times releasetime), the respirablefractio~ and the leak path factor of any passive structural
enclosurethat may cause deposition of an airbornereleasebefore the releaseenters the
atmosphere. The leak path factor is based on a time-integrated calculationof aerosol deposition
within and releasefrom an enclosure of given dimensionswith specified leakage are%pressure,
and temperature dfierentials. The specific value of each parameteris determined in the individual
DBA anrdysisand based on the physicrdphenomena of the accident.

The atmospherictransport factor (z/Q) is based on specific releaseconditions
(e.g., ground level or elevated, long or short duration) and the receptor’sdistance flom the
release. The atmospherictransport factor is the time-integrated normalized air concentrationat
the receptor’slocation. The transport factor includesthe dilution of an airbornecontaminant
caused by atmospheric mixing and turbulence. The airtransport values used in this report have
been generatedusing the GXQ computer program (WHC-SD-GN-SWD-30002 and
WHC-SD-GN-SWD-30003). Table 1-3 containsthe airtransportvalues used to determine onsite
and offsite consequences.

Table 1-3. Atmospheric Transport Factors Used in Accident Analyses
for the Canister Storage Building.

Air transport factors for various release durations
Receptor location description

Acute (less than 1 hour)b

Orrsite
(100 m E or ESE~ I 3.41 E-02° I
Highway 240
(10,510 m W or 14,500 mESE)d

2.01 E-05

Hanford Site boundary
(17,390mE)

1.30 E-05

‘Units for these values are seconds per cubic meter. In all cases the releases are assumed to be point sources at
ground level to nmimize the dose consequences.

No adjushnent for plume meander.
%ecmse of variation in 200 Area wind data, the largest onsite exposures depend on the release duration. For

rslease durations between 1 and 2 hours, the worst location is 100 m east. Other release durations lead to the worst
location at I@)m east-southeast.

%cause of variation in 200 Area wind data, the largest exposures depend on the release duration. For release
durations of one year, the worst location is 14,500 m east-southeast (the “Wyenbarricade). Other release durations lead
to the worstlccationat10,510 m west (Washington State Highway 240).
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Air transport factors are calculatedusing methods found in NRC Regulatory Oriole 1.145,
Alrnopheric Dispersion Mod4for PotentiaIAccident Consequence Assessments at Nuclear
Power Plants. In each wind duectio~ the observed frequencies of particularwind speed and
stabiity class combkrationsareused to compute a value that is exceeded only O.50/0of the time.
This is repeated for rdl16 compass dwectionsto determine the worst-case location.

Exposures to the collocated worker onsite are bounded by the individualat the 100 m
location. The risk evaluationguidelinesapply to this individual. Exposures to members of the
public arebounded by the individualslocated on Washington State Highway 240 and at the
Hanford Site boundary. For assessment purposes, the U.S. Department of Energy has directed
(Sellers 1996) that the Hanford Site boundarybe consideredthe location of the offeite receptor,
Consequences at the Highway 240 location areincluded for reference only. None of the accidents
analyzedin this document adjust the airtransport factors for the finite size of the source
(i.e., buildingwake effects) or for the elevation of the releaseabove ground level (i.e., stack
effects).

The breathingrate depends on individualactivity factors and exposure duration. All
accidents analyzed assume the offsite and onsite receptors are exposed for no more than one hour.
The breathingrate used is the light activity rate of 3.33 x 104 m3/sgiven in
HNF-SD-SNF-TI-059, A Discussion on the Methodolo~for Calculating Radiological and
Toxicological Consequences for the Spent Nuclear Fuel Project at the Hanford Site.

The dose per unit intake is the 50-yeardose commitment for all relevant exposure pathways
per gram of radioactivematerialinhrded. The major radiationexposure pathway for the identified
accidents is inhalationof radioactivematerial. Dose contributionsffom the submersionpathway
were calculatedand found to be ne&ible with respect to the total dose for the radlonuclidesof
interest (Hey 1995). Doses from groundshinealso are expected to be neg@ble because most of
the radionucIidesof interest are alphaemitters. Therefore, the doses flom groundshine and
submersion are not included in the radiologicaldose calculations.

Potential doses from the ingestion pathway arenot consideredbecauseU.S. Department of
Energy, state, and federal emergency preparednessplans limit ingestion of contaminatedfood in
the event of an accident. DOERL-94-02, Hanford Emergency Response Plan, governs
emergency response for allHanford Site facihties. The primary determinantof exposure flom the
ingestion pathway is the effectiveness of public health measures (i.e., interdiction) ratherthan the
severity of the accident itself. Ingestio~ ifit occurs, involves a relatively slow-to-develop
pathway and is not consideredan immediate threat to an exposed population in the same sense as
the inhalationpathway. In additio~ calculationsin HNF-SD-SNF-TI-059 show that the
contribution of ingestion to the total dose is negligiblecomparedto the inhalationcontribution.

Table 1-4 shows the composition of the K Basins fiel used to determine the committed
effective dose equivalent per gram of respirablerelease. Nuclides with minor contributions (less
than 0.1 mrerdg) are not shown. Isotopes of plutonium americium and curium constitute 99.5~0

of the total inhalationdose. The specific dose for the safety analysisinventory is
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Table 1-4. Composition of K Basins Fuel andthe Dose per Unit of Intake. (2 sheets)

Radionuclide
Activity CEDE per unit intakeb

(c- rem/g

3H 2.61 E+O1 2.5 E-03
14~ 5.53 E-01 1.2 E-03

‘Co 2.09 E+OO 4.6 E-01
85= 3.70 E+02 4.9 E-04

‘SF 6.93 E+03 1.7 E+03

‘Tc 2.19 E+OO 1.8 E-02

“3Td 2.78 E+OO 4.3 E+OO

134CS 6.47 E+OO 3.0 E-01
137CSC 9.66 E+03 3.1 E+02
147pm 1.09E+02 4.3 E+OO

“%rn 1.02E+02 3.1 E+OO
152EU 8.45 E-01 1.9 E-03

‘5’Eu 1.13 E+02 3.2 E+O1

155EU 1.06 E+OI 4.4 E-ol
234U 3.84 E-01 5.1 E+O1
235UC 1.27 E-02 1.6 E+OO

236u 7.16 E-02 9.0 E+OO
238uc 3.31 E-01 3.9 E+OI

23~pc 4.66 E-02 2.5 E+O1
238~ 1.33 E+02 5.2 E+04

‘% 1.73 E+02 7.4 E+04

2% 1.37 E+02 5.9 E+04

“PUC 6.82 E+03 5.6 E+04

24’PU 8.71 E-02 3.6 E+OI
241fi 4.34 E+02 1.9 E+05

242m~c 3.72 E-01 1.6 E+02
243~e 2.78 E-01 1.2 E+02
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Table 1-4. Composition of K Basins Fuel and the Dose per Unit of Intake. (2 sheets)

Radionuclide
Activity CEDE per unit intakeb

(cmUy renrlg

‘Cm 4.47 E+OO 1.1 E+03

55Fe 5.41 E-01 1.5 E-03

‘w 3.47 E+OO 2.2 E-02

79se 6.54 E-02 6.4 E-04

I 93~r
I 2.95 E-01 I 9.5 E-02 I

93~ 1.93 E-01 5.6 E-02

‘WRU” 2.56 E-02 1.2 E-02

I l~~d I 1.56 E-02 I 2.0 E-04 I
1 1

t IZllnsnc 6.27 E-02 7.2 E-04 I
I 1

n.3snc 1.29 E-01 1.3 E-02

‘a 5.16 E-03 9.0 E-04

13$cs 6.04 E-02 2.8 E-04

I wcec I 7.91 E-04 I 3.0 E-04 I

‘Cm 4.47 E+OO 1.1 E+03

Total — 4.38 E+05

‘Combinexl KBasins inventories decayed to May 31,1998 1.0 CI = 3.7 x 10’0Bq.
bFitly-yearcommitted etl.tive dose equivalent. The total waa calculated by spreadsheet retaining three

signiilcant figures
me following short-lived progeny nuclides are not shown in the table ‘Y, ‘3’”Ba,‘Wr, ‘“%, “fiSb,

Ia.pr Iupr mm ZWm Z33P4ZMpa,~~mp%=TJ, ZMNP,~Z/un, and ~2Cm. These nuclides are found in secular,>>
equilibrium with the parent nuclide. Their dose contributions are included in the CEDE value shown for the parent
nrmlide.

MT(J = mehic ton of uranium.
CEDE = committed effective dose equivalent.
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4.38 x 10srendg. The vakres shown for the committed effective dose equivalent arethe product
of the activity and the dose conversion factor found in EPA FederalCkidance Report Number 11,
Limiting Values of Radionucli& Intake amiAir Concem?ation and Dose Conversion Factors for
Inhalation, Submersion, and Ingestion. The dose conversion factor for tritium was increasedby
50% to account for skin absorption(ICRP Publication30). The committed effective dose
equivalent for *SIGis the submersiondose factor from EPA Federal(Mdance Report Number 12,
A6nual of Protective Action Guides andProtective Actions for Nuclear Incidents, divided by the
light activity breathingrate.

1.2.3 Risk Guidelines

The U.S. Department of Energy-recommended radiologicalrisk evrduationguidelines
(Sellers 1997) are shown in Table 1-5. These criteriafor identi@g safety-class structures,
systems, and components implement the guidance of DOE Order 6430.1A General Design
Criteria, Section 1300-1.4, “Chidrmceon Limiting Exposure of the Public,”and are consistent
with the graded approachto safety requiredby DOE Order 5480.23.

As stated in HNF-PRO-704, satisfactionof its radiologicalevaluationguide~mesmeet the
goals of SEN-35-91, Nuclear Safety Policy. However, the guidelinesused by the SNF Project
(Sellers 1997) are more conservative and arebounded by the guidelines specified in
HNF-PRO-704, Table D-1. As suck satisfactionof the SNF Project radiologicalevahration
guidelines (Sellers 1997) will meet the goals ofSEN-35-91. As discussed in future sections, the
mitigated DBAs using the identified preventive and mitigative structure, syste~ and component
features met the SNF Project radiologicalevaluationguidelines(Sellers 1997) and, consequently,
the goals ofSEN-35-91.

Table 1-5. RadiologicalEvaluation tildelines and Ltits.

Onsite risk
Frequencyrange

Offsite accident
Event category

evahration
(per year) guidelines*

releaselimits*

rem
rem

Anticipated 1.0 E-01 to 1.OE-02 1 (5) 0.5 (0.5)

Ufilkely 1.0 E-02 to 1.0 E-04 10 (25) 5.0 (5)

Extremely unlikely 1.0 E-04 to 1.0 E-06 25 (100) 5.0 (25)

Note All doses are committed effective dose equivalents.

●This terminology is consistent with Tables 1 and 2 of Sellers, E. D., 1997,Risk Evaluation Guidelines (JUGS)
10Ensure Inherent@ Safer Designs (Letter97-SFD-172 to H. J. Hatch, Fluor Daniel Hanford Jncorvorated,August 26),
U.S. Department ofEn~, Ricl%nd Qerations Office, Richland, Washington. These SNF projec~guidelines ~e more
conservative than the values in HNF-PRO-705, SafefyBasis Planning, Documentation, Review, andApproval, Fluor
Daniel Hanford, Incorporated,Richkmd, Washington (shown in parentheses).
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1.2.4 Limiting Design Basis Accident Assumptions

Based on limiting values assumed in the hazardandDBA analyses,the interface between
the CVDF and the CSB requiresthat an MCO deliveredfrom the CVDF to the CSB containless
than 200 g of free water and coutine combustible hydrogen gases within the mechanicallysealed
MCOS. In additio~ the CSB hazardand DBA analysesrely on the interfacebetween the
K Basins facility and the CVDF that requiresthe SNF deliveredtlom the K Basins to the CVDF
and the CSB to be sufficiently cleanfuel (i.e., with claddingsurfaces sufficiently free of ahuninum
hydroxides, uranium hydrides, uranium dioxides, and other surface contaminants)and the fuel
loadingto be controlled (e.g., the number nf scrapbaskets loaded into eachMCO). The
assumptions associatedwith the K Basins and CVDF performanceare identified in Table 1-6.
Safety-related performance documentation from the K Basins and the CVDF is relied on to ensure
that the as-received content and condition of the MCO is as requiredfor safety basis properties.
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Table .6. Key K Basins and Cold Vacuum Drying FacilityPerformance
Assumptions.

FaciMv I Performanceparameter

K Basins Maximum mass of aluminum hydroxide in anMCO
deliveredto the CSB

~

Maximum mass of uraniumhydrates in anMCO

Maximum number of scrapbaskets in an MCO

K Basins Maximum removable, not strongly adherent,U02
particulatein an MCO deliveredto the CSB

~

Maximum free water in an MCO deliveredto the

=

Quantities of water moisture introduced into the
MCO during samplingoperationsdo not exceed
equmlent water mass ftom ahnrrmumhydroxrde

and uranium hydrates in an MCO deliveredto the

Parameter

--1--
Value Equivalent

Water
Mass

48 kg* 16.8 kg*

21.9 kg I 1.19 kg

F
2 scrap NA
baskets

34 kg of NA
U02

particulate

200 g I 200 g

*This is tie maximum based on long-term radiolysis, the thermal runaway case uses the

<10-5 NA
standard

cm3Ls

I
HNF-SD-SNF-TI-015, 1997, Spent Nuclear Fuel Project TechnicalDatabook, Rev. O,Rev. 2 and
ECN 645061, Fluor Daniel Hanford, Incorporated, Ricldand, Washington value of 10.65 kg
Al(OH), which corresponds to 3.73 kg water.

CSB = Canister Storage Building.
CVDF = Cold Vacuum Jlying Facility.
MCO = multi-canister overpack.
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2.0 REARRANGEMENT OF MULTI-CANISTER OVERPACK INTERNALS

2.1 PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

If the multi-canister overpack (MCO) were to be subjected to an accidentaldrop, impact, or
shearforce of sufficient magnitude, then the MCO or the cask–MCO could be damaged in such a
way as to breachthe MCO or to substantiallyrearrangeits internalgeometry. A number of
potential accidents have been identbied at the Canister Storage Building (CSB) and are listed in
Section 2.2. Five of these accidents are selected for further discussion or evaluation. While some
of the cases could lead to radiologicrddose consequences or to a violation of criticalitygeometry
control criteri~ these scenariosare either prevented or mitigated so that no violation or significant
releasemay occur, or are determined to occur so infrequently (<l O</yr)that they do not need to
be considered. These cases are prevented or significantlymitigated by design and control features
associatedwith the CSB or MCO handlingmachine(MHM). Required controls for each accident
are summarized in Section 2.6.

2.2 SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT

At the CSB the MCO is hoisted by both the receiving craneand the MHM. The MCO
could be dropped, either when it is inside the transportationcask or when it is outside the cask.
Objects (e.g., the transportationcask lid) are also hoisted above the MCO, creatingthe potential
for a drop onto the MCO. Other buildingequipment could move and collide with the MCO or
the transportationcask. Several different scenariosthat could cause rearrangementof MCO
internalswere considered, all of which were consideredpotentially serious hazardsto the MCO in
the CSB hazardanalysis(HNF-SD-SNF-HIE-001). These scenariosinclude the following:

● Cask-MCO drop from the receiving crane
. Cask lid drop onto the MCO
. Drop of an MCO by the MHM
● Shear of an MCO by the MHM.

The translationalmovement of the CSB receiving craneand the MHM and the rotational
movement of the MHM turret provide mechanismsfor applyinglateralor shearforces to the side
of the MCO. These shearforces could be appliedwhen the MCO extends across two regions that
can translateor rotate with respect to one another, such as when the MCO is partiallylowered
below the CSB deck into a storagetube or partiallylowered below the MHM turret&base
interface. Rotational or translationalforces could be appliedto the MCO by the MHM because of
operator error,MHM malfiurctionor failure,or an earthquake. An accident in which lateral
forces are appliedto the MCO, resulting in possiblebreach of confinement and loss of criticality
geometry control of the fhel, is consideredto be the bounding impact force design basis accident
for the accident grouping involving the rearrangementof MCO internals.
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MCO containment and geometry must not be allowed to be breachedor significantlyaltered
because an MCO provides both primary containment and nuclearcriticalityconfigurationcontrol
of the spent nuclearfuel. Equipment or controls that protect the MCO and prevent violations of
critically hits are considered safety class (HNF-PRO-704, DOE Order 6430.1A). Because such
equipment and controls must be designated safety class, it is not necessaryto perform radlologicrd
consequence analysisfor accidentsthat could violate critically limits. Dose consequence analysis
could not prescribemore stringent safety classificationsthan those alreadyrequiredto protect the
MCO and to protect againstcriticalitycontingencies.

An MCO must continue to meet severalconditions during any drop, impact or shear
accident. Three geometry constraintsmust be satisfied to maintaincriticrditycontrol: (1) the axis
of the basket center criticaMyinsert (6.6-in. pipe) must be maintainedwithin 2 in. of the MCO
centerline,(2) the inside MCO circumferencemust not exceed 73.04 in., and (3) the spent nuclear
fiel contents in the MCO must be maintainedwithin the MCO (HNF-SD-SNF-CSER-005).
Because the MCO does not contain significantwater while at the CSB, a critically will not occur
because any or all of these geometry controls areviolated (double contingency is satisfied).

All MCO laterrdforce (shear) accidentswith potentially unacceptableconsequences have
been prevented by safety-classMHM interlock controls. A discussion of the MHM interlocks is
included in HNF-3553, Spent Nuclear Fuel Project Final Safety Analysis Report, Annex ~
“CanisterStorage Building FinalSafety Analysis Report; ChapterA4.0, “Safety Structures,
Systems, and Components.”

A shearof an MCO by the MHM was identified in the CSB hazard analysis
(HNF-SD-SNF-HIE-001) as a potentially significantaccident (designator SA-E-07, SA-F-07b,
OA-E-07, OA-F-07, WS-E-07, WS-F-07). Because such an accidenthas the potential to cause
the most damageto an MCO in terms of its fhel confinement and containment stiety timctions, it
is consideredto bound the consequences of all other accidentsthat could rearrangethe MCO
internals. Shear forces could be appliedto the MCO during an unmitigated accident by MHM
rotationalor translationalmovement due to operatorerror,MHM malthction or failure, or a
seismic event. It is rdsopostulated that the turret rotation could shearthe MCO hoist cable and
result in a drop of the MCO. Neither of these turret rotation accidents can occur unless one of
several safety-classMHM interlocks (P6, P80, P9) is defeated. MHM interlock P9 ensuresthat
the turret seismic restraintsare appliedprior to operatingthe MCO hoist. MHM interlocks P6
andP80 ensurethat the turret seismic restraintscannot be disengagedand that power is not
supplied to the turret rotate motor unless the MCO is fully raisedin the MHM. Shear of an MCO
by the MHM may be possible during a seismic event if the MCO is partiallyinserted in a storage
tube, a pit, or the transport cask. Lateral movement of the massive MHM during a design baais
earthquakecould ahearthe MCO. Seismic restraintson the MHM trolley and gantry will prevent
significantlateralmovement when the restraintsare applied. The MHM could also apply
significantlateralforces againstanMCO if the bridge or trolley drives were activated by operator
error or MHM malfunction while the MCO is partiallylowered from the MHM. MHM interlock
P21 prevents the raisingor lowering of the MCO hoist unless the bridge and trolley seismic
restraintsare applied. MHM interlocks (P3, P6, P8, P26, P80) prevent the dkengagement of the
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bridge and turret seismic restraintsand interruptsbridge and trolley drive motor power unless the
MCO is filly raised.

Consistent with credibledrop scenariosdeveloped tlom the CSB hsnrd analysis,MCO and
cask-MCO drop analyseshave been performed for different conceivabledrop events. These
analyseshave been performed for a representativeset of identified drop events that are not
prevented by safety features. Drop event analyseshave been performed for dfierent orientations
of the MCO (or dropped object) and assuming dflerent materialproperties to ensure that the
calculatedeffects of the drop events were thoroughly investigated and well understood. To
demonstrate that all possible drop/shearscenarioshave been consideredand either explicitly
analyzed or bounded by similaranrdyzedevents, each process step duringthe MCO lifetime at the
CSB is chronologicallylisted in Table 2-1 with any considereddrop/shearscenarios. Drop
accident scenariosthat could occur duringtransportationto or from the CSB are dkcussed in
HNF-SD-TP-SARP-017, Safety Analysis Report for Packaging, Onsite, Mrdticonister Overpack
Cark.

2.2.1 Cask–Multi-Canister Overpack Drop from Receiving Crane

Conceivablecask-MCO drop events born the receiving cranewere identified in the CSB
hazard analysis(HNF-SD-SNF-HTE-001) as potential significantaccidents (designator TV-G-09,
TV-G-13, SA-G-03b). The CSB receivingcranehas been designated a safety-significantand
important-to-safety piece of equipment. The craneonly provides a single-loadpath but is rated
for twice the load requiredfor a safety-sigrriticanthoist. The craneis used to lift the cask-MCO
horn the transport trailerusing a yoke. The craneis then translatedto place the cask-MCO
above the service station pit and the cask-MCO is lowered into the pit. The cask–MCO could be
dropped from the receiving craneat any location the cranetravels while suspendingthe
cask-MCO. Drops 3 through 8, listed in Table 2-1, represent each distinct drop event possible
during a receiving craneoperation. Any of these drop events could occur due to a fhilure in the
lifi system (e.g., the hoolq hoist rope, cask yoke) or as a result of improper connections of the
load to the hoist. Because the crane is designed to ASME NOG-1, Rrdesfor Construction of
Overhead and Gantiy Cranes (Top RunningBridge, Multiple Girder),Type I, criteri%the crane
load should remain suspended during and atter a design basis earthquakeevent. The drop from
the receiving cranethat impacts the transporterand results in a horizontal slap-down of the
cask-MCO onto the concrete receiving areais the bounding unmitigated scenariofor allpossible
receiving cranedrops and provides the bounding unmitigated consequences. Recently, however,
the SNP Project has implemented a prevention system for this drop. The cask transfer safety
system is designed to prevent a dropped cask-MCO from impactingthe floor during otlloading
tlom the transport trailer. The absorbingmaterialcollapsesif a cask is dropped on it and cushions
the cask. The restraintsprevent the cask fkom tipping and falling on its side (slap down) in an
unlikely event that the cask is dropped. The cask transfer sdety system provides protection for
the caak-MCO as it is being transferredflom the transporterto the receiving pit. ,~her drops
tlom the receiving cranethat could have worse consequenceshave been reduced in frequency
sutliciently to claim that they have been prevented.
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Table 2-1. Multi-CanisterOverpack Process Steps andPossibleDrop, Shear, or Impact Scenarios, (5 sheets)

Drop Prccessstepur Droplshearlinrpactdescriptionshear Cre&ble Analyzed ~ Prevented Safetycontrols,eonaequences,andcommentsevent

I Caak-MCO Seethesafetyanalysisreportfor Seethesafetyanalysisreportforpackaging.’
transportedtu packagin<
CSB

) Remove None N NA
tractor

1 Cask-MCO Caak-MCOdroponto&aileredge Y Y N Y casktransfersafetyaysrerrl?
mov~ bythe withhorizontalslapdownonto
receivingcrane fluur.Dropheight40in.

$
— tutheMCO

~w ~tion Cask-MCOVeltiCd&OPtidy Y Y N Y Casktmmfersafetyaystemy

_ pit ontoconcretetbr

5 Caak-MCOdropontoedgeof Y Y N N Theccm.equeneeafor this drop are bounded by analyses
service pit with slap-duwu fm the drop ontu tmiler edge with horizontal slapdovm

(drop 3).

5 Cask-MCO drop intu service pit Y Y N N This drop ia not expected tu violate MCO containment or
ethicality geometry cmrtrol~

7 Ca.sk-MCO shear by moving Y Y N N Shear forces not autlicient tu sigrriticantlydamage the
receiving crane while partially MCO because of the tranapatation cask?
lowered into pit

B Caak-MCO drop ontu edge of Y N Y Y This drop could lead to a 2 in. deflection of the MCO
maintenance pit with horizontal center tube, violating a criticality safety criteria. A
slap-down intu pit fleer reaulver and interluck on receiving crane movement will

prevent this event

9 MHM sheara the MCO by colliding Y N N Y Interlucka do not allow the MHM tu enter the service area
with the crane and cad-MCO as while the receiving crane is present. Analysis
tie cask-MCO is lowered iutu the denronatrateathat, in this accident, the transportation caak
pit preveuts unacceptable MCO damage!



Table 2-1. Multi-Canister Overpack Process Steps and Possible Drop, Shear, or Impact Scenarios. (5 sheets)

Drop Process step or
Drop/shear/impact description

shesr event

10 Caakyoke Drop yoke onto cask lid
removal

11 Cask lid Drop cask lid ontn MCO
removal using
ssrvice station
gantryhoist

12 Seismic event CSB facility strncture fslls on MCO

1 I

13 Tent removal Nnne
and radiation
survey

14 MCO retrieved Drop service pit plug onto MCO
from cnak in

16

17

~Op MCO back inta cask. Could
be.cansd by ahesr of MCO hoist by
improper tumet rotation

Y

I
N

I
N

Y Y N

N N Y

N N N

N N N

N Y N

N Y N

N N Y

Yevented I Safety controls, consequences, and comments

N Insufficient force tn damage MCO tbrongh cask lid,

N Analysis of this drop demonstrates that the structural
containment of the MCO is not breached and that
criticality gsometry control is not compromised>s The
port cover-tn-flsnge seal maybe broken. If the rupture
disk were to relense ffom over-preswrization, an MCO
blow-down cadd wcnr.

~

The CSB facility is seismically qualifirdf This drop is

Y The dssign of plug and pit shield mnke it geometrically
impossible for this drop to impnct the MCO,

Y

Y

This drop is not expseted to violate MCO containment or
criticality geomehy control? Drop likeliioad is rexiuwd
by MHM interlocks (P61, P62, P66) and grapple design.

This drop is not expected to violate MCO ccmtnimnent or
titicslhy geometry control: Drop liieliiccd is raked
by MHM interlocks (P61, P62, P66) and grapple design.
Con.wauences of a drop from shear of hoist are bandrd

~

This shear is prevented by MHM SC interlocks (P3 P8



Table 2-1. Multi-CanisterOverpack Process S1

Drop Process step or
Drop/shear/impact description Credible

shear event

i_

18 Seismic event

[9

i

?0 MCO
transportedto
storage tube or

21
sampling/weld
Ststion

122

Shear MCO while partially inserted
into service ststion pit or storage
tube during a design basis
earthquake.

Y

Y

m
DTopMCO onto CSB deck or over Y

eRIPtY~b= or ov~ empty pits (i.e.,
maintemnce pit, exchange faci2hy
pit)

23 Install
intermediate
impact
absorber on

IMCO

Drop limiter on MCO - reduce
hniter effectiveness

Y

;

24 MCO placed
in storage tube
or
samplingkveld
station

25

Shear MCO or MHM grapple cable
by translating MHM with MCO
on2ypartially deployed into the
storage tube

Y

Y

Jand PossibleDrop, Shear, or Impact Scenarios. (5 sheets)

MCO
Jle$zd

fail

N Y

Y N

N N

N N

N Y

N N

N Y

N N

‘vThis shear Mprevented by MHM SC s-ammorestraints
snd SC interlocks (P3, P6, P8, P21, P26, P80).

Y This drop is prevented by the MHM seismic reshints snd
SC interlocks (P3, P21) thst ensure their operation.

Y This shear is prevented by MHM SC interlwks (P9, P6,
P80).

I

Y Orop lieliimd is reduced by MHM interlocks (P61,
P62, P66) and grapple design. Consequences bounded by ~

~!!Orop into pits is prevented by MHM SC interlocks (P3,

0

Y Drop like2iiom4is reduced by MHM interlocks (T’61,
P62, P66) and grapple design Limiter effectiveness
should not be greatly reduced.

*

This shear is prevented by MHM SC interlocks (P3, P8,

Y This shesr is prevented by MHM SC interlcwks (P6, P9,
P80),
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Table 2-1. Multi-Canister Overpack Process Steps and Possible Drop, Shear,or Impact Scenarios. (5 sheets)

Drop Processstepor Drop/shear/impactdescriptionshenr Credible Analyzed ydoevent
Prevented Snfetycontrols,consequences,sndcmrrmenta

35 ShearMCObyrotntingturretwith Y N N Y Thisshar ispreventedbyanMHMSCinterlwka(P6,
MCOonlypartiallyretractedinto P9,P80).
MHMcask

36 DropMCOontoimpactabsorberin w N N Y DropliieliioodisreducedbyMHMSCinterlocks(P61,
storagetube P62,P66)andgrappledesign.Conaequarresare

preventedbySCimpactabsorber.Thisdropacensriois
cnnaideredincredible.

37 DropMCOontnapreviously ~a N Y Y DropIiieliiocdisreducedbyMHMirrterlncks(P61,
crushedimpactsbaorber(MCO P62,P66)and~pple design. Previorralycmahed impsct

W=(kOppdwhen 01’igilldy absorber may still provide some mitigation of MCO
inserted) damage. Tbia drop scenario is considered irmrdble.

Note MHM SC interlnck descriptions may be found in HNF-3553, 1999, Spent Nuclear Fuel Project Fimrl Safety Ana&sis Repoti, Annex A, “Caniater
Storage Building Final Safety Analysis Report,” Chapter A4.0, “Safely Structures, Syatema, and Components,” Rev. O,Fluor Daniel Hanford, Irrcmporated,Ricbhmd,

$

Wnslringtnn. w
N

WNF-SD-TP-SARP-017, 1997, Safety Ana&sis Reporlfor Packaging, Onsite, Mu/ti.anister Ove~ack Cask, Rev. O,Fhmr Dsniel Hanford, Incorporated,
Richbmd, Washington.

~

bHNF-SD-SNF-DP-O10, 1997, Cask andMCO Drop onto the Transpoti Trailer Edge with Subsequent Horizontal Slap Down onto the CSB Receiving Area 0

Fkmr, Rev. O,Flunr Dnniel Hanford, kwmporated, Ricblnnd, Wnsbington.
CHNF-SD-SNF-DP-007, 1997, Multi-Canister Overpa.WCaskDrop Anafy.is File Documentation, Rev. O,Fluor Dnniel Hnnford, Incorporated, Ricbhmd,

Wnabingtnn.
~eteraen, S. L. 1998, MHM Collision with CU.WMCO (Trammhtnl PDT-137 to A. S. Darrglrtidge, D&ES Hanford, November 30), Flunr Dnniel, Irrrorporated,

Ricldand, Washington.
“WHC-SD-SNT-DB-O09, 1996, Storage Building Natural Phenomena Hazarci%,Rev. 4, Westirrgbow Hanford Company, Riclrkmd, Washington.
‘CSB-S-0007A, 1996, Storage Tube AnaJvsis Co@rrration, FhrorDaniel Hsnford, Incorporated, Riclrkurd,Waabington.
%eae drops were recently considered incredible per SNF-4087, The Frequency ofaMulti-Canister Ovepack (MCO) Drop by the Multi-canister Overpack

Handling Machine (14HM),Rev. O,Fluor Daniel Hnnford, Ricbland, Wnabington.

DBE = design basia earthquake.
MCO = multi-canister overpack.
MHM = multi-canister overpack handling machine.
NA = not applicable.
SC= snfety clnss.
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A drop of the cask-MCO from a height of 40 in. with a subsequent slap-down onto the CSB
receiving areaconcrete floor (drop 3) has been shown to result in no releasesof radioactivityand
no loss of critically corrtigurationcontrol (HNF-SD-SNF-DP-O1O). The cask transfer safety
system prevents or mitigates this drop.

The consequences of a cask-MCO drop by the receiving craneinto the maintenancepit
(drop 8, height greaterthan 40 in.) with a slap-down have not been determined. Based upon the
results from a similaranalysis(HNF-SD-SNF-DP-007), it is expected that such an accidentwould
damagethe MCO center tube geometry sufficiently to cause a criticalityspecificationviolation.
While definitive supporting calculationsdo not exist, no radiologicalreleasesor associatedonsite
(100 m) or offsite dose consequences are expected tlom such an accidentbecause of the
structuralprotection provided by the cask. This accident frequency is reduced to beyond
extremely ufllkely by a safety-classreceiving craneresolver and associatedinterlock. The
resolver tracks the east-west position of the receiving crane. Before the receiving cranereaches
the west side of the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) pit, the interlock removes power from the
drive motors. Power may only be restored to the craneby both the use of a supervisor-controlled
fortress key at a remote station and the operator depressingan override button on the crane.
While this interlock does not reduce the drop frequency, it does reduce the frequency of drops
into the FFTF or maintenancepits. A technicalsafety requirement (TSR) program will not SI1OW
the interlock to be overriddenwhen a cask–MCO is suspendedby the crane.

2.2.2 Cask Lld Drop onto Multi-Canister Overpack

A drop of the cask lid onto the MCO was identified in the CSB hazardanalysis
(HNF-SD-SNF-HB3-001) as a potentially significantaccident (designator SA-G-03a). When the
MCO transportationcask lid is removed from the caslq the lid could be dropped tlom the service
station gantry hoist onto the top of the MCO or its port covers. While it has been demonstrated
that such drops (5 tl or less drop height) do not violate the structuralintegrity of the MCO
(HNF-SD-SNF-DP-O1O,HNF-SD-SNF-DP-007), it is likely that the serdbetween the port cover
and the MCO is ruptured. Below one port is a rupture dkk. This dk.k is not expected to be
disturbed by the drop. However, if the seal is broken on the MCO rupture disk port and the
MCO pressurizes above the rupture disk relief pressure (10 atm), then a blow-down of the MCO
would occur. The maximum internalMCO pressure at CSB is 5.2 atm (HNF-SD-SNF-TI-01 5).
Over-pressurizationof the MCO above the rupture disk relief pressure is consideredincredible
because insufficient water is availablein the MCO to generatethe requiredgas. It is not
physicallypossible to lift the transportationcask lid more than 5 ft above the MCO using the
service station gantry hoist.

2.2.3 Drop of a Multi-Canister Overpack by the Multi-Canister
Overpack Handling Machine

Drops of the MCO by the MHM were identified in the CSB hazardanalysis
(HNF-SD-SNF-HIIZ-001) as potential significantaccidents(designator OA-G-03, -13,
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SA-G-03b, -13, WS-G-03a and b, -13). The safety-classinterlocks on the MHM and the
mechanics of the grapple associatedwith the MHM hoist combine to greatly reduce the likelihood
that any MCO drop from the MHM will occur. MHM descriptionsmaybe found in HNF-3553,
Annex ~ Chapter A2.0, “FacilityDescription.” The MHM hoist has a single-ftihrre-proofload
path. The MHM grappleis designedwith a mechanicallock that, when properly engaged,uses
the weight of the MCO to help maintaina nearlyfault-proof grip on the MCO. Interlocks prevent
the grapplejaws horn being opened unless the grappleis no longer loaded and the grappleis at a
height correspondingto a permitted MCO set-down location (interlock P66). The most credible
faihrreof this locking mechanism requiresthat the sensorsthat detect when the grapplehas fnUy
closed be rniscalibrated,so that the grapple engagesthe MCO but does not engage its mechanical
locking mechanism. Because the sensors are cahbratedat the same time, rniscdlbrationwould be
a common mode failure of this double-channelinterlock. Even with this grappleinterlock
compromised, the MCO must be physicallydisturbed (possibly a seismic event) or anotherMHM
interlock (such as P66) must ftil and allow the operatorto filly open the grappleunder load
before a drop would result. Recent calculationscorrfIrrnthat frequency of this drop is incredible
(<104/yr) (SNF-4087).

Another possible accident that could lead to a drop is the shearof the MCO hoist cablesby
rotation of the MHM turret or by lateralmovement of the MHM during a seismic event. Rotation
of the turret while lowering the MCO is prevented by a safety-classinterlock (P6). The MHM
may not be rotated to the MCO hoist unless the MHM cranebridge and trolley seismic restraints
have been applied (interlock P21). These seismic restraintsprevent the MHM from shearingthe
hoist cablesin a design basis earthquake. Drop of the MCO at a location other than a pit or tube
where the MCO would normallybe raisedor lowered is consideredincredible,because not only
does the grapple and its interlocks have to fail but the interlock (P26), which prevents the turret
from rotating and the turret seismic restraintsdisengagingwithout lowering the shield skirt, must
also fail. Recent calculationsconfirm that frequency of this drop is incredible(<lO</yr)
(SNF-4087).

Because drops into the service pit, sampling/weldstation pit, or storagetube are not
consideredbeyond extremely ufl]kely accidents, each of these locations arefitted with an impact
absorber. These impact absorbersare requiredto limit the decelerationof a maximum weight
MCO dropped from the maximum height to less than 35 g. The MCO and internalbaskets are
designedto maintainconfinement, containment, and subcriticalhyunder all design basis drops
with decelerationsIimitedbelow 35 g (HNF-S-0426). These same MCO safety fimctions are
maintainedfor some drops where this decelerationis exceeded. No consequence analysesare
performed for any MCO drops from the MHM because they are all either incredibleor their
consequences have been mitigated such that no radiologicalreleaseis expected.

2.2.4 Shear of a Multi-Canister Overpack by tbe Multi-Canister
Overpack Handling Machine

A shearof an MCO by the MHM was identified in the CSB hazardanalysisas a potentially
significantaccident (designator:SA-E-07, SA-F-07b, OA-E-07, OA-F-07, WS-E-07, WS-F-07)
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(HNF-SD-SNF-HD3-001). Because this accidenthas the potential to cause the most darnageto
an MCO in terms of its tlrel confinement and containment safety functions, it is consideredto
bound the consequences of all other accidents that could rearrangethe MCO internals. Simple
analysishas demonstrated that the turret will not shearthe MCO duringrotation. It is also
possible that the turret rotation could shearthe MCO hoist cable and result in a drop of the MCO.
Neither of these turret rotation accidentscan occur unless one of several safety-classMHM
interlocks (P6, P80, P9) is defeated. MHM interlock P9 ensuresthat the turret seismic restraints,
the base and the turret locking pins, are appliedprior to operatingthe MCO hoist. MHM
interlocks P6 and P80 ensure that the turret seismic restraintscannot be disengagedand that
power is not suppliedto the turret rotate motor unless the MCO is filly raised in the MHM.
Shear of an MCO by the MHM may be possible during a seismic event if the MCO is partially
inserted in a storagetube, a pit, or the transport cask. Lateral movement of the massive MHM
during a design basis earthquakecould shearthe MCO. Seismic restraintson the MHM trolley
and gantry will prevent significantlateralmovement when the restraintsare applied. The MKM
could also apply significantlateralforces againstanMCO if the bridge or trolley drives were
activated by operator erroror MHM malfunctionwhile the MCO is partiallylowered tlom the
MHM. MHM interlock P21 prevents the raisingor lowering of the MCO hoist unless the bridge
and trolley seismic restraintsare applied. MHM interlocks (P3, P6, P8, P26, P80) prevent the
disengagementof the bridge and turret seismic restraintsand interruptsbridge and trolley drive
motor power unless the MCO is fidly raised.

Shear of the MCO could also be possible if the MHM were to enter the service areawhile
the MCO is being lowered into the servicepit by the receiving crane(SA-F-05). The MHM could
collidewith the craneor also directly with the partiallylowered MCO, causingthe MCO to be
sheared. A MHM interlock (P5) inhibhsthe MHM from enteringthe service area“overlapzone”
if the receiving craneis located in this area. Because the failure of the receiving crane sensor and
striker deployment system that activatesthe MHM limit switches associatedwith interlock P5 is
not incredible,analysishas been performed to assess the darnageto the MCO in this accident
scenario. Analysis demonstrates that such an accidentwould not cause unacceptabledarnageto
the MCO (Petersen 1998). The transportationcask will adequatelyprotect the MCO so that it is
not breachedand no critically geometry control contingenciesare violated.

No consequence analysesare performed for MCO shearscaused by the MHM becausethe
controls to prevent such an event are robust and sufficient to considerthis accident incredible.

2.2.5 Cask-Multi-Canister Overpack Shear by the Receiving Crane

If the receiving cranewere to be moved (translated)while the cask-MCO were partially
lowered into the service pit, a shearforce would be appliedto the outer transportationcask. The
lateralforces exerted upon the cask in this scenarioare expected to be bounded by those
experiences by the cask during a collision with the MHM (Petersen 1998). Because of the
substantialdesign of the cask engineeringjudgement leads one to conclude that such an event
would not darnagethe MCO witbin the cask. Only superficialdarnageto the outer cask is
consideredto be likely. No consequence analysesare performed for any MCO shearscaused by
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the receiving cranebecause the cask is expected to be ableto fidly protect the MCO from
damage.

2.3 SOURCE TERM ANALYSIS

Those accidents that could breachthe MCO require safety-classmitigation to prevent
violation of criticalitycontingencies. Because the development of radiologicalsource term and
dose consequences could not lead to more restrictive safety classificationand controls, no source
term is developed.

2.4 CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS

A consequence analysiswas not performed for MCO shearscaused by the MHM because
the controls to prevent such an event are robust and sufficient to make this accident not credible.
Any drop, impact, or shearaccidents that were deemed to have the potential to violate the MCO
critically geometry control safety tlmctions have been assignedpreventive features that make
their occurrencebeyond extremely ufltkely.

2.5 COMPARISON TO GUIDELINES

The consequences of a cask-MCO drop by the receivingcraneinto the maintenancepit with
a slap-down have not been determined. Based upon the results from a similaranalysis
(HNF-SD-SNF-DP-007), it is expected that such an accidentwould damagethe MCO center tube
geometry sufficiently to cause a criticalityspecificationviolation. While definitive supporting
calculationsdo not exist, no radiologicalreleasesor associatedonsite (100 m) or offsite dose
consequences are expected from such an accident because of the structuralprotection provided by
the cask. The receiving cranewill be instrumentedwith an absolute resolver (to measure and
report current cranelocation) and an interlock scheme that will only allow the craneto travel west
of the FFTF pit without requiringa key-operated override switch to be used to allow power to the
cranedrive. Because this accident could lead to the violation of a criticalitycontrol limit, this
receiving craneinterlock and associatedelectronicswill need to be classified safety class.

No dose consequences are expected from a drop of the transportationcask lid onto the
MCO. Dose consequences could result only if the MCO rupture disk were damaged or failed.
Because MCO internalpressures above the rupture disk actuationpressure(150 lb/ii’ gauge) are
not credibleat the CSB (HNF-SD-SNF-TI-01 5), a blow-dowo of the MCO and associated
radlologicrdrelease are not possible.

The drop of the MCO by the MHM could have safety-classconsequences because of the
potential to violate criticalitycontrol limits. No dose consequence estimates are needed to
determine structure, system, and component (SSC) or TSR classification. Impact absorbersthat
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mitigate drop consequencesmust be safety class. This drop has been recently determined to be
incredible(SNF-4087).

The shearof the MCO by the MHM could have safety-class consequencesbecause of the
potential to violate criticalitygeometry control limits. No dose consequence estimates are needed
to determine SSC or TSR classification. Mechanicalequipment and MHM control system
interlocks, sensors, relays, and power contractorsthat prevent a shearmust be safety class.

The drop of the cask–MCO by the receiving cranefrom heights greaterthan 40 in. could
have safety-class consequences because of the potential to violate criticalitygeometry control
limits. No dose consequence estimates are needed to determine SSC or TSR classification.
Equipment used to prevent a drop into the maintenancepit or from heights greaterthan 40 in.
onto the receiving areafloor must be safety class. Recently, safety-class cask transfer system has
been implemented to prevent these drops.

2.6 SUMMARY OF SAFETY-CLASS STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AND
COMPONENTS AND TECHNICAL SAFETY REQUIREMENT
CONTROLS

The SSCS and TSR controls designatedto prevent the loss of critically control and the dose
consequences of the rearrangementof MCO internalscausedby a shearaccident are as follows:

2.6.1 Possible Rearrangement of Multi-Canister Overpack
Internals Because of Shear

. Safety-class SSCs

— MHM interlock (P21) and sensors— Ensure that the MCO hoist cannot operate
unless the bridge seismic clamps andtrolley seismic restraintsare appliedwhen
an MCO is in the H, the interlock circuitryincludes relays, contractors,and
sensors (limit switches)

— MHM interlocks (P3, P6, P8, P26, P80), sensors, and switches — Prevent the
seismic restraints&om dkengaging and power being appliedto the bridge and
trolley drive motors unless the MCO hoist is filly raisedwhen an MCO is in the
m, the interlock circuitryincludes contractorsand relays, and sensors
(resolvers, limit switches, photoelectric switches)

— MHM seismic restraints,rails, and railfrogs — Prevent translationalmovement
of the MHM whenever engagedwhen an MCO is in the MHM (restraintsmust
be engaged priorto MCO hoist operation)
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— Seismic detection and MHM power-disconnect system — Detects seismic event
(magnitude 0.25 g horizontal [0.74g/3] and 0.16 g vertical [0.49g/3]) and
removes allpower to them, removal of power to prevent operation of the
MCO hoist, disengagementof seismic restraints,andMHM translational
movement (M33h4interlocks are not seismicallyqualhied)

— MHM railsand railfrogs — Prevent inadvertentmovement and/or structural
failure of the- with collateraldamageto safety-class structures or anMCO

. Safety-significant SSCs

— MHM and MHM MCO hoist — Required by DOE Order 6430.1A and U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) equivrdencyimportant-to-safety
Category B for SSCS that handle SNF

● TSR

- Operabtity of MHM interlocks (P3, P6, P8, P21, P26, P80) and seismic
detection andMHM power-dismnnect system, the interlock circuit~ includes
relays, contaetors, and sensors (resolvers, limit switches, photoelectric switches).

. Safety-class SSCs

— MHM interlock (P9) and sensors— Ensure that the MCO hoist cannot operate
unless the turret seismic restraintsare appliedwhen an MCO is in the -, the
interlock circuitryincludes power contaetors, relays, and proximity sensors

— MHM interlocks (P6, P80) and sensors— Prevent the seismic restraintsffom
disengagingand power being appliedto the turret rotationaldrive motors unless
the MCO hoist is filly raisedwhen an MCO is in the m, the interlock
circuitryincludes power contractors,relays, and sensors (resolver, limit switch
photoelectric switch)

— MHM seismic restraints— Prevent rotationalmovement of the MHM whenever
engagedwhen anMCO is in the MHM (restraintsmust be engagedprior to
MCO hoist operation)

— Seismic detection and MHM power-disconnect system — Detects seismic event
(magnitude 0.25 g horizontal [0.74/3g] and 0.16 g verticrd[0.49/3 g]) and
removes allpower to them, removal of power to prevent operation of the
MCO hoist, disengagementof seismic restraints,and MHM rotationalmovement
(MHM interlocks are not seismicallyqualified)
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. Safety-significant SSCS

– MHM and MHM MCO hoist — Required by DOE Order 6430.1A andNRC
equivalencyimportant-to-safety Category B for SSCS that handle SNP

● TSR

– Operabfity of MHM interlocks (P6, P9, P80) and seismic detection and MHM
power-disconnect system, the interlock circuitryincludes power contractors,
relays, and sensors (resolvers, liit switches, photoelectric switches, proximity
sensors).

The SSCS and TSR controls designatedto prevent the loss of criticalitycontrol and the dose
consequences of the rearrangementof MCO internalscausedby a shearaccident are summarized
in Table 2-2. In accordancewith Thle 10, Code of Federal Regzdations, Part 72, “Licensing
Requirements for the Independent Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel andHigh-Level Radioactive
Waste; Section 72.3, “Definitions”(10 CFR 72.3), SSCS also have been identified that are
consideredimportant to safety. This important-to-safety classificationis further delineatedusing
a graded approachprovided by NUREGICR-6407, Cladjication of TransportationPackaging
andDiy Spent Fuel Storage system Components According to Importance to Safety. NRC
important-to-safety designationsare identified in Table 2-2 for the rearrangementof MCO
internalsaccidents, Defense-in-depth features also are included for each specific accident in
Table 2-2.

The suite of safety SSCS and TSR controls necessaryand sufficient to prevent the two
design basisMCO shearaccidents do not address some of the other accidents in the
rearrangementof MCO internalsaccident category. Table 2-2 sIso lists the sa6etySSCS and TSR
controls needed to prevent or control these accidents. Because these accidents are substantially
dflerent in development and progressionfrom the DBAs, each scenarioand the corresponding
controls are also describedbelow.

2.6.2 Possible Rearrangement of Multi-Canister Overpack
Internals Because of Drops

Several drop accidentswere evahratedand are listed here rdongwith specific safety SSCS
and TSR controls to prevent the describeddrop accident. The drop of the cask-MCO horn the
receiving craneonto the load-idload-out areafloor or into the MCO service station pit could lead
to the loss of critically geometry control of the feel in the MCO. Anrdysishas demonstrated that
the cask-MCO structuraland critically control features are sufficient to remainintact if the
cask–MCO is dropped onto the concrete from a height less than 40 in. The SSCS and TSR
controls selected either prevent the cask–MCO from being hoisted more than 40 in. above the
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Table 2-2. Summary of Safety FeaturesRequired to Prevent Rearrangement of
Multi-Canister Overpack Internals. (9 sheets)

Accident
Checkhst General

Safety fadnre and safety classiticationb
NRc ITs

&signatO~ function Catego@

POssible r—gemen t of MCO internals because of a drop or shear

idCO or cask SA-F-07b Prevent MCO Safetwclass SSCS:
)hearby the OA-F-07 translational . MHM interlock (P21), sensors, and switches A
W-l&f from WS-F-07 shear . MHM interlwks (P3,P6, PS, P26, P80), sensors, A
aternlMHM OU-R-01 and switches
novement . MHM seismic restraints, rails, and rail frogs A

● Seismic &tection and MHM powerdiscomed A
system

● MHM rails and rail frogs A

Safetv-siznific+mtSSC$
. MHM and MHM MCO hoist B

m.
. Operability of MHM interlocks (P3,P6, PS, P21,

P26, P80), seismic detection and MHM F@wer-
diSCOIIIl@XSyS~, m intedcck

Defense in demtk
. Personnel are hid in sitewi& and facility-

specitic emergency response prncednres that
include steps to place the facili~ in the safest
possible condition.

● The MHM provides active, filtmed ventilation at its

OW ~~~a~ With tMfh the stice stntion and tie
samphnghveld S@.ion.

. The MHM is designed to ASME NoG-l” to
p-dude tipping.

. The MHM has an audho~ indication of its
movement (i.e., alarms).

. The MHM is limited to relatively slow movement.
● The MHM is provided with a backup grapple

disengagement capability.
● Personnel are tiined to prccednres detailiig the

safe sequence of operntiow, these procedures
prohibit interferencesbetween the receiving crane
and the MHM
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Table 2-2. Summary of Safety FeaturesRequired to Prevent Rearrarrgementof
Multi-Cauister Overpack Internals. (9 sheets)

Accident
Checklist Chmeral

Safety f=ture and safety olassiiicationb
NRc ITs

designator function Cate.go$

dCO 01MCO SA-E-07 Prevent MCO Safetv-class SSCS:
oist cable OA-E-07 rotational . MHM interlcek (P9), sensors, and switches A
hear by WS-E-07 shear . MHM interlocks (P6, P80), sensors, and switches A
otation of the OU-R-01 . MHM seismic reshints A
JHM turret . Seismic detection and MHM powerdkcomect A

system

safe tv-simu“ficantSSCS
● MHM and MHM MCO hoist B

m
. Operability of MHM interlocks (P6, P9, PSO)and

seismic detection and MHM power.discomect
system, and interlcck circuitry

Defense in de!llr
. Personnel are tied in sitewide and faciU&

specific emergency response prccedurw that
include steps to place the facility in tie safest
possible condition

o The MHM prOvi&s active, filtered ventilation at its

OP mtiam with both the service station md he
sampling/weld station

. The MIIM is designed to ASME NCK3-1”to
prwlude tipping

. The MHM has an auditory indication of its
movement (i.e., alarms)

● The MHM is limited to relatively slow movement
. The MHfvl is provided with a backup grapple

disengagement capability
. Personnel are trained to procedures detailing the

safe sequence of opemtio~, these prceehres
prohibit interferencesbetween the receiving crane
and the MHM
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Table 2-2. Summary of Safety FeaturesRequired to Prevent Rearrangement of

Accident

hsk-MCO
rop tlom the
xxiving
raned

Checklist
&signatOP

W-G-13
;A-O-03a
;A-O-13

Multi-Canister Overoack Internals. (9 sheets)
A . /

Oenerrd
function

Safety feature and safety classification

hevlmt the Safetv-olass SSCF
4C0 horn . Transportation sask
whining . MCO shell, locking ring, and shield plug
18mage . MCO fuel baskets including criticality center pmt
:xceediig the . Receiving crane Iifdig yoke (length)
llowable . MCO service station impact absorber
evel o Cask transfer safety system

&fetv-simu “ficantSscs:
. Receiving craneand hoist

Is&
● Use of propsr yoke (length) to Ml the cask-MCO
. Impact absorber is imtalld in tbe MCO service

station pit and is functional

1
fense in deMb:

.

.

.

.

.

The operatorsof the receitig craneare tiined and
qualified to @orm their duties safely, which
includes following procedures for safe handliig of
the transptation cask
Regular maintenance is performed on tie
transporterto ensure it is in gwd working ordsr
Qualified crane operators
Maintenance and opratiom manuals and &tails
are provided by cranevendors
The hoist design includes
- Interlocks to preclude lift and horizontal motion at

same time
- Dual brakes
- No flee fall capacity

NRc m
categOIyJ

A
A
A
A

NA
A

B
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Table 2-2. Summary of Safety FeaturesRequired to Prevent Rearrangement of
Multi-Canister Overpack Internals. (9 sheets)

Accident
Checklkt General

Safety f=ture and safety classification~
NRc ITs

desigmatnr’ function Cakgo#

)IOpof MCO SA-G-03a Prevent the Safetwclass SSCS
~ck intn the 5A-G-13 MCO Corn . MCOshell,lo&ingri ng,andshieldplug A
ask or ontn Sustaining . MCOfueland scmpbasket.s inoludmgcenterpest A
he cnsk rim by dnmnge
he MHlvf exceediig the Safetv-significant SSCs:

allowable o MHM and MHM MCO hoist B
level

Defmse in dentk
o The MHM grapple is designed with a mechanical

lock such that it should not be able to open while a
lnad is snspmded from it

. Lifling &viws used at the CSB are &signed tn
hnndle the lnads they will carry

. Persomel are trained to facility-specific procedures
in the proper handliig of the tnnspnrtation cask,
MCO, receiving crnne,gantry, and MHM

. Regular mnintennnce is performed to ensnre it is in
gmd working order

. Qualified Operntors

. Maintenance and operations manuals nnd details
nreprovided

lnp of the SA-G-03a Prevent the $afetv-slass SSCS:
4fC0 fmm the 5A-G-13 MCO ffom . MHlvf intedncks (P3,P8), S_Ol’S A
@Ifvf intn the Sustaining “ m intdneks (P26, P80, P85), S~Ol’S A
naintennnce dnmage
>itf exceeding the &&etv-simificant SSCS

allowable ● MHM and MHM MCO hoist B
level

m
. OFernbilityof interlocks (P3, PS, P26, P80, P85)

Defem e in deo~
. The MHM grapple is designed with a mecbnnical

lnck such O@ it should not be able to opm while a
lnad is suspended finm it

o LiRing devices used at the CSB are &signed tn
handle the lnads they will carry

. Persomel are trained tn facility-specific prccednres
in the proper handling of the trnnspdntion cask,
MCO, receiving crnne, snntry, and MHM

. Regular maintenance is performed to ensure it is in
grindworking order

. Qunlified operators

. Maintenance nnd operations manuals and detnils
areprotided
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Table 2-2. Summary of Safety FeaturesRequired to Prevent Rearrangementof

rAccident

Drop of the
cask-MCO
tlom the
receiving crane
into the FFTF
or MHM
maintenance

I nit

Checklkt
&signatOr’

;A-G-03b
;A-G-13

Multi-Canis

Oeneml
function

h-eventthe
dCO tlom
ustaining
18mage
:xceedingthe
~llowable
evel

Overpack Internals. (9 sheets)

Safetyfeatureandsafetyclassification

%fetwlassSSCs
~ R=itigcme~sitioti~htilmkmntiol

system

m
Administrative use of the sumrvisor-ccmtmkl
fortress key for movement o~receiving crane over 01
east of the FFTF pit when there is no cask-MCO
load
Operability of receiving crane~sitioninghterhxk
control system

L2&emeindedk
, The MHM zrwmle is desimed with a mechanical-..

leek such that it shmdd no; & able to open while a
load is suspended f?om it

. Litling devices used at the CSB are designed to
handle the loads they will carry

. Personnel are trained to facility-s~ifio prccehres
in the proper handling of the transportation cask,
MCO, receiving crane,ganby, and MHh4

. Regular maintenance is performed to ensure it is in
gcod working order

, Qualilied operato.
, Maiitenmw and opemtiom manuals and details

areprovided -

NRc r’rs
Catego$

A
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Table 2-2. Summary of Safety FeaturesRequired to Prevent Rearrangement of

Accident

XB facility
tnrcture falls
mto an MCO

r

VIHMfalls
mto the
)peratingdeck

Waterlime
Xeak led.s to
0ss of
iructuoll
ntegri~ of the
XB facility

Multi-Canister Overpack Internals. (9 sheets)

Chdlist
bsignatOP

)U-R-01

)U-P-05

Oenerd
function I Safety feature and safety olassiticationb

~
base slab embeds, tube base assemblies, operating

)ss of
tmctulrd Safetv-sitific+mt SSCs:
megrity of . Operating areashelter (waiver 1 to HNF-PRO-704)
m facility . Red frogs, rails, MHM seismic restraints, MHM
whenthere is (structural) (waiver 2 to HNF-PRO-704)
INFin the
acility m
IhringNPH o Double verification that rail frogs are installed and
vents secure

Defmse in deuti
o Personnel are tmiued in sitewide and facilitv-

.

.

specific emergency response prwedures tha~
inclu& steps to place the facilily in the safest
possible condition
The facili~ provides shelter for workers
CSB personnel are tiined in sitewide and facilhy-
specific emergency response procedures that
include steps to place the facility in the safest
possible condition

Ma water Safetv-class SSC$
*to . None
l-event
vashout of m
ompacted . Perkdc walkdowms of the facilily to ensure that the
oil near the SSI assumptions areprotected
XB to . Walkdowm of the facilily atler operating basis
lrotect emthquakes
ltilding
eismic Defense in deuti
nalysis . None
Sslunptions

NRc ITs
categOlyJ

A

B
B

None
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Table 2-2. Smnmarv of Safetv FeaturesReauired to Prevent Rearrarwementof
Mu~ti-Canist&Overpack I;temals. (9 sheets) -

Accident

Vfcodrop
nto or onto the
ttoragetubed

Checklist
designator

)A-G-03
)A-G-13

General
function
hitimpact
mea on the
ACo,tube,
nd
sseciated
tructures to
cceptable
wels

Safety feature and safety classification

Safelv+lass SSCS:
o Storage tube bottom impact absorter
. Interfaceguide ring

Safetv-simiticant SSCs:
. Storage tube internm+ate impact absorber

E.R$
. Bottom impact absorb is installed in each storage

tube prior to placing an MCO in the storage tube
. Intermediate impact absorber is installed in each

storage tube prior to placement of a second MCO in
that storage tube

. Interface guide ring is in place before arrival of the
MCO in the MHM over a storage tube

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Defmse in deDW
The MHM grapple is designed with a mechanical
leek such h-at ;;should no~be able to open while a
load is suspended from it
Llfdng devices used at the CSB are desi~ed to
handle tie loads they will camy
Persomel are trained to facilily-specific procedures
in the proper handling of the MCO and MHh4
Qualified craneoperaton
Maintenance and operations manuals and details
areprovided by cranevendors
The hoist design includes
- Jnterlecks to preclude lift and horizontal motion at

same time
- Dual brakes
- No tlee fall capacity

NRc m
Gategoly

A
NA

B
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Table 2-2. Sununaryof Safety FeaturesRequired to Prevent Rearrangementof
Multi-Canister Overpack Internals. (9 sheets)

Accident
Chdrlist General

Safety feature and safety olassificationb NRc MS
des@latOr’ function catego$

vfco drop ws-G-03a Ltit impact Safetv-class SSCZ
nto the WS-G-13 forces on the . %mpliighveld station impact absorber A
wnpling/weld MCO to
Itationpitd acceptable m

levels . Sampliig/weld station impact al.xsorberis installed
in the pit prior to placing an MCO in the
sampling/weld station

Defense in demtlr
. The MHM gmpple is designed with a mechanical

lock such that it should not be able to open while a
lead is suspended from it

. Lifting devices used at the CSB are desigped to
handIe the loads they will carry

. Personnel are trained to facility-specific procedures
in the properhandling of the tmnqntation cask,
MCO, receiving crane,and MHM

. Qualified craneoprators

. Maintenance and operations manuals and details
areprovided by cranevendors

. The hoist design includes
- Interlrxks to preclude M and horizontal motion at

same time
- Dual brakes
- No free fall capaci~

Possible rearrangement of MCO inteanalsdue to collision

JHbd wlli&s SA-F-05 SafeN-class SScv
vith . Transportation cask A
ask-MCO aS
t is being pefense in deu@
Dweredinto o Personnel are trained to prwedures de~iling the
ifco service safe sequence of operatiow, these procedures
tation pit by prohibit interferencesbetween the receiving crane
hereceiving and the MHM
nme ● The tlogs on the receiving crane’s tracks have stops

. The receiving cranehas an audito~ indication of its
movement (i.e., alarms)

. The receiving crane is limited to relatively slow
movement

● The receitig cranedesign includes such features
as resticted speed, lead flcat, micmpsitioner, and
audito~ movement alarms

. Regular maintenance is performed on the receiving
craneto ensure it is in gcod working order
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Table 2-2. Summary of Safety FeaturesRequired to Prevent Rearrangement of
Multi-Canister Overpack Internals. (9 sheets)

Accident
Checklkt General

Safety fmture and safe~ olassiticationb
NRc ITs

desigmtof function Categoryb

Compressed
gas cylinder
missiles”

‘Checldis[

Possible rearrangementof MCO internals due to impact from gas cylinder

TV-F-06 Prevent Promwnrnatic contiol:
SA-F-06 compressed . A TSR is not required but a Site maintenance
WS-F-06 gas Cyliiders program on compressed gas cyliidem is performed

t?om on gas cyliiders by the suppliers
becoming a
missile Defense in deuti
hazard ● operators are trained in the proper handling of

compressed gas cyliiders according to established
procedures.

o Gas cylinders that supply the inert gas system are
located outside of the CSB

esignatom are fromHNF-SD-SNF-HIE-001, 1999, Canisfer Storage /3uik2ingHazard k+sis
Report, Rev. 1,1 uor Daniel Hanford, Incorporated,Richkmd, Washington.

%afety classification for DBA in this catego~. Safety classification or ITS category could be different for another
DBA catego~.

“ASMS NoG-l, 1995,Rulesfor Construction of Overhead @d Gantry Cranes (Top tinning Bridge, Multiple
Girder), American .%ciety of Mechanical Engineers, New York, New York.

‘Impact absorber specification requires that the decelerationof a maximum-weight MCO dropped tiom the
maximum height (40 in. above tie floor to the top of the impact absorb) is less than 35 g.

“Compressedgas cylinder becomes a missile and impacts the MCO or cask-MCO because the operatorremoves
the flow-restricting orifme.

This scenariowas recently determined to be incredible per SNF40S7, The l+e~ency of aMulii-Ccmis@
Overpack (A4CO)Drop by theA4ulti-Canister Overpack Handling Machine (M5M).

CSB = Canister Storage Building.
DBA = &sign basis accident.
FFTT = Fast Flux Test Facili@.
ITS = important to safety.
MCO = multi-canister overpack.
MHM = multi-canistm overpck handliig machine.
NA = not applicable to ITS categmy classification.
NPH = natural phenomena hazard.
NRC = U.S. Nuclear Regulato~ Commission.
SNF = spent nuclear fuel,
SSC = structure, system, and compmmt.
SS1 = soil-mucmre interaction.
TSR = technical safety requirement.
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underlying concrete or provide for impact absorptionto reduce the forces on the MCO in case of
a drop. The following are the specitic safety SSCS and TSR controls that prevent this event:

● Safety-class SSCS

— MCO transportationcask — Provides structuralprotection to the MCO when
the MCO is inside the cask from drops flom the receiving crane

— MCO shell, locking ring, and shield plug — Provide structuralprotectio~
criticalitygeomet~ control (73.04 in. circumference), and containment of
SNF should the cask–MCO drop tlom the receiving crane

— MCO fiel and scrapbaskets includingcenter post — Provide critically
geometry control of the SNF (maximum 2-in. deflection ftom MCO
centerline)shouldthe MCO drop from the receiving crane

— Receiving craneIMng yoke (length) — Limit Iii height above the floor
(maximum of 40 in.) when the cask-MCO is being Iifled by the receiving
crane

— MCO service station pit impact absorber— Lhnits decelerationforces to less
than 35 g for a maximum-weight MCO if the cask–MCO is dropped from
receiving craneinto the MCO service station pit

● Safety-significant SSCS

— Receiving craneand hoist — Required by DOE Order 6430.1A and NRC
equivalencyimportant-to-safety Category B for SSCS that handle SNF

● TSRS

— Use of properyoke (length) to lift the cask-MCO

— Impact absorberis installedin the MCO service station pit and is functional

The drop of the MCO from the MHM back into or onto the rim of the transportationcask
has been analyzedfor darnageto the MCO. Calculationshave been completed that demonstrate
that the MCO will not sustainunacceptabledamageflom this drop accident from the maximum
height possible from the MHM MCO hoist ~d that this drop is incredible. An MCO that drops
back into the cask will not be darnagedin such a way that it cannot be retrieved from the cask
using the MHM (HNF-SD-SNF-DP-007, HNF-SD-SNF-SARR-005). The following are the
specific safety SSCS that prevent this event:
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● Safe~-class SSCS

— MCO shell, locking ring, and shield plug — Provide structuralprotection,
cnticslhy geometry control (73 in. circumference), and containment of SNF
should the MCO drop from the MI-Mat the MCO service station pit

— MCO fuel and scrapbaskets includingcenter post — Provides critically
geometry control of SNF (maximum 2-in. deflection from MCO
centerline)should the MCO drop from the MHM at the MCO service station
pit

● Safety-significant SSCS

— MHM and MHM MCO hoist — Required by DOE Order 6430,1A andNRC
equivalencyimportant-to-safety Category B for SSCS that handle SNF.

No TSR controls are needed for this accident,

The drop of the MCO from the MHM into the MUM maintenancepit could lead to the loss
ofcnticalhygeometrycontroloft hefhelinthe MCO. This has been recently determined to be
incredible. The following wethespecific stie~SSCs mdTSRcontrols that prevent ttis event:

● Safety-class SSCS

— MHM interlocks (P3, P8) and sensors— Ensure that the MHM turret is
rotated to the navigate (TV camera)position prior to allowing power to the
bridge or trolley drive motors when anMCO is in the m, the interlock
circuitryincludes contractorsand relays, switches, and sensors (resolver, limit
switches)

— MHM interlocks (P26, P80, P85) and sensors— Prevent the MHM from
rotating to the MCO position while over the maintenancepit when an MCO is
hthe-, thehterlock ckcuit~includes conta~orsmdre1ays, and
sensors (limit switches, photoelectric switches)

● Safety-significant SSCS

— MHM and MHM MCO hoist — Required by DOE Order 6430.1A andNRC
equivalencyimportant-to-safety Category B for SSCS that handle SNF

● TSR

— Operabilityof interlocks and sensors (P3, P8, P26, P80, P85); the interlock
circuitryincludes contractors,relays, and sensors (resolvers, limit switches,
photoelectric switches).
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The drop of the caak-MCO from the receiving craneinto the FFTF pit or the MHM
maintenancepit could lead to the loss of crhicalhygeometry control of the fuel in the MCO. The
following arethe specific safety SSCS and TSR controls that prevent this event:

● ,%fety-claasSSCS

— Receiving cranepositionirrghterlock control system — Remove power to the
receiving craneto prevent the receiving cranefrom traveling over the FFTF or
maintenancepit when the receiving craneis carryingan MCO loaded with
SNF

● TSRS

— Administrative use of the supervisor-controlledfortress key for movement of
receiving craneover or east of the FFTF pit when there is no cask-MCO
loaded with SNF suspended from the crane

— Operabilityof receiving craneresolver and interlock.

The drop of a CSB structuralcomponent onto anMCO or other safety-class structure
could lead to the loss of critically geomet~ control of the fuel in the MCO. The following are
the specific safety SSCS and TSR controls that prevent this event

● Safety-class SSCS

— Standardand overpack storagetubes, carbonsteel base slab embeds, tobe
base assemblies,operatingdeck and vault — Provide cnticalhy geometry
control and passive cooling and are seismicallyqualhied to ensure structural
integrity for all design basisNPHs

● Safety-significant SSCS

— Operatingareashelter— SeismicallyquaMledand tornado hardenedto
provide structuralintegrity for all design basisNPHs (waiver 1 to
HNF-PRO-704)

— Rail frogs, rails,MHM seismic restraints,MHM (structural)— Prevent the
MHM from falling onto the operatingdeck duringDBA seismic events
(waiver 2 to HNF-PRO-704)

— Operatingshelter— protect operatingdeck from structuralfailure of the
operatingareashelter duringDBA seismic events.

● TSR

— Independent verificationthat the railfrogs are installedand secure.
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The break of an exterior water line and the subsequent erosion and softening of soil around
the CSB would weaken the structuralintegrity of the building such that it may no longer be able
to withstand a seismic event. The following arethe specific safety SSCS and TSR controls that
prevent this event

● Safety-class SSCS

— None

● TSRS

Periodicwalkdowns of the facility to ensurethat the soil–structureinteraction
assumptions are protected

— Walkdowns of the facility tier operatingbasis earthquakes.

The drop of an MCO into or onto the edge of a storage tube could lead to the loss of
cnticalhy geometry control of the the] in the MCO. These drops areboth mitigated by the
installationof one or more impact absorbersin each storagetube. These impact absorberslimit
the decelerationof a maximum weight MCO dropped from the maximum height in the MHM to
less than 35 g. This has been recently determinedto be incredible. The following arethe specific
safety SSCS and TSR controls that prevent this event:

● Safety-class SSC5

— Storage tube bottom impact absorber— Limits decelerationforces to less
than 35 g for a maximum-weight MCO if the MCO is dropped tlom the
MHM into or onto the storagetube

— Interface guide ring — Lhnits forces on the standardstoragetube, operating
deck, and the MCO within acceptablecriteriaduringMCO drop events
(eccentric)

● Safety-significant SSCS

— Storage tube intermediateimpact absorber— Lhits forces to the bottom of
the dropped MCO and the top of the bottom MCO if a second MCO is
dropped into a storagetube

● TSRS

— Bottom impact absorberis installedin each storage tube priorto placing an
MCO in the storagetube
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— Intermediate impact absorberis installedin each storage tube prior to
placement of a second MCO in that storagetube

— Interface guide ring is in place before arrivalof the MHM over a storage tube
if the MHM is carryingan MCO.

The drop of an MCO into the sampling/weldstation could lead to the loss of critically
geometry control of the feel in the MCO. This drop is mitigated by the installationof an impact
absorberin the sampling/weld station pit that limits the decelerationof a maximum weight MCO
dropped from the maximum height in the MHM to less than 35 g. The following are the specific
safety SSCS and TSR controls that prevent this event:

● Safety-class SSCS

● TSR

—

Sampling/weld station impact absorber— Limits decelerationforces to the
MCO if the MCO is dropped from the MHM into the sampling/weld station
pit

Sampling/weld station impact absorberis installedin the pit prior to placingan
MCO in the sampling/weld station.

2.6.3 Possible Rearrangement of Multi-Canister
Internals Because of Collision

A collision of the MHM with the transportationcask when the cask is partiallyinserted into
the service station pit by the receiving cranecould lead to the loss of critically geometry control
of the tlrel in the MCO. Calculationsdemonstrate that the cask provides adequateprotection to
the MCO in this accident (Petersen 1998). The foUowingis the specific safety SSC that prevents
this event

● Safety-class SSCS

— Transportationcask — Provide structuralprotection for the MCO when the
MCO is inside the cask.

No TSR controls are needed for this accident.
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Possible Rearrangement of Multi-Canister Internals
Because of Gas Cylinder Impact.

The impact of a compressed gas cylinder(missile)with the cask-MCO or an exposed
portion of the MCO presents an unknown hazardto the MCO. All compressed gas cylinders
contain a flow-limiting orifice installedwithin the neck of the bottle so that the bottle may not
become a missile unless this orifrceis deliberatelyremoved. No calculationswere performed to
determine the damagethat anMCO might sustain if it were struck by a damaged compressed gas
cylinderthat did not contain a flow-limiting orifice, but the hazardanalysisassumed that such
damage might lead to a gaseous releasewith safety-significantconsequences. No credible
accidentwill remove the flow-limiting orifice, so these cylinderswill not present missile hazards.
The following is the specific programmaticcontrol that prevents this event

● Programmaticcontrol

— She maintenanceprogramdoes not support maintenanceon compressed gas
cylinder>consequently, maintenanceon gas cylindersis done by the suppliers
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3.0 CALCULATIONS FOR GASEOUS RELEASE
FROM THE MULTLCANISTER OVERPACK

3.1 PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

At the Cold Vacuum Drying Facility (CVDF), the multi-canister overpack (MCO) is
backfilled to a prescribedpressure, using helium just before it is serdedfor shipment to the
Canister Storage Building (CSB). The MCO’Sinternal pressure can increase,as a tlmction of
time, because of the radiolytic decomposition of water and aluminumhydroxide inside the MCO
and the release of hydrogen from the chemicalreaction of water with metallic fuel. Uncontrolled
release of this MCO internalgas pressure, referredto as a gaseous release, is an operational
accident resulting from failure of MCO samplingsystem equipment and/or operator error during
the MCO samplingprocess. The purpose of this document is to calculatethe potential gaseous
releasedose consequences from an MCO in the CSB sampling/weld station. The accident
analyzedis a releaseof MCO internalgases resultingfrom failure of sampling system pressure
bounding integrity during the time that a sample is being taken from an MCO.

3.2 SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT

The CSB hazard analysis(HNF-SD-SNF-HIE-00 1) identifies and categorizes a series of
potential accidents as MCO pressurizedgaseous releaseaccidents, The generalsequence of
events leadlngto a gaseous releaseevent is shown in F]gure 3-1. The gaseous releaseaccidents,
illustratedin Figure 3-2, include leaks in the process system caused by dropping or crashing
equipment into the process system equipment, by random failures of the process equipment, or by
operator error. These gaseous releaseevents specificallyinclude four potential events:

● Shear of ssmp~mglines connected to the MCO because of collision (e.g., with crane,
service cart) (hazardanalysischecklkt entry WS-F-05)

● Shear of samplinglines connected to the MCO because of impact of a gas cylinderthat
becomes a missile (hazardanalysischecklkt entry WS-F-06)

● Darnageto the MCO, when the cover port is removed for the purpose of sampling,
because of dropped equipment (e.g., hoods, samplingequipment, pit covers) (hazard
analysischecklkt entry WS-G-03)

● Overpressurizationof the MCO, samplingsystem and/or inerting system because of
high gas pressureresuking from failure of the samplingsystem helium supply pressure
regulator (hazardanalysischecklkt entry WS-H-06).

This set of accidents involves a pressurizedMCO exhausting.ukimatelv. to the environment as a. -.
result of an upset condition duringthe MCO samplingprocess,
assignedthe same severity and frequency categories(S2/F2).

snf-3328.03 3-1
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MCOS arriveat the CSB tlom the CVDF in a mechanicallysealedconfigurationand having
no pressure safety devices. The majority of the MCOS will simply be placed in interim storage
after being welded closed, but a relatively small fraction of them will be designated as monitored
MCOS.

A monitored MCO is transferredby the MCO hsndhg machine ffom the storage tube to the
sampling/weld station for sampling. At the samplinglweldstatio%the MCO wall temperature is
checked via an optical pyrometer, the MCO gas pressure and temperature are checked, and the
MCO gas stream is sampled for hydrogen and oxygen and for radiologicalparticulateand gases.
After samplingis completed, the MCO gas pressureis re-establishedto the prescribedpressure
with inert gas if the MCO pressure is less than the prescribedpressure. The MCO mechanicalseal
and cover plate seal can then be leak-tested to cord-kmseal integrity,

Once the sampliig programhas been completed, the monitored MCOS will eventually be
transferredback to the samplin~weld station to have the cover cap welded in place. The MCO
cover cap encloses allof the potentirdleak paths from the MCO through mechanicalseals on the
shieldplug and process valves. MCOS not designatedfor monitoring activities will have the cover
cap welded on immediately after receipt at the CSB; they will go d~ectly from the MCO service
station to the samplinglweld station andwill not be installedin storage tubes before welding.

Accidents identified in the CSB hazardanalysisas checklkt entries WS-F-05 and WS-F-06
are gaseous release events resultingtlom failures of the MCO samplingsystem or sampling
system process that result in blowing down a pressurizedMCO (HNF-SD-SNF-HIE-00 1). The
conceptual design of the MCO sampling/weld station (Petersen 1998), which includes the MCO
sampliig systeu specifies that one process line will be connected to the short tube process port
of the MCO (under cover plate 2). The line will be used to draw a sample of gas from within the
MCO and to repressurizethe MCO to a prescribedpressureusing helium from the 120 lb/in2
gauge CSB helium supply system. The samplingsystem piping between the refill valve and the
MCO will be pressurized to a maximum of the prescribedpressurevalue during this MCO refill
operation. A rupture of this process line while the line is comected to the MCO and the MCO
process vaIve is open would result in blowdown of the MCO. Because only one process line is
connected to the MCO, it is not possible to establisha flow path through the MCO so as to feed
andbleed the MCO and remove particulatefrom the MCO for an extended period of time. To get
a substantialreleasefrom the CSB, the MCO internalfilter must be failed open and the break
must occur in a section of process piping upstream of the sampler’shigh-efficiency particulateair
(HEPA) filter (or the sampler’sHEPA filter must be assumed to be ftiled open for a break
location downstream of the sampler’aHEPA filter). The entire samplingprocess is a manual
operation and the techniciantaking the sample is present at all times.

Hazard analysischecklkt entry WS-G-03 involves equipment dropping onto the top of the
MCO during the short time that the port cover is removed and the valve operator is not installed
(HNF-SD-SNF-HIE-001). To cause a release,the dropped object must be smrdlenough to fit
into the MCO shield plug cavity and hit the port valve and massive enough to damage the valve to
the extent that a substantialleak ensues. Such equipment has not been identified, so this event is
considerednot credible.
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Hazard analysischecklkt entry WS-H-06 involves pressurizingthe MCO from the CSB
helium supply system to the extent that the MCO design pressure is exceeded, thereby failingthe
MCO (HNT-SD-SNF-HIE-001). This event requires(1) a fkilure of the pressure regulatorthat
regulatesthe sampling system inert gas supply pressureto 120 lb/in2gauge, (2) a failure of the
stiety relief vrdve (set to relieve at 135 + 10’%lb/in2gauge), and (3) an undetected failure of the
sarnpliig system refill regulator. If the MCO is pressurizedbecause of regulatorfailures, the
pressurized helium supply piping of the samplingsystem could carryhelium to the safety relief
valve but there would be no flow path through the MCO. The safety valve will close when the
helium supply is exhausted or interrupted, and there will be no releaseof radioactivematerialfrom
the MCO. Therefore, this event is not consideredfor dose calculations.

The bounding gas releaseevent is, therefore, fdure of the samplingsystem pressure
bounding during sarnpliig. The magnitude of the radioactivereleaseand subsequent dose
associatedwith this we of accident is a tl.nrctionof the MCO’Sparticulateloadlng at the time of
the event.

The samplingprocess begins when the MCO handlingmachinelowers the selected
monitored MCO into the sampling/weld station pit. The MCOS surfacetemperature is monitored,
If the MCOS top surface temperature is sufficiently hi~ the MCO is cooled using the
sampling/weld station cooling cap to reduce the temperature consistent with OccupationalSafety
and Health Administration limits. After installingtemporary radiationshields and guard rails, the
samplinghood is installedon the MCO to confine possible airbornecontaminationgeneratedby
an accidentalreleaseduring sampling. The MCO samplingcart is connected to the local
distributed control system and inert gas connections. The samplingcart’spiping to the sample gas
accumulatoris connected to the samplinghood’sHEPA filter outlet using a quick-disconnect, sod
the sample cart vent’s flexible hose is connected to the sampliig hood dkcharge, which dumps to
the exhauster. This exhaust system fan is turned onto establisha negative pressure relative to the
operating areaatmosphere inside the sampliig hood to maintainair contaminationcontrol around
the top of the MCO.

An MCO process valve operatoris installedon the short tube port of the MCO (port 2)
tier the cover plate is removed. The process valve operatoris connected, with a quick-
disconnect coupling, to a flexible hose that connects to the inlet of the sampler’sHEPA filter. The
remainderof the sample system piping is (1) the flexible pipe that connects the outlet of the
sampler’sHEPA filter to the sample cart and (2) the rigid pipe in the sample cart that attachesto
the sample vrdve and the sample accumulator.

A leak in the corrtlnesof the sample hood would be quickly exhausted through the
ssmpling/weld station HEPA filter or exhausterto the CSB exhaust system plenum and out to the
environment through the CSB stack. Leaks from the sample system outside of the sample hood
would be to the CSB atmosphere.

The effective leak flow areais bounded by the flow areaof the path through the MCO shield
plug, which is a 1.O-in.-dismeterhole. All of the samplingsystem piping outside of the sampling
hood is less than or equal to 0.75-in. diameter. The flexible hose inside the sampie hood is
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nominal 1.O-in.diarnete~a break of that hose could result in an approximately 1.O-in.diameter
flow path from the MCO. This maximum leak path could also occur if the valve operatorbody is
improperly secured to the top of the MCO. Therefore, the largest leak flow path areawould be a
leak into the sample hood. Sampling system leaks outside of the sample hood would have smaller
flow areapaths and would have traveled through the sampler’sHEPA filter,

3.3 SOURCE TERM ANALYSIS

Section 4.4.2.3.2, page 4-73, of DOE-HOBK-3O1O-94,Airborne Release FractionsRates
andRespirable FractionsZRatesfor Nonreactor Nuclear Facilities, documents airbornerelease
fractions and respirablefractions. These fractions are derived from experiments in which
pressurized gases arevented through powders. Such venting is similarto that of an MCO
blowing down because of a significantleak in the MCO samplingsystem pressureboundary.
Based on the data reported in DOE-HDBK-30 10-94 for pressures of 0.17 MPAg and less, a
conservative airbornereleasefraction of 5 x 103 is assessedto be bounding. This value from
DOE-HDBK-30 10-94 is commensuratewith the vshre for acceleratedair-nowparallelto surface,
which could be the dominant etTectfor low-pressure venting powder. The limiting respirable
tlaction of 0.4 is consideredto be appropriate(DOE-HDBK-3O1O-94).

For the gaseous releaseaccident, the particulateavailablefor releasewould be generated
after the fuel is washed and could be very similarto powder lying on a heterogeneous surface.
The contents of the MCO are intact fiel elements tightly packed in the firelbaskets and the pieces
of tiel elements housed in the scrapbasket. Particulatematter swept up by the streams of flowing
gas within the MCO does not simply enter the generalCSB airspaceto be availablefor dispersion
in the enviromnent. Once a particleis swept up by the flowing gas, it must take a tortuous path
through the rest of the MCO and through the MCO shield plug to exit the MCO.

The MCO gaseous releaseaccident could only happenwithin the tirst year after an MCO is
loaded, based on the schedule for sarnpliigMCOS. HNF-3048, Post Fuel-Cleaning Corrosion of
UraniumwithinMCO Payloadr, states that the bounding value for the mass of particulateat the
end of the first year is 34.0 kg of uraniumdioxide, which contains 30.0 kg of uranium.

The gaseous releaseevent with the bounding particulatereleaseffom the MCO would be
that which results from a leak close to the MCO through a leak path with a flow areagreaterthan
or equal to the flow areathrough the MCO shield plug, This could be the result of a complete
severance of the pipe or flexible tubing within the sarnplinglweldstation sample hood or failureto
tighten the hold down bolts on the MCO port valve operator. For a leak path flow areaof this
size, the MCO would repressurize to atmosphericpressurein less than a minute (SNF-2770,
Figure 7-4), even for an MCO pressure of about 75 lb/in2gauge. The MCO would repressurize
in a much shorter time for MCO pressurevalues less than 10 lb/in2gauge, which are very likely to
be the case.

The MCO gases and any radioactiveparticulatematter releasedfrom the MCO duringthis
event would be releasedthrough the MCO shield plug port, which contains the internalHEPA
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filter. Because the internalHEPA filter is not testable, it is assumed to be failed open for this
event and not inhibitingentrainedparticulatematter escapingfrom the MCO into the
samplinglweld station sample hood. The MCO sampliig/weld station heating, ventilation and air
conditioning system draws airthrough the sarnplinglweldstation hood at the rate of 100to
250 ft3/rnininto a tilter train and then blows the airinto the CSB exhaust system plenum. This air
then goes up the exhaust stack and is releasedto the environment.

The amount of respirablematerialreleasedduring the blowdown from the MCO will be
calculatedusing the following formula

Q= W)(ARF)OWJW

where

MAR = materialat risk (30.0 kg)
ARF = airbornereleasefraction (5.0x 10-3)
RF = respirablefraction (0.4)
LPF = leak path factor (conservatively set to 1.0).

For this event, the amount of respirableradionuclidematerialreleasedis

Q ~ ~;,kg)(l,ooo i#kg)(l.0)(5.O X 10-3)(0.4)(1.0)

3.4 CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS

The radiologicaldose (effective dose equivalent) to a receptor is calculatedby using the
following equation

()EDE = (M) ~ @R)(uD)

where

EDE = the effective dose equivalent, in rem
M = the respirablequantity releasedinto the air, in grams
yjQ = the airtransport factor, shn3(see Table 3-1)
BR = the averageinhalationrate duringthe release,m3/s
UD = the committed effective dose equivalent per unit gram inhaled
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Table 3-1. Maximum IndividualLocations and Air Transport
FactorsUsed in the Calculations.

Receptor location Acute chronic
(<1 hour) (annual)

Onsite (100 m ESE) 3.41 E-2 4.03 E-4

Highway 240 (10,510 m W) 2.01 E-5 1.07 E-7

Hanford Site boundary (17,390 m E) 1.30 E-5 7.98 E-8

NoteAirtransportfactors are for ground level releases and the units are s/m3. Values are
taken from Table 1 of HNF-SD-SNF-TL059, 1998,A Discussion on IheMethodologyfor
Calculating Radiological and Toxicological Consequencesfor the Spent Nuclear Fuel Project
at the Hanford Site, Rev. 1, Fluor Daniel Hanford, Jnwrpaated, Ricldand, Washington.

Radiological inhrdationdose consequencesfor each set of accident condhions are analyzed
based on the following assumptions:

. Breathing rate (BR) – The light activity breathingrate of 3.33 x 104 m3/s, as specified
in HNF-SD-SNF-TI-059, A Discussion on the Methodology for Calculating
RtiioIogical and Toxicological Consequences for the Spent Nuclear Fuel Project at
the Hanford Site, is used for all receptors.

● Dose conversion factor @D) – The dose per unit of respirablematerialinhaledis
4.38 x 105re.dg of fiel as specified in HNF-SD-SNT-TI-059, All the material
releasedtlom the buildingis treated as respirable(i.e., less than 10 pm aerodynamic
diameter).

The duration of the releaseis taken to be less than one hour for all receptors. All of the air
transport factors used in this analysisare summarized in Table 3-1. Using the respirable
radionuclidereleasequantities and the sir transport factors (see Table 3-l), doses to various
receptors are calculatedes demonstrated below. The results are summarized in Table 3-2.

Table 3-2. SummarVof Dose Calculations(Ihrmitigated).-.

Receptor location Duration Air transport Dose
(h) factor (rem)

Onsite (100 m ESE) <1 3.41 E-2 300.00

Highway 240 (11,250 m NNW) <1 2.01 E-5 0.18

Hanford Site boundarv (17.390 m E) <1 1.30 E-5 0.11
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For the onsite collocated worker

(
EDEtiti = (60.00 g) 3,41 X 10-2

= 300.00 rem (3.0 Sv)

3,5 COMPARISON TO GUIDELINES

s 1( 1(3.33 X 10-4 ~ 4,38 X 105 ~> s !3 )

The U.S. Department of Energy-recommended radiologicalrisk evrduationguidelines
(Sellers 1997) are shown in Table 3-3. The annualtkequency of a helium leak in the sampling
system is estimated to be the sum of the frequency of a leak from the MCO sarnpIingsystem
pressureboundary corrfgurationthat exists during sampling. This includes (1) a leak resulting
from failureto properly seal the MCO valve operatorat the sarnplinglweldstatiory (2) leaks from
the process line inside the sample hoo~ and (3) leaks from the process line outside the sample
hood, which includes the piping in the sample cart (see Appendix A):

(1x 10-2)+ (1.6x 10’)+ (1.6x 10’)= 1 x 10-2/year.

Table 3-3. RadiologicalEvahrationGuidelinesandLimits.

Frequency range
Onsite risk evaluation Offsite accident

Event category
(per year) guidelines* releaselimits*

rem (Sv) rem (Sv)

Anticipated 1.0 E-1 to 1.0 E-2 1.0 (0.01) 0.5 (0.005)

Urdiiely 1.0 E-2 to 1.0 E-4 10.0 (o.1) 5.0 (0.05)

Extremely unlikely 1.0 E-4to 1.0 E-6 25.0 (0.25) 5.0 (0.05)

Nom Alldosescommittedeffectivedose equivalent.

●This terminology is consistent with Tables 1 and 2 of Sellers, E. D., 1997,Risk Ewduafion Guidelines (REGS)
to Ensure Inherer@ Safer Designs (LetteI 97-SFD-172 to H. J. Hatch, Fluor Daniel Hanford, Inwrprated,
August 26), U.S. Depruhent of Energy, Richland Operations Office, Richlami, Washington.

The unmitigated radiologicaldose to the onsite worker from the gaseous release accident is
calculatedto be greater than the onsite risk evaluationguidelinesfor anticipatedevents, The
dominant features of the CSB design in reducingdoses associatedwith sampliig system leak
accidents are the HEPA filter train of the sample hood air syste~ which dischargesto the CSB
generalexhaust systeq and the HEPA filter on the sample line located on the sample hood.
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These filters will mitigate releasesassociatedwith breachesof the sample line inside and outside
of the sample hood. These HEPA filters are specified to operate at 99.9°/0 tilter effrcien~, thus

the respirable quantity released into the air is reduced by a factor of 1,000. The resultant
mitigated dose for the bounding gaseous releaseaccident is provided in Table 3-4.

Table 3-4. Summary of Dose Crdculations(Mitigated).

Receptor location
Exposure time Air transport Dose

(h) factor rem (Sv)

Onsite (100 m E) 1 3.41 E-2 0.3 (0.003)

3.6 SUMMARY OF SAFETY-CLASS STRUCTURES. SYSTEMS. AND
COMPONENTS AND TECHNICAL SAFETY REQUIREMENT
CONTROLS

No safety-class structures, systems, and components (SSCS) are requiredto mitigate dose
consequences from the two scenarios. The following safety-significantequipment and Technical
Safety Requirement (TSR) controls are designatedto mitigate the dose consequences of the
bounding gaseous release accidents:

3.6.1 Gaseous Release during the Multi-Canister Overpack
Sampling Operation

The release of MCO gases duringthe MCO samplingoperationis due to a leak from the
sampling system. Such a leak could be result from the sampling/weldstation gantry crane, the
w or some other equipment moving horizontally into the sampling/weld station components
and causing a shearof the piping or otherwise failingthe samplingsystem pressure boundary,
The following arethe specific safe~ features and controls that prevent or mitigate this event:

c Safety-significant SSCS

– MHM interlock (P1O),sensors, and switches (MHM collision avoidance system) —
Removes power fkom MHM bridge trolley drive motors upon collisionwith the MCO
samplin~weld station

– Seismic restraintson the samplin~weld station gantry crane— Prevent motion of the
gantry cranewhen the gantry craneis in position over the MCO for samplingand the
MCO is connected to the samplingsystem and the MCO port valve is open

- Samplinglweld station gantry cranebumper — Activate the MHM collision avoidance
system
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● TSRS

– Verify operabilityof MHM interlock (P1O),sensors, and switches

– Verify applicationof the seismic restrainton the gantry cranebefore connecting the
samplingline to the MCO

3.6.2 Gaseous Release Resulting from Overpressrrrization
of the Multi-Canister Overpack

The release of MCO gases resultingfrom overpressurizationof the MCO is caused by the
inert gas system during reinsertingof a monitored MCO atler sampling. This accident is initiated
by failure of the pressure regulatoron the helium supply system while an MCO is in the
samplin~weld station undergoingthe MCO helium backfill operation. The following arethe
specific safety features and controls that prevent or mitigate this event:

. Safety-class SSCS

- Pressure safety valves — Provide protection from pressureinternalto the MCO and
the sampling system piping from exceedkg design values of 450 lb/in2gauge and
150 lb/in2gauge, respectively, when samplingthe MCO; there shallbe at least two
independent safety valves, each with the flow capacityto relieve the maximum flow
rate of gas through a fiiled open pressureregulator

– Two pressure safety valves, one on the MCO samplingsystem and one on the helium
supply system must be installedand operable.

In additioL the maintenanceof gas cylindersis assumed to be controlled by the site/project
maintenanceprogram. This programwill verify that the gas cylindershave orifice flow restrictors
that prevent excessive gas flow from the cylinders. As suck a TSR is not required.

The SSCS and TSR controls designatedto mitigate gaseous release accidents are
summarized in Table 3-5. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission important-to-safety category
SSCS and defense-in-depth featores also are included.

The suite of safety SSCS and TSR controls necessaryaud sufficient to prevent the two
gaseous releaseaccidents do not address some of the other accidents in the same accident
category. Table 3-5 also lists the safety SSCS and TSR controls needed to prevent or control
these accidents. Because these accidents are substantiallydifferent in development and
progressionfrom the design basis accidents, each scenarioandthe correspondingcontrols are also
describedbelow.

3.6.2.1 Pressurized Release. When at the service are%the transportationcask lid can be
dropped onto the cask–MCO or the MCO canbe dropped ffom the MHM either back into the
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Table 3-5. Summery of Safe~ FeaturesRequired to Mitigate the Consequences of a
Gaseous Release Design Basis Accident. (4 sheets)

Accident ChAlist General
des@MOr’ fiction

Safety feature and safety classifkation~ NRc X3X
catego~

Fressurizd release fkom MCO

rfco WS-F-02 Prevent Safetv-simificant SSCX

~P~!3 WS-F-05 equipment, . MHM interlock (PIO), S~Om, and switches - NA
ystem moving collision avoidance system)
lressure horizontally, . Seismic restraints on the smnplinglweld station NA

mlmhuy tkom damaging ganby crane

iilure caused tie samplii o Sampling/weld station gantty cranebumper liA

y equipment system
ollision m

Mitigate . Veri@ o~bilily of MHkd interkmk.s,S1311.901S,and

particulate. switches (PIO)
. Verify application of the seismic restraint on therelease tiom tie

sampling/weld gantry craneprior to comecting the sampling line to

station the MCO

Defm in dm%
o P#onnel are trained to prcedures detailing the safe

sequence of operations.
. The frogs on the receiving crane’s tracks have stops.
. The operatorsof the MHM are tiined and qualified

to perform their duties safely, which includes
folfowing procedures for safe operation.

. Regular maintenance is performed on the MHM to
ensure it is in god working order.

hmpressuri- WS-H-06a protect the $afetv+lass SSCs
%tionof MCO WS-H-07 sampling . Helium system supply pressure.safety valves A
Id connecting WS-H-11 system piping
nes during andtheMCO m
tmpliig from internal . Two pressure safety valves, one on the MCO

pressure that sampling system and one on tie helium supply

exceeds design system, must be installed and operable

pressure
Defmse in dm~
. ReIief valve is tested,
● Glycol lines are low pressure. The pressure gauge

will fill at a lower pressure than the MCO.
. Personnel are trained to facility-s~fio procedures

regarding transpatation cask shipping, movernemt,
and handliig,

. A Sti!X areaellCIOSllrecan be pkx%d OVIXthe
service pit when higher than normal pressures are
deteoted in the !mnspatation cask.

. The service areaenclosure, if in place, provides
HSPA-fdtered confinement in the event of an MCO
pressure release.
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Table 3-5. Summary of Safety FeaturesReauired to Mitigate the Consequences of a

Accidmt

Orop of the
MCO from the
MHM while
removing the
MCO from the
transportation

ask

or

haqmtation

cask lid drop
mm the MCO

:onosion of
he MCO by
batteryaoidd

G“

Checkfkt
de.sigmato?

;A-G-03a

)A-D-01

seousReleas
omeral
function

%entthe
4fC0 tiom
,fluetuml
Iefonnation
hat results in a
eak of MCO
nternalgases
tom the MCO

kwntthe
ACO from
Ustaining
ormsion
image that
esldts in a leak
f MCO
demal gases
mm the MCO

Design B&is Accident.-(4 sheets) -

Safetyfeatureand safety classitication~

Safetv-sicnitiwn t ssc~
o MCO she!, lccking ring, and shield plug
- MCO SWJ@ StdiOll impact absorber
. Tent gantry hoist

m
. Impact absorber is installed in the MCO service

station pit and is operable
● Cask lid may only be removed by a mane and hoist

litling device that physically camot Iitl the lid more
than 5 tl above the top of the MCO.

Bfms e in demti
. The MHM grappIe is de+ned with a mechanical

Icek such h-at ;t_shouldno; be able to open whiIe a
load is suspended horn it.

. Personnel are trained to facility-specific procedures in
the properhandling of the transpmtation cask, MCO,
receiving crane,gantry, and MHM,

. Liling devices used at the CSB are designed to
handle the loads they will canY.

Safetv-siznifwmt SSCS:
. BatteIY compartment of the tube vent and purge cart

Ra&AdQ@
. Peridlo battery inspections areperformed
. Written charging procedures areused
. Reputable battery vendor is used

NRc ITS
Catego$

NA
liA
c

B
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Table 3-5. Summary of Safety FeaturesRequired to Miti~ate the Consequences of a
Gaseous Release Desia B&k Accident.-(4 sheets) ‘

“–– , -.. -_._,

Accident Chec!&st Gensral
Safely feature and safety classification NRc ITs

designator’ function Categolyb
dco WS-G-01 Prevent falliig ~cant W@
~P~g WS-G-03b objects from ● Seismiorestraints onthesampl@/weldsta tion NA
ystem WS-G-04 falliig into the gantry crane
cessure WS-G-06 wunpling . Sample hocdkampie hood exhaust system NA
Olnuiary system . Sample lie HEPA tiltsr NA
quipment components . Sample hood eshaust flow indicating device NA

Iop
Mitigate m

particulate . Perform a prsssure-test of the port valve

release tlom the OvtOr~CO shield PIUSseal and of the smphg

samplinglweld system pressure boundary within the sample howl up

station to and including the sampliig line HRPA filter
. Vsri& the air flow rate through the samplig hood
. Independent verification of pressure test of the

sampliig system pressure boundary integrity
. Independent verification that the MCO port valve is

properly closed prior to removal of the pm valve
operatorkom the MCO shield plug

Defense in deMx
. The MHM grapple is &signed with a mechanical

lock such that it should not& able to open while a
bad is suspended from it,

. Personnel me tiined to facility-spwitic procedures in
the proper handliig of the transportation cask, MCO,
receiving crane,ganhy, and MHM.

. The samplinghveld station gan~ cranebumper
activates the MHM anticdlision system to prevent
collisions with the sample hcod and sample lines.

. Litling devices used at the CSB are &signed to
handle the Ieads they will carry.

asemls WS-F46 Prevent high- s afetv-siumificantSSCS
lease from pressure gas . A flow-restricting orifice in the neck of gas cylinders NA
ilure of the cylinders tlom
Urlpling becoming m

Nem dangerous . A TSR is not required. Sitdprojmt maintenance

essurs missiles in the program will control maintenance involving gas

)undary c SB cylinders which will verifi that the gas cylindem
have orifice flow rsskictom. Only cylinder suppliers,m.sedby

unage tiom perform maintenance.

@-pressure
Defense in demtlxlSOyiilldeIS
. C@mtors are trained in the proper handling of

compressed gas cylinders according to established
procedures

. Gas cyliders have flow restrictors to lit forces
from gas exiting the cyIiider

. Gas cylinders supplying the inert gas system are
kated outsi& of the CSB

Possible release from cask-MCO
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Table 3-5. SununarVof Safety FeaturesReauired to Mitigate the Consequences of a

Accident

hop of the
mnsp.xtation
ask-MCO
tom the
eceitig crane
awing a
elease of
wticuhm
tom the

(

Checklkt
Iesignatd

V-G-13

~eousRel~aseDesign B&is Accident.-(4 sheets) ‘
General
function Safe&featureandsafetyclassification~

Precludethe Safetv-sitificant SSCS
rdease of . MCO shell, linking ring, and shield plug
particulate by . Tranqxxtation cask

proper design of . Receiving crane lifting yoke (@&)

theMCO and
transportation
cask and to
hamile tie
hansportation
cask within the
design tasis
pmameten

m
. Adminishative control to veri~ use of the Iircingyoke

Defense in dedh:
. Tmnstxxtation cask confinement of radionuclides
.
.

Qualiki craneop-ators,

Maintenanceand operations manuals and &tails are
provided by cranevendors,
The hoist design inclu&s
- Interlocks to preclu& lifl and horizontal motion at
same time
- Dual brakes
- No he fall capacity.
Lifting devices used at the CSB are designed to
handle the loads they will carry.
Personnel are !mined to facilily-qxzitic procedures in
the proper handling of the tmnsp~tion cask, MCO,
receiving crane,and MHM.

NRc ITs
Catego&

B
B
B

‘checklist designators are from HNF-SD-SNF-HIE-001, 1999, Cmi$ter Storage BuifdingHazardAnalysis
Report, Rev. 1, Fluor Daniel Hanford, Incorpomted, Richland, Washington.

bSafety classification for DBA in this category, Safety classification or ITS catego~ could be dfferent for another
DBA catego~.

The pressure control valve on the helium supply system fails open and causes the inside of the sampling system
piping and the MCO to be exposed to helium sourcepressure &at is in excess of the samplig system and the MCO
desire pressure values.

- %ratteryacid spills from the service cart battery to the operating deck, falls into the storage tube plug and corrodes
the tube plug seal, drops onto the MCO, and corrodestbrougb the wall of the MCO causing the release of MCO internal
gases,

CSB = Canister Storage Building.
DBA = design basis accident.
HEPA = high-efficiency particulate air (falter),
ITS = important to safety,
MCO = multi-canister overpack,
MHM = multi-canister overpack bandliig machine,
NA = not applicable to ITS categoryclassification.
NRC = U.S. Nuclear Regulatmy Commission,
SW= stictwe, system, and component.
TSR = technical safety requirement.
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transportationcask or onto the edge of the cask as the MCO is being raisedout of the cask into
the travel position in the MHM. If the MCO is dropped onto the edge of the cask the falling
distance from the maximum possible elevation of the MCO in the MHM to the top of the
transportationcask is approximately 8 R The MCO is designed to maintainits integrity following
such a drop (HNF-SD-SNF-DP- O1O).The MCO can also be dropped from the maximum
possible height in the MHM to the bottom of the transportationcask a distance of about 21.2 tl.
An impact absorberin the MCO service station pit, located under the cask will absorbenergy of
the fallingMCO and prevent damageto the MCO that could result in the releaseof MCO gas
(HNF-SD-SNF-DP-O1O). The following arethe specific safety features and controls that prevent
or mitigate this event:

● Safety-significant SSCS

— MCO shell, locking ring, and shield plug — Provide structuralprotection and
confinement of the SNF when SIW is in an open transportationcask in the MHM,
or being trrmsfemedfrom the transportationcask to the MHh4

— MCO service station impact absorber— Limits decelerationforces to the MCO to
35 g if the MCO is dropped from the MHM back into the transportationcask must
be installed and operablewhen the MCO is being lowered into or being raisedfrom
the service station pit

— Tent gantry hoist — Physicallylimits the cask lid from being titled more than 5 ft
above the top of the MCO

● TSRS

— Impact absorberis installedin the MCO service station pit and is operable

— Cask lid may only be removed by a craneand hoist IMng device that physically
cannot Iii the lid more than 5 tl above the top of the MCO,

The tube vent and purge cart performs normal and recovery-relatedactivities, It is
hypothesized that acid (the electrolyte) from the battery on the cart could fall from the cart onto
the operatingdeck in the vicinity of a storagetube cover, leak through the gap aroundthe cover,
leak through the storage tube plug seal, and drip onto the MCO. This acid could then chemically
react with the MCO shell and corrode a hole in the MCO shell, resulting in the releaseof MCO
gases. The following are the specific safety features that prevent or mitigate this event:

● $%tety-significrmtSSCS

— Battery compartment of the tube vent and purge cart— Contains battery acid within
the compartment when the cart is in the operatingare%it will be fabricatedfrom
materialthat will not chemicallyreact with battery acid and has the capacity to
contain the entire acid inventory of the battery for an indefinite period of time when
the cart is in the operatingdeck areaor in the service areaof the CSB
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The drop of an object onto the sampliiglweld station components is another cause of a leak
from the samplingsystem. Such a drop could shearthe samplingsystem piping or otherwise fail
the corrfmementcapabWy of the samplingsystem pressureboundary. Safety-significant
cordinementby the sample hood, sample hood duct, andthe sample hood exhaust HEPA filter is
required. The exhaust fen associatedwith this exhaust system must be veritied to be operating
before opening the MCO port valve. It is not necessaryto have safety-significantelectric power
for the fan because the loss of sample hood exhaust flow due to loss of electric power or
mechanicalfailure coincident with a samplingsystem leak inside the sample hood is not credible.
The following arethe specific safety features and controls that prevent or mitigate this event. The
following SSCS and TSRS are also designed to protect againstoperator error in connecting the
sampling system to the MCO, againstfailure of samplingcomponents, and againstmotion of the
gantry crane that could damage the sampling apparatus:

● Safety-significant SSCS

— Seismic restraintson the samplh@weld station gantry crane— Prevent motion of
the gantry cranewhen the gantry craneis in position over the MCO for samplingand
the MCO is connected to the samplingsystem and the MCO port valve is open

— Sample hood and sample hood exhaust system — Provides corrfmementof
radioactiveparticulateby sweeping any particulatereleasedffom the MCO into the
exhaust system HEPA filter trai~ the HEPA tiker must be rated to operate at a
minimum of 99.9 0/0 efficiency, as assumed in the stiety analysis,and be aerosol
tested serniamruallythis system must be operatingwhen the MCO is in the
ssmpling/weld station pit andthe MCO is connected to the sampling system and the
MCO port valve is ope~ minimum airflow rate of 5 ft3/rninis requiredto entrain
respirableparticulateand move it into the HEPA filter

— Sample line HEPA filter — Provides confinement of particulatereleasedfrom the
MCO during the samplingoperation, must be operablewhen the MCO is in the
sampling/weld station andthe MCO is connected to the sampling system and the
MCO port valve is open, the HEPA filter must be rated to operate at a minimum of
99.9 V. efficiency, as assumed in the safety analysis

— Sample hood exhaust flow indicatingdevice — Provides positive indicationthat the
sample hood exhaust system is operatingand shows the airflow rate

● TSRS

— Perform a pressure-test of the port valve operator–MCO shield plug seal and of the
samplingsystem pressure boundarywithin the sample hood up to and includingthe
samplingline HEPA filteq the pressuretest should ensure this pressureboundary
integrity at the design pressure of the samplingsystem

Verify that the airflow rate through the samplinghood is at least 100 ft3/minjust
before opening the MCO port valve
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— Independent verification that the pressuretest of the sampling system pressure
boundary integrity was performed and demonstrated that the system is sufficiently
leak-tight to proceed with the samplingoperation

— Independent verification that the MCO port valve is properly closed prior to removal
of the port valve operatorfrom the MCO shie[dplug

A high-pressuregas cylinderis not expected to become a missile that could crashinto the
sample system and shearthe piping because the gas cylindersused for MCO samplingand welding
operationswill be located outside the CSB. The only bottles availableto create this hazard are
those on the tube vent and purge cart and those brought into the facility for maintenancewelding
activities. Accidentally shearingthe valve body from the cylinder,by droppingthe cylinder or
crashingsomething into the cylinder,would not result in the cylinderbecoming a missile because
the small orifice that remainsin the neck of the bottle severely limits the flow rate of gas from the
cyIinder. Limiting the flow rate limits the thrust generatedby the escapinggas such that the
cylinderwill not accelerateto a dangerousvelocity. Removal of the flow-restricting oritice from
a pressurized cylinder is an extremely difficult task that could not be accomplishedby one person
without specialequipment. The following arethe specific safety features and controls that
prevent or mitigate this event:

● Safety-significant SSCS

A flow-restricting orifice in the neck of gas cylinders— Lhnits the thrust produced
by escapinggas to an amount that cannot acceleratethe cylinderto dangerous
velocity this feature provides protection againstaccidentalbreaking-off of the valve
body on top of the cylinder

● TSRS

A TSR is not required, the She and project maintenanceprogramswill controi
maintenanceinvolving gas cylinders,which will verify that the gas cylinders have
orifice flow restrictors and will require cylindersuppliersto perform allmaintenance,

3.6.2.2 Pressurized Release from Cask-Multi-Canister Overpack. An accident that involves
droppingthe loaded transportationcask while moving the transportationcask from the MCO
transporterto the service pit is not considered a design basis accidentbecause the transportation
cask provides a structuralbarrierto protect againstthe releaseof radionuclidesfrom the MCO
that would make the consequences of this accident less severe than for the gaseous releasefrom
the MCO at the samplinglweld station provided that the drop height is less than 40 in. The
following arethe specific safety features and controls that prevent or mitigate this event:

● Safety-significant SSCS

— MCO shell, locking ring, and shield plug — Provide structuralprotectio~
containment, and confinement of SNF should the cask–MCO drop horn the
receiving crane
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— Transportation cask — Provide structuralprotection for the MCO

Receiving cranelifdng yoke (length) — Lhnits lift height of the bottom of the cask
(maximum of 40 in.) above the floor when the cask-MCO is being Iiied by the
receiving crane

● TSR8

— Administrative control to verifj use of the litilngyoke.
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Figure 3-1. Logic Dlagrarnfor Canister Storage Building Pressurized Gaseous Release,
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Figure 3-2. Gaseous Release at the SampliigiWeld Station andMitigating Features.
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4.0 CALCULATIONS FOR MULTLCANISTER OVERPACK
INTERNAL HYDROGEN EXPLOSION

4.1 PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

Three events have been identified that could result in formation of flammable mixtures of
hydrogen and oxygen inside a multi-canisteroverpack (MCO) while at the Canister Storage
Building (CSB). These are describedin Section 4.2. The tirst identified event is ra&lolytic
decomposition of oxygen-containingcompounds, such as aluminumhydroxide and uranium oxide
(hydrate). The second event is the chargingof an MCO with a gas containingoxygen at the
sampling/weld station. The third event is an ingress of airto anMCO that has been breachedat
the CSB.

The accident event with bounding consequencesis the explosion of a hydrogen+xygen
mixture at the sampling/weld station. This accident could exceed the temperature limits for the
MCO sample hose and lead to its rupture and releaseof particulateto the air. The environmental
releaseof radioactivityin this accidentgives doses to individualslocated downwind that exceed
guidelines. Mitigation strategiesare discussed in Section 4.5. Required controls are summarized
in Section 4.6.

4.2 SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT

In the postulated accidents, hydrogen accumulatesbecause of radiolytic decomposition or
corrosion of uranium in a moist environment. The generrdsequence of events leadingto a
hydrogen explosion is shown in Figure 4-1. Two conditions necessaryfor radiolyticproduction
of hydrogen and oxygen in the MCO are (1) enough aluminumhydroxide, uranium oxide
(hydrated), or &eewater and (2) a high enough radiationlevel, which is indicatedby the thermal
power of the fuel. Two conditions necessaryfor production of hydrogen by reactionwith
uraniuminside the MCO are adequateamounts of exposed uraniummetal and water vapor.

Radiolytic production of hydrogen and oxygen occurs slowly, and the hydrogen is produced
at severaltimes the rate of the oxygen. Thus, the mixture is not combustible until the oxygen
concentrationexceeds the minimum necessary. Such events will not take place until nearthe end
of the projected storage period.

Chargingthe MCO with oxygen at the sampling/weld station would occur early in the
storage period because that is when samplingwill take place. Note that hydrogen accumulates
rather quickly inside the MCO; the added oxygen creates a flammablemixture that could then
explode. Because it takes very little energy to begin hydrogen-oxygen combustio~ it has been
assumed that ignition sources are present where needed. The specific accident scenarios
evaluated are describedin the following subsections.
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4.2.1 Hydrogen Explosion During Storage due to Radiolysis

Radiolytic decomposition of ahrminumhydroxide, aluminum and iron hydrates, free water,
and water bound as hydrates in the uraniumoxide may lead to flammablemixtures of hydrogen
and oxygen in an MCO. Hydrogen would be produced at a higher rate than the oxygen, making
oxygen the limiting reactant. An explosion cannot occur until the oxygen concentrationexceeds
the minimum necessary.

Because oxygen gas reacts with uraniumin damagedfiel elements, it is necessaryto assume
the active areaof exposed uraniumis zero. This is the minimum areaassumption for safety basis
calculations(HNF-SD-SNF-TI-O17). Whh minimum exposed uranium there is minimum
hydrated water bound in the uranium oxides. Most of the oxygen comes from the ahrminum
hydroxide.

4.2.2 Hydrogen Explosion Following Oxygen Addition
at the SamplingNVeld Station

At the samplinglweld station, the MCO is connected to the sample cart and a smallgas
sample is taken ffom the MCO. If an MCO with the bounding hydrogen concentrationwere
depressurized at this point, it would be necessaryto rechargethe MCO with helium. If required,
inert gas is added to the MCO to raisethe internalpressureto 4.0 lb/in2gauge. Two methods for
chargingoxygen into the MCO have been postulated. One requiresfailingto purge air from the
helium limeso that airis forced into the MCO ratherthan helium. The other requiresthat the
helium be contaminatedwith oxygen.

The helium line runs from the storage tank on the north side of the CSB to the
sarnplin~weld station on the south side of the CSB. Due to its length this pipe contains a large
volume of airinitially. It is possible for this line to be filled with air during a sampling sequence
by omission of the helium purge steps.

Having a supply of helium contaminatedwith oxygen is possible because suppliersof
compressed gases routinely preparemixtures of helium and oxygen for me&lcaluse. Suppliers
providing helium to the CSB will also be providing medical facilitieswith helium and oxygen
mixtures.

By either method, oxygen is chargedinto an MCO with a bounding hydrogen concentration,
The explosion is expected to occur shortly tier the oxygen enters the MCO. Combustion
temperatures and pressures are high enough that the hot gases forced from the MCO cause the
sample line to melt. The compromise of the confinement boundary of the MCO leads to a release
of particulatematter at the sarnplin~weld station. This scenariois diagramedin Figure 4-2. An
event tree is protided in Appendix A.
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4.2.3 Hydrogen Explosion Following an Air Ingress

It is assumed that the MCO is breached. Gases inside the MCO can escape and gases
outside the MCO can dffise into the MCO. At some point there will be a flammable mixture in
the MCO. The resulting explosion leads to a gaseous releaseof particulatematter.

4.3 SOURCE TERM ANALYSIS

The mathematicalanalysisof the postulated accidents focuses on the hydrogen and oxygen
concentrationsin an MCO. Mixtures of hydrogen in air areflammable in the range of 40/0to 750/o

hydrogen by volume at atmospheric pressure. Very damaging shock waves maybe produced if

the hydrogen concentration is between 18 and 58 VOIYOin air (NUREG/CR-2726). The
stoichiometric ratio (2 moles hydrogen per 1 mole of oxygen) correspondsto 29.6°/0hydrogen in
air. The presence of helium changesthe stoichiometric ratio because it displacesoxygen. For
example, if there are equalvolume percents of hydrogen and helium then the stoichiometnc
hydrogen concentrationis reduced to 22.8’Yo.The minimum oxygen concentrationneeded for
combustion is 4°/0(EMletin 503). For a given oxygen and hydrogen concentrationat higher initial
gas pressures, the reactionis slowed by the increasedamount of nonreactingatoms. The overall
effect is to raisethe minimum concentrations.

4.3.1 Basis for Hydrogen Explosion due to Radiolysis

The various assumptions used in this section are selected to show whether a combustible
mixture of hydrogen and oxygen produced by radiolysisin the MCO is possible. These vshres
should not be taken as limits.

Before leaving the Cold Vacuum Drying Facility(CVDF), the MCO is normally pressurized
to about 152 kl?a(1.5 atm or 7.4 lb/in2)with helium. To be conservative, the initialhelium
pressure is assumed to be 111.5 kpa (1.5 lb/in2gauge). The averagetemperature of this helium is
assumed to be 25 “C (77 “F). The initialhelium inventory is computed using the idealgas law as
shown below. The normal helium inventory is 30.7 moles, while the low pressure assumption
gives 22.5 moles helium.

N(He) = (F~m)(V.co)/(R)/(T~

where

NfJ-Ie) =
PMCO =
vMCO =
R=
Tw =

number of moles of helium in the MCO initially,30.7 moles
pressure of the helium in the MCO, 1.5 atm
volume of the MCO, 500 L
ideal gas constant, 0.082057 Lattimole/K
temperature of the helium gas, 298 K (25“C).
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Oxygen and hydrogen are produced in the MCO by radiolysisof four materials:water,
ahuninumhydroxide, uranium oxide hydrate, and sludge hydrates. The principlereactions
producing these gases are shown in Table 4-1. The oxygen is removed by reactionwith exposed
fuel to produce uranium oxide. This reactionis also shown in Table 4-1. The rate at which the
production reactionstake place depends on the radiationflu% the radiationinteractionprobabtity,
and the radlolysisconstants. The rate at which the removal reactiontakes place depends primarily
on the temperature of the fuel and its exposed area.

Table 4-1. Gas Production andRemoval Reactions in the
Multi-Canister Overpack.

Radiolysis reactions

free water 2H,0 —> 2HZ+ Oz

uranium hydrate: 2U0,.2H,0 —> 2U03.H20 + 2H2+ Oz
2U0,.H20 —> 2U03 + 2H, + 0,

ahmrinumhydroxide 4AI(OH), —> 2AIZ03+ 6~ + 30,
4Fe(OH), —> 2Fe+0,+ 6H, + 30,

Chemicalreactions

oxygen removal: U +02 —> U02

oxygen-free reactionwith water U + 2HZ0 —> UOZ+ 2HZ

uranium hydride reaction: 2UH3+ 4HZ0 —> 2U02 + 7F$

The radiationflux andthe tiel temperature areproportionalto the power level. To simpl@
matters and to be conservative, all of the energy associatedwith a particularradiationtype is
assumed to be absorbedin the MCO. Because the interactionof chargedparticles (e.g., rdphaand
beta radiation)is independent of the atomic number of the material,the relative amount of energy
deposited in the various materialsinside the MCO depends only on the relative mass of the
material. For photon radiation,the interactionprobabilitydepends on the atomic number as well
as the energy of the radiation. The relative amount of energy deposited in the various materialsis
the ratio of the products of the mass absorptioncoefficient times the mass of the material. These
relationshipsare summarized in the following equation. The equation for oxygen production has
the same fo~ except that radiolysisconstants for oxygen are substituted.

dNx(EQ/dt = (C)(Mx/Mu)(Q){(FW) [(FC)(G~~) + (FB)(G~(H,))]+ (Fr)(@@))(px/pu)}

where

dNx(I-l~/dt = rate of H2generationby radiolysisof material~ mole/year
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conversion factor =3. 138 (mole)(100 eV)/(watt)/(year)/(molecule)

ratio of mass of materialX in the MCO to the mass of uranium in the MCO

radiationpower level in MCO, watts

fraction of materialX mass, which is uranium, it also represents a charged
particleinteractionfraction in materialX

fraction of MCO power due to alpharadiation, modeled as an increasing
exponential resultingtlom production by radioactivedecay of other isotopes

radiolysisconstant for Hz generationin materialX by alpharadiation,
molecules Hz per 100 eV deposited in materialX

fraction of MCO power due to beta radiation, modeled as a decreasing
exponential

radiolysisconstant for Hz generationin materialX by beta radiation,
molecules H2per 100 eV deposited in materialX

fraction of MCO power due to gamma radiation, modeled as a decreasing
exponential

radiolysisconstant for Hz generationin materialX by gamma radiation,
molecules H2per 100 eV deposited in materialX

ratio of the mass energy absorptioncoefficient for materialX to the—.
coefficient for uranium,

Parametersused in the calculationsare shown in Tables 4-2 and 4-3. The fractions of the
total MCO thermal power for each radiationtype are derived tlom the 1995 and 2040 power
levels and the assumed formulas shown in Table 4-2. Note that fhel drying does not happenuntil
the year 2000, or 2 years after the current dates for bounding power levels given in
HNF-SD-SNF-TI-015, Spent Nuclear Fuel Project Technical Databook. These power tlactions
are plotted in Figure 4-3. The formulas for beta and gamma radiationshown on Table 4-2 are
from HNF-SD-SNF-TI-040, A4C0 Internal Gas Composition and Pressure During Interim
Storage. The formula for alpharadiationis different but represents the increasein power fraction
more accurately.

The masses shown on Table 4-3 aretaken from HNF-SD-SNF-TI-015. The exposed
uraniumfiel surface areaalso is assumed to determine the amount of uranium hydrate and free
water present. The bounding caseMCO with no scrapbaskets has intact tirel. The exposed area
is zero, thus, the free water inventory is zero. There is a smallamount of uranium oxide
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Table 4-2. Parametersto Model the DecreasingMulti-Canister Overpack Power Level.

Parameter Alpha radiation Beta radiation Gamma radiation

Scrdefactor, SF 0.2447 0.4862 0.3171

Half life 14.3 y 28.8 y 28.7 y

Decay constant, L 0.0486 y-l 0.0241 y-l 0.0242 y-l

Tme offset, T. 33.5 y NA NA, I
If”t”is the elapsed time (years since 1995), tie. tbe fi’actionsof total power contributed by each type of

radiation acelisted below
alPharadiation F.= (SF~{ 1.00- Exp[-(LJ(t-lQ]}
beta radiation F,= (SFJExp[-@,~(t)]
g- radiation F,= (SFr)Exp[~)(t)].

NA = not applicable

Table 4-3. Parametersfor Calculatingthe Rate of Hydrogen and
Oxygen GenerationWhhin a Multi-Canister Overpack.

Parameter H,O, free U0,02H,0 UO,.H,O Al(oH),
Al&Fe
hydrate

Mx 200 g 320 g o 10,650 g .1,280 g

W.(HJ 1.5 0.168 0.089 0.520 0.260

@x(H,) 0.45 0.050 0.027 0,156 0.078

@x(H,) 0.45 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2

px, cm2/g 0.03264 0.06534 0.06727 0.03015 0.02982

pxlpu 0.421 0.843 0.868 0.389 0.385

W,(OJ 0.75 0.084 0.044 0.260 0.130

G!(O> 0.225 0.025 0.013 0.078 0.039

@(oJ 0.225 0.102 0.059 0.134 0.110

Molecular wt 18 glmole 322 glmole 304 g/mole 78 g/mole 92.5 g/mole

Fm 1.0 0.739 0.783 0 0.011

Notes:me totalmassofuraniumintheMCOistakenas6,339.6kg. Theunitsfor“G”valuesaremolecules
w 100eVdeposited.Valuesfor“WarefromHNF-SD-SNF-T1415,199S,Spent Nuclear Fuel Project Technical
Databook, Rev. 6, Fluor Daniel Hanford, Incorporated,RicbLmd, Washington. Mass absorption coefficient ratios are
at an energy of 662 keV, which is the principle component of tbe gamma qxdrwn. The mass abso@on coefficient
am from ANSVANS-6.4 .3, 1991, Gmnma-RqyAttenuation Coefjcients and Buikiup Factors for Engineering
Materiafs, American National Standards fnstitute, New York, New York. For uranium the value is 0.07753 cm2/g.

MCO = multi-canister ovapck,
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associatedwith the sludge that does not become zero. Whh no scrapbaskets, the uranium oxide
amount is 320 g.

The radiolysisconstants are taken flom HNF-SD-SNF-TI-O 15. For gamma radiationthe
hydrogen and oxygen constants are stoichiometric (i.e., 2 to 1), However, for the other materials,
the hydrogen production is more than 10 times the oxygen production. This difference is not well
explaine~ it appearsto be a combination of oxygen entrapment and hydrogen over-estimation.

The values for the mass absorptioncoefficients shown on Table 4-3 aretaken from
ANSIIANS-6.4.3, Gamma-RW Attenuation Coefikients andBuik.iupFactors for Engineering
Materials. The values chosen are at the dominant energy of the photon spectrum 662 keV,
characteristicof CS-137 andBa-137m. The ratios of mass absorptioncoefficients areused in the
calculations. The vahresshown were computed tlom a fifth order interpolatingpolynomial using
three table vahresof bigher and lower energies.

Values for Fmindicatethe fraction of alphaand beta energy that may tieet the material.
For the uranium oxides, the value is the mole ratio of uranium and the compound. Water is
assumed to be located in cracks and crevices, so the interactionfraction is 1.0. For aluminum
hydroxide the interactionfraction is zero because the ahnninumhydroxide is located on the
cladding. For the canisterparticulate,the averageinteractionfraction is the mass of uranium
divided by the mass of the canisterparticulate,that is (236.5 g U)/(1,600 g) = 0.148. Because the
canisterparticulateis 20% uranium oxide dihydrate,the interactionfraction can also be computed
tlom the UO,.2~0 fraction as (0.20)(0.739)= 0.148.

For comparisonwith calculationspresented in HNF-SD-SNF-TI-040, the fractions of
hydrate and hydroxide removed by radiolysiswere computed. These are shown on Table 4-4.
The first two rows of fractions dfler due to different values for radiolysisconstants and mass
absorption coefficients. In addhio~ there are slightly different power levels, because the present
calculationshave two years of decay prior to the onset of radlolysis. This reduces the removal
fractions as shown in Table 4-4.

Figure 4-4 shows the production of oxygen for allradiationtypes in each target materialfor
no scrapbaskets and intact fiel. It is assumed that the MCO is processed in the year 2000, which
means that the power level has been decreasingfor 2 years. Hence, the time scalebegins at
2 years and ends at 42 years, correspondingto the years 2000 to 2040. The MCO is assumed to
have a thermal power level of 776 W. There are no oxygen removal mechanisms in effect so that
the relative importance of the various materialscanbe observed. The aluminum hydroxide
contributes nearlyall of the oxygen. The assumed effect of radiationon uranium dlhydrate is to
free one of the water molecules leavinguranium monohydrate. The uranium monohydrate in turn
loses its water, but at a slower rate. The contribution of free water is included for information.
Whh intact fuel, the assumed free water is zero.
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Table 4-4. Radiolysis Removal Fractions.

Conditions
Free water U0,.2H20 Al(oH), Al&Fe hydrates

(9A) (%) (%) (??)

HNF-SD-SNF-TI-040
396 W, 40 y

7.0 50 3.6 Not given

Present work
396 W, 40 y

6.9 45 3.6 4.8

Present work
776 W, 40 y

13 69 7.0 9.2

Present work
776 W, 1 y

0.39 4.2 0.28 0.36

Thepercentagesarethefictionsofthematerialsshownthatare&comFosedby radiolysis. These
tictiom am independent of the initial inventory of the material.

HNF-SD-SNF-TI-040,199S,MCOInternal Gas Composition and Pressure During Interim Storage,
Rev. 2, Fluor Daniel Hanford, Jncaporated, RicNanL Washington.

F@re 4-5 shows the production of hydrogen for allradiationtypes in eachtarget material
based on the same parametersused for F@ure4-4. As with the oxyge~ most of the hydrogen
comes from ahurrinumhydroxide. Both figures include the gas production from free water even
though the assumption of intact fhel means no fkee water.

Oxygen reacts readilywith any exposed fuel to form uranium oxide as shown in Table 4-1.
This lowers the oxygen concentrationin the MCO. The reactionrate depends on the temperature
of the flreland the areaof exposed fuel. The fire]temperature can be estimated using the method
describedin HNF-SD-SNF-TI-040. The equation for this is shown below. Values for the
correlationconstant are developed in Appendix A of HNF-SD-SNF-TI-040. The value
recommended for tirel is CW=9.5W/K.

TM = (W)/(Cw) + Tab

T@ = (0.75)(W)/(Cw) + T-,

where

TM = temperamre of the &e], indegrees kelvin
Tw = temperature of the MCO gas, in degrees kelvin
W = totrd power of the MCO, in watts
Cw = correlationconstant, 9.5 watts per degree kelvin

T~ = annualaveragearnblenttemperature, 285 K (12 “C).
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The temperature of the MCO gas is assumed to be 75% of the difference with the ambient
temperature. This temperature is needed to estimate the pressure of the gas in the MCO.

Whh large surface areas,the oxygen removal rate is largeenough that the oxygen
concentrationis greatly reduced. When the oxygen concentrationfalls below 10 vppm (0.001’Yo)
then the oxygen-flee reactionbetween tireland water vapor proceeds. The formula for this
reaction is shown in Table 4-1. To maximize the concentrationof oxyge~ the exposed fhel
surfaceis reduced to the safety basis nrinimurq namely, Om2. The only oxygen-producing
materialsare rduminumhydroxide and sludge (canisterparticulate).

Figure 4-6 shows the total hydrogen and oxygen concentrationsandthe pressure inside the
MCO as a fimction of time atler leaving the CVDF. The initialMCO pressure upon leaving the
CVDF is 1.1 atm. The MCO gas is entirely helium at the time it is sealed at the CVDF. Using the
bounding inventories for free water and aluminumhydroxide, the oxygen concentrationexceeds
the minimum needed to support combustion (4.0%).

By the year 2040, the hydrogen concentrationhas reached40.5% and the oxygen
concentrationhas reached a.i’O/O. The MCO pressureat this time is 225 kPa (2.22 atm or
18.0 lb~mzgauge). The MCO gas temperatureis318 K (45 “C). The assumed power level is
776 W. Note that for &el coated in aluminumhydroxide, the maximum power level is 527 W
(HNF-3035). At this lower power level, the peak oxygen concentrationis 3.9% at a pressure of
186 kPa (1.83 atm or 12 lb/in2).

From the curves for hydrogen and oxygen, it is evident that these gases are not liberatedin
stoichiometric proportions. The ratio of hydrogen to oxygen is about 7 to 1, ratherthan the
stoichiometric ratio of 2 to 1. It is assumed that most of the generated oxygen is held in the
corrosionlayer so that only hydrogen is free to accumulate. If this assumption is not true, then
MCO pressures and hydrogen concentrationswould be higher.

4.3.2 Basis for a Hydrogen Explosion due to Oxygen in the Helium System

The composition of the gas inside the MCO shortly after it arrivesat the CSB is assumed to
be only helium and hydrogen. The hydrogen is generatedprimarilyby reaction between exposed
feel and water vapor. The radiolyticdecomposition of water and hydroxides adds very little and
is not considered. For a reactionto occur rapidly, there must be a large, exposed fhel surface
area. The MCO with two scrapbaskets is boundhrg.

The bounding hydrogen content of an MCO with PWOscrapbaskets will be estimated
assumingthe water reactionswith uranium metal and uraniumhydride occur at the same rate.
From HNF-SD-SNF-TI-O 15, Spent Nuclear Fuel Project Technical Databook, the enhancement
factor for the metrdreaction is 10 while the enhancementfactor for the hydride reaction is 12. In
adrMioL the metal reaction produces 1 mole of hydrogen gas for every mole of water reacted, but
the hydride reaction produces 1.75 moles hydrogen for every mole of water reacted. The
combmed effect is that the hydrogen generationincreasesby the factor
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(lo) (1) + (12) (1.75) = 1,409
10 + 12

over the amount expected from the uraniummetal reaction alone,

The hydrogen gas that could be generatedfrom the uraniummetal is limited by the amount
of water availableto react. The bounding free water estimate is 200 gin crevices and cracks. In
addhio~ uranium oxide dihydratewill lose one of the water molecules at normalMCO
temperatures (HNF-1523). Much of this loss may occur during drying at CVDF, but to maximize
the hydrogen generation tier drying none will be assumed. The bounding hydrated water
estimate for 2 scrapbaskets is 1,190 g water. Half of this amount is availableto react with
uraniumfuel to form hydrogen. The total water mass of 795 g is equivalent to 44 moles of water.
The hydride enhancement describedabove leadsto the bounding production of 62 moles of
hydrogen in the MCO. From the ideal gas law, this hydrogen has a volume of 1,520 L at
reference condhions.

The initiallow helium inventory is 22.5 moles (see Section 4.3.1). Thus, the gas in the
MCO is 27% helium and 73% hydrogen. Chapter 5.0 shows that the reaction producing this
hydrogen can proceed rather quickly, so that by the time anMCO is sampled it is reasonableto
assume the above hydrogen inventory has been realized.

An MCO containingthe bounding hydrogen gas inventory is vented at the sampling/weld
station and assumed to be completely repressurized so that rechargewith helium is necessary.
However, instead of chargingthe MCO with heliuq a gas mixture containingoxygen is added
and creates a flammable mixture of hydrogen and oxygen in the MCO.

When the MCO is repressurized, the relative amounts of helium and hydrogen remain
unchanged. The gas mixture is still 27% helium and73~0hydrogen. At a pressure of 1 atm and a
temperature of 50 “C (122 “F),the MCO invento~ is 18.9 moles total, or 13.9 moles hydrogen
and 5.0 moles helium.

The action of addinga helium and oxygen mixture to the MCO increasesthe pressure in the
MCO to 129 kPa (1.27 atm or 4.0 lb/in2gauge). The amount of gas added is calculatedfrom the
idealgas law to be 5.1 moles. The final total in the MCO is 24.0 moles, The hydrogen
concentrationdecreasesfrom ‘7s0/0 to 58°/0. The oxygen concentrationin the MCO depends on
the oxygen concentrationin the added gas. From the idealgas law, the oxygen concentrationin
the MCO follows the absolute pressures. Thus, the final oxygen concentrationis 0.27/1.27=
0.213 times the concentrationof the added gas. If the added gas were 60% oxyge~ then the
oxygen concentrationin the MCO would be 12,8°/0.

To achieve a flammable mixture at atmosphericpressure, the oxygen concentrationmust
exceed 4.9% in the MCO. Thus, the oxygen concentrationof the added gas must be greaterthan
23%. Note the oxygen concentrationin airis 21%. To achieve a mixture in the MCO that will

produce very damaging shock waves, the oxygen concentration in the MCO must beat least 9Y0.
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Thus, the flammable mixture in the MCO does not become very damaginguntil the oxygen
concentrationin the added gas exceeds 42°/0.

4.3.3 Basis for Hydrogen Explosion After an Air Ingress

Due to an accident that breachesthe MCO, the gases inside the MCO rush out. While
recovery plans are being made, air dffises into the MCO andthe gas inside diflirsesout. At some
point, a flammable mixture is reached.

As discussed in Section 4.3.2, the low helium MCO contains a mixture of 73% hydrogen
and 27°/0helium. When this mixes with air containing21°/0oxygen and 790/0nhroge~ the
stoichiometric mixture of hydrogen and oxygen is reachedrollerabout 67% of the gas in the MCO
has been replacedwith air. The final mixture is 5%0heliuq 28% hydroge~ 14% oxygen, and
53% nitrogen. These determine the peak pressureduring combustion.

4.3.4 Method to Estimate Peak Pressures due to Hydrogen Combustion

When the hydrogen and oxygen react, water vapor is formed and energy is released. To be
conservative, it is assumed that the energy releasedstays in the gas and none is lost to the MCO
components. The heat capacity of the gases allows the final temperature to be computed. This
tinal temperature, together with the number of moles of gases in the MCO and the idealgas law,
is used to calculatethe finalpressure due to the combustion.

The heat of water vapor formation from hydrogen and oxygen gas is 57,800 crd/moleat a
temperature of about 300 K (27 “C). The heat capacityof various gases is calculatedfrom a
quadraticformula as listed in Table 4-5.

Table 4-5. Parametersto Determine Heat Capacities.

Oas A B c

H, 4.959 -1.96 E-04 4.76 E-07

Nz 4.470 1.39 E-03 -6.90 E-OS

02 4.130 3.17 E-03 -1.01 E-06

H,O 5.149 2.64 E-03 4.59 E-OS

He 3.020 0 0

Nob The heat capacity at constant volume (in cal/moleiK) is computed from the formula Cv =
A+ B.T + C.T, where T is the temperature of the gas lle heat capacities apply to the temperate range
tlom 300 K (27 “C)to 1,500 K (1,227 “C). At higher temperatures the hat capacities ars over-estimated,
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The &al temperature of the gas mixture is found using the following formula. The
integrationis between the initialtemperature of the gas mixture before combustion and the final
temperature of the gas mixture after combustion. The summation is over the types of gases
present in the MCO atler combustion. Because the final gas temperature is unknown but

determines the heat capacities, the temperature must be solved by an iterative process.

Tf

(%)(%0)=f (~ (W(W) (W

TO

where

H, =

NH20=

T. =

Tf =

Cvi =

Ni =

heat of formation of water from hydrogen and oxyge~ 57,800 caloriesper mole
formed as a vapor

number of moles of water formed; computed as the smallerof the number of moles
of hydrogen and twice the number of moles of oxygen (prior to combustion)

temperature of the gas mixture before combustion, in Kelvin

temperature of the gas mixture tier combustion, in Kelvin

heat capacityat constant volume of gas “I”;depends on the temperature of the gas
(representedas a quadraticequation)

number of moles of gas “I”after the oxygen and hydrogen react.

For an explosion nearthe end of the projected storage period, the gas in the MCO is made
of 22.5 moles heliuW 17.3 moles hydroge~ 2.0 moles oxyge~ and 0.9 mole water vapor. The
MCO pressure at this time is 225 IrPa(2.22 atm or 18 lb/in2gauge). The MCO gas temperature is
318 K (45 “C).

Because the oxygen concentrationexceeds the minimum needed for combustion (4.9%),
the combustion temperature and pressurewill be computed. The combustion reactionuses all
2.0 moles of oxyge~ together with 4.0 moles of hydrogen. This produces an additionrd4.0 moles
of water vapor. The finalgas mixture in the MCO is 22.5 moles helium 13.3 moles hydroge~
and 4.9 moles water vapor. The energy liberatedby the formation of the water vapor is
233,000 crdories.

By an iterative process, the final temperature of the gas mixture is calculatedto be 1,640 K
(1,370 “C), The correspondingpressure in the MCOisl,llOkPa (11.0 atm or 146 lb/in2gauge).
Because the welded MCO is designed to withstand internalpressures of 450 lb/in2,the MCO is
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not damagedby this pressure. The energy liberatedis absorbedin the MCO contents and walls,
which increasestheir temperature.

The above radiolysismodel was used to estimate bounding ahuninumhydroxide and water
inventories that would have combustion pressuresgreaterthan the MCO design pressure of
450 lbfm’ gauge. The maximum thermal power level of 776 W was assumed. Whh a helium till
pressure of 1.1 at% the MCO must have 48 kg of Al(OH)J present.

Whh less hydrogen in the MCO, the oxygen concentrationis increased. The hydrogen
might be reduced by lower radlolysisconstants (vrduesshown in Table 4-3 were (rOundimg)or by
hydrogen gettering (reactionbetween hydrogen and bare metal to form metal hydrides). The
combustion temperatures and pressureswould be atTectedby such a change in concentration.
Several cases were run using an MCO inventory of 22.5 gmoles helium and 2.0 gmoles oxygen.
Results are shown in Table 4-6. As the hydrogen inventory increasespast stoicbiometric
(i.e., 4.0 gmoles hydrogen), the combustion energy remains constant. However, the combustion
temperature declines due to the increasedmass of gas in the MCO. The mass and temperature
effects offset one another so that the combustion pressurein the MCO hardlychangeswith
hydrogen inventory. Thus, if bigher concentrationsof oxygen are present due to decreasesin
hydrogen, there is no appreciableeffect on the combustion pressure.

For an explosion at the sampling/weld station due to airin the helium line, the gas added to
the MCO is 2 l% oxygen and T9~0 nitrogen. The composition of the gas before combustion is
5.0 gmoles helium 13.9 gmoles hydrogen, 1.1 gmoles oxyge~ and 4.0 gmoles nitrogen, The
MCO pressure is 129 kPa (1.27 atm or 4.0 lb/in~. The MCO gas temperature is 323 K (50”C).

The combustion reactionuses 1.1 gmoles oxygen together with 2.2 gmoles hydrogen. This
produces 2.2 gmoles water vapor. The finalgas mixture in the MCO is 5.0 gmoles helium,
11.7 gmoles hydroge~ 2.2 gmoles water vapor, and 4.0 gmoles nitrogen. The energy liberatedby
the formation of the water vapor is 124,000 calories.

By an iterative process, the final temperature of the gas mixture is 1408K(1134°C). The
correspondingpressure in the MCO is 536 kPa (5.29 atm or 63 lb/in2gauge). This is well below
the MCO design pressure of 450 lb/in2. In addition, the sample line and connection are designed
to withstand even greater pressure. However, the sample line is vulnerableto high temperatures.
When the explosion occurs, the sample line can melt to the point that gases in the MCO rush out
cting p~iculate matter into the environment.

For an explosion at the samplinglweld station due to impure helium if the gas added to the
MCO is 60% oxyge~ then the composition of the MCO gas before combustion is 7.1 moles
helium 13.9 moles hydroge~ and 3.0 moles oxygen. The MCO pressure at this time is 129 kFa
(1.27 atm or 4.0 lb/in’gauge). The MCO gas temperature is 323 K (50 “C).
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Table 4-6. Effect of Hydrogen Inventory in the Multi-Canister Overpack
on Combustion Pressures.

Hydrogen Total
Gas concentration MCO Combustion results

(gmoles) (gmoles) H,
pressure

02 Temperature Pressure
(atm) (K) (atm)

2 26.5 ~.55~o ‘7.55% 1.41 1,335 7’.45

3 ‘27.5 10.91~o 7.279’. 1.46 1,762 9.98

4 28.5 14.04V0 7.02% 1.51 2,138 12.28

5 29.5 16.95% 6.78% 1.56 2,067 12.21

6 30.5 19.67% 6.56% 1.62 2,003 12.16

8 32.5 24.62~o 6.15% 1.72 1,888 12.09

10 34.5 28.99% 5.80% 1.83 1,789 12.04

12 36.5 32.88% 5.48% 1.94 1,703 12.02

16 40.5 39.51% 4.94% 2.15 1,558 12.02

20 44.5 44.94% 4.49% 2.36 1,441 12.06

24 48.5 49.48% 4.12% 2.57 1>345 12.14

28 52.5 53.33% 3.81% 2.78 1,264 12.24

32 56.5 56.64% 3,54% 3.00 1,195 12.35

36 60.5 59.50% 3.31% 3.21 1,135 12.48

40 64.5 62.02% 3.10~o 3.42 1,083 12.62
NotETheMCOgasesareat50“C.Inaddhiontohydrogen,thereare22.5gmolesheliumand2.0gmolesoxygen.

MCO=multi-canisterova-pack.

The combustion reaction at the sampliiglweld station uses 3.0 moles of oxyge~ together
with 6.0 moles of hydrogen. This produces an addhional6.0 moles of water vapor. The final gas
mixture in the MCO is 7.1 moles helium, 7.9 moles hydrogen, and 6.0 moles water vapor. The
energy liberatedby the formation of the water vapor is 355,000 calories.

By an iterative process, the final temperature of the gas mixture is about 3,060 K
(2,790 “C). The correspondingpressure in the MCO is 1,060 IcPa(10.5 atm or 140 lb/in2gauge).
Because the oxygen concentrationis high enough that shockwaves may form, the pressure may
be even higher. Before welding, the MCO design pressure is 450 lb/in2. In addition, the sample
line and connection are designed to withstand even greaterpressure. However, the sample line is
vulnerableto high temperatures. When the explosion occurs, the sample line can melt enough
that gases in the MCO rush out carryingparticulatematter into the environment.

The air ingress accident leads to a similarenvironmentalrelease, When the gas mixture in
the MCO explodes, the adiabaticflame temperature reaches2,910 K (2,640 ‘C). The pressurein
the MCO is 785 kpa (7.7 atm or 99 lb/in2gauge). Because the hydrogen concentrationis above
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18%, darnagingshockwaves may form and as much as double the pressure. Because the MCO is
alreadyopen to the environment, the gases rush through the opening and carryparticulatematter
into the environment.

4.4 CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS

The downwind doses for the contaminatedhelium accident are computed in the following
subsections. The methodology is taken flom HNP-SD-SNF-TI-059, A Discussion on fhe
Methoablogyfor CaLxdatingRadiolo@”cal and Toxicological Consequences for the Spent
Nuclear Fuel Projecf af fhe Hanford Sife. The particularinputs for this accident arethe same as
those used in the gaseous releaseaccident. The risk guidelines arefor an extremely ufllkely
event.

4.4.1 Downwind Dose Calculation Methodology

Inhalationdoses to individualslocated downwind of the CSB can be computed using the
following equation (HNP-SD-SNP-TI-059). It is assumed that the individualsare not evacuated
during plume passagebecause of the short durationof the release.

EDE = Ma(x/Q’)(BR)@D)

where

EDE = the effective dose equivalent, in sieverts
~ = the respirablequantity releasedinto the air, 60 g U
x/Q = the airtransport factor, sJm3(see Table 4-7)
BR = the averageinhalationrate duringthe release,3.33 x 104 m3/s
UD = the committed effective dose equivalentper unit gram inhaled,4,380 Sv/g U,

The airtransport factors are for adversewind conditions. These conditions are exceeded
only 0.5°/0of the hours in a year. The approachused in U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Regulatory Chide 1.145,Atmospheric Dispersion Models for Pofential Accident Consequence
Assessnrenfs af Nuclear Power Plants, was used to compute the 99.5 percentile airtransport
factors. Plume meander and buildingwake effects have not been includedbecause the release
durationfollowing the explosion is only a few minutes. The releasesare assumed to take place at
ground level.

Hanford Site wind data collected at the Hanford Meteorological Station for the years 1983
to 1991 was used in computing the airtransport factors. The worst-case locations are used for
each receptor. The onsite indhridurdsare 100 m east and 10,510 m west of the CSB. The offsite
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Table 4-7. Comparison of Doses with Risk tildelines for Downwind Receptors tlom a
Bounding InternalHydrogen Explosion at the Canister Storage Building,

Safety sigrrbicrmtdose

Receptor location
Air transport (CEDEb) Risk

(distance and direction)
factoP rem (Sv) guideliiec
(S/m’)

Unmitigated Mitigated
(Sv)

Onsite 3.41 E-02 3.0 E+02 Accident 2,5 E+O1
(lOOm E) (3.0 E+OO) prevented (2,5 E-01)

Highway 240 2.01 E-05 1.8 E-01 Accident NA
(10,510m W) (1.8 E-03) prevented

Hanford Site boundary 1.30 E-05 1.1 E-01 NA 5.0 E+OO
(17,390 mE) (1.1 E-03) (5.0 E-02)

‘Releaseisatgroundlevetreleasedurationislessthan1how,noplumeriseorplumemeanderhasbeen
assumed.

%tly-yearcommittedeffectivedoseequivalenthorninhalation.
?3asedonthee-ely unlikelyfrequency,lE-04to lE-06peryear.

CEDE = committed effkctive dose equivalent.
NA = not applicable.

individurdis located 17.390 m east. As shown in HNF-SD-SNF-TI-059. the comtmted air
transport factors and u~t dose factor lead to the minimum releaseamounts requir~dto exceed the
guidelines. The first guideline exceeded for extremely utilkely probabilityevents is for the onsite
worker location 100 m east of the CSB. The minimum releaseamount is 5.0 g of uranium fiel.

4.4.2 Consequences of a Hydrogen Explosion Due to Radiolysis

Because an explosion at the end of storageunder bounding conditions has been shown to
cause no harm to the MCO, there are no consequencesto discuss.

4.4.3 Consequences of a Hydrogen Explosion Following
Oxygen Addition at the Sampling/Weld Station

For pressurized releasesthrough a powder, the bounding releasefraction is 0.005 with a
respirablefraction of 0.4 (DOE-HDBK-3O1O-94,Section 4.4.2.3.2). Applying this to the
projected bounding MCO particulateloading (HNF-SD-SNF-TI-015) of 34 kg UO,, or 30 kg U,
leads to a vrduefor ~ of 60 g U. This releasefraction is consideredbounding because the result
is based on experiments in which a pressurized gas was explosively releasedthrough a sample of
powder. The hydrogen explosion duringMCO handlingaccident involves a pressurized releasein
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which the gas surroundingthe powder and is suddenly released. Because the MCO vent path
does not travel through the particulateit contains, the assumed releasefraction is conservative

Doses resulting from the oxygen addition event are shown on Table 4-7. The unmitigated
case exceeds the onsite releaseguidelineby a considerablemargin. Therefore, safety-significant
features are requiredto mitigate this accident.

4.4.4 Consequences of a Hydrogen Explosion After an Alr Ingress

The same bounding releasefraction used for the oxygen addition at the Sampling/weld
station can be used for this pressurized release. Because the same 34 kg uranium oxide is at risk
the same release of 60 g uraniumfiel occurs. The resulting doses arethe same as those shown in
Table 4-7. Because the unmitigated case exceeds the onsite dose guideline, safety-significant
features are requiredto mitigate this accident.

4.5 COMPARISON TO GUIDELINES

The consequences of a hydrogen explosion inside anMCO are primarilyradiationdoses to
individualsdownwind of the CSB. The internalhydrogen explosion scenarioinitiates a gaseous
release. The projected doses, listed in Table 4-7, exceed the onsite guidelinesfor accidents in all
probabfity categories. By initiatinga programto ensure the helium received at the CSB is of
adequatepurity, the frequency of this event is reduced well below 10</year. Failuresby the
helium supplierand CSB qurdhycontrol personnelwould be requiredfor this accident to occur.
Another method to eliminate such an event is to ensurethe MCO is only depressurized enough to
collect an adequategas sample. Normal samplingis expected to lower the MCO pressureby less
than 3.4 IrFa(0.5 lb/ii2 gauge). Any MCO needing a pressurerechargeatler normal sampling
would have a pressure nearthat it had when packed at the CVDF. In other words, very little
hydrogen gas would be generatd, thus, there would be insufficient hydrogen to cause an
explosion if oxygen were added instead of helium.

For the airingress accidents, the only mitigation is preventing accidents that would breach
the MCO. Once such an accident occurs, the only way to prevent a hydrogen explosion is to keep
air away from the MCO. The means to surroundthe MCO with an inert atmosphere exists at the
CSB through the helium system and materialsto construct impromptu confinement as needed.

4.6 SUMMARY OF SAFETY-CLASS STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AND
COMPONENTS AND TECHNICAL SAFETY REQUIREMENT
CONTROLS

No safety-class structures, systems, and components (SSCS) arerequiredto prevent the
hydrogen explosion design basis accident or to mitigate its dose consequences. Under normal
operatingcondhions, there is no extemrd accumulationof flammablemixtures of hydrogen and
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oxygen. Under credibleor accident conditions, satety-significantcontrols or equipment are
requiredto ensureflammable concentrationsof oxygen internalto the MCO are precluded. The
safety-significantequipment and technical safety requirement (TSR) controls designatedto
prevent the dose consequences of hydrogen explosion accidentswithin the MCO are as follows:

● Safety-significant SSC

— MCO (structural)– Maintain a gaseous seal such that oxygen gas cannot
enter the MCO at a rate that would present a flammabilityhazard.

Good operatingpractices duringthe samplingprocess will not significantlyrepressurize the
MCO. As little sample gas as possible should be taken from the MCO during sampling. Using a
samplingoperation that minimizes the need to refill the MCO with inert gas reduces the frequency
with which this accident could occur. This samplingoperation should be considered defense in
depth for prevention of flammablegas mixtures within the MCO at the sampliig station. The
following specific TSR control prevents this event:

● TSR

– Verifj helium minimum purity from sample on receipt at the CSB for any inert gas
cylindersused to supply the inert gas system

– Inert the supply lines atter they have been depressmized before using inert gas system

The SSCS and TSR controls designatedto prevent the MCO internalhydrogen explosion
accidents are summarized in Table 4-8. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission important-to-safety
category SSCS and defense-in-depth features also are included for each specific accident in
Table 4-8.

The suite of safety SSCS and TSR controls necessaryand sufficient to prevent the MCO
internalhydrogen explosion accidents do not address some of the other accidents in the same
accident category. Table 4-8 also lists the safety SSCS and TSR controls needed to prevent or
control these accidents. Because these accidents are substantiallydflerent in development and
progressionfrom the design basis accidents, each scenarioand the correspondingcontrols are also
describedbelow.

A hydrogen explosion (SA-J-06~ OA-J-06~ WS-F-06) during cask handlingfollows from
excessive gas buildup in the MCO caused by radiolysis. It haabeen shown that the boundkrg case
MCO will not be able to generateflammablegas mixtures even tier 40 years of storage,
Somewhat largerinventories of aluminumhydroxide remainingin the MCO after washing at
K Basins will lead to flammable mixtures. However, combustion of these mixtures will not
exceed the 450 lb/in2design pressure of the MCO. To exceed this pressure limit, the key interface
performance assumptions identified in Chapter 1.0, Table 1-6, must be exceeded, The following
performance assumption is key to preventing this event
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Table 4-8. Summary of Safety FeaturesRequired to Mitigate the Consequences of a
Multi-Canister Overpack InternalHydrogen Explosion. (3 sheets)

Accident Checklist General Safetyfeaturesandsafetycla.ssificaticxf NRc ITS
designator’ function Catego$

t

Hydrogen
explosion in
the MCO due
to use of
oxygen as a
purge gas

L
Iydrogendeflagmtion

$sfetv-sizniticant SSCs
. MCO

m
. Verify helium minimum purity from sample on

receipt at the CSB for any inert gas cyliidem used to
supply the inert gas system

, Inert the supply lines akr they have k
depressutized before using inert gas system

pefase in deuti
. Minimize gas loss horn the MCO during szunpliig to

avoid repressurizing with helium

Deflagration

NA

Hydrogen
explosion
during cask
handling or
storage due to
radiolysis of
hydrogen and
oxygen
accumulation
within the
MCO

sA-J-06a
oA-J-06a
WS-J-06

Oeneral assumption is that all MCOS arewithin

Spifimtiom, in particular for aluminum hy&oti& iII
an MCO

JhlnlDtiOlu
. The K Basins washing process and the drying

pms at the CVDF will ensure the key interface
performance assumptions aremet.

Defense in dentlx
. HVAC provides air circulation for dilution.
. Cask had SEASprevent hydrogen leakage from the

cask.
. %mkinw mot.Il,w+,+withinthef..il;ti
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Table 4-8. SununarYof Safety FeaturesRewired to Mitigate the Consequences of a
Muki-Cani&er Ovetiack InternalHydrogen Explosion. (3 shee~s)

Accident

~drogerl
qdosion
muse
reachedMCC
Ilows air
Ipess

Checklkt
fesignatd

)A-J-06C

General
function

event MCO
raps, shears,
n@s, and
dlisions by
@Scyliidem of
{Cos

nsure MCOS
R within seal-
!akl-atecriteria

Safety features and safely classification~

Safetv-simitiwnt SSCX
TramFortation cask
Receiving craneand hoist
Receiving cranepositioningkterlock control system
Receiving crane lifting yoke (length)
MCO semiw station impact absorter
MHM drop into the maintenance pit interlocks (P3,
P8), S~Om
MHM drop into the maintenanm pit interlocks (P26,
P80>P85), S~Om
MHM interlocks for translational shear (P21),
sensors
IvfHlvfinterlocks for translational shear (P3,P6, P8,
P26, P80), S~OIS
MHM seismic restmints for hanslational shear
Seismic detection and MHM puwerdiswmnect
system for translational shear
MHM interhxk (P9), SellSOIS
MfRvf interlwks (T6, P80), SmSOm

m
Operability ofMHM interlocks (P3, P6, P8, P21,
P26, P80), seismic detection and MHM power-
diswnnect SySkllL MHtvf interlock
operability ofMHM interkxk$ (P6, P9>P80),
seismic detmtion and MHM power-disconnect
s@ZIl, and interlcck CirGUitIY
Use of properyoke (length) to Ml the cask-MCO
Impact absorber installed in the MCO service station
pit and functional
Adminishative use of supervisor+.mtiolled forkess
key for movement of receiving crane over or east of
the WIT pit when there is no cask-MCO load
Operability of receiving craneresolver and interlwk
Bottom impact absorber is installed in each storage
tube prior to placing an MCO in the storage tub

Wfmse in deuti
, Personnel me !rained in sitewide and facility-specific

efnw~q ~swme procedures that include steps tO
place the facility in the safest possible condition.

, The MHM provides active, filtered ventilation at its
open interfaw with both the service station and the
sampliig/weld station.

, The MHM has an auditoxy indication of its
movement (i.e., alarms).

, The MHM is liited to relatively slow movement.

NRc m
Catsgoly

B
B
B
B
B
B

B

B

B

B
B

B
B
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Table 4-8. Summary of Safety FeaturesRequired to Mitigate the Consequences of a

Accident

Hydrogen
explosion
because
breachedMCO
allows air

fi-s
(cartirrued)

Multi-Cankter Ovefiack InternalHydrogen Explosion. (3 sheets)

Chec!dkt General
Iesignato? function SafetyfeaturesandsafetyClassillcationb

IA-J460 Prevent MCO Defense in death (continued):
mntinuex$ dIOpS,shears, . The MHM is provided with a backup ~pple

iM~CtS, and
collisions by .
gas Cyliidem of
MCOS

s
disengagement capability.
Personnel arehnined to prcwxhmes detailiog the safe
sequence of opemtiorw these procedures prohibit
interferencesbetween the receiving craneand the
MHM

NRc ITs
Cakgo$

‘checklist designators are flonr HNF-SD-SNF-HIB-OO1, 1999, Canister Storage Buifding HazardAnalysis
Reoort. Rev. 1. Fluor Daniel Hanford. Incorwrated. Ricbkmd. Wrishin$!ton.

‘,. . .

?Safety classification for DBA in this catego~. Safety classification or ITS categorycould be different for
another DBA catego~.

CSB = Canister Storage Building.
DBA = design basis accident
CVDF = Cold Vacuum Drying Facility.
FFTF = Fast Flux Test Facility.
HVAC = heating, ventilation, and air condhioning.
ITS = important to safety.
MCO = multi-canister ovapack.
MHM = multi+anister overpack bandliig machine.
NA = not applicable to ITS catego~ classification.
NRC = U.S. Nuclear ReguIatoV Commission.
SSC = shucture, system, and component.
TSR = technical safefy requirement.
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● Assumption

The K Basins washing process and the drying process at the CVDF will ensurethe
key performance interface assumptions defined in Chapter 1.0, Table 1-6, aremet.

A different hydrogen explosion scenario(OA-J-06C)could occur following anMCO
handlingaccident that allows gases inside the MCO to diffise out and airto enter the MCO. At
some point, a flammable mixture of hydrogen and airwill be present in the MCO. Combustion of
this mixture leads to a gaseous releaseaccident. Onsite dose guidelines are exceeded. Therefore,
safety-significantcontrols are needed to prevent the handlingaccidents. The following arethe
specific safety features and that prevent or mitigate this event:

● Safety-significant SSCs

— Transportation cask — Provides structuralprotection to an MCO, when the MCO is
inside a cask from drops horn the receiving crane

— Receiving craneand hoist—Required by DOE Order 6430.1A General Design
Criteria, and U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission equivalencyimportant-to-safety
Category B for SSCS that handle SNF

— Receiving cranepositioninghterlock control system — Prevent the receiving crane
from traveling over the Fast Flux Test Facilityor maintenancepit when the receiving
craneis carryinganMCO

— Receiving craneIifthrgyoke (length) — Lknits lift height above the floor (maximum
of 40 in.) when the cask–MCO is being Iified by the receiving crane

— MCO service station impact absorber— Limits decelerationforces* to the MCO if
the cask-MCO is dropped from the receiving craneinto the MCO service station pit

— = interlocks (P3, P8) drop into the maintenancepit, sensors, and switches —
Ensure that the MHM turret is rotated to the navigate (TV camera)position before
allowing power to the bridge or trolley drive motors when an MCO is in the m,
the interlock circuitryincludes relays, contractors,and sensors (resolvers, limit
switches)

— m drop into the maintenancepit interlocks (P26, P80, P85), sensors, and
switches — Prevent the MHM from rotating to the MCO position while over the
maintenancepit when anMCO is in the m, the interlock circuitry includes relays
and contractorsand sensors (limit switches, photoelectric switches)

— MHM interlock (P21) for translationalshear, sensors, and switches — Ensure that
the MCO hoist cannot operate unless the bridge and trolley seismic restraintsare
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—

—

—

—

●

—

—

appliedwhen an MCO is in the m, the interlock circuitryincludes relays,
contractors,and sensors (limit switches)

MHM interlocks (T3, P6, P8, P26, P80) for translationalshear, sensors, and
switches — Prevent the seismic restraintstlom dkengaging and power being applied
to the bridge and trolley drive motors unless the MCO hoist is fully raisedwhen an
MCO is in the MHl$ the interlock circuitryincludes contractors,relays, and sensors
(resolvers, limit switches, photoelectric switches)

MHM seismic restraintsfor translationalshear— Prevent translationalmovement of
MHM whenever engagedwhen an MCO is in the MHM (restraintsmust be engaged
before MCO hoist operation)

Seismic detection andMHM power-disconnect system for translationalshear—
Detects seismic event (magnitude 0.74/3 g horizontal, 0.49/3 g vertical) and removes
allpower to them, removal of power to prevent operation of the MCO hoist,
disengagement of seismic restraints(MHM interlocks arenot seismicallyqualified)

MHM interlock (P9), sensors, and switches — Ensure that the MCO hoist cannot
operate unless the turret seismic restraintsare appliedwhen an MCO is in the m,
the interlock circuitryincludes contractors,relays, and proximity sensors

MHM interlocks (P6, P80), sensors, and switches — Prevent the seismic restraints
from disengagingand power being appliedto the turret rotationaldrive motors
unless the MCO hoist is fully raisedwhen anMCO is in the -, the interlock
circuitry includes contractors,relays, and sensors (resolvers, limit switches,
photoelectric switches).

TSR

Operabilityof MHM interlocks (P3,P6,P8,P21, P26, P80) and seismic detection
andMHM power-disconnect system, the interlock circuitryincludes relays,
contractors,and sensors (resolvers, limit switches, photoelectric switches).

Operabilityof MHM interlocks (P6, P9, P80) and seismic detection and MHM
power-disconnect system, the interlock circuitryincludes power contractors,MHM
relays, mechanicalswitches, and sensors (resolvers, limit switches, photoelectric
switches).

Operabilityof interlocks and sensors (P26, P80, P85) the interlock circuitry includes
contractors,relays, and sensors (resolvers, limit switches, photoelectric switches)

Use of proper yoke (length) to lift the cask-MCO

Impact absorberis installedin the MCO service station pit and is functional,
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— Administrative use of the supervisor-controlledfortress key for movement of
receiving crane over or east of the FastFhrx Test Facilitypit when there is no cask-
MCO loaded with SNF suspended from the crane

— Operabilityof receiving cranepositioning/hterlock control system.

— Bottom impact absorberis installedin each storage tube prior to placingan MCO in
the storage tube
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Figure 4-1. GeneralSequence for InternalHydrogen Explosions.
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F@re 4-2. Event Diagramof a Hydrogen Explosion
due to Oxygen in the Helium System.
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Figure 4-3. Fractionsof Total Multi-Canister Overpack Power by Radiation Type.
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Figure 4-4, Oxygen Production (no scrapbasket> intact fiel),
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Figare 4-5. Hydrogen Production (no scrapbaskets; intact fiel).
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Figure 4-6. Bounding Oas Concentrationend Multi-Canister Overpack Pressure.
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5.0 CALCULATIONS FOR MULTI-CANISTER OVERPACK
EXTERNAL HYDROGEN EXPLOSION

5.1 PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

The evaluationof potential consequences of hydrogen explosions outside the multi-canister
overpack (MCO) is summarized in this chapter. There could be occasions duringthe hand~mgof
a cask–MCO in the Canister Storage Building (CSB) in which significantconcentrationsof
hydrogen could be found outside an MCO. Two event scenariosoccur duringventing of a
cask–MCO shortly atter it arrivesat the CSB. In these scenarios,significanthydrogen buildup in
the cask void space is vented into the containmenttent exhauster and explodes. A third event
scenariooccurs duringMCO handlingwhen a major delay leads to excessive hydrogen
concentrationin the MCO handlingmachine (MI-IM). In a fourth scenario,an explosion occurs
during interim storagewhen an off-normal leak rate leads to burnableconcentrationsof hydrogen
in a storage tube. The other scenariooccurs at the MCO srrmpling/weldstation when a line leak
into the samplinghood provides high enough hydrogen concentrationsthat an explosion in the
hood could injurepersonnel at the hood. This latter accident is identified in the CSB hazard
analysis(HNF-SD-SNF-HIE-001) as WS-L-I 1.

The accidentwith bounding consequencesis the explosion of a hydrogen-airmixture at the
sarnpiing/weldstation. This bounding accident could cause serious injuryto nearbypersonnel.
The environmentrdreleaseof radioactivityto individualslocated downwind arewithin guidelines.
Mitigation strategies are discussed in Section 5.5. Required controls for each accident are
summarized in Section 5.6.

5.2 SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT

In allpostulated accident scenarios,hydrogen accumulatesin an MCO because of
processing delays, equipment maltimctions, or catastrophicevents. The general sequence of
events leadingto a hydrogen explosion is shown in Figure 5-1. The accident sequence begins
with the presence of enough hydrogen inside an MCO to form a flammablemixture with air
outside the MCO. Three conditions necessaryfor hydrogen accumulationinside an MCO within a
reasonabletime frame areuranium metal and hydrides, water, and high temperatures. The
uranium and water are reactants, and the elevated temperature speeds tbe reaction.

In this accident sequence, the accumulatedhydrogen escapesthe MCO and mixes with airto
form a combustible mixture of hydrogen and oxygen. The mixture is then ignited. Because it
takes very little energy to begin the hydrogen-oxygen combustion, it is assumed that ignition
sources are present where needed. The combustion could be initiatedby static electricity in
ventilation ducting, a smallparticleof uraniumhydride, static electricity in the spray nozzles in the
water storage tanks, and other sources. The specific accident scenariosare describedin the
following subsections.
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5.2.1 Hydrogen Explosion During Multi-Canister Overpack Cask Venting

MCOS aretransported from the Cold Vacuum Drying Facility (CVDF) to the CSB in sealed
and slightlypressurizedtransportationcasks. When a cask–MCO first arrivesat the CSB, it
containshelium and hydrogen in the void space. Helium is introduced at the CVDF to displaceair
tlom the void space. The hydrogen is liberatedprimarilyby the reaction of water vapor with
uraniumand uranium hydrides and rdsoby the radlolyticdecomposition of water-containing
compounds in the MCO.

Hydrogen produced inside the MCO will increasethe MCO pressure and could leak into the
space between the MCO and the transportationcask. One method for producing an explosive
mixture is shown in the Figure 5-2 block diagram.

Rough handlingor some other failureat the CVDF is assumed to cause a mechanically
sealedMCO to leak much faster than the maximum allowed rate. Within a shippingwindow of
four days, enough hydrogen forms and leaks ffom the MCO and into the cask void volume to
raisethe gas pressure in the transportationcask. When the initialpressure check at the CSB
discloses excessive pressure, the mobile service station tent is placed over the cask for
contaminationcontrol. The hydrogen-gasmixture is vented to a high-efficiency particulateair
(HEPA)-fikered exhaust unit. The helium purge is assumed to fail and produce a flammable
mixture in the exhauster.

A spark would lead to an explosion in the ductwork nearthe operator and could result in
serious injury. If the hydrogen–airmixture does not explode in the duct within the corrtinement
tent, it could still explode in the ductwork nearthe HEPA filter and lead to significant
environmentalreleaseof the radioactivityaccumulatedon the HEPA filter. However, the
projected dose to an individrrrd100 m downwind does not exceed the dose criteria.

The hydrogen explosion during cask-MCO venting scenariois diagramedin F@rre 5-2. An
event tree is provided in Appendix A.

5.2.2 Hydrogen Explosion from Receiving a Wet Cask–MCO

A hydrogen explosion from receiving a wet cask–MCO is a variationon the explosion
during cask venting in that the source of hydrogen in the cask is due to wet corrosion of the tlrel.
When a cask-MCO is ready to leave the CVDF and go to the CSB, it looks the same as a
cask–MCO that hasjust arrivedat the CVDF for drying operations. It has been assumed that at
the CVDF one cask–MCO is dry and ready for shipment to the CSB at about the same time a
water-filled cask-MCO arrivesfrom K Basins, A process interruption causes the two casks to be
mistaken and the water-filled cask–MCO is sent to the CSB.
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A small delay in processingthe cask–MCO could allow for significanthydrogen
accumulation. High temperature condhions duringtransportwould reduce the time needed for
significanthydrogen accumulation. The accident diagramin F@re 5-2 shows this scenariofrom
the venting operationto the results.

5.2.3 Hydrogen Explosion During Multi-Canister Overpack Handling

The MHM transports MCOS within the CSB. The void space inside the MHM is filled with
air and may be ventilated by a HEPA-filtered exhauster located on the turret. The HEPA filter
units are located at the same level as the operatingplatform. If there were a major equipment
breakdown that trapped a leaking MCO in the MHM for an extended period of time, then
significanthydrogen could accumulatein the airaroundthe MCO. This scenariois diagramedin
F@re 5-3.

A mechanicallysealedMCO is assumed to leak much faster than the maximum allowed rate
following the MHM maltlmction. A few days later, enough hydrogen has leaked from the MCO
that there areflammable concentrationsof hydrogen in the MHM. A flmable mixture of sir
and hydrogen also exists in the exhaust ducts andHEPA filter.

A spark would lead to an explosion in the duets andHEPA filter. Any personnel nearby
could be injured. An explosion could rdsolead to significantenvironmentalrelease of the
radioactivity accumulatedon the HEPA filter. The projected radiationdose to any indhridual
downwind does not exceed the dose criteria.

5.2.4 Hydrogen Explosion During Interim Storage

MCOS are expected to be in interim storagefor about 40 years. Welded MCOS have a
maximum allowableleak rate of 1 x 107 cm3/s,so that two maybe placed in a storage tube.
MecharricrdlyserdedMCOS have a highermaximum allowableleak rate (1 x 105 cm3/s)and must
be stored one to a storage tube. A high leak rate could produce flammable concentrationsof
hydrogen and air in the storage tube. This scenariois diagramedin Figure 5-4.

Rough handlingor some other failureis assumed to cause anMCO to leak much faster than
the maximum allowed rate. Within a few weeks enough hydrogen has leaked from the MCO into
the storagetube to create flammable concentrations. An explosion of this mixture could damage
the storage tube, but it is unhkely to exceed any safety criteria.

5.2.5 Hydrogen Explosion During Multi-Canister Overpack Gas Sampling

Cover cap welding on selected MCOS will be delayedfor about one year to allow for gas
samplingat the CSB. An MCO to be sampledis moved to the samplingpit and a sample hood is
placed over the MCO. Connections are made to the MCO sample port andMCO gas is collected
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using the positive pressure of the MCO. If the connection to the MCO were to fail and dkchsrge
MCO gas into the sample hood, an explosive mixture of hydrogen and air could be formed in the
hood. Because personnel are normallynearthe hood duringthis time, it is probablethat an
explosion in the sample hood would cause a fatal injuryto the operator opening the MCO vent
valve. This scenariois diagramedin F@rre 5-5.

5.3 SOURCE TERM ANALYSIS

The mathematicalanalysisof the identified postulated hydrogen explosion accidents focuses
on hydrogen concentrationin a transportationcask, the = or in a CSB storage tube. Before
describingthe accidents in detail, some generalinformation relevant to all the external hydrogen
accidentswill be presented.

5.3.1 Hydrogen Accumulation and Other Parameters

Parametersand assumptions common to all, or most, of the postulated accidents are
presented here. The values presented include gas volumes, helium inventory in the MCO, air
inventory in the transportationcask hydrogen content of the MCO after all the availablefree and
hydratedwater has reacted with the uranium, the correspondingMCO pressure, the MCO leak
rate, and the peak overpressuresdue to hydrogen combustion.

5.3.1.1 Volumes. The volumes of accumulatedhydrogen are listed in Table 5-1. Because the
shapes are somewhat irregular,the volumes are approximate. However, improved volume
estimates will not atTectthe conclusions.

5.3.1.2 Helium and Ak Inventory in the Multi-Canister Overpack. Before leavingthe
CVDF, an MCO is pressurized to 152 kpa (22.1 lb/in2)with helium. The averagetemperature of
this helium is assumed to be 25 “C. Rather than convert gas quantitiesto moles, the amounts will
be converted to volumes at reference conditions, namely, 25“C and 101.3 kPa (14.7 lb/in2). The
conversion is carriedout using the following equation, which is easily derived from the ideal gas
law.

Vref = (V)(P/Pref)(Tre~)

where

Vref = volume at the referencetemperature and pressure, Lhers
Pref = reference pressure, 101.3 kPa (14.7 lb/in2)
Tref = reference temperature, 298 K, (25“C)
V,P,T = volume, pressure and temperature of a gas.
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Table 5-1. Volumes Assumed for Hvdroeen Accumulation.

I Location I Volume, L I Volume, ft3 I

I Free volume inside MCO I 500 I 17.7 I

I Outer volume of MCO I 1.360 I 48.0 I
1 1

Inner volume of cask 1,460 51.5

I Inner volume of= I 2.530 I 89.3 I

Storage tube volume 4,250 150.1
I 1

Free volume of cask 100 3.5

Free volume of MHM 1.170 41.3–>—

Storage tube - one MCO 2,890 102.1

Storage tube - two MCOS 1,530 54.0

Sample hood 600 21.2

Note Theseareapproximate values due to the irregularshapes. More exact volumes will have no
effect on the conclusions.

MCO = multi-canister overpack.
MHh4 = multi-canister overpack handling machine.

At reference conditions, the initialvolume of helium in the MCO is given by the formula

Vref = (500 L)(152 kPa/101.3 kPa)(298 K/298 K)

Vref = 750 L.

5.3.1.3 Bounding Hydrogen Gas in the Multi-Canister Overpack. The composition of the
gas inside the MCO when it is received at the CSB is based on the assumption that there is only
helium and hydrogen. The hydrogen is generated primarilyby corrosion of fiel and reactionwith
uraniumhydride. The radiolyticdecomposition of water and hydroxides adds ve~ little and has
not been considered.

The bounding hydrogen content of an MCO with two scrapbaskets will be estimated
assumingthe water reactionswith uranium metal and uraniumhydride occur at the same rate.
From HNF-SD-SNF-TI-015, Spent Nuclear Fuel Project Technical Databook, the enhancement
factor for the metrdreaction is 10 while the enhancementfactor for the hydride reaction is 12. In
addkio~ the metal reaction produces 1 mole of hydrogen gas for every mole of water reacted, but
the hydride reaction produces 1.75 moles hydrogen for every mole of water reacted. The
combined effect is that the hydrogen generationincreasesby the factor
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(10)(1) + (12)(1.75) =
10 + 12

1.409

over the amount expected from the uraniummetal reactionalone.

The hydrogen gas that could be generatedfrom the uraniummetal is limited by the amount
of water availableto react. The bounding free water estimate is 200 gin crevices and cracks. In
addition, uranium oxide dihydratewill lose one of the water molecules at normal MCO
temperatures (HNF- 1523). Much of this loss may occur during drying at CVDF, but to maximize
the hydrogen generation after drying none will be assumed. The bounding hydrated water
estimate for 2 scrapbaskets is 1,190 g water. Half of this amount is availablefor temperatures
less than 100 “Cto react with uraniumtirelto form hydrogen. The total water mass of 800 g is
equivrdentto 44 moles of water. The hydride enhancementdescribed above leads to the bounding
production of 62 moles of hydrogen in the MCO. From the ideal gas law, this hydrogen has a
volume of 1,520 L at reference conditions.

V= (n)(R)(T)/(P)

V= (62 moles)(O.082057L.atnr/mole/K)(298 K)/(l atm)

V= 1,520 L

where.

V = volume of a quantity of gas at a specified temperature and pressure
n = number of moles of the gas
R = ideal gas law constant, 0.082057 Lattn/mole/K
T = temperature of the gas, in kelvin
P = pressure of the gas, in atmospheres (1 atm = 101.3 IcPa).

To calculatethe actualpressure of the gas mixture in the MCO, the following formula is
used, this formula is anothervariation on the idealgas law. At75 “C the pressure of the helium
and hydrogen mixture in the MCO is 537 kpa (63 lb/in2gauge):

P = (Pref)(Vref7V)(T~re~

P = (101.3 kPa)(750 L + 1520L)(348 K)/(500 L)/(298 K)

P = 537 kpa.

5.3.1.4 Multi-Canister Overpack Leak Rate Calculation. Due to an off-normal conditio%the
MCO is assumed to leak much faster than the bounding leak rate for a mechanicallysealedMCO.
The bounding leak rate is 1.0x 10-’cm3/s(8.64 x 104L/d) at reference conditions (HNF-2155).
Reference conditions are defined as having an inside pressure of101.3 IrPa(14.7 lb/in2)and an
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outside pressure of 1.013 kPa (O.147 lb/in2),both at a temperature of 250 C. The reference leak
rate is based on volumes inside the container. Abounding formula to represent the leak rate at
the postulated condhions outside the containerfollows. Note that no distinction is made between
hydrogen and helium leak rates. The hydrogen is lighter than helium, and could ditlirsemore
rapidlythrough a small leak. The formula comes fkom the observationthat the leakage rate is
proportionalto the pressure difference inside and outside the cask and also the density, which is
representedas pressure. The temperature adjustment is includedto adjust for density changeand
to be consistent with the method used in the derivationof the leak rate criteria@NF-21 55).

L = ~ (pMCO,h - ‘Mco,out) (pMCO,ave) (TMCO,out)
MCO,out x

(pMCO>OUt)(TMCO>h)

where

LMCO,OU= lesk rate at the postulated conditions outside the MCO, in L/d (or L/h)

LX = proportionally constant based on the leak rate at reference conditions, in L/d
(or L/h) per kPa

PMcO,rn= pressure inside the MCO at postulated condkions, in kPa

PMCO,OUI= pressure outside the MCO at postulated conditions, in kPa

PMCO,W= averagepressure, (PMco,rn+ PMco,0~/2,in kpa

TMCO,in= temperature inside the MCO at postulated conditions, in degrees kelvin

TMCO,OUI= temperature outside the MCO at postulated conditions, in degrees kelvin.

The constant, LWtakes the place of more complex parametersdescribedinHNF-2155,
Multi-Canister Overpack Combustible Gas Management Leak TestAcceptance Criteria. These
parametersmainly depend on the leak diameter and areweakly dependent on gas temperature.
The value for LXcan be obtainedusing reference conditions inside the container. This is shown
as:
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where

LX = proportionalityconstant, in L/d (or Lib) per kpa
L~trn = leak rate at reference conditions inside, in L/d (or Lib)

Pl?crn= pressure inside the MCO at reference conditions, 101.3 kpa
Pl@oul= pressure outside the MCO at reference conditions, 1.013 kPa
Pmt& = averagepressure, (P~th+PmfiO#2=51. 16 kpa,

The actualMCO leak rate changeswith time accordingto the pressure difference between
the MCO and its containment. These changeshave been modeled using small time steps in
spreadsheets. Specific cases are discussed below.

The leak rates modeled with the describedformulas arevery low. For example, a leak rate
10,000times the criteriafor a mechanicallysealedMCO is 0.1 cm3/s,or 8.64 L/d at reference
conditions. Such small leak rates are associatedwith very smallholes or cracks. Thus, the
associatedmatter releaseddue to suspended or entrainedparticulateis very small and will be
ignored in the analysisof external hydrogen accidents.

Hydrogen accumulationin a wet MCO, from the time it leaves the K Basins to the time it
rnistakerdyarrivesat the CSB, is based on the uranium corrosion equation used in the CVDF
external hydrogen explosion anrdysis(SNF-2770). Because the values presented in that report
were determined adequateto produce flammablemixtures of hydrogen and oxyge~ it has been
assumed that the same hydrogen accumulationtakes placeby the time the MCO is vented at the
CSB.

5.3.1.5 Pressures Due to Hydrogen Deflagration. Mixtures of hydrogen in air areflammable in
the range of 4% to ‘75~0 hydrogen by volume at atmosphericpressure and room temperature.
Higher pressures and temperatures changethe flammable concentrationrange,but these limits will
be assumed for simplicity. Very damagingshockwaves maybe produced if the hydrogen
concentrationis between 18 and 58 VOlo/Oin air (NTJREG/CR-2726). The stoichiometric ratio
(2 moles hydrogen per 1 mole of oxygen) correspondsto 29.6% hydrogen in dry air. The
presence of helium changesthe stoicbiometric ratio because it displacesoxygen. For example, if
there are equalvolume percents of hydrogen and helium, then the stoicbiometric hydrogen
concentrationis reduced to 22.8Y0.

When the hydrogen and oxygen react, water vapor is formed and energy is released, To be
conservative, it is assumed that the energy releasedstays in the gas and none is lost to the MCO
components. The heat capacityof the gases allows the final temperature to be computed. This
tinal temperature, together with the number of moles of gases in the MCO andthe ideal gas law,
is used to crdculatethe final pressure due to the combustion.

The heat of formation of water vapor from hydrogen and oxygen gas is 57,800 crd/moleat
a temperature of about 27 “C. The heat capacityof various gases is calculatedfrom a quadratic
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formula as listed in Table 5-2. The final temperature of the gas mixture is found uimg the
following formula. The inte~ation is between the initialtemperature of the gas mixture before
combustion and the tirraltemperature of the gas mixture after combustion, The summation is over
the types of gases present in the MCO after combustion. Because the final gas temperature is
unknown but determines the heat capacities,it must be solved by an iterative process.

Tf

(%)0%,0)=/ (~ (CWW) (W

TO

where

HF = heat of formation of water t+omhydrogen and oxygen, 57,800 caloriesper mole
formed as a vapor

Nmo = number of moles of water formed, computed as the smallerof the number of
moles of hydrogen and twice the number of moles of oxygen (prior to
combustion)

TO = temperature of the gas mixture before combustion, in Kelvin

Tf = temperature of the gas mixture atler combustion, in Kelvin

Cvi = heat capacity at constant volume of gas “I”;depends on the temperature of the
gas (represented as a quadraticequation)

Ni = number of moles of gas “I”tier the oxygen and hydrogen react.

The pressure puke from a hydrogen explosion exists for only a fraction of a second, but
may do considerabledamageto the vessel containingit. An estimate of how long this pressure
exists can be obtained from the following formula for the rate of pressure increase(SFPE 1992).

(dP/dt)W = (&)/(V’”)

where

(dP/dt)_ = maximum rate of pressureincrease,kpak

& = parametermeasuredfor explosions in sphericalcontainers,for hydrogen this
is 66,000 kPavn/s (SFPE 1992)

v = volume of the containerwith the burninggases, m3.
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Table 5-2, Parametersto Determine Heat Capacities.

Gas A B c

H, 4.959 -1.96 E-04 4.76 E-07

N, 4.470 1.39 E-03 -6.90 E-08

02 4.130 3.17 E-03 -1.01 E-06

HZO 5.149 2.64 E-03 4,59 E-08

He 3.020 0 0

Valuesfortheheatcapacityatconstantvolume(i wl/mole/K)arecomputed
horntheformula Cv = A + B.T + C.T, where T is the temperature of the gas. This
methcd and parametervalues am given in WhitweU and Toner, 1969, Conservation of
Mass wrdEnergy, Blaisdell Publishing Company, Waltham, Massachusetts.

me heat capacity parametem shown on this table appIy to the tempemture range
of 300 K (27 “C) to 1,500 K (1,230 “C). At higher temperatures, the heat capacities are
Over-estimati.

Dividing the final pressurerise by the maximum rate of pressure rise leads to a bound on
the shortest possible time in which the pressure could reachthe peak. This minimum time is
usefid for estimating the motion of objects affected by the pressurepulse. As an example, an
explosion in a storage tube could lift the storagetube plug.

The momentum imparted to an object affected by the pressurepulse is computed as the
time-integral of the force acting on the object. As a simple approximation,the pressure is
assumed to rise linearlyto the peak and then fall linearlyback to where it started, The total time
is twice the value for ~ given above. The force on the object is the product of the atTected
surface areaand the pressure. Therefore, the momentum imparted to an object is the product of
the peak pressure increase(PX-PO),the aftected surface area,andthe time for the pressureto rise
to the peak (~. The final speed of the object is this momentum divided by its mass:

where

u=

p, =

p. =

A=

snf-332S.05

U= (Px-PO)(A)(~/(M)

speed of object atTectedby the pressure pulse, in m/s

maximum pressure after completion of combustion of Mm in kpa

starting pressurebefore combustion, 101.3 kpa is used

surfkce areaaffected by the pressurepulse, in mz
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~ = minimum time for the pressureto rise to the peak vrdue(PJ, in units of rnilli-seconds

M = mass of object tiected by the pressurepulse, in kg.

In the case of storage tube explosions, the speed of the object canbe used to estimate how
high the storage tube plug could rise following a hydrogen explosion (see Section 5.3.4). In the
case of an explosion in the weldkrnpling hood, this speed could irrdlcatehow fast the face of the
hood moves toward the operator due to the explosion (see Section 5.3.5).

5.3.2 Basis for Hydrogen Explosion During Multi-Canister
Overpack Cask Venting

The assumptions used in this section are selected to show that an explosive mixture of
hydrogen and airis reasonablypossible. These vahresshould not be taken as limits.

Oxidation of the uranium metal by residualwater vapor in the MCO pressurizes the MCO.
The cask becomes pressurized due to the assumed leakage path from the MCO to the cask. No
delay in shippingis requiredto generatethe necessaryhydrogen. The bounding shippingwindow
of 4 days is enough time if the relative humidity within the MCO exceeds 5°/0. Atler the cask
arrivesat the CSB itmust be vented. If the pressure is relieved quickly there could be flammable
concentrationsin the exhaust. An important issue is whether enough hydrogen can form and leak
to the cask during shipment so that an extraordinarydelay is not needed to have flammable
mixtures duringventing. A delay of four days is bounding, but a delay of one year is incredible.

The basis for the hydrogen explosion duringventing uses a simple time-dependent
pressurizationmodel for an MCO. It is assumed that hydrogen forms at the high rate found in the
oxygen-free reaction equation. The presence of oxygen reduces the reaction rate by more than a
factor of 10. If the oxygen-free equation is not appropriatethen this accidentwould not be likely
due to the need for a shippingperiod well beyond the bounding four days. The required shipping
delaywould become too long to be credible.

As an MCO is transported from the CVDF to the CSB, hydrogen is formed by oxidation of
uranium. The oxygen-free formula from HNF-SD-SNF-TI-015 will be used to represent this.
The weight gain due to oxygen-free water vapor reactingwith uranium is

Log K = 4.33 - 2144/Tti, + 0.5.Log@P~

Log Pm= 7,0739- 1657,46/(Tw -46. 11)

where

K = the weight gain, in milligramsof oxygen per squarecentimeter per hour
T&l = temperature of the uranium metal, in degrees kelvin
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T@ = averagetemperature of the gases in the MCO, in de~ees kelvin
H = the relative humidity of the water vapor
P@ = the saturatedpressure of water vapor, in kPa,

The method shown to approximatethe saturationpressureof water (PA was taken flom
Chemical Process Safe~ FunahmentalswithApplications (Crowl andLouvar 1990). The
presence of water vapor also ailects the pressurein the MCO. The formula for calculatingthe
volume at reference conditions of water vapor in the MCO follows:

.Co,mo = (H)(V.co)(P@.J(T#T~v

where

vMC0,H20 =

H=
vMm =
P& =
P& =
Tzf =
T* =

the volume of water vapor in the MCO at reference conditions, in liters
the relative humidity of the water vapor
volume of the MCO, assumedto be 500 liters
the saturatedpressure of water vapor, in kPa
reference pressure, 101.3 kPa (1 atm)
reference temperature, 298 K (25 K)
averagetemperature of the gases in the MCO, in degrees kelvin.

The weight gain formula represents a hydrogen generationrate in the MCO. It has been
assumed that each mole of oxygen weight gain also produces 2 moles of hydrogen gas. A small
amount of metal hydride may also be formed, but this reaction is assumed to be minor. Because
the bounding MCO with two scrapbaskets has 120,000 cmz of exposed surface area
(HNF-SD-SNF-TI-015), the production rate of hydrogen can be calculated. In addition, a tlrel
reaction areaenhancementfactor of 10 is appliedto account for radiationand surface roughness
(HNF-SD-SNF-TI-015). The hydrogen generationrate (grams H, per hour) follows. For every
mole of oxygen (16 g oxygen) added to the metal, 2 moles of hydrogen (2 g Hz) are produced. In
addhio~ the hydride enhancement factor (1.409) is also used.

‘a~q) = (K)(120,000 cmz) (10) 2 g hydrogen16 g oxygen
(1.409)

The hydrogen generationrate depends on the number of scrapbaskets. An MCO with two
scrapbaskets has a safety basis fiel areaof 120,000 cm2together with a hydrate water inventory
of 1,190 g. An MCO with a single scrapbasket has a stiety basis fiel areaof 80,000 cm2
together with a hydrate inventory of 777 g. Both cases lead to flammable mixtures while venting
the cask. The two scrapbasket case produces a more severe explosion.

The hydrogen generationrate also depends on the assumed fuel temperature. Atler leaving
the CVDF, the averagefiel temperature in the MCO under bounding conditions is assumed to
increasetlom 30 “Cto 65 “C. The bounding conditions involve hot weather as ind~catedin the
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shippingthermal analysisfor the safe~ rmrdysisreport for packaging(HNF-SD-TP-SARP-017).
To represent the temperature history, the following formula is used. The parameterswere
selected so that half of the temperature increaseoccurs duringthe first 12 hours. A graph of the
assumed temperatures duringtransfer to the CSB is shown in Figure 5-6.

~co,til = (338 K) - (35 K)Exp(-(0.05776 lf’).t)T

where

T~co,til = the averagefhel temperature, in degrees kelvin
t = the elapsedtime since leaving CVDF, hr hours.

The averagetemperature of the gas in the MCO is assumed to be severaldegrees lower
than the fuel temperature but follows the same time dependence. While the fiel temperature is
assumed to increasefrom.3O “Cto 65 “C, the MCO gas temperature is assumed to increasefrom
25 “Cto 50 “C. Similarly, the temperature in the cask ia assumed to increasefkom 250 C to
30 “C. Simple linearinterpolationis used to construct the gas temperatures:

Tx,t = T~i + (Tm,t - Tm,i)(TLf - T\i)/(Tm,f - Tm,i)

where

TKt = gas temperature in the MCO or cask at some intermediatetime
TAi = gas temperature in the MCO or cask initially(leaving CVDF)
T%f = gas temperature in the MCO or cask finally (arrivingat CSB)
T~t = fiel temperature in the MCO at some intermediatetime
T~i = fuel temperature in the MCO initially(leaving CVDF)
T~f = feel temperature in the MCO finally (arrivingat CSB).

The number of grams of water in the MCO that can contribute to the generationof
hydrogen is limited. The bounding mass of free water after drying is 200 g. In addition, the
bounding mass of hydrated oxides of uranium (two scrapbasket case) is 1,190 g. Of this mass of
hydrate water, about half may be freed by thermal decomposition and thus contribute to hydrogen
generation@NF-l 523). The rate at which this water becomes availableincreaseswith
temperature. This water is assumed availablefrom the start. The actualtemperature dependence
of the releaseof hydrate would slow the hydrogen buildup. Because temperatures are assumed to
rise rapidly during shipment from the CVDF, this addhionaidelay should be less than one day.

The representationof pressures and gas concentrationsin the MCO and transportationcask
uses the following equations. A spreadsheetwas prepsred to implement this model. Note that all
volumes have been converted to referencetemperature and pressure condhions.

Approximation for the MCO:

vMc0,H2,J+1 = VMCO,WJ+dv.%w,-dVMco,q~vMcO,wJ)/~MCO,wJ)
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v Mco,w,l‘v MCO,JW+ VMCO,H.,J+ VMCO~. ,,>

vMCO,HC,J+l=V~m,~,,, - dVMco,b$,(V~m~qJ)/@~m~k,)

dV~*w4dt =Rate(!%),.(1 mole Ha)/(2g H~R(T=@~

dVmo,m~]/dt= @~@Mco,J- pww)(pm~J +pMco,J)(Tn@rcf)/2

PMCO,J= @M)(TMCO,I~~f)(VMCo,~tJ)/(VMco)

Apvroxim ation for the Cask

v =W.21+1= Vtim, +dvMCO,m~J(vM.O,~J)/@MCO,ti$J)

vwkHc,J+l=V*”qJ+dvMCc),bg,(vMCO,H.J)/(vMm,bkJ)

vc4H20,J+1=Vtimo,,+ dVMco,o\,(VMco,mO,l)/(vMCO,m;J)

Pa, = @mJ(T@J/TmJ(VXwJ+VmkH.J+V+ti)/(Vm~

where

v MC0,H2,J+1 = volume of hydrogen in the MCO at time step J+1, in liters at reference
temperature and pressure

vMC0,H2,J= volume of hydrogen in the MCO at time step J, in liters at reference
temperature and pressure

vMCO,H.,J+l = volume of helium in the MCO at time step J+l, in liters at reference

temperature and pressure

vMCO,HC,J= volume of helium in the MCO at time step J, in liters at reference
temperature and pressure

vMc0,H20,J= volume of water vapor in the MCO at time step J, in liters at reference
temperature and pressure

vMCO,WJ = totrdvolume of gas in the MCO at time step J, in liters at reference
temperature and pressure

vc=WZJ+l = volume of hydrogen in the cask at time step J+1, in liters at reference
temperature and pressure

vMWJ = volume of hydrogen in the cask at time step J, in liters at reference
temperature and pressure
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v cask,Hc,J+l= volume of helium in the cask at time step J+l, in liters at reference
temperature and pressure

v4HC,J = volume of helium in the cask at time step J, in Iiters at reference
temperature and pressure

vd@20,1+1= volume of water vapor in the cask at time step J+l, in liters at reference
temperature and pressure

v XH20,J = volume of water vapor in the cask at time step J, in liters at reference
temperature and pressure

dV .mmJ/dt = rate of changein volume of hydrogen gas in the MCO due to oxidation of
uraniumfuel at time step J, in liters per hour at reference temperature and
pressure

dVMcO,~~J/dt= rate of ch~ge in volume of gas in the MCO due to le~age to the cask at

Rate(H,),

R

LX

Pref

Tmf

PMCO,J

vMCO

TMCO,J

Pwk,J

v cask

T4J

time step J, m hters per hour at referencetemperature and pressure

= rate at which hydrogen is produced in the MCO at time step J, in grams per
hour

= idealgas law constant, 0.082057 L.atm/gmole/°K

= leak rate proportionalityconstant, L/h per EPa

= referencepressure, 101.3 kpa (1 atm)

= referencetemperature, 298 K (25 K)

= pressureinside the MCO at time step J, in kPa

= volume of the MCO, assumed to be 500 L

= temperature of gas in the MCO at time step J, in degrees kelvin

= pressure inside the cask at time step J, in kpa

= free volume of the cask with anMCO, assumed to be 100L

= temperature inside the cask, in degrees kelvin.

The pressures in the MCO and cask are shown in Figure 5-7 for two relative humidities, 2’%
and 500/o.It can be seen that this model has the MCO pressure risinguntil all the water is used

UP. ~er the av~lable water is used the pressurebetins to decreasedue to leakage to the cask.
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The slope of the pressure curve for the cask begins to decreaseat this point because gas is
enteringthe cask at a decreasingrate. Relative humidity affects how long it takes to reachthe
transition. Higher humidities use the water more quickly and reachthe transition sooner. The
correspondinghydrogen concentrationcurves are shown in F@rre 5-8 for three relative
humidities (2%, IO%, and 50%).

Because the humidity in the MCO primarilyaffects the time requiredto pressurize the cask,
it will be assumed that the relative humidity is 10’Yo.Higher or lower hrrmidhieswill not aiTectthe
conclusion.

According to the above model, the cask temperature and pressure are 30 “C and 284 kPa
(26,6 lb/in2gauge) after 4 days at a leak rate 10,000times greaterthan rdlowedfor a mechanically
serdedMCO. The gas concentrationsin the cask are32~0hydrogen, 32% helium, 7.6% oxygen,
29% rritroge~ and 0,lVOwater vapor as shown on Table 5-3. The correspond~ngvolumes (at
25 “C and 1 atm) are 88 L hydroge~ 88 L helium, 21 L oxygen, 79 L nitroge~ and 0.3 L water
vapor for a total of 276 L.

Table 5-3. Hydrogen and Oxygen Volumes at the Time of Venting.

Identifier Hydrogen Oxygen Total

MCO flee space 980 L
(500 L at 362 kPa and 323 K) (60%)

Cask free space 88 L
(100 L at 279 kPa and 303 K) 32%

Vented at CSB 56 L
32%

1 second flow from exhauster o

OL I 1,650L I
(o%)

21 L 276 L

%--b-i
Exhauster mixture I 56 L I 112L I 648 L

8.7% 17% I
Volumes have been converted to reference temperature and pressure. Ref-ce tenrperatie is 25 “C

and reference pressure is 101.3 kPa (14.7 psia). Gas mmentratiom are shown below the respective volumx
The “Total” eohnrm includes the helium and nitrogen and sny water vapor.

CSB = Canistex Storage Building.
MCO = multi-canister overpack.

Note that the mixture of gases in the cask is combustible. If it were ignited, at most 3.5 g
hydrogen would buW assuming all the availableoxygen was combusted. The maximum pressure
during combustion uses the startingpressure of 284 kPa and reaches 1,820 kPa (249 Ib/inz
gauge). This exceeds the design pressurefor the cask and would cause it to rupture. The
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contaminationavailablefor resuspensionis minimalbecausethe MCO is sealed. In additio~
personnel are not normallynear the cask therefore, the explosion of the cask will not be
evaluated in firther detail. However, becausethe MCO is leaking andthe cask is breachedby the
hydrogen explosion, there is a loss of confinement.

Because the cask is pressurized, the mobile service station tent is placed over it before
venting and purging the cask free space, The tent provides contaminationcontrol. The
confinement tent is ventilated by a portable exhauster located outside the tent. It will be assumed
that this exhauster operates at 1,000 ft3/nrin.If the gases in the cask arevented suddenly, then the
lower explosive limit could be exceeded in the exhauster ductwork. If in this example the cask is
vented in one second, (276 - 100) L = 176L vents into the exhaust system. In that one second
the cask gases would mix with 472 L of air. The total volume of the mixture is thus 648 L. The
resulting hydrogen concentrationis (Sz’??o)(l 76 L)/(648 L) = 8.7°/0,which exceeds the lower
explosive limit. The hydrogen and oxygen volumes calculatedabove are summarized in Table 5-3
for clarity.

The total volume of hydrogen introduced to the exhaust system is 56 L at 25 “C and
atmospheric pressure. This correspondsto 4.6 g of hydrogen undergoing complete combustion.
Because the combustion of 1 g of hydrogen releasesthe same thermal energy as 28.65 g of TNT
(MJREG-1320), the 4.6 g of hydrogen is comparableto 133 g of TNT. The damage created by
the hydrogen is less than that from TNT because the hydrogen is spreadover a largevolume and
bums slower. Nevertheless, some damageto the duct andHEPA filter can be expected. The
adiabaticflame temperature is 1,250K, thus the bounding pressure in the duct is 407 kpa
(44 lb/in2gauge).

If a wet MCO were brought to the CSB due to a mixup at the CVDF, the venting operation
would not detect the presence of water because the upper cask port is used for the pressure
measurement connection. The venting operationwould also exceed 4% hydrogen in the
exhauster if the bounding case hydrogen accumulationwere to occur. The external hydrogen
explosion analysisfor the CVDF (SNF-2770) shows that after 24 hours the bounding pressurein
the cask-MCO is 1,135 EPa(165 Ib/in’absolute) at 25 “C. The void space in the wet cask is
about 38 L. Thus, the gas volume at referencetemperature and pressure is given by:

Vref = (38 L)(1 135 kPa/101.3 kPa)(298 K/298 K)

Vref= 428 L.

From the molar concentrationsgiven in SNF-2770, Cold VacuumDying Facility Design
Basis Accident Ana@sis Documentation, the hydrogen concentrationis 89%. It is assumed that
no oxygen is present because the cask was tilled with helium at the K Baains. The volume of
hydrogen to be vented is therefore (89%)(428 L -38 L) = 348 L. This is a largervolume of
hydrogen than before, and it could produce high enough concentrationsin the exhauster to form
shock waves as it bums.
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If the hydrogen in the exhaust duct were ignited nearthe exhausterHEPA filter, the
resulting pressurewave could damagethe HEPA filter and its housing, allowing radioactive
contaminationon the filter to enter the process bay or the environment.

The amount of radioactivityreleasedto the environment by a hydrogen explosion near the
exhauster HEPA filter has been estimated using bounding assumptions. For example, it is
assumed that the HEPA filter housing reads 50 rnRilrat the time of the explosion. HEPA filters
normally are changedwhen the differentialpressurebecomes too large, indicatingthat the filter is
becoming plugged. An additionaladministrativecriterionis the dose rate on the filter housing at a
point nearest the filters. Because the filters must be changedby hand, the exposure to persomrel
working nearby and especiallyduringfilter charrgeoutwould be excessive if a dose rate limit were
not in place.

Using the safety/regulatorybasis spent fiel composition (HNF-SD-SNF-TI-059), the dose
rates to the side of a singleHEPA filter has been estimated using the ISO-PC sotlware
(WHC-SD-WM-UM-030). The filter is assumed to be 61 cm by 61 cm by 30 cm. The filter
medium is homogenized throughout this volume at a density of 0.16 ~cm3, correspondingto a
fiker weight of 18.1 kg. Assuming an administrativedose rate limit of 50 nrR/h to the side of the
HEPA filter, then 1.5 g of spent fuel is present on the filter. Additional details and the program
output are included in Appendix B.

5.3.3 Hydrogen Explosion During Multi-Canister Overpack Handling

Soon atler arrivalat the CSB, the pressurein the boundingMCO reaches about 537 kl?a
(63 lb/in2gauge) if the MCO vapor space is oxygen free. The gas in the MCO is 67% hydrogen
and 33°/0helium. It has been assumed that some accident occurs while an MCO is being
transported from one location to anotherinside the CSB. The MHM is immobilized with the
MHM ventilation system out of service. In addition, the MCO begins to leak much faster than the
leak rate criteria.

As gas slowly leaves the MCO, the pressuredecreases. It is assumed that the gases leave
the MCO at a rate proportionedto their concentration. D1fhion effects are considered minimal
compared to convective flow effects. The air space aroundthe MCO is ventilated by natural
circulationordy. Thus, clean aircontinuallyenters the MHM air spacewhile a mixture of air,
hydroge~ and helium continuallyleaves. The representationof gas concentrationsin the MHM
uses the equations below. Note that allvolumes have been converted to reference temperature
and pressure conditions.

Aoproximation for the MCO:

vMcOWJ+l= V~co,ticJ- dV~co,b\J

dV~co,@$,/dt= (L)(P~co,J - P4(PU + P~co,J)(T#ti)/2
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MCO,J= @~J(TMco,,)/(T=J(VMm,~~J)/(VMco)P

,@ roximation for the MHtW

kmJ+l = (Cmu.w)[l - (dVmo,tw+dVti)/(Vw)] + (C~co,d(dV~m>m,,)/(VA

c w~,,+, = (CW~,,)[l - (dVmo,ml,+dVair)/(VA] + (CcsB,fi)(dV~)/(Vd

where

v MCO,W,J+l=

vMcO,W,I=

dVMco,tou/dt=

LX ——

P —
MCO,I —

v —
MCO —

T —
McO,J —

P .lrf

TM =

&mJ+l =

k~J =

volume of gas in the MCO at time step J+1, in liters at reference
temperature and pressure

volume of gas in the MCO at time step J, in liters at reference temperature
and pressure

rate of changein volume of gas in the MCO due to leakage to the MHM at
time step J, in liters per day at referencetemperature and pressure

leak rate proportionalityconstant, L/d per kpa

pressureinside the MCO at time step J, in kpa

volume of the MCO, assumed to be 500 L

temperature of gas in the MCO at time step J, in degrees kelvin

referencepressure, 101.3 IrPa(1 atm)

referencetemperature, 298 K (25 “C)

concentrationof hydrogen or helium in the MHM at time step J+1, in
percent

concentrationof hydrogen or helium in the MHM at time step J, in percent

cr.4HM,2ir,J+1= concentrationof air in the MHM at time step J+l, in percent

cl”nwrJ = concentrationof airin the MHM at time step J, in percent

Vm = tlee volume of the MHM with an MCO inside, assumed to be 1,170 L

cMCO,HX = concentrationof hydrogen or helium in the MCO, in percent. Note that
this does not changewith time becausethere is no gas production during
the event andthe gas leakageis not enhancedby dlfision effects.
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ccsB,ti = concentrationof air at the CSB, assumed to be 100°/0(21°/0oxygen and
79% nitrogen)

dV~dt = rate at which air enters and leaves the MHM due to naturalcirculation,in
liters per day at reference temperature and pressure

Pm = pressureinside the MHM, assumed to be 101.3 kPa

Tw = temperature inside the - assumed to be 303 K (30 “C).

The hydrogen concentrationin the MHM rises to a peak value determined by the
relationshipbetween hydrogen addhion andhydrogen removal. Hydrogen addition is
characterizedby the assumed leak rate from the MCO to the MHM. Hydrogen removrdis
characterizedby the assumed naturalcirculationrate from the MHM to the environment.
Table 5-4 summarizes reasonablecombinationsthat were used with the above model.

Table 5-4. Peak Hydrogen Concentrationfor Various Add/Removal Factors.

MHM natural MCOIcakagefactor
circulationperday 1,000 3,000 10,000

100% 1.07%in4.Od I 2.86%in 3.Od i 7.33%in 2.Od

I (4%in llh)

30% 3.12yoin 9,8d 7,33%in 6.8d 15.38%in 4,2d
(4% in 37h) (4% in 10h)

10% 7.33%in 20.5d 14,54%in 13.3d 24.81%in 7.6d
(4%in4.6d) (4%in 31h) (4%in 9h)

The.MHMnaturalcirculationrate is the ti’actionof air replaced per day. The MCO leakage factor
timeslE-05cm3/sis the leakrate at reference eondhions, The pereents shown are the pk hydrogen

concentration at the time indicated. Where the peak k greater than 4°/0,thetimeneededtoexceed4°/0is
shown in parentheses.

MCO = multi-canister overpack.
MHM = mrdti-canister overpack handling machine,

Higher leak rates and lower naturalcirculationrates are needed to reach flammable
concentrationsin the MHM. The case with a leakagefactor of 10,000 and a naturrdcirculation
rate of 31)0/oper day is shown in Figure 5-9, The MCO leakage correspondsto 0.1 cm3/s
(8.64 L/d) at reference conditions. It is assumed that the MHM is filled with airinitiallyto
provide the oxygen. Figure 5-9 shows the concentrationsof oxygen and hydrogen in the MHM
following the start of the leak from the MCO. From the graph, the hydrogen concentration
exceeds the lower flammability limit after 0.4 days. The peak hydrogen concentrationis 15.380/.,
but this is not reacheduntil 4.2 days afrerthe start of the leak.
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Thirty hours after the start of the leak the hydrogen concentrationin the MHM would be
10%. Thus, the mass of hydrogen present would be 9.6 g, which is equivalent to 274 g of TNT,
Again, the darnagefrom hydrogen is lower due to the greatervolume atTectedand the slower rate
of combustion. The adiabaticflame temperature is 1,370 K (1,100 0C), which leads to a
maximum pressure of 436 kpa (48 lb/in2gauge).

A hydrogen explosion in the MHM would damagethe MHM due to the transitory high
pressures. Because the MCO would not be darnaged,the only availablesource of radioactivityis
the HEPA filter units on the MHM turret. These could fill with the hydrogen-airmixture andbe
affected by the deflagration. For personnelprotection reasons, the pair would read less than
50 rnWh on contact. Thus, the worst-case explosion nearthem would have consequences no
worse than the rupture of the containment tent exhauster duringMCO venting. The potential for
personnel injury exists because personnel are normallylocated nearthe MHM turret to operate
the MHM.

5.3.4 Hydrogen Explosion During Interim Storage

While an MCO is inside a storage tube at the CSB, an abnormalleakage rate could lead to
flammable concentrationsof hydrogen and airin the storagetube. The same equations derived to
model the hydrogen accumulationin the MHM apply to the storage tube with the exception of
differences in three of the input parameters. First, the storagetube with a single, mechanically
serdedMCO has a free volume of about 2,890 L. Second, the temperature of the airin the
storage tube is assumed to be35 “C. Third, the naturalventilation rate for the storage tube
comes from the value for volumetric changesdue to barometricpressurevariations duringthe
year (WFIC-EP-0651). WHC-EP-0651, Barometric Pressure Variations, gives the following
value for this rate. Note that the MHM subscript is used to be consistent with the formulas in the
previous section.

dV~dtfVw = 1.69 per year= 0,463’%per day

As with the MHM, it will be assumed that the storage tube is initiallyfilled with air so that
oxygen is present to react with the hydrogen leaking from the MCO. Because the ventilation rate
is fixed, higher leak rates lead to higherpeak concentrationsof hydrogen in the storage tube. A
summary of peak concentrationsandtimes to reachthose concentrationsare shown in Table 5-5.

The case with a leakagefactor of 10,000 is shown in F@re 5-10. The MCO leakage
correspondsto 0.1 cm3/s(8.64 L/d) at reference conditions. F@rre 5-10 shows the
concentrationsof oxygen and hydrogen in the storagetube following the start of the leak from the
MCO. From the graph, the hydrogen concentrationexceeds the lower flammability limit after
about 23 hours. The peak hydrogen concentrationis 25.9°/0, but this is not reached until 37 days.
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Table 5-5. Peak Storage Tube Concentrationsfor Various Multi-Canister
Overpack Leak Rates.

MCO leakage
Peak hydrogen Tme to reach Time to exceed

factor
concentration peak hydrogen 4?’.hydrogen

(%) (days) (days)

1,000 16.1 124 9.6

3,000 21.2 71 3.1

10,000 25.9 37 0.9

TheMCO leakage factor times IE-05 cm3A is the leak rate at reference conditions.

MCO = multi-canister oveqrack.

If the hydrogen concentrationin the storagetube were 20% at the time of the explosion,
then the mass of hydrogen present would be 47 g, which is equivalent to 1,350 g of TNT, Again,
the damage from hydrogen would be lower due to the greatervolume atTectedand the slower rate
of combustion. The adiabaticflame temperature is 2,320 K, which leads to a maximum pressure
of 690 kpa (85 lb/in2gauge). The peak pressureis reachedin about 13 milliseconds. Because the
storage tube plug has a surface areaof 0.37 m2and a mass of 2,406 kg, the speed of the plug after

the explosion is 1.1 nr/s. Under the influence of earth’sgravity the plug would rise about 6.6 cm.
Thus, a hydrogen explosion in the storage tube could barelylift the storage tube plug. Note that
the hydrogen concentrationsare high enough that shock waves can be formed. The effect of this
phenomenon is to possibly double the peak pressures(SFPE 1992). No radioactivereleasesare
expected from this accident because the MCO pressureboundary should remain intact, and the
storage tubes are assumed to have very little surface contamination.

Whh two MCOS in a storage tube the volume of airis reduced to 1,530 L. The reduced air
volume means that less hydrogen needs to leak from an MCO to reachflammable concentrations,
However, the MCOS placed kr the tube are serdedby welding on a cover cap. The leak rate
criteriafor these MCOS is 1 x 10-7cm3/s. If one bounding case MCO has a leak rate 30,000 times
this criteria,then the hydrogen concentrationreachesa flammable concentrationof 4Y~in 16 days.
The assumed MCO leak rate correspondsto 0.003 cm3/sat reference conditions,

5.3.5 Hydrogen Explosion During Multi-Canister Overpack Sampling

To determine the composition of gases in anMCO, selected MCOS aremoved from the
storagetubes to the sampling/weld station for analysis. A samplinghood is placed over the MCO.
The hood is connected to the HEPA filtered exhaust system and the flow rate through the hood is
between 47 L/s and 118L/s. Gas is vented from the MCO via a sampling line attachedto the
MCO. If this connection were to fail, hydrogen and helium in the MCO would be vented to the
hood and the exhauster.
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The mathematicalrepresentationof the composition of the gas in the sample hood follows.
It is assumed that the flow rate from the MCO is proportionalto the pressure of the MCO, as
discussed in Section 5.3.1.4. The initialflow rate from the leak is an input to control hydrogen
accumulationin the hood. A spreadsheetwas preparedto implement this model. Note that all
volumes have been converted to referencetemperature and pressure condhions.

AP!Jroximation for the MCO:

vMCO,lW,J+l= V~co,ti$J - dVMco,WtJ

dv ~cO,tiJJ/dt=@O)(vMCO,mt,J)/(vMCO,~tO)

AOVroximation for the Samule Hood:

%c41kJ+1 = @HwwJ)[l - (dVMco>tot,+dVti)/@H~l + (cMco,~(dVMco,m~f(V.~

CH4ti,J+1 = (CH@ti,,)[l - (dVMco,~t,+dVti)J(VH~] + (Ccs~,ti)(dVti)l(VHA

where

vMCO,toI,J+l = volume of gas in the MCO at time step J+l, in liters at reference
temperature and pressure

vklCO,taGJ = volume of gas in the MCO at time step J, in liters at reference temperature
and pressure

dv~co,~ddt = rateof chrmgein volume of both hydrogen ad hefium in the MCO as it
vents to the hood at time step J, in L/s at reference temperature and
pressure

F. = initialflow rate from the MCO to the hood, in L/s

~ood,WJ+l = concentrationof hydrogen or helium in the hood at time step J+l, in
percent

GJooor.@ = concentrationof hydrogen or helium in the hood at time step J, in percent

cH@dAr,J+l = concentrationof airin the hood at time step J+l, in percent

cHwMr,J = concentration of air in the hood at time step J, in percent

Vhd = volume of airin the hood, assumed to be 600 L, based on approximate
dimensions of 30 in. by 37.5 in. by 32.5 in.
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concentrationof hydrogen or helium in the MCO, in percent. Note that
this does not changewith time because there is no gas production during
the event and the gas leakage is not enhancedby diffision effects.

concentrationof air at the CSB, assumed to be 1000/.(210/0oxygen and
79% nitrogen)

rate at which air enters and leaves the hood due to operation of the hood
exhauster, in L/s at referencetemperature and pressure.

To simpli~ calculations,the temperature of the gas in the hood is 25 “C,which is also the
referencetemperature. The ventilation rate for the hood is assumed to be 47 L/s (100 ft%nin) to
minimize the hydrogen removal rate. The initirdflow rate from the MCO into the hood is
assumed to be 20 L/s (42 ft’hnin). From the equation for choked flow through an orifice that
follows, there must be a hole with a cross-sectionalareaof 6.05 mm’ (0.0094 in2)to produce this
flow rate. Of course, higher flow rates will lead to greaterhydrogen concentrations. Note that
when the MCO flow rate exceeds 71 L/s (150 f13hnin)then the hood exhaust capacity is exceeded
and the above equations do not apply. The excess gas (air, hydrogen and helium) is being forced
out of the hood. Flow rates that arelower than the assumed value lead to lower hydrogen
concentrations. The value chosen simply illustratesa flow rate that produces flammable mixtures
in the hood.

‘h.k.=c..ApMco~M(fi)(y+’’l’-l’

where

Q.h.k,= mass flow rate out the hole, in lbmk

Cti = dischargecoefficient, which is assumed to be 1,0

A= cross-sectionalareaof the hole, in squareinches

g = conversion factor, 32.17 lbm-ft/sVlbf

M = averagemolecularweight of the escapinggas, 2.67 lbmllb-mole

R = ideal gas constant, 1,545 tMbt71b-mold”R

TMCO= absolute temperature of the gas in the MCO, 627 ‘R (75 0C)

PMCO= absolute pressure of the gas in the MCO, 78 lbf11n2
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Y = the ratio of the heat capacitiesat constant pressure and volume for the hydrogen-
helium mixture, For monatornicgases like heliuq y is 1.67, while for diatornic
gases like hydrogen and air, y is 1.40. The weighted averagey was computed for
the hydrogen-heliummixture using the number of moles of each as the weighting
factor, giving a value of 1.49.

Under the above conditions, the peak hydrogen concentrationin the hood is 16.7’7.,which
is reachedin 27 seconds. The lower flammabilitylimit (4°/0 hydrogen) is reached in 2,0 seconds.

Notice the time scrdeis now in seconds ratherthan days. Figure 5-11 shows the concentrationsof
oxygenad hydrogen in the weldkampling hood following the start of the releasefrom the MCO.
Note that the time scale on this graph is seconds.

If the hydrogen concentration in the weldkampling hood was IO?AOat the time of the
explosion then the hood would contain 4.9 g of hydrogen, which releasesa thermal energy
equivalent to 140 g of TNT. Again, the damagetlom hydrogen is lower due to the greater
volume atTectedand the slower rate of combustion. The adiabaticflame temperature is 1,370 ~
which leads to a maximum pressure of 442 kpa (49 Ib/inzgauge). This pressure is high enough to
damage the hood and injure any personnelnearby. The potential for personnel injury exists
because personnel are normallylocated nearthe sample hood during samplingoperations.

To qusntifi the potential hazard to personnel, consider the effect of the explosion on the

viewing window in tlont of the operator. Using the viewing window dimensions of 30 in. wide by

18 in. tall, the peak pressure increase of 49 lb/in2 applies a force of 26,700 lb to the viewing

window. Assuming the window is 0.5 in. thick and has a density of 1,100 kg/m3, then its mass is
4,87 kg (10.7 lb). The peak pressureis reachedin 4.4 rnilli-secondsusing the method presented
in Section 5.3.1.5. If no energy is lost to breakingthe window free of its mounts, then the speed
of the window is 106 nr/s (237 rnillr). The impact with the operatorwill probably cause a fatahty.
Ifhrdf the energy were needed to flee the window, the speed would still be Tl~o of the maximum.
Thus, there is a rerdpossibility of serious injury or death from an explosion in the sample hood.

In additionto personnel injury, the hydrogen explosion in the sample hood may break the
sample line, resulting in a rapid depressurizingof the MCO. Radioactive contaminationin the
MCO and sample hood HEPA filter can be releasedto the environment. The primary sources of
radioactivity are (1) the HEPA filter nearthe sample hood, (2) the dry particulatematter
suspended inside the MCO by the explosion, and (3) the entrainedparticulatematter resuspended
and carriedout with the gases leavingthe MCO. Of these three, the third is estimated to provide
nearly allof the activity released. Estimates of the amounts releasedare provided in Section 5.4.

5.4 CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS

The downwind doses for each accident are computed in the following subsections. During
cask venting, the containment tent HEPA filter is ruptured and releasesa portion of its activity
into the air. The hydrogen explosion in a storagetube is not expected to produce meaningful
offsite consequences because there is no radioactivecontaminationnearby. The hydrogen
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explosion in the MHM will produce offsite doses no worse than the cask venting accident because
the materialat risk in the HEPA filters will be limited by the same criteriato minimize
occupationrdexposure to personnel. The hydrogen explosion in the welckrnpling hood leads to
much largerreleases due to the depressurization-ofthe-MCO.

5.4.1 Downwind Dose Calculation Methodology

Inhalationdoses to individualslocated downwind of the CSB can be computed using the
following equation (HNF-SD-SNF-TI-059). It assumed that the individualsare not evacuated
during plume passagebecause of the short durationof the release.

EDE =M@(z/Q’)(BR)(UD)

where

EDE = the effective dose equivalent, in sieverts
Me = the respirablequantity releasedinto the air, in grams of uranium fuel
x/Q = the airtransport factor, s/m3(see Table 5-6)
BR = the averageinhalationrate duringthe release, 3.33x 104 m3/s
UD = the committed effective dose equivalentper unit gram inhaled,4,380 Sv/g

Table 5-6. Comparison of Doses with Risk Wldelines for Downwind Receptors from a
Bounding Hydrogen Explosion During Cask Venting.

Airtransport Safety significant dose (CEDE~
Receptor Iocation

facto~ rem (Sv) Risk guideliie”
(distance and direction)

(s}m’) unmitigated Mitigatwl
(Sv)

Dn.site
3,41 E-o2

7.5 E-02 Accident 1.OE+OO
(100 mE) (7.5 E-04) prevented (1.OE-02)

Highway 240 2.01E-OS 4.4E-05 Accident
(10,510mW (4.4E-07) prevsnted NA

WnfordSiteLxmndary 1.30E-05 2.8E-(35 NA 5.0E-01
(17,390mE) (2.8E.07) (5,0E.03)

Release is at ground levet release duration is less than 1how, no plume rise or plume meander has km
assumed.

‘Fitly-year committed effective dose equivalent horn inhalation.
T3ased on the anticipated frequency, 0.1 to 0.01 per year,

CEDE = cmnnritted effective dose equivalent.
NA = not applicable,
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The airtransport factors arefor adversewind conditions. These conditions are exceeded
only O.S”/Oof the hours in a year. The approachused in U.S, Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) Regulatory Guide 1.145,Atrno~heric Dispersion ModeIsforPotentialAccident
Consequence Assessments at Nuclear Power Plants, was used to compute the 99.5 percentile air
transport factors. Plume meanderand buildingwake effects have not been included because the
releasedurationfollowing the explosion is only a few minutes. The releasesare assumed to take
place at ground level.

Hanford Site wind data collected at the Hanford Meteorological Station (HMS) for the
years 1983 to 1991 was used in computing the airtransport factors. The worst-case locations are
used for each receptor. The onsite individualsare 100 m east and 10,510 m west of the CSB.
The offsite irdvidual is located 17,390 m east. As shown in HNF-SD-SNF-TI-059, A Discussion
on the Methodology for CalculatingRadiological and Toxicolo@”cal Corzrequencesfor the Spent
Nuclear Fuel Project at the Hanford Site, the computed airtransport factors and unit dose factor
lead to the minimum releaseamounts requiredto exceed the guidelines. The first guideline
exceeded is for anticipatedprobabilityevents at the onsite worker location 100 m east of the
CSB. The minimum releaseamount needed to exceed the onsite guidelineis 0.20 g of uranium
fiel.

For hydrogen explosions near a HEPA filter, the bounding releasetlaction is 0.01 with a
respirablefraction of 1.0 (DOE-HDBK-3O1O-94,Section 5.4.2.2). Applying this to the limiting
releaseamount of 0.20 g uranium means the HEPA filter loadingmust not exceed 20 g of
uranium fiel. For the 2 ft by 2 ft by 1 ft filter, the contact readingat the side with a 1.5 g loadhrg
is about 50 mRih. Therefore, with 20 g of uranium the contact readhg would be about
670 rnRih. As long as each HEPA filter arrayhas less than 20 g of uranium on it, any hydrogen
explosions impacting the filter face will not exceed the downwind dose guidelines.

5.4.2 Consequences of a Hydrogen Explosion After Venting the Cask

During venting of the cask-MCO, the hydrogen concentrationin the portable exhauster
ductwork could be high enough to explode if ignited. Such an explosion would damagethe
ductwork and could injurepersonnel nearby. If the bounding case hydrogen were to explode in
the exhauster HEPA filter instead, it would damagethe housing and filter and lead to an
environmentalreleaseof radioactivity.

For HEPA filter blasts, the bounding releaseftaction is 0.01 with a respirablefraction of 1.0
(DOE-HDBK-3010-94, Section 5.4.2.2). Assuming the filter is loaded with the amount of flrel
(1.5 g) needed to give a readingof 50 rnIVh,then the airbornereleasewould be 0.015 g tirel.
Downwind dose results are shown in Table 5-6. The assumed releaseduration is less than
one hour. The onsite and offsite dose guidelinesare not exceeded. However, the potential for
personnel injury may require safety-significantfeatures to mitigate this accident.
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5.4.3 Consequences of a Hydrogen Explosion During
Multi-Canister Overpack Handling

A hydrogen explosion in the MHM could damagethe MHM due to high pressures. No
environmentalreleasesof radioactivitytlom the MCO are expected because the MCO would not
be darnaged. The only other sources of radioactivityare the HEPA filter units on the MHM
turret. These filter units could fill with hydrogen airmixture and be part of the deflagration. For
personnelprotection reasons, each filter would be expected to read less than 50 nrlVh on contact.
Thus, the worst-case explosion nearthem would have consequencesno worse than the rupture of
the containment tent exhauster duringMCO venting, shown in Table 5-6. The onsite and offsite
dose guidelineswould not be exceeded. The potential for personnel injury exists because
personnel will be located nearthe MHM turret to operate it. Therefore, safety-significantfeatures
may be requiredto mitigate this accident.

5.4.4 Consequences of a Hydrogen Explosion During Interim Storage

The worst-case event in the storagetubes is when a tube containinga single MCO develops
an explosive mixture of hydrogen and air. If this mixture were to detonate, it could seriously
damagethe storage tube and possibly lead to a misalignmentthat would prevent future removal of
the MCO by normal means. Any environmentalreleaseof radioactivity due to resuspension of
surface contaminationwould be very smalland would lead to onsite and offsite doses well below
the guide~mesfor anticipatedevents.

5.4.5 Consequences of a Hydrogen Explosion During
Multi-Canister Overpack Sampling

A hydrogen explosion in the sample hood could damagethe sample hood due to high
pressures. Significant environmentalreleasesof radioactivityfrom the MCO are expected
because the sample line could also be damagedand allow the MCO to rapidlyreleaseits gaseous
contents. Particulatematter contained in the MCO could be resuspendedby the explosion and
entrainedin the exiting gases.

The bounding particulateinventory at the end of the CSB storage period is 66 kg
(HNF-1527). For an MCO with two scrapbaskets and three fiel baskets, the bounding releasable
particulateis 34 kg. Dose calculationsfor downwind receptors are based on the uranium fuel
released, Assuming the particulateis allUOZ,then the uraniumfiel is 880/0of the particulate
mass, or 30 kg.

For pressurized releasesthrough a powder, the bounding releasefraction is 0.005 with a
respirable&actionof 0.4 (DOE-HD~K-3010-94i Section 4,4.~.3.2). Applying this to the
projected bounding MCO particulateloading(HNF-1527) of 30 kg U leads to a value for ~ of
60 g U. This releasefraction is consideredboundingbecause it is based on experiments in which
a pressurized gas was explosively releasedthrough a sample of powder. The present accident
involves a pressurized releasein which the gas surroundsthe powder and is suddenly released.

I
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The assumed releasefraction is clearlyconservativebecause the MCO vent path does not travel
through the particulateit contains.

The releaseof particulatematter suspended inside the MCO by the explosion is limited by
the ability of gases to support particulatematter. The makimum respirableparticulateloadingis
about 1 g/m3. Because the MCO internalvolume is about 0.5 m3,the bounding mass lofted inside
the MCO is 0.5 g. Because not all of this will exit the MCO and also because the mass estimated
to be releasedby tlie blowdown of the MCO is much larger,this mass has been ignored as an
insignificantcontribution to the total release.

Resulting doses are shown on Table 5-7. The unmitigated case exceeds the onsite guideline
by a considerablemargin. lir additio~ death of an operatorperforming the sample connection is
likely, therefore, safety-significantfeatures arerequiredto mitigate this accident.

Table 5-7. Comparison of Doses with Risk tildelines for Downwind Receptors tlom a
Bounding Hydrogen Explosion in the Sample Hood.

Air &lt3SPOfi
Safetysignificant dose (CEDE’)

Receptor location
factof

rem(Sv) Risk guideline”
(distanceanddirection) (s/m’)

(Sv)
unmitigated Mhigated

Onsite 3.41E-02 3.0E+02 Accident
(100m E)

1.0E+OO
(3.0EtOO) prevented (1.0E-02)

Highway240 2.01E-05
1.8E-01 Accident

(10,510mW) (1.8E-03) NAprevented

HanfordSiteboundary 1.30E-05 1,1E-01 NA 5.0E-01
(17,390m E) (1.1E-03) (5.0E-03)

“Releaseisatgroundlevekreleaseduration is less than 1 houc no plume rise or plume meander has b assumed.

~Fiily-yearcommittedeffectivedoseequivalentfromidmtatim.
‘Basedonthe mticipatedfrequency, 0.1 to 0.01 per year.

CEDE=committedeffectivedoseequivalent.
NA =notapplicable.

5.5 COMPARISON TO GUIDELINES

Mitigation of these hydrogen explosions is discussed in the following subsections. For each
scenario,mitigation reduces the likelihood that an explosive hydrogen mixture can be formed, If
an explosive mixture of hydrogen and oxygen is not formed, then there are no dose or personal
injury consequences for the scenario.
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5.5.1 Mkigation of Hydrogen Explosions During Cask Venting

Mitigation of a hydrogen explosion in the tent exhaust system begins with ensuringthe
MCO has met the leak rate requirement at CVDF prior to being transported to the CSB, If the
leak rate meets the criteria,then the time needed to accumulatesignificanthydrogen in the cask is
too long for a shipping delay to provide the necessarytime.

Excessive hydrogen is prevented from buildingup in the cask before venting by ensuring
there are no delays duringtransport between the CVDF and the CSB. Current design callsfor
venting within 4 days atler sealhrgat the CVDF.

Preventing a hydrogen explosion in the tent exhaust system is based on preventing the
formation of an explosive mixture of hydrogen and airin the ductwork. An explosive mixture of
hydrogen and airis prevented by reducingthe rate at which hydrogen enters the ductwork and
ensuringthat plannedhelium flow is present to dilute the hydrogen.

The consequences of an explosion in the HEPA filter are mitigated by ensuringthe uranium
firelloading is less than 20 g. Because the singleHEPA filter is unlikely to be shielded and 20 g
uranium fiel leads to excessive dose rates, this limit will easilybe met by ALARA (as low as
reasonablyachievable)program controls.

5.5.2 Mkigation of Hydrogen Explosions Inside the
Multi-Canister Overpack Handling Machine

Mitigation of a hydrogen explosion duringMCO handlingbegins with ensuringthe MCO
meets the leak rate requirements and protecting the MHM tlom catastrophicfailures and delays in
repairingthe ventilation system.

The MHM active ventilation system precludesany significanthydrogen buildup, The
periodic use of this ventilation system is recommended in the event that an MCO is trapped in the
MHM for any length of time.

The consequences of an explosion in the HEPA filters are mitigated by ensuringthe total
uraniumfiel loading on both HEPA filters is less than 20 g. Because the HEPA filters are
ufllkely to be shielded and 20 g uraniumfbel leads to excessive dose rates on the MHM turret,
this limit should easilybe met by ALARA program controls.

5.5.3 Mkigation of Hydrogen Explosions Inside Storage Tubes

Mitigation of a hydrogen explosion during interim storagebegins with ensuringthe MCO
meets the leak rate requirementsprior to being placed in a storagetube. As long as the MCO leak
rate meets the criteri~ then naturalbarometric changesmake it impossible to accumulate
significanthydrogen in a storage tube.
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Mitigation of Hydrogen Ex~losions During
Mul&Canister Over;ack S~mpling -

Mitigation of a hydrogen explosion duringMCO samplingrequiresprotecting the hose
connection to the MCO from major leaks. During the opening of the MCO sample port valve, the
operator should measure the hydrogen concentrationin the hood. Excessive concentrations
would requireimmediate actio~ such as closing the sample port valve or evacuatingthe
sampling/weld station,

Another way to prevent the explosion is to pressure check the sample line after it is
connected to the MCO. Purgingthe line with helium would be necessarybefore making the
connection to ensure no oxygen is forced into the MCO duringthe pressuretest.

An alternateapproachis to modify the weldlsarnplinghood design to use an airtight
attachment to the MCO. The hood could then be filled with helium to displaceair. The exhauster
would still be needed to direct MCO gases through the HEPA filter. Whh an inert atmosphere
surroundingthe sample line, any hydrogen leaks would not lead to flammable mixtures inside the
sample hood. Thus, the accidentwould be prevented.

The consequences of an explosion in the HEPA filters are mitigated by ensuringthe total
uranium fuel loadhg on allHEPA filters is less than 20 g. Because the HEPA filters areutilkely
to be shielded and 20 g uraniumfeel leads to excessive dose rates near the sample hood, this limit
should easilybe met by ALARA program controls.

5.6 SUMMARY OF SAFETY-CLASS STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AND
COMPONENTS AND TECHNICAL SAFETY REQUIREMENT
CONTROLS

No safety-class structures, systems, and components (SSCS) are requiredto prevent
hydrogen explosion design basis accident (WS-L-I 1) outside of the MCO. Under normal
operatingconditions, there is no external accumulationof flammable concentrationsof hydrogen,
Under abnormalor accident conditions, safety-significantequipment is requiredin order to ensure
flammable concentrations of hydrogen externalto the MCO and CSB systems are precluded. To
prevent the bounding externalhydrogen explosion in the sample hood, it is necessaryto check the
leak rate of the sample line before the MCO port valve is opened. The maximum allowableleak
rate is based upon the bounding hydrogen concentrationand airflow rate in the sample hood. If
the airflow rate is greaterthan or equal to 5 ft3/mirrin the sample hood and the sample liie leak
rate is less than 40 cm3/s,then the hydrogen concentrationkr the hood will not exceed 10/o.The
following arethe specific safety SSCS and technical safety requirement (TSR) controls that
prevent this event:

● Safety-significant SSCS

— MCO valve operator and sample line — Provides confinement of
flammable hydrogen gas with the confinement boundary to below 40 cm3/s
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— Sampling hood exhaust system (hood; ductirrg heating, ventilation, and air
conditioningfan) — Provides air negative pressure and flow (> 5 t13/min)
to rhluteany flammablegas concentrationsto below 1°/0 (z5~0 of the lower
flammabilitylimit)

● TSRS

Verify minimum airflow rate for hydrogen gas dilution (5 fi’hnin) in the
hood

— Verifi that the sample line and connection leaks less than 40 cm3/sby
performing pressuretest of samplingconnections, operator, and hose
assembly

— Independent verification of samplingconnection assembly and performance
of the pressuretest of the sample assembly

— Limit the radionuclideinventory on the I-IEPAfilter attached to the
samplinghood exhaust system to less than 20 g.

— Limit the radionuclideinventory on the I-JEPAfilter attached to the
samplingpiping to less than 20 g.

The SSCS and TSR controls designatedto prevent the MCO external hydrogen explosion
are summarized in Table 5-8. U,S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission important-to-safety category
SSCS and defense-in-depth features also are included for each specific accident in Table 5-8.

The suite of safety SSCS and TSR controls necessaryand sufficient to prevent the MCO
externalhydrogen explosion accidents do not addresssome of the other accidents in the same
accident category. Table 5-8 also lists the safety SSCS and TSR controls needed to prevent or
control these accidents. Because these accidents are substantiallydifferent in development and
progressionfrom the design basis accidents, each scenarioand the correspondingcontrols are also
describedbelow.

The hydrogen explosion in the MHM (OA-J-06b, in the MHM) caused by hydrogen
leakage from the MCO occurs duringMCO handling, This accident scenarioassumes that the
MHM contains an MCO with a small leak (10,000 times the criteria). If the M13M is immobilized
by a power failure or some other event and the ventilation system is off, the gas mixture in the
MHM will become flammable in less than a day. Combustion of this hydrogen mixture would at
most release activity accumulatedon the MHM HEPA filters into the environment. Using the
bounding releasefactor for explosions on HEPA filters, the onsite dose guidelines are met if the
HEPA filter loading is less than 20 g of SNF. The correspondingexposure rate nearthe filter
exceeds 600 mR/h. The following arethe specific safety features and controls that prevent or
mitigate this event
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Table 5-8. Summary of Safety FeatoresRequired to Mitigate the Consequences of a
Multi-Canister Overoack External Hvdroeen Exulosion. (2 sheets).=. . ,

Accident
Cheeklist

General function Safety features and safety classification NRc rrs
designate? catego~b

Hydrogen deflagmtion

Ky&Ogen WS-L-11 Ensure sutlicient $afetv-sitificant SSCs:
vxplosion in air flow in the . MCO valve oprator and sample
the

NA
heed to dilute . Sampling heed exhaust system (@xI, ducting, NA

!anlpling/ quantities of HVAC fan)
weld station hydrogen gas
keod leaking from the B
xmsed by sample line or . Verify minimum air flOWrate for hydrogen gas
sample line comection to dilution (5 tVhnin) in the heed
mnnection below <1% . Perform pressure test of smnpliig connections,
~ailure (25% of the
~BA)

operator,andhose assembly, includiig thatthe
lower ~ple lme md connection Id.S ks ti~
flarrlnlabilily 40 cm3/s
liit) . Independent veritic.ationof sampling connection

assembly and performance of the pressure test
Ensure that the of the sample assembly
sample line o Limit the radionuclide invento~ on HEPA filter
connection tim attachal to sampling hod exhaust system to
the sample valve 20 g
to the connecting . Ltit the radkmuclide inventory on HEPA filter
hose doss not attached to sampling piping to 20 g
leak

Iydrogm OA-J-06b Mitigate the Assumutiory
xplosion in (in MHM) quantity of . Reliance on leak testing at the CVDF to ensure
he MHM release to below that only MCOS that meet SNF Project criteria
Iue te onsite on MCO leakage are shippd to the CSB
lydrogm consequence
eakage guidelines m
kom the . Surveillance to limit the radionuclide invento~
!ACo on the HEPA filter in the MHM to less than

20 g

Defense in deoti
. Limit flow rate of vented gases so that when

mixed with air in the portable exhaust duct
work, the mixture is not flammable
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Table 5-8. Sunrrnaryof Safety FeaturesRequired to Mitigate the Consequences of a
Multi-Canister Overpack External Hydrogen Explosion, (2 sheets)

Accident
Checklkt

General function Safe~ fatures and safety classification
NRc ITs

&sign.9t0r’ Catego@

‘checklist designators are tiomHNF-SD-SNF-HIE-001, 1999, Canister Storage Buikiing HarardAna@sis
Report, Rev. 1, Fluor Daniel Hanford, Incorporated,RichIan& Washington,

%afety olassitication for DBA in this categoxy. Safety classification or ITS categorycould be different for another
DBA category.

CSB = Canister Storage Building.
DBA = design basis accident.
CVDF = Cold Vacuum Drying Facility.
HEPA = high-efficiency particulate air (filter).
HVAC = heating, ventilation, and air condkioning.
ITS = important to safety.
MCO = multi-canister overpack.
MHM = multi-canister overpack handling machine
NA = not applicable to ITS catego!y classification.
NRC = U.S. Nuclear RegulatoV Commission.
SSC = structure, system, and component.
SNF = spent nuclear fuel.
TSR = texhnical safety requirement.
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● Assumption

—

● TSR

—

Reliance on leak testing at the CVDF to ensure that only MCOS that meet
SNF Project criteriaon MCO leakage are shipped to the CSB

Limit the radionuclideinventory on the HEPA filter in the MHM extract
system to less than 20 g.
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F@re 5-1. GeneralSequence for External Hydrogen Explosions.
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Figure 5-2. Hydrogen Explosion in the Confinement Tent Exhaust System.
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Figure 5-3. Hydrogen Explosion in the Multi-Canister Overpack
HandlingMachine andMitigating Features.
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Figure 5-4. Hydrogen Explosion in a Storage Tube andMitigating Featores.
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F@re 5-5. Hydrogen Explosion in the Sample Hood and Mitigating Features.
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F@me 5-6. Fuel, Multi-Canister Overpack, and Cask Temperatures
Enroute to Canister Storage Building.
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Figure 5-7, Multi-Canister Overpack and Cask Pressures
Enroute to Canister Storage Building.
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Figure 5-8. Hydrogen Concentrationsin the Cask Enroute
to Canister Storage Building.
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Figure 5-9. Multi-Canister Overpack HandlingMachine Gas
Concentrationswith No Ventilation.
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Figure 5-10. Gas Concentrations in a Storage Tube with One Multi-Canister Overpack.
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Figure 5-11. Gas Concentrations in the Sample Hood.
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6.0 CALCULATIONS FOR THERMAL RUNAWAY REACTIONS
INSIDE THE MULTI-CANISTER OVERPACK

6.1 PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

A thermrdrunaway reaction could occur in a multi-canisteroverpack (MCO) at the Canister
Storage Building (CSB) if fuel temperatures are extremely high and if there is enough water or
oxygen. Chemicalreaction rates increaseand produce more gases and heat as fiel temperatures
increase. Pressure inside the MCO increasesas a result. If pressureinside the MCO continues to
increaseto the point that the MCO pressureboundaryis challenged,then the MCO could fail and
releaseradioactiveparticulateand hydrogen gas into the surroundingenvironment.

The calculationssummarized in this chapterdemonstrate that a runawaytlrel reaction
accident is not credibleat the CSB if the MCOS satis$ drynesstests at the Cold Vacuum Drying
Facility (CVDF) and if the aluminumhydroxide thermal decomposition data remainsvflld and
representative. No detailed accident scenarioswere developed, but the bounding condhions used
in this analysisare described. For these condhions, a thermal runaway event was determined to
be credibleat the CSB. It should be noted that with extreme temperatures (MCO wall
temperatures greaterthan 1150 C) and a complete shearof anMCO that provides large quantities
of airas an oxidant, a thermal fuel runawaycould occur in the upper MCO scrapbasket.

6.2 SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT

There are two primary chemicalreactionsthat could lead to a thermal runaway event in an
MCO at the CSB: (1) the reactionof water with uranium anduranium hydride (IJIQ, and (2) the
reaction of oxygen with uranium and uraniumhydride.

There are two bounding scenariosfor thermal runaway events involving the reaction of
water with uranium and uraniumhydride. The second scenario(Case 2) assumes water is
thermally freed from the ahnninumhydroxide andtherefore bounds the first scenario(Case 1).
The analysesof Cases 1 and 2 are describedin Sections 6.4.1.4.1 and 6.4.1.4.2, respectively. No
thermal runawaysresult in either case.

There are also two bounding scenariosfor thermal runaway events involving the reaction of
oxygen with uranium and uraniumhydride: one scenario(Case 3) for an MCO being accidentally
injected with oxygen and a second scenario(Case 4) for an MCO that sustains a complete shear
while at a high temperature (MCO wall temperatures equal to 115 “C). The analysesof Cases 3
and 4 are described in Sections 6.2.2.1 and 6.2.2.2, respectively. All oxygen scenariosare
bounded by Case 4 with one exception. The exception is the extreme case of a completely
shearedMCO with wall temperatures greaterthan 115 “C and the airtemperature greaterthan
102 “C, which is included as a design basis accident (Section 6.2.2.3). Case 3 describes an
accident that is initiated when the MCO is accidentallyfilled with oxygen at the sampling/weld
station. If the MCO were at a sufficiently high temperature, this condkion could result in
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(The MCO will not ovemressurize at bounding MCO
temperatures.) The unmitigated consequences of this event would not violate the safety limit on

MCO pressure and would not violate critically controls. No safety-classfeatures are requiredto
prevent or mitigate this event. Because no releasewould occur, offsite releaselimits and onsite
evahrationguidelines are satisfied. The unmitigated scenariois brought to a stable state by
ongoing MCO inerting rind/orcooling at the sampling/weldstation and the naturalconsumption
of the oxygen. The off-normal MCO is handledwithin recovery operationsunder emergency
response procedures, with the preferred approachbeing to move the off-normal MCO to the
overpack storage tube for long-term observationand storage. Case 4 results in a violation of
criticalitygeometry controls and a loss of the MCO confinement safety fimction (a complete
shear), so it is prevented by safety-class equipment (analysisof violation of criticalitygeometry
controls is discussed in Chapter2.0). Case 4 does not result in a thermal runaway.

6.2.1 Thermal Runaway Reaction from Water
Reacting with Uranium and Hydride

In the following subsections, the chemicalreactionsfrom water are briefly described, the
amount of water requiredto breachthe MCO (depending on gas temperature and gas reaction) is
estimated, and the amount of water availablein an MCO for chernicrdreactionsis detailed, Values
show that there would not be enough water to pressurize an MCO beyond its design limit.

6.2.1.1 Chemical Reactions with Water. Depending on temperature and steam pressure, water
(liquid or vapor) will react with uranium and form uraniumdioxide particulateand hydrogen gas,
liberatingheat duringthe reaction (RD/B/623 l/R89):

U + 2.HZ0 - U02 + 2H2 + heat.

Water will also react with uraniumhydride (UH,) to form uraniumdioxide and hydroge~
liberatingheat duringthe reaction (FAU98-40):

IJH3+ 2HZ0 . U02 + 3,5HZ+ heat

6.2.1.2 Water Mass Required to Reach the Multi-Canister Overpack Pressure Design
Limit. The current design pressure of an MCO after the rupture disk port cover is fastened into
place at the CVDF is 450 lb~mz(31.6 atm absolute) (HNF-SD-SNF-DR-003). The hazard
analysisassumed a 11.2 atm absolute (150 lb/ii2 gauge) MCO mechanicalseal design pressure, to
provide a conservative assessment of the hazardsto accommodate a lower MCO design pressure
(HNF-SD-SNF-HD3-001). The mechanicallyserdedMCO design pressure tier the cover cap is
welded onto the MCO at the CSB sampling/weld station is also 450 lb/in2(31.6 atm absolute).
Most MCOS will have the cover caps welded on within days of arrival at the CSB; some MCOS

caps will not be welded so the MCOS can be sampled and monitored (HNF-3312, HNF-3354).
The MCOS reserved for sampliig have significanttime to pressurize before the MCO cover cap is
welded in place, and all of the other MCOS have much less time to pressurize.
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Each MCO is pressurizedto approximately 1.5 atm with helium before leaving the CVDF
(SNF-2356). The averagetemperature of this helium is conservatively assumed to be 25 “C
because the MCO wall temperature is cooled to 25 “Cat the CVDF before the MCO is shipped
to the CSB. Using the iderdgas law, the initialhelium inventory in an MCO is estimated to be
about 33 gmoles:

‘H. ‘ (p)(V)/@)/(T)

where

N~, = number of gram-moles of helium in the MCO
P = helium pressure inside the MCO, 1,5 atm
V = gas volume of the MCO, 538 L (HNF-SD-SNF-CN-023)
R = ideal gas law constant, 0.082057 Latin/mole/K
T = temperature of the gas inside the MCO, 25 “C.

The number of moles of gas requiredto increasethe MCO pressure (before the MCO and
cover cap arewelded together) to 11.2 atm and 31.6 atm can also be computed from the ideal gas
law, if the gas temperature is known or assumed. If the MCO gas temperature is 150 “C (423 K),
which is very conservative andbeyond the bounding vrdueof 125 “C (1-INF-SD-SNF-TI-O15),
about 173.5 moles of gas must be present in the MCO to achieve a pressure of 11.2 atm.
Whh about 33 moles of helium in an MCO at the time of arrivalat the CSB, approximately
14o.5 moles of other gases would need to be created at the CSB to reach 11.2 atm if the gas
temperature was 150 “C.

If all of the newly createdgases from the uranium-water reaction are hydroge~ then
140.5 moles (2,530 g) of water areneeded to reach 11.2 atm at a 150 “Cgas temperature. Ifall
of the created gas from the uraniumhydride-water reaction is hydroge%then only 80 moles
(l,44o g) of water are needed to reach 11.2 atm at a 150 “Cgas temperature, because the
hydride-water reaction produces 1.75 moles of hydrogen for every mole of water. Only 765 g of
water are used to consume allof the hydride mass becausethere are only 5.13 kg of uranium
hydride available(HNF-SD-SNF-TI-01 5). Hence, the hydride mass will take only 765 g of water
before being depleted, producing about 74.5 moles of hydrogen. The remaining66 moles
(140.5 moles minus 74.5 moles) of gas requiredfor 11.2 atm of pressure are supplied by 66 moles
of water (uranium-water reaction), for a water mass of 1,190 g. Adding the water consumed by
the two reactions (1,190 g plus 765 g) yields about 196 kg of water, which is the amount of free
water needed for gas-producingreactionsto pressurize the MCO to 11.2 atm at a 150 “C gas
temperature. The same simple calculationis performed for the 31.6 atm MCO pressure design
limit and for lower gas temperatures. The results are shown in Table 6-1, After the water is
consumed, hydrogen is expected to react with uraniumto form uranium hydride (hydrogen
bettering). For purposes of this analysis,no hydrogen gettenng is assumed to conservatively
bound the MCO pressure.

Table 6-1 lists the total flee water requiredto reachgas pressures of 11.2 atm and 31.6 atm
for water reactions and their combined weighted average(weighted towards the uranium-water
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reaction) at three different gas temperatures. The weighted averagereactionis based on the fact
that 0.765 kg of water is needed to consume the 5.13 kg of hydride, the bounding value for an
MCO with two scrapbaskets (HNF-SD-SNF-TI-015). The 125 “Cgas temperature is the
maximum MCO gas temperature anticipatedfor CSB storage (HNF-SD-SNF-TI-O 15),

For comparativepurposes, if the newly createdgas is a stoichiometric mixture of hydrogen
and oxygen due to radlolysisof water and the gas temperature is 150 “C, only about 1.37 kg of
water needs to be availablefor a pressure of 11.2 atm to be attained. The radiolysisprocess is

Table 6-1. Water Mass Required to PressurizeMulti-Canister Overpack to
11.2 and 31.6 Atmospheres Versus Reaction and Gas Temperature.

Chemical reaction I Gastemperature I Gastemperature I Gastemperate
100“c 125“C 150“c I
Watermassrequiredto reach11,2atm(150lb/in’gauge) I

Hydridbwater I 1.69kg I 1.56kg I 1.45kg I

Uranium-water 2.95kg 2.73kg 2.53kg 1
Weighted average* 2.38 kg 2.15 kg 1.96 kg

I Water mass required to reach 31.6 atm (450 lb/in2gauge) I

Weightedaverage* 8.83kg 8.20kg 7,65kg

Temperaturevalue Highbestestimate Bounding Beyondbounding

*Weightedaverageis basedonaftite boundinguraniumhydridemass(HNF-SD-SNF-TI-O15,
1998,SpentNuclear Fuel Project Technical Databook, Rev. 6, FkrorDanielHanfor&RkMu@
Washington).Themassis completelyconsumedby hydride-waterreaction.

very efficient in producing gas, becauseit generates 1.5 moles of hydrogen for every mole of
water. This hydrogen production rate is not as efficient as the hydride-water reaction (1.75 moles
of hydrogen per 1.0 mole of water), but is more efficient than the uranium-water reaction
(1,0 mole hydrogen per 1.0 mole of water). However, the radiolysisprocess is very slow, even
for a period of 40 years (HNF-SD-SNF-TI-040). For a period of one year or less, the amount of
water radiolyticallydecomposed has been shown to be less than O.So/o of the water available in the

fkee and hydroxide phases and less than 5% of the water in uranium hydrate (1. 19 kg) (see

Chapter 5.0). Because this analysisfocuses on thermal behaviorand resulting high pressures of
the MCO at the CSB duringthe first year, the slowly occurringradiolysisprocess is not
considered. Radiolysis is consideredin Chapter 5.0 for flanrmabllitypotential and high pressure
concerns over the entire 40-year projected storageperiod of an MCO at the CSB.

6.2.1.3 Bounding Water Mass and its Availability for Reactions in Mrdti-Canister
Overpack. The projected bounding inventory of tlee water in an MCO received at the CSB is
200 g. The bounding MCO is assumed to be dried at the CVDF, with less than 200 g of free
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water remainingin cracks after the dryness tests at the CVDF (HNF-1851,
HNF-SD-SNF-TI-01 5).

In additionto the 200 g of free water, there is a boundingvrdue of about 1.19 kg of water in
the uranium hydrate that is part of the uranium oxide particulatematter (1-INF-1523,
HNF-SD-SNF-TI-O 15) for anMCO with two scrapbaskets and three fiel baskets. However, this
water would not be initiallyavailablefor hydrogen-producingreactions, and some of the hydrate
water is expected to be lost at the CVDF (HNF-SD-SNF-CN-023). Water molecules bound in
the uranium hydrate (U0,.2HZO) are freed at temperatures above about 60 “C (FAV98-40). Half
the hydrate water (the first water molecule) liberatesfairly easily,while the other half (the last
water molecule) requireshighertemperatures (>1000 C). Exact decomposition temperatures
cannot be given because hydrate decomposition also depends on the relative humidhy in the
surroundinggas, with dry gases promoting faster decomposition and saturatedgases stopping
decomposition (FAI/98-40), The reactionfor the two stages of hydrate decomposition is shown
a5

UO,.2H,0 - U03.HZ0 +H20 - U03 + 2H20
(if temperature >60 “C) (iftemperatnre >100 “C)

The bounding water content MCO is one with two scrapbaskets and three fbel baskets.
For this MCO, up to 3,32 kg of water is contributed by both the bounding quantity of ahnninum
hydroxide on the firel claddingand by an additional0.13 kg of water in ahrrninumand iron
hydrates in the canistersludge @NF-l 523, HNF-SD-SNF-TI-01 5). This bound water, like the
uranium hydrate water, would not initiallybe availablefor reactions. Very little of the hydroxide
water is expected to be ffeed from the therrnrddecomposition of the hydroxide based on current
data that suggests about 5~oof the water decomposes for fuel temperatures less than 200 “C
(HNF-1523). Less than 15% of the water decomposes for fiel temperatures less than 300 “C.
For normal operations at the sarnplirrglweldstatio~ the MCO gas temperatures will be less than
100 “C (HNF-2256). However, for certain severe off-normal conditions at the station MCO gas
temperatures could rise above 100 “C;hence, partialthermal decomposition of ahuninum
hydroxide is consideredin the off-normal event calculations. The reaction is shown as:

2.Al(oH)3 - A1203+ 3.H,O.

(if temperature >100 “C)

The expected bounding amounts of water in an MCO from all sources on arrivalat the CSB
and the availabilityof the water for reactionsare shown in Table 6-2 as a fimction of tire]
temperature. If the MCO tlreltemperatures reachvalues greaterthan 200”C, then the thermal
decomposition of ahrrninumhydroxide, alongwith hydrate decomposition and initialfree water,
could supply about 1.91 kg of water. This total is based on 15% thermal decomposition of the
ahuninum and iron hydroxide and hydrate @NF- 1523), 100% thermal decomposition of the
uranium hydrate, and 0.2 kg of tlee water.

The bounding water mass numbers in Table 6-3 are derived from the requiredwater
amounts identified in Table 6-1 and the availablewater amounts identified in Table 6-2. Table 6-3
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Table 6-2. Bounding Water Mass and Availabilityfor Reactions in Multi-Canister Overoack.

Availability of water for rsactions

source of water
Total possible (Thsrnml decomposition, psrcent of total mass)

watsr mass
Fuel T s 100”C Fuel T = 200”c Fuel T = 300”c

Free Wati in cracks 0.20 kg 0.20 kg 0.20 kg 0.20 kg

water in rlrsnirrm 1.19kg 0.60 kg 1.19kg 1.19kg
hydrats (50 %) (loo %) (loo %)

water in aluminum 3.32 kg 0.0 kg 0.166 kg 0.50 kg
hydroxide (5%) (15 %)

Water in Al+Fe 0.13 kg 0.0 kg 0.007 kg 0.02 kg
hydrates (5%) (15 %)

TOTAL 4.84 kg 0.80 kg 1.56kg 1.91 kg

Table 6-3. Additional Water Mass Needed to PressurizeMulti-Canister Overpack to 11.2 and
31.6 Atmospheres for Different Gas Temperatures.

Waterbalancedescription Gastenrperatnre Gastemperature Gastemperature
100“c 125“C 150“c

11.2 atm(150Ib/in’gauge)

rotal water required to reach 2.38 kg 2.15 kg 1.96 kg
150 lbAn2 gauge (Table 6-1)

rotal ficc water available 0.80 kg 1.56 kg 1.56 kg*

Table 6-2)

4dditional water needed to 1.58 kg 0.59 kg 0.40 kg

each 150 lb/in2 gauge (water

;hortage at the CSB)

31.6 atm(450 Ibhrr’ gauge)

rotal water required to reach 8.83 kg 8.20 kg 7.65 kg

150 lbhn’ gauge (Table 6-1)

k water available 0.80 kg 1.56 kg 1.56 kg*

,Table 6-2)

ldditionel water needed to 8.03 kg 6.64 kg 6.09 kg

each 450 lblinz gauge

water shortage at the CSB)

%3stcmpera~e value High best estinrate Bounding Beyond bounding

*Fuel T< 200 “C.

CSB = Canistrr Storage Building.
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shows the addhionrdfree water that would be needed at different gas temperatures for MCO
pressuresto increaseto 11.2 and 31.6 atm (150 and 450 lb/in2gauge). It is assumed in Table 6-3
that the peak fuel temperatures will not be more than 50 ‘C higherthan the gas temperatures,
which has been showirto be true for most condhions (HNF-SD-SNF-CN-023). The peak fuel
temperatures occur on the innermost feel assembliesor scrapand are no more than 50 “Cbigher
than the averagegas temperature whereas the peripheralfuel elements or scrapare cooler than the
averagegas temperature.

Table 6-3 shows that, under normal conditions, at least 8,03 kg of additionalflee water
would need to be availablein an MCO at the CSB for the MCO pressureto reachthe
31.6 atm(450 lb/in2gauge) design pressure. Even under conditions that are beyond the bounding
temperature causingmore bound water to be liberated,at least 6.09 kg of additionalfree water
would need to be available. The amount of water requiredto pressurize the MCO to its 31.6 atm
(450 Ib/in’gauge) design pressurewas shown to be at least 7.65 kg (see Tables 6-1 and 6-2),
which is more than the 4.84 kg total water that could be availablein an MCO
(HNF-SD-SNF-TI-015). Hence, if all the water (4.84 kg, Table 6-2) in the flee, hydrate, and
hydrozide phases were availablefor chemicalreactions, the MCO pressurewould still stay below
the 450 lb/in2gauge design pressure. Hence, the MCO design pressureis high enough to provide
a largemargin of safety with regardto gas production from uranium-water and hydridewater
chemicalreactions.

However, if the design pressure of interest were 11.2atm(150 lb/in2gauge) instead of
31.6 atm (450 lb/in2gauge), the additionalwater marginwould be much smaller(see Table 6-3).
In fact, only 0.4 kg of additionalwater is needed to pressurizethe MCO to 11.2 atm at the CSB
under beyond bounding condhions. Because this marginis small and the crdculationsare only
approximate, the HANSF code @AI/98-40) was used to simulate a very hot MCO in the
sampling/weld station under severe off-normal condhions.

6.2.1.4 Computer Simulations of High-Temperature Scenarios. The HANSF code,
Version 1.2 @A.1798-40;HNF-SD-SNF-CN-023) was used to simulatebounding events with high
temperature boundary conditions. The HANSF code has been used extensively for analysesof
CVDF processes and its quality assurancehas been documented (HNF-SD-SNF-CN-023). The
models developed for the code include the inner and outer fhel elements in each fuel assembly and
54 fiel assembliesper firelbasket. The models also include the scrapbasket, which is physically
modeled Iiie a porous bed of gravel.

The high-temperaturescenarioanrdysiswas motivated by tbe high-temperaturecalculations
documented in CSB-HV-0014, Long TermMCO Temperature Without Cooling in the Sampling
Station. Those calculationsanalyzedan MCO in the samplin~weld station without active cooling
for about two months. The MCO handlingmachine(MHM) was also assumed to be unableto
remove the MCO tlom the samplin~weld station. For this unmitigated scenario,a 132 “CMCO
wall temperature was calculatedto occur in about 50 days (CSB-HV-00 14). The calculation
showed that the wall temperature would still be slowly increasingat 50 days, so the steady-state
temperature would be greaterthan 1320 C, but less than 138 “C (CSB-HV-0014). These
temperature comments are based on the small increaseat 68 days shown in CSB-HV-0014;
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however, the steady-state temperaturewas not actuallycalculatedand the fuel temperatureswere
not part of that calculation.Therefore, the current analysisfocuses on fuel temperatures and MCO
pressure ratherthan the concrete temperature.

There were two high-temperaturecases with water-baaedreactions analyzedwith
Version 1.2 of the HANSF code (FAU98-40). The key input parametersaregiven in
Appendix C, The simulationsutilized a bounding MCO with one scrapbasket and four fuel
baskets. However, the simulated water content of this MCO was equivalent to that of an MCO
with two scrapbaskets and three fuel baskets. An MCO with tsvo scrapbaskets has the maximum
hydrate water (1,19 kg) and total water (4.84 kg) in the free, hydrate, and hydroxide phases. The
MCO with one scrap basket has more decay heat than the MCO with two scrapbaskets, because
a &el basket has more heat (or mass) than a scrapbasket. To maximize the results and minimize
the number of simulations, a hypotheticalMCO that had the decay heat of anMCO with one
scrapbasket and the water content of anMCO with two scrapbaskets was simulated. The
temperature results of the single scrapbasket would represent any behavior of a second scrap
basket,

The total reaction surface areais not maximized for the entire MCO. The total reaction
surface areais not important at the CSB becausethe oxidants (water or oxygen) are the most
limiting reactants. After the CVDF, water is very limited and air is not present in anMCO. For
airingress scenarios,a single scrapbasket with a 4.5 mz bounding surface areawill determine the
bounding temperature results for a second scrapbasket, if present. The second scrapbasket
would compete with the first basket for oxidants such that the first basket would not heat aa
much. All of the following results are obtainedwith this bounding, hypotheticrdMCO.

6.2.1.4.1 Case 1 (CHOT2SCE).Abounding MCO is in the samplinglweld station for at
least 50 days without active cooling, The calculatedfiel temperaturesare consistent with the 132
‘C MCO wall temperature. Simulationsfor this case assumed initialtlreltemperatures of 125 “C
and calculatedthe temperatures for two days. It was assumed that the 1.5 atm of helium injected
at the CVDF included water. The water was assumed to be 2% (saturated steam at 250 C) of the
injected helium, which amounts”toabout 9 g of water mass. Steady-state temperatures for this
case were attainedin less than a day of simrdatedtime.

The fiel temperatures for Case 1 are shown in F@res 6-1 and 6-2 as a tlmction of time.
The hottest fiel temperature for Case 1 occurs on the innerfiel element nearest the center post of
the MCO. This temperature is about 152 “Cfor the middle fiel baskets and about 151 “Cfor the
bottom firelbaskets. The hottest temperature for the scrapfiel is about 1400 C. The scrapfuel is
cooler than the fiel elements because the scrapbasket copper fins effectively conduct heat toward
the MCO wall and because some heat escapes from the scrapto the shield plug.

The MCO gas temperature reachesabout 148 “Cin the fiel baskets and about 136 “C in
the scrapbasket. The time in F@res 6-1 and 6-2 starts after the MCO wall temperature reaches
132 ‘C, which would beat least 50 days tier the passively cooled MCO is placed in the
samplin~weld station (CSB-HV-0014). The initialhelium temperature is 250 C when it is
injected into the MCO at a pressure of about 1.5 atm at the CVDF. In the simulationthe gas
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heats up in about two or three minutes, due to the low heat capacity of the gas, and causes a rapid

pressure increase. Such a rapid increase will not happen in realhy because the MCO is cooled at

the CVDF before the helium is injected and cannot heat up to the initial temperatures assumed in

this scenario fast enough. The MCO gas pressure reaches 7.0 atm in two days, but the pressure

does not increase at a significant rate afler those two days.

6.2.1.4.2 Case 2 (CHOT2SCR). Case 2 uses the final results of Case 1 for all initial
condhions (e.g., the hottest fuel element is about 152” C initially,the time starts at two days).
Case 2 investigates the effects of hydratedwater on MCO reaction as a continuation of Case 1.
This simulation adds 0.52 kg of water, which is about 15% of the water contained in aluminum
hydroxide and the aluminum and iron hydrates in the canistersludge (HNF-SD-SNF-TI- 015).
Data indicates that as much as 5% of the hydroxide water canbe fteed by thermal decomposition
for temperatures up to 200 “C, and about 15% can be freed for temperatures up to 300 “C
(HNF-1523). In Case 1, the maximum tiel temperature was 152 ‘C, at which temperature less
than 5% of the water in aluminum hydroxide is expected to be freed. Because thermal

decomposition of aluminum hydroxide is not part of the models for the HANSF code, additional

water vapor (steam) was added as a source to simulate the ahuninum hydroxide’s effect on

temperatures and pressure. To be conservative, 15Y. or 0.52 kg of hydroxide water was added to

Case 2 over a 10,000 second interval,which is a faster rate than the expected realthermal
decomposition rate (HNF-1523).

In the simulatio~ the freed hydroxide water was added only to the middle firelbaskets,
which is more conservative than evenly dkibuting the water to all the baskets. The added
hydroxide water causes the maximum fiel temperatureto increasefkom 152 “Cto about 170 “C
in less than three hours (shown in Figure 6-3). All of the temperature and pressure results for this
case are shown in F@ures6-3 and 6-4. The fiel and gas temperatures decreaseatter three hours
because no more water is availableto continue the chemicalreactions. In less than two days, the
maximum feel temperature reachesa lower steady-state vahreof 150 “C. The addhionalwater
creates hydrogen gas, which has a very high thermal conductivity and heat is removed from the
MCO faster. The scrapfiel does not heat up, indicatingthat no steam enters the scrapbasket
ffom the middle fiel baskets. The foe] temperatures in the bottom fuel basket also do not
increase,which indicatesthat no steam flows downward into the bottom fiel baskets. The MCO
pressurerises to just above 10.0 atm (shown in F@u’e6-4), which is well below the MCO design
pressure of 31.6 atm (450 lb/in2gauge). The maximum fuel temperature does not rise above
170 “C and the gas temperature does not rise much above 150 “C, indicatingthat the helium
provides good thermrdconductivity, thereby keeping the temperatures stable in the MCO at the
CSB.

6.2.1.5 Conclusions and Conservatisms. The simulationsshow that MCO temperatures will
remain stable even under very severe external thermrdcondhions, and the maximum gas pressure
will stay below 11.2 at~ which is far below the 31.6 atm (450 lbfinzgauge) MCO design
pressure. This controlled behaviorwas shown even with many conservatism included in the
evaluation. The main conservatism and/ormargins over bounding parametervalues used in the
computer simulationsare itemized in the following list.
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No hydrate water is removed at the CVDF, leaving allhydrate water availablefor
therrnrddecomposition at the CSB

No hydride mass is depleted at the CVDF and none is consumed at the CSB, as the
hydride reactionrate multiplierwas kept at 12 (HNF-SD-SNF-TI- 015)for all
simulations at all times

An MCO with the bounding quantity of aluminumhydroxide is not expected to have
a decay power greaterthan 528 W (HNF-3035)

MCO wall temperature is 138 “C as the result of being in the sampling/weld station
pit without active cooling for more than 50 days (CSB-HV-0014)

Steam mass of 9 g is added to the MCO to account for the CVDF helium supply
possibly being contaminatedwith 2% steam

Ffieen percent of ahuninumhydroxide water is releasedat <200 “Cinstead of
300 “C (HNF-1523) for Case 2, andthis water is added only to middle fuel baskets
instead of evenly dktributing the water source

No hydrogen gettering takes place, which maximizes the gas pressurq if hydrogen
gettenng was ~lowedto take place, the hydrogen gas fraction in the MCO would be
significantlyreduced, thereby lowering the MCO pressure. Hydrogen gettering is
expected to occur after all of the free water has been depleted and this process could
lower the MCO pressureby as much as SOY..

6.2.2 Thermal Runaway Reaction from Oxygen Reacting
with Uranium Hydride and Uranium

Heat can also be generatedin an MCO when oxygen (or air) enters as the result of an
off-norrnrdevent or as the result of radiolysis. This section examines the entranceof oxygen or
air as the result of an off-normalevent. Chapter 5.0 examines the long-term effects of radlolysis
and flammabilityissues. Any oxygen that enters the MCO will react with uranium hydride and
uraniumto liberateheat, depending on the temperature (HNF-SD-SNF-TI-O15). These reactions
are as follows:

m, + 1.7502 - U02 + 1,5H@ + heat

u+ 02- U02 + heat.

A high-pressurecondition in an MCO is impossible with an airingress event because
pressure decreaseswhen oxygen is consumed. However, with the heat liberatedin these
reactions, a thermal runaway or excursion without the high pressure is still possible. Furthermore,
because these reactionswith oxygen liberateheat and increasethe fuel and gas temperatures,
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additionalwater could decompose from the uraniumhydrate and aluminum hydroxide, which
would increasethe pressure and temperature in the MCO. The reactionswith oxygen will be
followed by the reactionswith water ai-lerthe oxygen is consumed. Because rdlof these reactions
are coupled and inter-related,the HANSF code (FAI/98-40) was used to simulate the airingress
case.

The HANSF code (FAV98-40), was used to evahratethe competing reactions and to
demonstrate that a thermal runaway does not occur for two different bounding air entry cases.
Full realisticscenarios were not developed becauseno thermal runaways are expected even for
very conservative or extremely off-normal condhions.

6,2.2.1 Case 3 (COXY2SC2). An MCO is charged with pure oxygen instead of helium at the
CSB samplin~weld station duringgas sampling(i.e., helium cylindersaccidentallyfilled with
oxygen or oxygen cylindersaccidentallyused in place of helium). hr obtaininga gas s~ple from
one of the monitored MCOS, the helium pressurein the MCO is accidentallyreduced to 1.0 atm.
Hence, when oxygen, instead of heliurnjis accidentallyinjected into the MCO to get the pressure
back up to 1.5 atm, 0.5 atm (aboutss~.)of the total pressureis due to oxygen. It is also
assumed that only passive cooling is availablein the sampling/weldstation such that the air
temperature andMCO wall temperature areboth 138 “C. This msximum steady-state
temperature is only reached after at least 50 days in the samplin~weld station with no active
cooling (CSB-HV-00 14). All fiel temperatures are conservatively assumed to be 163 “C in the
HANSF simulation.

A thermal excursion occurs when there are sufficient uranium reactionsto lead to an
internalMCO pressure that exceeds the design pressure. If oxygen reactions starting at high
temperatures do not cause thermal excursion, then no thermal excursionwould result for oxygen
reactions starting at lower temperatures. This scenariois very conservative and may not be
credible,but it is expected to bound allairentry cases (except the complete shearof an MCO at
elevated temperature MCO) and cases with helium cylinderscontaminatedwith air or oxygen.
This case bounds all airingress events, without complete shear,at the sampling/weld station
because 100% oxygen is postulated to be injected and airhas an oxygen content of only 21%. Air
ingress through a single orifice (around 1 in. in dkrneter) cases arebounded by this scenario
because very little aircan flow into the MCO againstthe gas being generatedwithin and flowing
out of the MCO. Also, no naturalcirculationwith airingress is expected at the CSB because
naturalcirculationrequirestwo openings, one for airentry and one for gas exit, and two openings
are not availablein the MCO at the CSB. However, the effects of one very large opening, such as
in a complete shearis different. Results indicatethat the shearingcase temperatures arebounded
by the oxygen injection case temperatures evaluatedhere. However, to prevent a thermal
excursion the initialtireltemperatures during a shearaccidentmust be cooler (125 “C) than fuel
temperatures in the oxygen injection case(163 “C). If the MCO wall temperature was greater
than 1150 C and if there were a complete shearof the MCO top, the fiel could experience run
away reactions. However, with an MCO wall temperatureof115 “C or less, the fuel does not
reachthe 725 ‘C temperature guidelines(HNF-SD-SNF-SARR-005) if a complete shearof the
MCO top occurs. The complete shearscenariowas simulated in Case 4 because it represents a
physical situationwith an unlhnited amount of oxidant reachingthe flrel.
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The temperature and pressureresults for Case 3 are shown in Figures 6-5 arrd.6-6. The
design basis accident for airingresswas chosen to be Case 3, with oxygen instead of helium
injected at the gas sampliig station. For Case 3, the innermost fine scraptirelhas a thermal
increaseup to almost 420 “Cbefore the oxygen is depleted in the scrapbasket and cook off
rapidly (see Figure 6-5). This temperature increaseoccurs because the tine scrapfiel haaa high
surface-area-to-volumeratio airdis initially 163 ‘C, which is hot enough to rapidly oxid~e the
uranium hydride in the scrapfhel and dramaticallyincreasethe fine scraptemperature. The
oxygen-hydride reaction at this high temperature rapidlyconsumes the oxyge~ depleting it within
an hour. There is not enough water availableto continue the chernicsdreactions,because the
dehydrationprocess is too slow to keep the temperatures high. If ahuninumhydroxide is
included, only a small amount of water is expected to be tleed by thermal decomposition because
elevated temperatures exist for less than an hour and are restricted to only the imermost fine

scrap.

The maximum MCO pressure of about 6.2atmis far below the31.6 atm MCO design
pressure. This maximum pressureis lower then that found in Cases 1 and 2, as expected, because
the oxygen reactions do no produce as much gas as the water reactions. The pressure is also
lower because the temperatures aregenerallynot as high and the hydrates do not completely
decompose, which means less water reacts.

6.2.2.2 Case 4 (CAIR2SC). In Case 4, the MCO is in the MHM without the MHM extract
system cooling fan turned on. An analysisby the MHM manufacturershowed that the MCO wrdl
temperature can reach a steady-state temperature of 115 “C and anMHM airtemperature of
1020 C. Case 4 uses these temperatures and assumes that the MHM completely shearsoff the
top, providing a large opening for airto enter the MCO. The scrapfireland in-tact tiel assembly
temperatures are assumed to be 125 “C. Under these hot condhions, the oxygen in the airreacts
with both the uranium fuel and uraniumhydride at a high enough rate to slowly increasethe fbel
temperatures. The scrapbasket has better heat rejection than the fuel basket, especiallybecause it
is exposed to 102 “Cair above it. Hence, the scrapfiel does not heat up as fast as the inner fuel
elements, which reachhigh temperaturesvery rapidlyatler 18 hours (shown in Figure 6-7). The
maximum temperature reachedby the innermost tiel assembliesis about 5400 C, which is still
below the uranium-iron eutectic temperature of 725 “C (HNF-SD-SNF-SARR-005).

6.2.2.3 Beyond Design Basis Accident. In Case 4 at the MHM without its fm o% the air
temperature is 102 “C,based on the previous analysis. Calculationshave shown that if the air
temperature in the MHM was higherthan 102 “C (e.g., 115 “C), then the scrapfuel would start
burningrapidlywithin 8 hours of a complete shearandbe completely oxidwed in about 10
addhionalhours. This 100% scrapfiel bum (oxidation) generates about 1,000 kg of UOZ,which
is the approximatematerialat risk in the scrapbasket. This materialat risk can produce an
airbornesource term of about 1 kg of UOZ,given a respirableairbornereleasefraction of 1 x IV3
for oxidizing uranium (DOE-HDBK-30 10-94). This source term results in an offsite dose of
about 1 rem over a 12-hourperiod. The feel in the MCO and the airin the MHM should never be
hot enough (s 102 “C) to cause a largefirelbum, as is demonstrated in Case 4. Hence, the
condhions requiredfor a largetkel bum arebeyond the design basis accident for a complete shear
providingurrhited oxidant for fuel reactions.
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6.2.2.4 Conclusions and Conservatism. Temperatures remain stable even under very severe
external thermal condhions. However, the MCO pressure could get very close to the MCO
pressure design limit. This could be a problerq but there are many conservatism in the
evaluation. The main conservatism rdor marginsover bounding parametervalues assumed in
the computer simulationsare itemized as follows:

● No hydrate water is removed at the CVDF, leaving allhydrate water is availablefor
thermal decomposition at the CSB.

● No hydride mass is depleted at the CVDF and it is not depleted at the CSB, as the
hydride reactionrate multiplierwas kept at 12 (HNF-SD-SNF-TI-O 15) for all times,
which kept the hydride-oxygen reactiongoing. In realhy, much of the hydride would
be consumed at the CVDF and not be availableat the CSB.

● An MCO with the bounding quantity of shrrnirrumhydroxide is not expected to have
a decay power greaterthan 528W(HNF-3035)

● MCO wall temperature is 1380 C because the MCO is placed in the samplin~weld
station for severalweeks without active cooling.

Even with all of the above marginsin the simulations,the calculatedMCO gas pressure stays far
below the MCO design pressure of31.6 atm (450 lb/in2gauge). The fuel temperatures also are
stable after an increasein the innermost fine scrapfiel due to oxidization of the uranium hydride
and the large area-to-volume ratio of the fine scrap. Even for a complete shearof a
high-temperatureMCO, the fiel temperatures stay below guidelines (HNF-SD-SNF-SARR-005).

6.3 SOURCE TERM ANALYSIS

Because there is no releaseexpected even under severe off-normal conditions, no source
term was estimated.

6.4 CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS

Because there is no releaseexpected, even under severe off-normrdconditions, the
inhalationdose consequences are zero.

6.5 COMPARISON TO GUIDELINES

Because the dose consequences arezero for thermal runawayreaction events at the CSB,
alldose guidelines are met. These results are predicatedon the condition that the MCOS passed
the dryness tests at the CVDF that ensure that less than 200 g of free water can be present in the
MCO rollerleavingthe CVDF. The results depend on the amount of hydrides in the MCO and the
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amount of ahnninumhydroxide, as well as their thermal decomposition rates as a function of
temperature. If the MCO design pressurewere lowered to 150 lbhnzgauge, then there would still
be no dose consequences or safety limit violation, but the marginof safety would be significantly
reduced.

The equivalent cases involving MCOS with two scrapbaskets, analyzed and presented here,
maximize the amount of water and hydrides in the MCO. These cases are expected to bound the
thermal and high-pressureestimates and associatedconsequenceswhen compared with events
involving an MCO with one scrapbasket or an MCO with no scrapbaskets.

6.6 SUMMARY OF SAFETY-CLASS STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AND
COMPONENTS AND TECHNICAL SAFETY REQUIREMENT
CONTROLS

No safety-class or safety-significantstructures, systems, and components (SSCS) are
requiredto prevent the consequences of this accident. The technical safety requirement (TSR)
controls designatedto mitigate or prevent the boundhrgMCO thermal runaway accident are as
follows

● = interlocks, switches, and sensorsthat prevent the translationalor rotational
shearsof the MCO that allow direct air-fuel interaction calculationsindicatethat a
complete shearof anMCO with outer wall temperatures greaterthan or equal to
115 “C (where the maximum design temperature of the MCO is 132 “C), may lead to
fuel thermal runaway situations.

All of the hazardsrelatedto fuel reactionsthat could cause a releaseare shown in
Table 6-4. The feel reactionswith water hazardswere identified with zero-release consequences
in the CSB hazard analysisbecause of insufficient ffee water (HNF-SD-SNF-H313-001). The
performance assumption that is key to preventing fuel reactionswith water is as follows:

● Assumption

— The K Basins washing process and the drying process at the CVDF will ensure
the key performanceassumptions defined in Chapter 1.0, Table 1-6, are met.

The SSCS and TSR controls designatedto prevent the MCO thermal runaway accident are
summarized in Table 6-4. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission important-to-safety categories
and defense-ii-depth features also are includedfor each specific accident in Table 6-4.

The suite of safety SSCS and TSR controls necessaryand sufficient to prevent the MCO
thermal runaway accident do not addresssome of the other accidents in the same accident
category. Table 6-4 lists the safety SSCS and TSR controls needed to prevent of control these
accidents. Because these accidents are substantiallydifferent in development and progression
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Table 6-4. Summary of Safety FeaturesRequired to Prevent a Multi-Canister Overpack
Thermal Runaway. (3 sheets)

Accident
Chdlist General

Safety features and safety classification NRc II’S
designator function catego~

Runaway reaction

Use of WS-H-06b None at the Defense in demtlr
contaminated CSB . Personnel are trained to faciliiy-speofic procedures
(with oil) or required for regarding maintenance, handliig and receipt inspection
wong gas safety of gas cylinders,
for inerting
(oxygen)
leads to a
hydrogen
explosion in
the MCO

Fuel reaction with air

Fuel reaction SA-J-10a None at the Bfense in deuti
with air, OA-J-10a CSB o Prevent oxygen from entering the MCO
consequence WS-J-10a required for . prevent high fuel temperaties
s of this safety
event are
Immded by
WS-J+06b

Fuel reaction with water

Fuel reaction SA-J-10b None at the General assumption is that the MCO is received within
with water OA-J-10b CSB specifications.

WS-J-10b required for
safety ASSUMDtioq

. The K Basins washing process and the drying process at
the CVDF will ensure that the key interface performance
assumptions are met.
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Table 6-4. Summary of Safety FeaturesRequired to Prevent a Multi-Canister Overpack
Thermal Runaway. (3 sheets)

Accident
Checklist Oeneral

Safety features and safety classification’
NRc ITs

designatofl function Catego$

Fuel exposed to air

4C0 shear Rotational Prevent Safehwlass SSCS:
ythe MHM WS-E-07 shear of the . MHM interlock (F21) and S~ON NA
om SA-E-07 MCO “ - fi~locks (P3, P6, P8>P26, P80) and S~OIS NA
Xational or OA-E-07 . MHM seismic clamps and restraints NA
anslational . Seismic detection and MHM power-disconnect system NA
4HM Translational “ MHM intd~k (P9), sensors and switches NA
lovement WS-F-07 . MHM interleeks (T’6,P80), sensors and switches NA

SA-F-07b
OA-F-07 m
SA-F-05 . Operability of MHM interlocks (P3, P6, P8, P21, P26,

P80), seismic detection and MHM powerdiscmmwt
SyS~, MHM interlctk

. Operability of MBM interlocks (P6,P9, P80), seismic
detection and MHM pwer.disconnect system, and
interlcck circuitry

. Impact absorber installed in tie MCO service station pit
and functional

. Administrative use of supervisorontiolled fortress key
for movement of receiving craneover or east of tie FFTF
pit when there is no cask-MCO load

. Operability of receiving tie resolver and interlock

. Bottom impact absorber is installed in each storage tube
prior to placing an MCO in the storage tube

Defense in &u Ox
o Personnel are trained in sitewi& and facility-specific

emergency reqxmse procedures that include steps to
place the facility in the safest possible condition.

. The MHM-service pit interface provides active, HEPA-
filtered ventilation.

. The MHM-sarnplimglweld station interface provides
active ventilation.

. The MHM is designed to ASME NoO-lC to preclude.
tipping.

. The MTIM has an auditmy indkation of its movement
(i.e., alarms).

. The MHM is liited to relatively slow movement.

. The MHM is protided with a backup grapple
disengagement capability.

o Personnel am trained to procedures detailing the safe
sequence of operations.
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Table 6-4. Sununary of Safety FeaturesRequired to Prevent a Multi-Canister Overpack
Thermal Runaway. (3 sheets)

Accident
Cheeklkt General

Safety f=tures and safety classification~
NRc ITs

designator function categoly~

Thecklkt designators are fromHNF-SD-SNF-HfE401, 1999, Canisfer S70rageBuiUing Hazard Analysis
Report, Rev. 1, Fluor Daniel Hanford, Incorporated,Richhmd, Washington.

‘Safety classification for DBA in this catego~. Safety classification or ITS catego~ could be different for anothm
DBA catego~.

“ASME NoG-l, 1995,Rules for Construction of Overhead and Ganhy Cranes (TopRunning Bridge, Multiple
Girder), American Society of Mechanical Engimms, New York, New York.

CSB = Canister Storage Building.
CVDF = Cold Vacuum Ilying Facility.
DBA = design basis accident.
FFTF = Fast Flux Test Facility.
HEPA = high-efficiency particulate air (filter)
ITS = importmt to safety.
MCO = multi-canister overpack.
MHM = multi-canister overpack handling machine
NA = not applicable to ITS catego~ classification.
NRC = U.S. Nuclear Regulatmy Commission.
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from the design basis accident, each scenarioand the correspondingcontrols are also described
below.

Complete and partialshearsof the MCO areprevented to protect criticalitygeometry, as
described in Chapter 2.0. Shce the maximum allowed outer MCO wall temperatures carrbe
higherthan 115 “C, it is most important to prevent MCO shearswhen rapidfiel-air reactionscan
occur at fiel temperatures above 125 “Cwhen oxygen could contact the fiel (equivalent to
maintainingthe MCO wall temperature below 115 “C). Preventing oxygen fkom reachingthe fiel
is accomplishedby maintainingthe MCO vessel integrity by preventing shearsby the MHM.
The following are the specific safety features and controls identified in Chapter 2.0 that prevent or
mitigate this event (they are included here for completeness):

● Safe~-classSSCs

MHM interlock(P21) and sensors— Ensure that the MCO hoist cannot
operate unless the bridge seismic chunps and trolley seismic restraintsare
appliedwhen an MCO is in the MHM

— MHM interlocks (P3, P6, P8, P26, P80) and sensors — Prevent the seismic
restraintsand clamps tlom disengagingand power being appliedto the bridge
and trolley drive motors unless the MCO hoist is filly raisedwhen in the
MCO or impact absorbermode or at the tube plug exchange limit when in the
tube plug exchangemodq the interlock circuitry includes relays, contractors,
and sensors (resolvers, limit switches, photoelectric switches)

— MHM seismic clamps and restraints— Prevent translationalor rotational
movement of MHM whenever engagedwhen an MCO is in the MHM
(restraintsmust be engagedpriorto MCO hoist operation)

— Seismic detection andMHM power-disconnect system — Detects seismic
event (magnitude 0.74/3 g horizontal, 0.49/3 g verticrd)and removes all
power to the -, removal of power prevents operation of the MCO hoist,
disengagementof seismic restraints,andMHM translationalor rotational
movement (MHM interlocks are not seismicallyquahfied)

— MHM interlock (P9), sensors, and switches — Ensure that the MCO hoist
cannot operateunless the turret and base locking pins are appliedwhen an
MCO is in the -, the interlock circuitty includes relays, contractors,and
sensors (proximity)

— MHM interlocks (P6, P80), sensors, and switches — Prevent the turret and
base locking pins from disengagingand power being appliedto the turret
rotationaldrive motors unless the MCO hoist is filly raisedwhen in the MCO
or impact absorbermode or at the tube plug exchangehit when in the tube
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plug exchangemodq the interlock circuitryincludes relays, contractors,and
sensors (resolver, limit switches, photoelectric switches).

● TSR

— Operabilityof MHM interlocks (?3, P6, P8, P21, P26, P80) and seismic
detection andMHM power-disconnect system; the interlock circuitry includes
relays, contractors,and sensors (resolvers, limit switches, photoelectric
switches).

— Operabilityof MHM interlocks (P6, P9, P80) and seismic detection and
MHM power-disconnect system, the interlock circuitry includes power
contractors,MHM relays, mechanicalswitches, and sensors (resolvers, limit
switches, photoelectric switches).

— Impact absorberis installedin the MCO service station pit and is tlmctional.

— Administrative use of the supervisor-controlledfortress key for movement of
receiving craneover or east of the Fast Flux Test Facilitypit when there is no
cask-MCO loaded with SNF suspended from the crane

— Operabilityof receiving cranepositionin~lnterlock control system

— Bottom impact absorberis installedin each storage tube prior to placing an
MCO in the storagetube

All of the hazardsin Table 6-4 that are causedby MHM failuresare addressedin detail in
Chapter 7.0.
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Figure 6-1
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Temperature Versus Time for Multi-Canister Overpack
Components for Case 1, CHOT2SCE.

CHOT2SCB: HE FILLED MCO @ 1.5 alm,25 C,2Z steam, UH3-12, UX1O, 132 C Wall
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Figure 6-2, Temperature Versus Time for Multi-Canister Overpack Components in Bottom Fuel
Basket andPressure Versus Time for Case 1, CHOT2SCE.

C310T2SCE: HE FILLED MCO @ 1.5 alm,2S C,2% :telm, UH3-12,U-1O, 132 C wall
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F@re 6-3. Temperature Versus Time for Multi-Canister Overpack
Components for Case 2, CHOT2SCR,

CHOT2SCR: A1(OH)3 Dccomp(15%, 0.52 kg), UH3 Rat B.12, 132 C Wall
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F@re 6-4. Temperature Versus Time for Multi-Canister Overpack Components in Bottom
Fuel Basket end Pressure Versus Time for Case 2, CHOT2SCR.

CKOT2SCR: A1(033)3 Dec0rnp(15$, 0.52 is), UH3 Rite-12, 132 C Wall
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FQure 6-5. Temperature Versus Time for Multi-Canister Overpack
for Case 3, COXY2SCE.

CO XY2SC2: 02, He FILLED MCO @ 1.5 atm, UH3 Rtte=12, U-IO, 138 C Wall
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Figure 6-6. Temperature Versus Time for Multi-Canister Overpack Components in Bottom
Fuel Basket and Pressure Versus Time for Case 3, COXY2SCE.

CO XY2SC2: 02, He FILLED MCO @ 1.5 atm, UH3 Ra1e=12, U=1O, 138 C Wall
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Figure 6-7. Pressure Versus Time for Multi-Canister Overpack
for Case4, CAIR2SC.

CA IR2SC: MCO With AIR INGRESS-OPEN TO P(1OO%) UH3=12, U=1O, 115 C WalI
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7.0 CALCULATIONS FOR VIOLATION OF
DESIGN TEMPERATURE CRITERJA

7.1 PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

Heat is produced in the multi-canisteroverpack (MCO) from radioactivedecay energy
releaseand energy releasedfrom chemicalreactionsthat occur between the fhel and water or
gasses. The MCO and Canister Storage Building (CSB) have been designed to provide for ample
heat transfer away from the MCO so that an unacceptablyhigh temperature will not be reached
duringnormal handlingand storage of the MCO at the CSB. This analysisinvestigates possible
situations where normal heat conduction may be reduced in such away or for such a length of
time as to result in potential overheatingof the MCO and/or surroundingstructures. Preventive
measures are requiredto preclude such overheatingbecause it could compromise the safety
function of safety components such as the MCO. Required controls to prevent the potential
consequences of each overheatingcondhion are summarized in Section 7.6.

7.2 SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT

Both radioactivedecay and chemicalreactionswithin the MCO generate heat. Two
situations in which the heat transfer from the MCO to the outside environment could be reduced

enough to lead to violation of temperature criteriahave been identified by the CSB hazard
analysis(HNF-SD-SNF-H3E-001). The MCO design temperature is 270 “F(132 “C)
(HNF-S-0426). Exceeding this design temperature by more than 212 “F(100 “C) is not expected
to have any adverse safety consequences or to atTectmaintenanceof allMCO safety functions.
Maintainingthis MCO wall temperature should meet the CSB commitment to limit and “maintain
the temperature of the MCO so that the spent nuclearfirel centerlinetemperature never exceeds
400 “F”(205 “C) (correspondingto 270 “F[132 “C]MCO wall temperature) (WHC-S-0425).
ACI-349, Code Requirementsfor Nuclear Safety Related Concrete Structures, concrete can be
darnagedby long-term exposure (on the order of a week or more) to temperatures above about
150 “F(66 “C)or by shorterterm exposures to temperatures above about 350 “F(177 “C). The
CSB operating deck cannot be allowed to have its structuralsafety flmction compromised by
long-term exposure to high temperatures.

A possible situation in which unacceptabletemperatures maybe reachedis one in which the
MCO is located at the samplinglweld station for an extended period of time without active
cooling. Because the MCO is tightly confined at the sampling/weld statio~ the surroundingsteel
and concrete could act to insulateit from adequateheat transfer once the thermal heat flux
through the immediately surroundingmaterialshas reachedequilibrium. Calculationsindicatethat
for a maximum heat generationMCO, it would be possible for the MCO temperature design
criteriato be exceeded in about 50 days without active cooling (CSB-HV-00 14). For the
temperature criteriato be exceeded, the MCO would have to be located in the samplin~weld
station pit for about two months or more, dependingupon the surroundingsoil moisture content.
Wall temperatures above the MCO design criteriado not necessarilydarnagethe safety function
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of the MCO outer wall or cause damageto MCO internals. Boiler and Pressure Vessel Co&
(ASME 1995) maximum temperature criteriafor the steel used in the MCO is 800 “F(427 “C>
the fiel inside the MCO would not be damagedat this temperature. The fiel inside the MCO will
not be damageduntil the eutectic melting temperature is reachedfor uraniumwith steel
(i.e., 1,337 “F[725 “C]). Temperatures above 572 “F(300 “C)will cause bound water to be
releasedtlom the shuninum hydroxide on the fiel; this water will react with the uranium
producing additionalheat and gas. The MCO fuel centerlinetemperature will rise above that
normally expected when bound water is freed only due to radiolysis. Because there is limited
water availablefrom hydrates and becausethis water will be releasedgraduallywith increasing
temperature, the heat load ti-omthese reactions should not be sufficient to lead to runaway
reactions or fiel melting. While such an event would most likely not lead to unacceptableMCO
consequences, it is prudent engineeringto implement controls to limit the MCO wall temperature
below the design temperature.

The other credible situation in which unacceptablewall temperatures maybe reachedis one
in which the passive cooling of the CSB vault is significantlyreduced such that the MCOS in
interim storage and vault structure overheat. If the vault intake and/or exhaust stacks arepartially
or filly blocked, then the naturalconvection of airthrough the vault will be reduced. Significant
blockage of the flow could result from many different, unlikely causes, including debrisbeing
trapped in the inlet or frost forming over the inlet. Without the vault convective air cooling,
temperatures within the vault could rise above design temperature criteriafor both the vault walls
and ceiling and also for the MCO centerline. High temperatures could cause the concrete
operatingdeck and vault walls to suffer structuraldamage, thereby compromising their safety
timctions. The MCO temperature could exceed design temperature criteri~ which could cause
loss of MCO safety functions to corrtineand control the geometry of the spent nuclearfuel.

ACI-349, Appendix A.4, provides limitations for concrete temperatures during normal
operation or any long-term period. The temperatures shallnot exceed 150 “F(66 “C)except for
local areas,such as aroundpenetrations,which are allowed to have increasedtemperatures not to
exceed 200 “F(93 “C). For an accident durationor any short-term period, the concrete surface
temperature shrdlnot exceed 350 “F(177 “C).

Bounding calculationsthat assessthe effect of loss or partialloss of vault convective cooling
flow upon MCO and vault temperatures have been performed (CSB-HV-0003). These
calculationsassume that the vault is till of MCOs and that the correspondingtotal heat load is
191.6 kW. The outside airtemperature availableto cool the vault is assumed to be 115 “F
(46 ‘C) and the surroundingground temperature is assumed to be 60 “F(16 “C). Given these
condhions, the maximum initirdtemperature of the MCO wall (with no blockage of vault airflow)
is expected to be about 252 ‘F (122 “C)and the maximum vault concrete ceiling surface
temperature is expected to be 132 “F(56 “C). CSB-HV-0003 calculationsindicate that if the
intake stack cross-sectionrdareais instantly reduced to 25’%of norrnrd(i.e., is 75°Ablocked), then
the MCO wall temperature would reach268 “F(131 “C)and the ceilingtemperature would reach
151 “F(66 “C) in 72 hours. Both temperatures are continuingto rise. If the vault inlet stack
were somehow completely blocked, the MCO wall temperature would reachthe 270 “F(132 “C)
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CSB limit in about 15 hours and would continue to rise in temperature at a rate of about 1 degree
per hour. If so~o or less of the inlet areawere blocked, then it is expected that the vault airflow
rate and MCO and ceilingtemperatures would be nearly equal to those expected for zero
blockage.

The bottom of the inlet areaof the vault intake stmcture is more than 19 m above the
surroundinggrade (H-2- 119294,H-2- 119280). A vertical grating surroundsthe opening to the
intake stack on four sides. This grating consists of a heavy gauge (0,13-in. wire dkuneter)
interwoven stainless steel screenwith 0.75-in. squareopenings supported by more widely spaced
steel cross members (H-2- 119298). The overall dimensions of this grating are about 15.5 tl by
17 R on two sides and 15.5 ft by 18 f-lon two sides, giving a total flow areafor all four vertical
irdetgrates of about 1,080 ftz (H-2-119294). Inlet airflows through this grating and down the
inlet stack to a second horizontal grate (H-2-119282) inside the inlet stack that serves a
safeguardsand security timction. This horizontal gratingis composed of a metal lattice with
perpendicularmembers spaced 6 in. apart. While it is possible for objects to partiallyblock the
intake by accumulatingon either of these gratings, objects will not easilybe ableto reach and
accumulate on them. Blowing debris, such as tumbleweeds or garbage,will occasionallybe lifted
to the height of the upper vertical grating and become lodged.

The intake stack horizontal cross-section is rectangular,with minimum interior dimensions
of 16 ft by 10 ft, 8 in. producing a flow areaof 172 f12(H-2-119280). Because the intake outer
grating is open on all sides and the opening is quite large, it is improbablethat a significantportion
of the intake could become blocked. Over a long period of time, it is conceivablethat some
debris could accumulate over the opening or pass through the outer grating and accumulate on
the inner horizontal grating. Because the openings in the vertical irdetgrate are significantly
smallerthan those of the horizontalgrate, it is not mnsidered possible for significantdebris to
accumulateon the horizontal grate. Because the vertical inlet grating has a total flow areathat is
more than 6 tiies that of the horizontal cross-section of the inlet, about 9z~0 of the vertical
grating areamust become fully blocked before more than 50% of the inlet cross-section areawill
be blocked. Oiven that such a largepercentageof the four-sided vertical inlet must become firlly
blocked and that this inlet is located at such a great height above the existing grade, it isjudged
incrediblefor the inlet to block such that an unacceptablepassive cooling condition will exist.
While it would be prudent to have an infrequentbut regularprogramto visually inspect the inlet
for blockage caused by accumulateddebris, no such inspection is reliedupon. Such an inspection
would also ensure that the vertical screenwas still intact, so that largedebris could not pass into
the stack.

7.3 SOURCE TERM ANALYSIS

The two potential scenariosdescribedabove could lead to the damage of stiety-class
equipment or structures such that their safety tlmction could be compromised. HNF-PRO-704,
Hazard andAccident Analysis Process – Waiver 1, indicatesthat safety-class controls are
requiredto prevent condhions that would lead to the darnageof safety-class equipment or
structures. Because the development of radlologicrrlsource term and dose consequences could
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not lead to more restrictive safety classificationand controls, no source term is developed

7.4 CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS

At the sampling/weld statio~ the potential unmitigated consequence is structuraldarnageto
the safety-classMCO that could lead to potential failure of the MCO containment. However, the
maximum expected MCO temperatures arenot sufficient to cause loss of MCO safety timction or
unacceptablefuel damage. Loss of the vault convective cooling could lead not only to possible
MCO structuraldamagebut also to structuraldamageof the safety-class operatingdeck and vault
walk. Heat could increasein the vault over a long period of time and gradualdamageto the vault
and operating deck concrete could occur. Heat damageto the concrete would slowly continue
once it began. A damaged operatingdeck may not survive the design basis earthquake,resulting
in a possible violation of critically geometry control of the arrayof MCOs stored in the vault if
the vault were to structurallyfail. Ample time would be availableto identi~ and correct any loss
of airflow condition in the vault. Because the outer vertical irdetscreens are so large and are
located so far above the existing grade, it is not considered crediblefor sufficient blockage of the
inlet to occur and result in a temperature violation. These temperature criteriaviolation scenarios
will be prevented so that no safety-class structures or equipment will be damaged.

7.5 COMPARISON TO GUIDELINES

Safety-class controls are needed to prevent the two describedscenarios,so no comparison
to dose consequence guidelines are made.

7.6 SUMMARY OF SAFETY-CLASS STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AND
COMPONENTS AND TECHNICAL SAFETY REQUIREMENT
CONTROLS

The safety-class structuralcomponents that arerequiredto ensurethat passive cooling is
sufficient to prevent the MCOS or safety-classfacility concrete structures from being exposed to
temperatures in excess of design criteriaareas follows:

● Safety-class structures, systems, and components (SSCS)

– Vault (concrete) — Maintainsgeometry to provide for passive convective
cooling airflow past the storagetubes and for cnticalhy geometry control of the
MCOS stored in the tubes

– Vault intake structure — Provides inlet for passive cooling airto the vault, is
above grade, and has screened entrancesthat provide assurancethat the inlet will
not become significantlyobstructed
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– Vault exhaust structure — Provides exit for passive cooling of vault, is above
grade, and is designed such that it will not become significantlyobstructed

– Storage tubes, tube base assemblies,and carbonsteel base slab embeds —
Provide spacingof MCOs within the vault to ensure that each will be cooled by
passive airflow and that the arraywill be maintainedin a criticallysafe geometry.

Although the consequences of the tsvo accident scenarios damage safety-class equipment or
structures, the amount of time availableto correct the fault conditionjustifies having no safety-
class equipment to prevent the scenarios.

The glycol cooling system installedin the sampling/weld station pit is capableof cooling an
MCO when the MCO remainsin the pit for a longer-than-plannedperiod of time. Ample time
exists to restore normal power or to obtain portablebackup power following an extended power
outage so no dedicated backup power system is required. There would be ample time to either
repairthe cooling system, implement other cooling measures, or use the MHM to simply remove
the MCO from the pit. Because anrdysisshows that overheatingcould occur within about
2 months without active cooling, it is advisablethat the cooling system be operated whenever an
MCO is present in the pit.

For the second accident, a minimum of 50 days is available. For the fist accident, at least
72 hours is availableafter the intake stack cross-sectionalflow areais reduced to 25~0of its full
are%a blockage that is not crediblefor such a large area. While the loss of passive vault cooling
would have unacceptableconsequences, blockage of more than 92°/0of the wall inlet is not
considered credible. No controls are requiredto maintainadequatevault cooling.

The SSCS designatedto prevent violation of the design temperature criteriaare summarized
in Table 7-1. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission important-to-safety category SSCS and
defense~m-depthfeatures also are includedfor each specific accident in Table 7-1.
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Table 7-1. Summary of Safety FeaturesRequired to Prevent Violation of
DesirerTemperature CriteriaDesire Basis Accidents.

.Q.

Accident
Cheokfkt Genemd

Safety f=tures and safety classification
NRc ITs

&signatOd timction categolJJ

Loss of VL-B-07 Maiitain SafeN-class SSCg
normal vauit StNCti and . Vault, vault intake stmcture (including screen), A
cooling leads configuration vault exhaust shucture, carbon sbl base slab
to rise in fiel ~w ~ embeds, tube be assemblies, and storage tubs
centerline maintain
temperature adequate Defense in Au tfr
and violation passive . Differential temperature monitors are lccated on
of MCO and convective outlet stack and give indication of undesired trends
vault concrete mliig flow . Various screens on the inlet and outlet stack reduce
design through the the likeliod of accumulation of debris in the vault
temperature Vaurt
criteria

MCO exceeds WS-B-07 Altbougb the MCO could exceed the design
design @mPfie while located in the samplin~weld station
tenlpaature for an extended time, no damage to the MCO or other
criteria nuclear safety consequences would result.
because of
extended pefense in dmti
deployment in . other worker safety programs, such as OSHA,
the sampling/ retie that the MCO temperatures are sufficiently

weld station low before the MCO is handled and sampled
pit . Temperature is checked before contacting the MCO

and before the MCO is sampled
. Integrated glycoi cdiig system is available for

active cdiig of MCO in the smnpliig/weld station

‘checklist designators are liom HNF-SD-SNF-HIE-001, 1999, CcmisterStorage Buifding HazardAnafysis
Report, Rev. 1, Fluor Daniel Hanford, Incorporated,I&bland, Washington.

%afely classification for DBA in this categoxy. SafePjclassifications or ITS category could be different for
another DBA category.

DBA = design basis accident.
ITS = important to safety.
MCO = multi-canister overpack.
NRC = U. S. Nuclear RegulatoW Commission.
OSHA = Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
SSC = structure, system, and component.
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8.0 CALCULATIONS FOR RECOVERY ACTIONS RELATED TO
GASEOUS RELEASES AND EXPLOSIONS FROM

OVERPACK STORAGE TUBES

8.1 PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVE

The use of the overpack storagetube assembly (OSTA) and the tube vent and purge cart are
relatedto recovery actions of off-normal multi-canisteroverpacks (MCOS). Analyses were
performed to identifi safety fimctions and classi@structures, systems, and components to achieve
an appropriatelevel of defense in depth (to prevent or mitigate the radiologicrdconsequences of
postulated hazardsand accident events to the collocated onsite worker) and worker safety (to
reduce exposure to radiation)for the OSTAS andtube vent and purge cart. The results of the
hazard evaluationfor an off-normal MCO in an overpack storagetube, with support by the tube
vent and purge cart, are discussed below.

It is currently anticipatedthat OSTAS will be used for two types of recovery situations. The
first is an off-normal MCO in a cask coming from the Cold Vacuum Drying Facilityto the
Canister Storage Building (CSB). The second is an off-normal occurrenceat the CSB where a
normalMCO has sustained an impact, drop, or collisionduring handlingoperations. In the
former case, an MCO shipped from the Cold Vacuum Drying Facility in its transportationcask is
received at the CSB and undergoes normalload-in and load-out MCO operations, which include
checking the intemrd pressure of the transportationcask in the service station pit before removing
the cask lid. An off-normal MCO in the cask would be discovered duringthis check if the cask
pressure is measured to be off-norrnrd. In the latter case, the MCO suffers an impact, drop, or
collision after the lid is removed from the cask and during subsequentMCO handlingoperations
in the CSB.

Based on hazardevahrationsfor storage of an off-normal MCO in the overpack storage
tubes, the two worst-consequence, unmitigated design baaisaccidentswithin the overpack storage
tubes involve flammable gas explosions. Hydrogen gas can be generated and accumulatewithin
the MCO. MCO gas pressures arenot expected to exceed 5.2 atm duringthe interim storage time
period at the CSB (HNF-SD-SNF-TI-015). If the MCO is dropped or otherwise darnagedin a
way that could lead one to suspect the loss of integrity of the MCO confinement safety function,
the MCO could be placed into an overpack storagetube. An MCO placed in an overpack storage
tube will have a loss of gaseous containment or will be physicallydamagedbut currently
maintaininggaseous containment. This chapter evrduatesthe potentirdconsequences of these
unique representative and bounding design basis accidents for the overpack storage tubes.

8.2 SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT

Once an off-normal occurrencehas been corrfrrrned,it is anticipatedthat CSB operations
will initiate recovery actions that begin with a recovery team meeting to assess the occurrenceand
determine the path forward. The recovery team will be responsiblefor ensuringworker and
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public health and safety duringthe handling,stabilizatio~ and final disposition of the off-normal
MCO. The preferredplanned approachis to move the off-normal MCO for storage in an
overpack storage tube. It is assumed that recovery operationswill continue until the MCO haa
been placed in an overpack storage tube andthe tube gas space has been filled with inert gas.
Once the tube has been inerted, an MCO is consideredto have been placed in a stable
configurationso that normal operations can resume. In the present design, the capabilitiesof the
tube vent and purge cart, plug assembly, and other availableequipment areto be used to monitor
the physical characteristicsof an off-normal MCO while outside and inside the OSTA. If an
off-normal MCO’S characteristicsare outside of the bounding parametersidentified in HNF-2256,
Simulationof Normal and 0fFNormalA4ulti-Canister Overpack Behavior, this MCO is to be
consideredto pose an unreviewed safety question situation.

Hazards have been identified for the overpack storagetubes (HNF-SD-SNF-HIE-001) that
rely on mitigation or prevention related to overpack storagetube or overpack storage tube plug
safety firnctions. The condhion of the off-normal MCO is as follows

●

●

●

●

●

●

Off-normrdMCO is mechanicallysealed or weld sealedbut may have releases due to
lost confinement function of the MCO

The maximum pressure developed in anMCO (during 40-year storage) will be less
than 5,2 atm (before any gas explosion)

Limited hydrogen gas generationrate and totrd generationquantity due to maximum of
200 g of water from cold vacuum drying processingand 1,190 g of uranium hydrate
water (MCO with two scrapbaskets)

Long-term hydrogen generationrate and releaselhnited to radiolyaisof aluminum
hydroxide (48 kg maximum)

Analysis indicatesthat a flammablemixture within the OSTA is improbablewith
inerted tubes

Inert atmosphere and pressure is periodicrdlymonitored.

The hazards associatedwith the overpack storagetubes are dominated by energy and
releasemechanisms resultingfrom pressurizedreleasesinto the tubes from the MCO (hazards
OA-B-07, OA-H-06r4 OA-H-06b, OA-J-06>OA-M-07, OA-N-01, OA-N-03)
(HNF-SD-SNF-HIE-001). Consequently, the bounding and representativedesign basis event for
the OSTA is a gaseous releasefrom the MCO into the OSTA tube. The specific accident
scenarioswill be described andjustified in the following section. Calculatedunmitigated dose
consequences are compared to guidelinesand preventive or mitigative features and controls are
discussed. The consequences of each of these accidents is bounded by the bounding risk gaseous
releaseaccident describedin Chapter 3.0.
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8.2.1 Gaseous Release Accident

Three gaseous releaseaccidentvariationsare considered:(1) a pressurized releasefrom the
MCO into an inerted overpack storagetube without the tube plug mecharricaUylocket (2) a
pressurized release from the MCO into an inerted overpack storage tube with the tube plug
mechanicallylocked, followed by a failed connectionbetween the tube plug and the tube vent and
purge cti, and (3) a pressurized releasefrom the MCO into an air-filledoverpack storagetube
with the tube plug mechanicallylocked, followed by an immediate detonation of the flammable
gas mixture formed in the overpack storagetube.

It is possible that an MCO accident (e.g., a drop) could darnageor weaken a seal on the
MCO without leadingto an immediate leak. A leak could begin due to handliig or increased
internalpressure while or shortly after the MCO is placed into the overpack storage tube. The
scenarioconsideredwill not begin until the MCO has been placed in the overpack storagetribe
and the tube plug has been placed in the tube. The overpack storagetube will be filled with
helium at a pressure of about 7 lb/in2after the MCO has been placed in the tube. If the
pressurized release occurs after this inerting, no explosion can result and any particulaterelease
will only be due to motive forces from the pressurizedgas. The maximum pressurepossible
inside the MCO prior to this venting is 5.2 atm (HNF-SD-SNF-TI-01 5). If the pressurized
release occurs somewhat rapidly, significantradiologicalparticulatecould be entrainedand
released. The resultant pressurein the overpack storagetube is soflicient to lead to the liiig of
the tube plug and a venting of gas and entrainedparticulateto the operating area. This release
and the resultant dose consequencewill be considered. Dktribution of this particulatecould be
further enhancedby a subsequent explosion in the tube, if the tube has not yet been inerted. The
dose consequences of the releasedue to both the pressurizedgas (with entrainedparticulate)
releaseinto the overpack storage tube and its subsequent ignitionwill also be considered.

If the gaseous releaseis contained by the closed, inert gas-filled OSTA there is still an
opportuI@ for particulatereleasedinto the tube to be releasedinto the operatingwe% if an
accident occurs when inertingthe tube with the tube vent and purge cart. If the connection
between the tube plug and the cart high-efficiencyparticulateair(HEPA) filter was not properly
installedor failed, an urdilteredpressurizedreleasecould occur from the overpack storage tube.
This releasewould contain resuspendedparticulateand any particulatethat had not yet settled
since the originalMCO pressurized releaseinto the tube. This scenariowill be considered a
unique accidentwhose unmitigated dose consequences and controls are discussed below.

8.2.2 Flammable Gas Explosion

While the MCO is designed to maintaincorrtlnementduring all credibleCSB drop accidents,
it is conceivablethat an MCO drop accident could cause an immediate breachin the MCO
confinement. An MCO whose confinement is breachedwill possibly be placed into an overpack
storage tube. To demonstrate the need for inertingthe overpack storage tube, the unmitigated
accident assumes that the tube is not filled with inert gas. Hydrogen can continue to be produced
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within the MCO and leak into the tube, mix with air, and forma flammablegas in the overpack
storage tube. A worse scenariocould result if airentered the MCO through its breach and mixed
with hydrogen in the MCO to produce a flammableatmospherewithin the MCO. The explosion
of this mixture in the MCO could cause greater damageto the MCO cordinementand lead to
radioactiveparticulatereleasesfrom the MCO. The blast effect would dklodge particulatehorn
the tie], and the particulatewould be carriedout of the MCO as it repressurizes. The pressure
generated as a result of such an explosion, P~,maybe calculatedusing the equations below
(SFPE 1992). The first equation is solved for the final temperature, T,, and then this value is used
in the ideal gas law to solve for the final pressure.

H*N%O = ~(~Cvi*Ni)dT

To ‘

and

nRT~
PF=—

v

where

H=
NH20 =

TO =
T, =
Cvi =

Ni =
P, =

——

:=
v’

heat of formation of water from hydrogen and oxygen
the number of moles of water formed
the initialtemperature of the gas
the final temperature of the gas
the specific heat capacityat constant volume of gas I [obtainedusing a quadratic
fit as a finction of temperature to data from Whitwell and Toner (1969)]
number of moles of gas I after the reaction
final pressure
total number of moles of gas after the reaction
the universalgas constant
the MCO gas volume.

A stoichiometric ratio of hydrogen and oxygen from airis not expected within the MCO
because the MCO is filled with helium at the Cold Vacuum Drying Facility, and the production of
hydrogen is greatly reduced if oxygen enters the MCO. A leak could develop in the MCO,
allowingthe helium-hydrogenmixture to escape while hydrogen continues to be produced. After
the MCO has repressurized to equilibriumpressurewith the tube, air can dffise into the MCO.
If a stoichiometric mixture of oxygen in airwith hydrogen is conservativelyused to calculatethe
pressureimmediately atler ignition, then pressurewithin the MCO is calculatedto be about 8 atm.
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If a detonation occurs, it may lead to an instantaneousover pressure of about 16 atm because of
the reflected pressure pulse within the essentiallyconfined MCO. The MCO might sustain
addhionaldarnagefrom this explosio~ but is expected to substantiallywithstand this
instantaneousover pressure. The blast effect would dislodge particulatefrom the fuel and the
particulatewould be carriedout of the MCO as it repressurizes. The particulatereleasefrom this
accident is calculated,and, as expected, is similarto that calculatedfor the bounding unmitigated
gaseous release accident.

The gaseous release accident could also lead to the formation and subsequent explosion of
a flammable gas mixture in the overpack storagetube outside of the MCO. The mechanical
consequences of and the controls to prevent such an explosion are dkcussed below.

In summary, the bounding scenariofor these accidents describesa pressurized release of
gases from an MCO into an overpack storagetube because of either internalMCO pressure or a
flammablegas explosion within the MCO. The unmitigated scenariois brought to a stable state
by allowingthe MCO inside the OSTA and the OSTA to be vented and purged of any additionrd
gas generated. The tube vent and purge cart areused until the MCO in the OSTA and the OSTA
arebrought to a stable inert atmosphere. Any contaminationis cleaned consistent with radiation
control procedures. The off-normal MCO is handledwithin recovery operationsunder emergency
response procedures, with the preferredapproachbeing to move the off-normal MCO to another
availableoverpack storagetube for long-term observation and storage.

8.3 SOURCE TERM DEVELOPMENT AND CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS

8.3.1 Gaseous Release Accident

The relatively quick venting of a potentially pressurizedMCO in an overpack storagetube
would result in radioactivereleasescomparableto those predicted for the bounding gaseous
releaseaccident at the sampling/weld station. The unmitigated radioactiveparticulaterelease can
be estimated using bounding release&actionsderived from experiments in which pressurized
gases are vented through powders. The radioactiveparticulateavailablefor releasewould be
generatedby reactionswithin the MCO that occur after the fuel is washed. Flowing gas exiting
the MCO would sweep past the fiel surfacesand entrainuranium oxide particulate. This
particulatemust then escape through a torturous path and out a smallopening in the MCO or one
of its sealsto be releasedto the overpack storagetube.

The bounding airbornereleasefraction and limiting respirablefraction for this releaseis
based on data reported in DOE-HDBK-30 10-94,Airborne Release Fractions/Ratesand
Respirable FractionsLRatesfor Nonreactor Nuclear Facilities, Section 4.4.2.3.2. For pressurized
gases less than 0.17 MPa gauge, the airbornereleasefraction is bounded by 5 x 10”3, and the

respirablefraction is bounded by a value of 0.4. The bounding mass of particulateformed in the
MCO is about 34 kg of uranium oxide, comprised of 30 kg of uranium (HNF-SD-SNF-TI-015).
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The mass of respirableradioactiveparticulatereleased(Q) duringthis venting is calculated
using (HNF-SD-SNF-TI-059):

Q= @fW(~)@9W9

where

MAR = materialat risk (30 kg)
ARF = airbornereleasefraction (5.0 x 10-3)
RF = respirablefraction (0.4)
LPF = leak path factor (conservatively set to 1).

The amount releasedinto the overpack storage tube duringMCO venting is calculatedto
be

Q= (30 kg)(5.O x 103)(0.4)(1)= 0.060 kg = 60 g

The overpack storage tube rmdtube plug provide passive confinement for gases escaping
the MCO; however, the pressure reachedin the overpack storage tube would cause the tube plug
to momentarily lift so that some portion of the tube gases escapesto the operating area. As the
pressurized gas is releasedfrom the MCO, it will expand into the overpack storage tube. The
overpack storage tube is expected to be at about 7 lb/in2pressurebefore this event occurs, if it is
backfilled with helium. Oiven the combined gaseous volume (V3) in the MCO (VI = 500 L) rmd
the free space in the overpack storagetube (V2 z 2,600 L), the equilibriumpressure in both atler
the gaseous releasecan be calculatedas follows using the idealgas law.

The total number of moles of gas is:

n~ = nl + nz = (5.2 atm)(500 L)/@T) + (1,48 atm)(2600 L)/@T) = (6,440 atm-L)/(RT)

where

A = is the number of moles of gas in the MCO (nl), overpack storage tube (n~, or
combined total (n3)

RT = the molar gas constant mukiplied by the gas temperature in the MCO and overpack
storage tube (assumed to be about the same temperature).

The equilibriumpressure, assumingthat no temperature changetakes place duringventing
is:

P~d = (n,)(RT)/(500 L + 2,600 L) = (6,440 atm-L)/(3,100 L) = 2.1 atm.
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For the unmitigated accident, the tube plug is not mechanicallylocked into place. The tube
plug has a weight of about 5,300 lb and a surfaceareaexposed to the tube gas space of about
573 inz, so that the minimum internaltube pressurerequiredto lift the plug is about 9.3 lb/in2
(1.6 atm). The overpack storagetube internalpressuremust exceed about 1.6 atm to lift the tube
plug so that the seal is broken. The ffaction of the overpack storage tube gas releasedto the
operatingdeck will is calculated:

Gas fraction released= (2.1 atm -1.6 atm)/2.l atm = 0.24.

If the 60 g of particulatereleasedfrom the MCO is spreaduniformly in the overpack storagetube
gas, then about 24% of the particulate,or 14 g, is releasedoutside the tube into the buildingand
environment.

If the overpack storage tube were not filled with inert gas then the gas releasedfrom the
MCO to the overpack storagetube could forma flammablemixture. If this mixture were to
detonate then there would be sufficient force to lift the tube plug, permanentlybreaking the seal
(see Section 8.3.2). In this case, all 60 g of particulatecould be releasedto the environment.

The radiologicaldose (effective dose equivalent ~DE]) to a downwind receptor may be
calculatedusing (HNF-SD-SNF-TI-059):

EDE = (M)(x/Q’)(BR)(UD)

where

EDE = the effective dose equivalent (rem)
M = the respirableradioactiveparticulatereleased(g)
x/Q’ = the airtransport factor (slm3)
BR = the averageinhalationrate duringthe release(m’/s)
UD = the committed effective dose equivalentper unit gram (rem/g).

For this releasethe appropriatevalues for the airtransport factor (x/Q) are given for release
durationsfrom the CSB that areless than one hour. For the onsite receptor 100 m ffom the CSB
the maximum value for x/Q’ is 3.41 x 102 s/m3,while for the receptor at the Hanford Site
boundarythe value is 1.30x 103 s/m3(HNF-SD-SNF-TI-059). The breathingrate (BR) for a
short durationrelease is 3.33 x 104 m3/s,that of an individualperforming light activity
(HNF-SD-SNF-TI-059). The unit dose (UD) equivalent for the spent nuclearfhel is
4.38 x 10’ renr/g(HNF-SD-SNF-TI-059).

For the onsite worker (100 m), the calculateddose from this gaseous releaseaccident
without a subsequent explosion in the tube is:

EDE- = (14 g) (3.41 x 10-2Jm3)( 3.33 x 104 m3/s)(4.38 x 10’rem/g)

snt-332S.OS
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The offsite receptor dose from this gaseous release accidentwithout a subsequent explosion in the
tube is calculatedto be

EDEOM. = (14 g) (1.30 x 10”5s/m3)(3.33x 10+m3/s)(4.38x 10srem/g)

= 0.027 rem.

If the releaseis enhancedby an immediate detonation in the overpack storagetube, then both the
onsite and offsite releaseswould increaseby about a factor of 6 to 420 rem onsite and 0.16 rem
offsite. Such a detonation cannot occur tier the tube has been filled with inert gas, The
operation of placingthe MCO into the overpack storage tube and initiallyinertingthe tube will be
consideredpart of the recovery actions and not part of normal operationsas allowed under the
CSB Authorization Basis.

If the particulatewere filly containedby a sealedOST~ then the mitigated doses would be
zero. There is stiUa potential for releaseof a portion of this particulatewhen the tube vent and
purge cart is connected to the tube plug. The tube vent and purge cart would be used to relieve
the pressurefrom the overpack storagetube through HEPA filters so that the potential for
pressurized unfiltered relief of the overpack storage tube is reduced, If the filters are specified to
operate at a particulateremoval efficiency (below 10 microns) of at least 99.9°/0,then the resultant
mitigated doses are reduced by a factor of 1,000. The onsite (100 m) mitigated dose fkom the
gaseous release accident (without subsequent flammable gas explosion) is therefore reduced from
70 rem to 0.07 rem, which is well below the onsite guideline of 10 rem.

If the connection between the tube vent and purge cart and the overpack storage tube plug
were to fail during pressure purging, then a releasecould occur that bypasses the HEPA filters.
This failure could occur due to operator error, such as the operator moving the cart with the
flexible hose connected to the tube plug. If particulatein the overpack storage tube had settled
out of the gas and was distributed on surfaceswithin the tube, then the pressurized release or
particulatefrom the overpack storage tube would be describedby the same bounding release
fractions used duringthe initialreleasefrom the MCO. Applying the airbornereleasefraction of
5 x 10-3and the respirable&actionof 0.4 to the maximum particulatein the tube (60 g) givess
mass of respirableradioactiveparticulatereleasedto the environment of 0.12 g. This releasewill
lead to a dose of 0.6 rem to the onsite (100 m) receptor andto a dose of less than 1 rnremto the
offsite receptor. If the particulatein the overpack storage tube has not settled out of the gas
before the connection be~een the tube plug and cart fails, then the releaseto the operating area
could be up to the total particulate(60 g).

One can determine the approximatetime needed for the particulateto settle using a Stokes
settling equation for a tranquilgas. For the gas and particulatein the CSB scenario,the terminal
settling velocity of the particulateand then the time requiredto settle maybe describedby
(Hinds 1982, Eq. 3.13):
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pPd2g
v._TS 18q

where

VT, = terminal settling velocity (cm/s)
P* = particle density (g/cm’)
d = particle diameter (cm)
g = gravitationalconstant (crnA2)
n = viscosity of air (dyrrs/cm2)

and

TSetue =
H
v TS

where

TA, = time requiredto settle (s)
H = settling height (cm)

For 1 micron diameter particulateof density 5 g/cm3,the terminal settling velocity is given by:

Vm = (5 ~cm3) (1 x 104 cm)2(980 crn/s2)/ (18 * 1.81 x 10+P) = 0.015 cnr/s

and the correspondingtime to settle to the bottom of a 40 R tall storage tube is:

T8cnle= (40 ft) (30.48 cndft) / (0.015 CM/S)= S1280 S = 23 h

For particulatelargerthan 1 micron in diameter, the settling time will be less than that calculated
for 1 micron. Ailer more than 23 hours after a releaseinto the tube, the particulatewill have
settled so that it must be resuspendedbefore it could be released.

To determine a reasonablepressureincreasethat could be expected without a pressurized
releaseduring a 24 hour time period one must considerboth the maximum hydrogen generation
rate ffom the MCO and the pressure increasethat might be expected from tube temperature
changes. Atler about the first four days that the MCO is sealed at the CVDF, the hydrogen
generationgas rate is expected to fall. During the first 3 x 10sseconds the MCO temperature
could be expected to rise to 360 ~ while the hydrogen concentrationclimbs to as high as qZO/O,

resultingin a pressure of up to 2,6 atm (HNF-2256, Appendix T5). The averagehydrogen
generationrate duringthis time intervalwill be higherthan the rate at subsequent times under
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normal condhions. The maximum sustainedhydrogen gas generationrate ffom an MCO at the
CSB is about 4.8x 10-smolesk (HNF-2256). During 24 hours, about 4.15 moles of hydrogen
gas may be generated. If the tube containedgas from an MCO that had blown down tiom 3 atm
internalpressure and the tube was ioitiaUypressurizedto 4 lb/in2,then at a gas temperature of313
K the totrd number of moles of gas in the storagetube andMCO would be about 190. Adding
about 4 moles of gas to this system would raisethe pressureby about 20A,from about 8.1 lbhnz
gauge to 8.2 lbfinzgauge. If the temperature of the gas in the tube were to rise about 25 K during
this time period, then the pressurewould rise about an addhional8°Ato about 8.9 lbfinzgauge.
These changesare calculatedto represent typical tube pressure changesthat could occur from
largetemperature changesand largenormrdhydrogen gas generationrates, @ven that one might
reasonablyexpect the tube pressureto rise up to about 1 lb/in2gauge during a nearlyworst-case
24-hour time period, a pressure rise much greaterthan I lb/in2gauge could indicate a pressurized
releasethat could suspend significantparticulate. If the temperature of the tube gas were to drop
duringthe 24-hour time period, then a gaseous releasefrom the MCO would be partiallymasked
by the competing temperature induced pressure drop. Any significantpressurized releasefrom
the MCO would still produce a finalpressure more than 1 lb/in2gauge above that measured about
24 hours previously.

8.3.2 Flammable Gas Explosion

Whhout rnitigatioq a flammable hydrogen gas mixture can form within the MCO and/orthe
overpack storage tube. If a detonation occurs within the MCO, it can lead to an instantaneous
overpressure of about 16 atm, due to the reflected pressurepulse wave within the essentially
confined MCO. The blast effect would dislodge particulatefrom the tlrel, and the particulate
would be carriedout of the MCO as it repressurized. The airbornereleasefraction and the
respirablefraction recommended as boundingfor this accident in Section 5.3.2.2 of
DOE-HDBK-3010-94 are identicalto those used in the gaseous releaseaccident. The amount of
particulatereleasedto the inside of the overpack storagetube will be 60 g, The difference in the
calculatedreleasewill be due to the increasein the fraction of gas that escapesthe overpack
storagetube after the explosion. The tube initialpressure (before the explosion) will be assumed
to be atmosphericbecause the tube is assumed to be filled with air so that an explosion is possible.
Although a detonation could occur within the MCO, the actualoverpressurewithin the MCO just
atler the explosion wiUbe 8 atm with an internalgas temperature of 2700 K. Assuming that no
gas temperature changetakes place duringMCO venting to the tube foUowingthe explosion, the
resultant equilibriumpressure in the tube andMCO may be calculated.

If the MCO pressure tier the explosion is 8 atrq then the total number of moles of gas is:

ns = nl + nz= (8 atm)(500 L)/(It” 2700 K)+ (1.0 atm)(2,600 L)/@. 370 K) = (8.5 atm-L/K)/R,

0ss temperature, ignoringheat loss and differences in gas heat capacities,will be about 800 K.
The maximum tube pressureis:

P = (n3)(R. 800 K)/(500 L + 2,600 L) = (8.5 atm-L/K)(800 K)/(3, 100 L) = 2.2 atm.
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The overpack storage tube internalpressuremust exceed about 1.6 atm to lift the tube
plug so that the serdis broken. The fraction of the overpack storage tube gas releasedto the
operatingdeck is calculated:

Gas fraction released= (2.2 atm -1.6 atm)/2.2 atm = 0.27

If the 60 g of particulatereleasedfrom the MCO is spreaduniformly in the overpack storagetube
gas, then about27~0of the particulate,or 16 g, is releasedoutside the tube into the building and
environment.

For the onsite worker(100 m), the calculateddose from this accident is:

EDE- = (16 g) (3.41 x 10-2a/m3)(3.33 x 104 m3/s)(4.38 x 10’ rerdg)

=81 rem.

The offsite receptor dose is calculatedto be:

EDEOfib = (16 g) (1.30 x 10’ slm3)(3.33 x 104 m3/s)(4.38 x 105rerdg)

= 0.031 rem

8.4 CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS

8.4.1 Gaseous Release Accident

The overpack storagetube and tube phrgprovide passive corrtinementfor gases escaping
the MCO; however, the pressurereachedin the overpack storagetube would cause the tube plug
to momentarily lift so that some portion of the tube gases escapesto the operatingarea. As the
pressurized gas is releasedhorn the MCO, it will expand into the overpack storage tube. The
overpack storage tube is backtlled with helium it is expected to be at a minimum of 4 lb/in2gauge
pressurebefore this event occurs. Given the combined gaseous vohrme (V3) in the MCO
(Vl = 500 L) and the free space in the overpack storage tube (V2 =2,600 L), the equilibrium
pressurein both after the gaseous release,using the ideal gas law, is about 2.1 atm.

The overpack storage tube internalpressure must exceed about 1.6 atm to Iii the tube plug
so that the serdis broken. The fraction of the overpack storagetube gas releasedto the operating
deck is 0.24. If the 60 g of particulatereleasedfkom the MCO is spreaduniformly in the
overpack storage tube gas, about z4°/o of the particulate,or 14 g, is releasedoutside the tube into
the building and environment.
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If the overpack storage tube is not filled with inert gas, the gas releasedfrom the MCO to
the overpack storage tube could form a flammablemixture. If this mixture detonates, there would
be sufficient force to lift the tube plug, permanentlybreakingthe seal (see flammable gas
explosion discussionthat follows). In this case, all 60 g of particulatecould be releasedto the
environment.

The radiologicaldose (effective dose equivalent) to a downwind receptor can be calculated
using (HNF-SD-SNF-TI-059):

EDE = (M)(x/Q’)@R)(l-JD)

where

EDE = the effective dose equivalent (rem)
M = the respirableradioactiveparticulatereleased(g)
x/Q’ = the airtransport factor (S/m’)
BR = the averageinhalationrate duringthe release(m3/s)
UD = the committed effective dose equivalentper unit gram (rem/g).

For this release, the appropriatevahresfor the airtransport factor (x/Q) are given for release
durationstlom the CSB that areless than one hour. For the onsite receptor 100 m tlom the CSB,
the maximum value for x/Q’ is 3.41 x 102 s/m3. The value for the receptor at the Hanford Site is
1.30 x 10-5s/m3(HNF-SD-SNF-TI-059). The breathingrate (FIR)for a short duration releaseis
3.33 x 10+m3/s, that of an individualperforming light activity (HNF-SD-SNF-TI-059). The unit
dose (LID) equivalent for the spent nuclearfuel is 4.38 x 105renr/g(HNF-SD-SNF-TI-059).

For the onsite worker(100 m), the calculateddose from this gaseous releaseaccident
without a subsequent explosion in the tube is:

EDEtik = (14 g) (3.41 x 102 a/m3)(3.33x 104 m3/s)(4.38 x 105renr/g)

=70 rem.

If the releaseis chanced by an immediate detonation in the overpack storage tube, then
both the onsite and offsite releaseswould be increasedby about a factor of 7, to 490 rem onsite
and 0.18 rem offsite. This detonation could not occur after the tube has been filled with inert gas.
The operation of placingthe MCO into the overpack storagetobe and initiaUyinertingthe tube
wiUbe consideredpart of the recovery actions and not part of normal operations.

If the particulateis fuUycontainedby a sealedOST~ the mitigated doses would be zero.
There is stiUa potential for releaseof a portion of this particulatewhen the tube vent and purge
cart is connected to the tube plug. The tube vent and purge cart would be used to relieve the
pressurefrom the overpack storagetube through HEPA falters,so that the potentirdfor
pressurized unfiltered relief of the overpack storagetube is reduced. If the filters are specified to
operate at a particulateremoval efficiency (below 10 pm) of at least 99.9°/0,the resultant
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mitigated doses arereduced by a factor of 1,000. The onsite (100 m) mitigated dose tkom the
gaseous releaseaccident (without subsequent flammablegas explosion) is therefore reduced from
70 rem to 0.07 rem which is well below the onsite guideline of 10 rem,

If the connection between the tube vent and purge cart and the overpack storage tube plug
fails duringpressure purging, a releasecould occur that bypasses the HEPA filters. This ftilure
could occur due to operator error(e.g., the operatormoving the cartwith the flexible hose
connected to the tube plug). If particulatein the overpack storage tube had settled out of the gas
and was distributed on surfaceswithin the tube, the pressurized releaseof particulatetlom the
overpack storage tube would be describedby the same bound~ngreleasefractions used duringthe
initialreleasefrom the MCO. Applying the airbornereleasefraction of 5 x 103 and the respirable
fraction of 0.4 to the maximum particulatein the tube (60 g) gives a 0.12 g mass of respirable
radioactiveparticulatereleasedto the environment. This releasewill lead to a dose of 0.6 rem to
the onsite(100 m) receptor andto a dose of less than 1 mrem to the offsite receptor. If the
particulatein the overpack storage tube has not settled out of the gas before the connection
between the tube plug and cart fitls, the releaseto the operating areacould be up to the total
particulate(60 g). In this case, the quick-disconnect valve, flexible connection hose, cart piping
from the connecting hose to the HEPA filter on the cart, and the HEPA filter are safety-significant
preventive and mitigative features on the tube vent and purge cart.

An additionalmitigation considerationis particulatesettling. The approximatetime needed
for the particulateto settle can be determined using a Stokes settling equation for a tranquil gas.
For the gas and particulatein the CSB scenario,the terminal settling velocity of the particulate
and the time requiredto settle are determined. For a l-pm-diameter particulateof density
5 g/cm3,the time to settle to the bottom of a 40-tl-tall overpack storage tube is about 23 hours.
For particulate larger than 1 ~m in diameter, the settling time will be less than that calculatedfor
1 ~m,

The tube vent and purge cart will be connected to the overpack storage tube plug to reinert
the tobe if the pressure in the tube fills below or above a predeterminedrange. A pressurized
releasefrom an MCO could occur at any time. If such a releasehas occurred and led to an
increaseoverpack storage tube pressure, then it is unlikely that another quick releasewill occur.
If the tube pressure has frdlenbelow the specified rangeand a releaseis not known to have
occurred, then a releaseis still possible. A similarevent could occur at the MCO service station
when this station is used to vent and purge a high-pressurecask. A high-pressurecask is
considered an off-normal situation in which the MCO seal maybe breached. Accordingly, the
MCO service station’s connectingvalve, comecting hose, associatedpiping to the HEPA filter,
and the HEPA filter are safety significantfor worker safety.

8.4.2 Flammable Gas Explosion

Without rnitigatio~ a flammablehydrogen gas mixture can form within the MCO and/orthe
overpack storage tube. A stoicbiometric ratio of hydrogen and oxygen from airis not expected
within the MCO, as the MCO is filled with helium at the Cold Vacuum Drying Facilityand the
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production of hydrogen is greatly reduced if oxygen enters the MCO. A leak could develop in the
MCO and allow the helium-hydrogenmixture to escapewhile hydrogen continues to be produced.
Air can diflirseinto the MCO tier the MCO has depressunizedto equilibriumpressure with the
tube. If a stoichiometric mixture of oxygen in airwith hydrogen is conservativelyused to
calculatethe pressure irnrnedlatelyafter ignitio~ the pressurewithin the MCO is calculatedto be
about 8 atm. If a detonation occurs, it can lead to an instantaneousoverpressureof about 16 atm,
due to the reflected pressure pulse wave within the essentiallycontined MCO, The MCO might
sustain additionaldamagefrom this explosion, but is expected to substantiallywithstand this
instantaneousoverpressure. If about 14 g of particulateare releasedtlom the overpack storage
tube to the environment, then dose consequencesmaybe calculatedas shown in the following
example.

For the onsite worker(100 m), the calculateddose from this accident is

EDEtim = (14 g) (3.41 x 102 s/m3)(3.33 x 10+m3/s)(4.38 x 10’ renr/g)

=71 rem.

It is possible for a hydrogen gas mixture to ignite within the overpack storage tube that is
not inerted ratherthan within the MCO. This explosion would not necessarilylead to a significant

radiological release, but would lead to large mechanicrd forces being applied to the OSTA. This

scenario could result if hydrogen slowly escapes from the MCO into the tube and ignites.

Because the tube plug could be sealedand mechanicallylocked into place, the pressure in the tube
could be as high as 2.1 atm before the ignition. Whh a 2,1 atm startingpressure in the overpack
storagetube the explosion could lead to a detonation pressurepulse of about 30 atm in the
overpack storage tube. The tube design pressureis 7.5 atm and its working pressure is 52 atm
(CSB-RM-0011). The tube plug lockdown device design pressure is 6.1 atm and its working
pressure is about 27 atm. The tube plug will litl at a pressureof 1.6 atm if the lockdown device is
not applied, and also at a pressurebelow the failurepressure of the tube if the plug mechanically
locked into place. The tube would not suffer significantstructuraldamagethat would prevent it
flom continuing to perform its safety-class structuralfimctions even if a detonation caused it to
lose gaseous containment.

8.5 COMPARISON TO GUIDELINES

The unmitigated gaseous releaseaccidents and the unmitigated hydrogen explosion
accidents result from the MCO being damaged. The most likely cause of this damageis a drop of
the MCO. Analysis for credibleMCO drops has indicatedthat it is not possible for the a drop to
cause an MCO to lose gaseous confinement if the MCO mechanicalseal is of expected qualhy and
is properly assembled. The bounding annurdfrequency for eitherthe gaseous release or hydrogen
explosion accident is estimated to be 1 x 104/year,which is categorized into the unlikely event
category. Unliiely events are those in which the annurdtlequency of occurrenceis between
1.0 x 102 and 1.0 x 104. For urrhkelyevents, the radiologicalonsite risk evahrationguideline is
10 rem and the offsite accidentreleaselimit is 5 rem (Sellers 1997), Both the unmitigated
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gaseous releaseaccidents and the unmitigated hydrogen explosion accidents resuk in onsite dose
consequencesthat exceed onsite guidelines. Neither of these accidents lead to offsite dose
consequencesin excess of the limits.

The gaseous releaseaccident, without subsequent flammablegas explosion, can be
prevented or at least mitigated by requiringthe OSTA to act as a secondaryconfinement to the
MCO, The overpack storage tube and tube plug must be ableto confnrea pressurized gas to at
least 2.1 atm. If the overpack storagetube andtube plug are designedto maintaingaseous
cordinementat a suitablepressure above 2.1 at~ the immediate releasewill be prevented. The
tubes are designed to withstand a pressure in excess of 7 atm. The tube plugs are serdedand have
Iockdown devices that hold the plug seal in place for internaltube pressuresup to at least 6.1 atm
(75 lb/in2gauge). If this lockdown device is in place, the tube will be sealed and no releasewill
result from this accident.

A gaseous releaseaccident followed by a flammablegas explosion in the overpack storage
tube is precluded if the tube has been filled with inert gas. A similarrisk of gaseous releaseand
subsequent flammable gas explosion could occur at any time until the MCO is placed in the
overpack storage tube and the tube is inerted, After the accident and until the MCO handling
machineplaces the MCO in an overpack storage tube andthe tube is inerted is considered an
accidentrecovery time period. Appropriate accidentmitigation or prevention will be determined
by an accident recovery team during recovery. The gaseous release accident followed by a
flammablegas explosion in the overpack storage tube is prevented by maintainingan inert
environment in the tube.

After a gaseous releaseaccident in the overpack storagetube, the tube vent and purge cart
would be used to relieve the pressure from the tube through HEPA filters to reduce the potential
for pressurizedunfiltered relief of the overpack storagetube. If the filters are specified to operate
at a particulateremoval efficiency (below 10 pm) of at least 99,9°/0,the resultant mitigated doses
are reduced by a factor of 1,000. The onsite (100 m) mitigated dose ffom the gaseous release
accident is therefore reduced from 70 rem to 0.07 rem, which is well below the onsite guideline of
10 rem. These mitigated dose consequenceswould rdsobe applicableto a scenariowhere the
MCO depressurized duringthe inerting operationusing the cart. A summary of the doses
expected from the MCO gaseous releaseaccident and comparisonto guidelinesis given in
Table 8-1.

If a gaseous release occurs from an MCO andthe tube vent and purge cart inerting line
connected to the tube plug ftik, the unmitigated (Table 8-1) MCO gaseous releaseaccident dose
consequences could result. Table 8-2 summarizes the dose consequencesfrom such an accident
and provides consequences guidelinesfor comparison. This accident sequence is deemed
extremely ufllkely because the frequency of an operatorerrorIeadhg to a connection faihrre(the
clearlydominant faihrremode) is about 102 per operation. Combining this frequency with the
frequency of a gaseous releaseevent (calculatedabove to be about 104/yr) gives an estimated
annualfrequency of 10</yr.
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Table 8-1. Dose CalculationSmmnary for a Multi-Canister Overpack Osseous Release
Accident inside an Overpack Storage Tube Without Subsequent

FkunrnableGas Explosion.

Evaluation guidefiieb[
Receptor kxation Duration Unmitigated dose* Safe&-signi6cant

(distance>dirscti.n)
release limits

(hours) rem (Sv) mitigated doserem (Sv)
unlikely rem (Sv)

Onsite
-=1 10.0 0.07

(100 mE) (7.0;41) (1.OE-01) (7.0 E-3)’

HighWay 240
<1

4.2 E-02
(10,510m~ (4.2 E-04)

..

Hanford Sits boundary
<1

2,7 E-o2 5.0
(17,390 mE) (2,7 E.04) (5.0 E-02)

Not calculated”

‘Fit?y-ya committed effective dose equivalent.
%valuation guideliie for onsite (100 m) recqtor onfy.
Wnfikely event frequency is llY2to 10<P year.
‘Initial accident prevemted,but @mtial dose from release of particulate tbmugb tube vent and purge cmt

filters is calculated
%cause the unmitigated accidsnt dws not exmed rekase limits, no mitigated consequences were calculated,

Table 8-2. Dose CalculationSununaryfor Osseous Release Accident
from a ContaminatedOverpack Storage Tube Following a

Multi-Canister Overpack PressurizedRelease.

Evaluation guiddinebl
Receptor Iocation Duration Unmitigated dose’ Safety-significant

release liits
(distance, direction) (hours) rem (Sv) rem (Sv) mitigated dose

extremely unfikeljP rem (Sv)

Gnsite
<1

420 25.0 0.6
(lOOm E) (4.2) (2SE-!N) (6.0 E-3)

fi@Way 240
<1

2.4 E-01
(10,510 m W) (2.4 E-03)

--

Hanford Site boundary
<1

1.6E-01 5.0
(17,390 m E) (1.6 E-03) (5.0 E-02)

Not calculated’

‘Fitly-yearcommitted effective dose equivalent.
%valuation guideline for onsite (100 m) receptoronfy,
%tmmely unfikely event frequency is 104 to 10’ per year.
%cause the unmitigated accident dces not exceed release limits, no mitigated consequences were calculatal,
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The flammable gas explosions can simply be prevented if the overpack storage tubes are
maintainedfree of oxygen. The feel in the MCO produces hydrogen and oxygen gas, but nearly
all the oxygen is expected to react with the fiel and remove it from the gas
(HNF-SD-SNF-TI-040). If the tube environment is maintainedfree of airby maintaininghelium
in the tube, the hydrogen cannot forma flammablegas in the MCO or in the overpack storage
tube. The overpack storagetube and tube plug are designed to provide a sealed environment that
will not permit significantairingress. The tube plug provides a port that canbe used to
periodicallypressure-purgethe overpack storagetube with inert helium gas. Immediately after an
MCO is placed into the overpack storagetube, the tube can be pressurepurged until essentially
no oxygen remainswithin the tube. Whhout a flammable atmosphere inside the MCO or
overpack storage tube, there can be no flammablegas explosion or resultingradiologicalrelease.
The mitigated onsite dose from the flammablegas explosion accident is therefore reduced to
Orem. The dose consequences fkom the flammablegas explosion within an overpack storagetobe
and the applicableguidelines are summarized for comparisonin Table 8-3.

Table 8-3. Dose CalculationSummaryfor FlammableGas Explosion
Accident with a Multi-Canister Overpack

inside an Overoack Storaee Tube.
A

Evaluation guidelineb[
Receptor lccation Duration Unmitigated dose”

Safety-significant
release bits

(distance, d.ection) @ouIs) rem (Sv) rem (Sv)
mitigatsd dose

wdiiel~
rem (Sv)

Cnsite <1 10.0
(100 m E) (Os:l) (1.OE-01)

Accident prevented

Hi@lWay240
<1

4.S E-o2
(lo,510m U9 (4.8 E-o4)

.- .-

Hanford Site Lmundmy
<1

3.1 E-02 5.0
(17,390 mE) (3.1 E-04) (5.0 E-02)

Not calculated

Tii?y-year umunittsd effective dose equivalent.
%Xaluatio. @dsliie for omits (100 m) receptoronly.
lJnlikeIy event frequency is 10’ to 10’ ~ year.
%kcause the unmitigated accident dces not exceed release limits, no mitigated consequences were calculated,

8.6 SUMMARY OF SAFETY-CLASS STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AND
COMPONENTS AND TECHNICAL SAFETY REQUIREMENT
CONTROLS

The safety equipment designatedto prevent gas release events horn and flammable gas
explosion in the overpack storage tubes are as follows.

● Overpack storagetubes (safety class)— Provide stmctural support and protection
of MCOs to rdlowfor proper passive cooling and cnticalhy geometry control while
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maintaininggaseous corrtinementand enablingan inert gas atmosphere to be
maintained,

● Overpack storage tube base assemblies(safety class) — Provide structuralsupport
of overpack storagetubes.

● Overpack storage tube plugs (safety significant)— Maintain gaseous confinement
of the overpack storagetubes up to 2.1 atm pressurq contain pressure gauge to
allow tube pressureto be monitored; have port that allows the overpack storage
tube to be inerted, by pressurepurge, with helium gay have associatedlockdowrr
detice to help maintainconfinement and inert atmosphere.

● Cask servicing system connectingvalve, connecting hose, associatedpiping, and
the HEPA filter (safety significant)— Maintain gaseous and particulate
confinement during cask venting operations.

● Bottom impact absorber(safety class)— Reduce accelerationand associatedforce
on MCO that is dropped into tube so that unacceptabledamage should not occur
to MCO.

● Overpack plug cover (safety significant)— Protect overpack storage tube plug
from darnageffom dropped or moving objects that could breachthe gaseous
confinement of the tube.

● Tube vent and purge cart connecting hose, interface piping, overpack storage tube
plug quick-disconnect valve, andHEPA filter (safety significant)— Maintain
gaseous confinement of radioactiveparticulateduring purging operations.

8.6.1 Safety-Class Carbon Steel Base Slab Embeds

The carbonsteel embeds for vault 1 are evaluatedfor the design basis earthquakebased on
the seismic loadingftom the storagetubes and the MCOS, which contain spent nucleartlreland
weigh up to 9,300 kg (20,500 lb). The embed–tube interface design accommodates the current
design basis earthquakefor tubes loaded with MCOS. The embeds and tube base assemblieswork
in concert to restrainthe storagetube at the basemat elevation. Seismic analysisand the design of
the embeds were performed to ACI-349, Code Requirementsfor Nuclear Safety Related
Concrete Structures, standardsand includedthe seismic interactionloads from two MCOS.
Any tlrtureuse of the embeds in vaults 2 and 3 must be evaluatedagainsttheir originaldesign,
which was for seismic loading associatedwith the CSB mission,

There are no technical safety requirements applicablefor the embed
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8.6.2 Overpack Storage Tube, Bellows Assembly, Tube Plugs, and Tube Base Assemblies

The overpack storage tube and tobe plugs forma confinement barrierfor the spent nuclear
fuel contained in off-normal MCOS. The overpack storage tube and tube plug have four safety
fimctions:

● Maintain the geometric configurationrelied on for cooling and criticality geometry

control

● Maintain an inert atmosphere to preclude combustion of hydrogen in the overpack
storage tube

● Provide radiationshieldingfor operatingareapersormel

● Contine any particulateradionuclidesreleasedfrom off-normal MCOS during
storage condhions.

The overpack storage tube also provides the confinement boundarybetween the vault and the
MCO. The bellows isolate the operatingareaatmosphere from the vault’s naturrdconvection
cooling and allow for the thermal expansionof the overpack storage tube. A 44-mm (1.7- in.)
clearancebetween the lower bellows flange andthe lower embed step helps to maintainoverpack
storage tube integrity during a potential MCO drop accident. The tube plug seals againstthe tube
to prevent the egress of the overpack storage tube’s inert atmosphere and the ingress of oxyge~
as well as to .contairrpotentially contaminatedparticulatereleasestlom the MCO exterior surface,
The tube plug also provides shieldingfor the operators. The bottom impact absorbersmitigate
the effects of an MCO drop, to keep the drop from breachingthe MCO wall and/or the overpack
storage tube, thus preventing the releaseof radionuclidesinto the vault atmosphere. The
overpack storage tube wall provides the heat transfer surfacefor cooling by naturrdconvection.
The overpack storage tubes and the tube base assembliesprovide structuralsupport for the MCOS
during design basis accidents, and a geometric arrayfor cooling and criticalityprevention. Tube
base assembliesare provided with cooling passagesto ensure that the overpack storage tube does
not overheat the concrete floor of the vault basemat.

Technical safety requirements have been developed that requirethe following.

● All overpack storage tube plugs are in place when any MCOS are stored in the
vault.

The accidents identified in the CSB hazardanalysis(HNF-SD-SNF-HJE-00 1) that can lead
to the gaseous release events in the overpack storage tubes are listed in Table 8-4 alongwith
correspondingchecklkt designator safety finction$ and safety structures, systems, and
components.
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Table 8-4. Safety Function and Classificationof Structures, Systems, and Components Involved in Recovery Actions Related to

m-J-06 events cause air to
)U-R-07 be introduced into
3U-R-09 Itheovqackstorage
XJ-R-1O hIbe

3A-N-Olb
3A-N-03b
3A-N-04

DA-B-07
OA-B-1O
DA-H-06c
DA-N-Olb
OA-N-03b
OU-R-01

radiological
xposure to workers

0ss of umt-mement
y the overpack
toragetube

eous Releases and Explosions from Overpack Storage Tubes. (2 sheets)

%tetyfeature SSCS end TSRS

General safety function is prevent collapse of Canister Storage Building structures or Ioss of
stmctural integrity of the facility when there is SNF in the facility

safetv-class Sscs
. Standard and overpack storage tubes, operating deck, and vault—Provide sfrwtural integfhy for

all design basis natuml phenomena hazard criteria when SNF is in the facili~

%fetv-simificant SSCS
. Operating building and support buildin<-Provide structural integrity for all design bnsis

natural phenomena hezard criteria when SNF is in the facility

No TSRS for recovery-relatcxl contsols

General safety function is provide shielding, consistent with ALARA principles for personnel in the

Safetv-sienificrmt SSCs
. Overpack storage tube assemblies (tube plug)--Provi& radkztion protdion to the operating

areafrom MCOS in the overpaek storage tube when here are MCOS in the storage tubes

&
. Ml ovema.ck staraee tube uhms must be in ukme

General sate~ function is tocontainradiological p~date

Safetv-simificant SSC$
. Overpack storage tube assemblies (storage tubes, tube.plug, bellows, seal, leckdovm, pressure

gauge)-Contain radiological particulate for pressure up to 75 lbhn’ gauge when MCO is in an
overpack storage tube

No TSRS for recovery-related controls

NRC ITS Class

ITS Cateflotv &
. seismically

qnalified storage
tubes, operafmg
deek, end vault

D S Cateeorv B:
. Seismically

qualiied, tornado.
hardened building

ITS classification is
not applicable
(-5 rem)

ITS classification is
not applicable
(-=5rem)



Table 8-4. Safety Function and Classificationof Structures, Systems, and Components Involved in Recovery Actions Related to
Gaseous Releases and Ex~losions tlom Overoack Storaze Tubes. (2 sheets)

Checklist
designator

IA-J-OM

IA-G-14
IA.F.02

OA-D-Olb
(battay 0.
purge cat)

“Buildmc

Accident

Loss Ofinert gas
atmosphere in the
oveqrack storage
tube

Damage to overpack
storage tubs plug
-bly by falling,
dropped, or
colliding objects

t.OSSof MCO
integrity caused by
mrrosion of the
MCO wall or loss of
seals on the
overpack storage
tube plw$

safety sigpiticant COM

Safety feature SSCS and TSRS

General safety function is to prevent hydrogen detonation or deflagration from the off-normal MCO,
preclude loss of inert gas and maintain inert gas atmosphere in overpack storage tube

Safetv-aimhicmt SSCS
, Overpack storage tube assemblies (storage tubes, tube plug, seal, lockdown device, tube

cover)--Preclude loss of inert gas and maintain inat gas atmosphere (to prevent oxygen ingress)
in an overpack storage tube when there is an MCO in the overpack

No TSRS for recovery-relatrd contiols

General safety function ia to prevent falling, dropped, or moving objds from impacting overpack
rtorage tube plug asaembly

%fetv-simificant SSCS
. Overpack storage tube covex-Prevents objwts ibm falliig onto the tube plug and causing loss

of gasemrs wmfwrnent or inert gas atmosphere when there is an MCO in the overpack storage
tube

No TSRS for recmmy-related controls

Genersl safety function is to prevent a gas release from overpack storage tube into the operating
rrea from corrosion by battery acid

Safetv-sianti cant Sscs
, Isolated battery comptu+nrent-contaim cart battsry acid to confine any acid leakage from the

battery to the purge cart when the CaIIis in the operating area

NRC ITS Class

ITS Catezow &
Overpack storage tube
assemblies (storage
tubes, tube plug, seals,
Iockdown device, tube
cover)

ITS clasaitication is
not applicable
(* rem)

US Catezorv B:
[dated comprntment

No TSRS for rewwry-related contsols

stent with waiver 1 to HNF-PRO-704, Hazard andAccident Anafysis Process, FIuorDaniel Hanford, Incorporated,
Richkmd, Wm”bgton.

bTbe corrosion is causrd hy a chemical reaction with the battay acid spilled horn the purge cart battery.

ALARA = as low ss reasonably achievable.
ITS = important to safety,

%. MCO = multi-canister overpack.
%
;

NRC = U.S. Nuclear Regrdato~ Commission

~
SSC = stmcture, system, and component.
SNF = spent nuclear fuel.

z
% TSR = technical safety requirement.
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APPENDIX A
EVENT TREE ANALYSIS FOR DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTS

A1.O EVENT TREE FOR GASEOUS RELEASE IN THE CANISTER STORAGE
BUILDING AT THE SAMPLINGWELD STATiON

Figure Al-1 shows the event tree used to develop the probabilityof a gaseous release
from a multi-canister overpack (MCO) at the Canister Storage Building (CSB) sampling/weld
station.

Initiating event (Event B3) :24 MCOS will be sampled at the CSB sarnplinglweld station for

monitoring purposes three times each in the first year for a total of 72 MCO samples per year.

Sequence 1 Event L: The probabtity that the sample line will maintainleak integrity (no leaks)
involves the MCO valve operator attachment to the MCO maintainingleak
integrity, the flexible line inside the sample hood maintainingleak integrity, and the
flexible line outside of the sample hood through the sample cart maintainingleak
integrity.

The probabilitythat the MCO valve operator attachment to the MCO will maintain
leak integrity is estimated as 0.99. The vahreof 0.01 is the estimated operator
error of 1 in a hundredthat the operatorwill not tighten the bolts on the valve
operator attachment such that a leak can occur between the attachment and the
MCO.

The probabtity that a flexible line inside the sample hood will maintainleak
integrity is 0.999984 (1-[4E-06/lr* 4h]). The value of 4E-06/h is a value for
lightly stressed hose based on DP-1633, Component Failure-Rate Data with
Potential Applicability to a Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing Plant (page 18]. The
failure rate for lightly stressed hose was used as surrogatefor the failure rate for
flexible hose in the sarnplirrg/weldstation because no failure data was readily
availablefor flexible hose. Also, the failurerate for lightly stressed hose is more
conservative than for piping leaks. Failurerates for piping seem inappropriatefor
flexible hose because the flexibility of the hose also makes it more likely to fail than
piping. The four hours used in the above calculationrepresents an estimated
amount of time that the flexible hose will be used for samplingfor each MCO
sampling occurrence.

The probabilitythat a flexible line outside the sample hood, from the hood through
the sample cart, will maintainleak integrity is 0.999984 (1-[4E-06/h * 4h]). The
value of 4E-06/lr is a vahrefor lightly stressed hose baaedon DP-1633 @age 18).
The failurerate for lightly stressed hose was used as surrogatefor the failure rate
for flexible hose in the samplirrg/weldstation because no failure data was readily
availablefor flexible hose. Also, the failurerate for lightly stressed hose is more
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conservative than for piping leaks. Failurerates for piping seem inappropriatefor
flexible hose because the flexibility of the hose also makes it more likely to fail than
piping. The four hours used in the above calculation represents an est~mated

amount of time that the flexible hose will be used for samplingfor eachMCO
samplingoccurrence.

If the sample line leak integrity is maintainedfrom MCO port 2 through the sample
cart, no gaseous releasewill occur from the samplirrglweldstatio~ thus no release
consequence. The likelihood of no releasesoccurringis the multiplication of the
probabilitiesmaintainingleak integrity calculatedabove (0.99 * 0.999984
*0.999984 = 0.989968 or approximately0.99) times the number of MCOs
sampled per year (0.989968/MCO sampled * 72 MCOS sampled/year=
approximately7I/yew. Another way to reach the same result is sum the failure
probabilitiesand subtract them from 1 (1 – [0.01 + 0.000016+ 0.000016]=
0.989968 or approximately0.99) times the number of MCOs sampled per year
(0.989968/MCO sampled* 72 MCOS sampled/year= approximately 71/yesr).

Sequence 2 Event L: The probabilitythat the sample line will leak involves a leak of the MCO
valve operator attachment to the MCO, a leak of the flexible line inside the sample
hood, and a leak of the flexible line outside of the sample hood through the sample
cart.

The probabilitythat the MCO valve operatorattachment to the MCO will leak is
estimated as 0.01. The value of 0.01 is the estimated operator error of 1 in a
hundred that the operatorwill not tighten the bolts on the valve operator
attachment such that a leak can occur between the attachment and the MCO.

The probabilitythat a flexible line inside the sample hood will leak is 0.000016
(4E-06/h * 4h). The vahreof 4E-06/h is a vahrefor lightly stressed hose based on
DP-1633 (page 18). The failurerate for lightly stressed hose was used as
surrogatefor the failurerate for flexible hose in the samplinglweld station because
no failure data was readilyavailablefor flexible hose. Also, the failure rate for
lightly stressed hose is more conservativethan for piping leaks. Failurerates for
piping seem inappropriatefor flexible hose becausethe flexibility of the hose also
makes it more likely to fail than piping. The four hours used in the above
calculationrepresents an estimated amount of time that the flexible hose will be
used for samplingfor eachMCO samplingoccurrence.

The probabilitythat a flexible line outside the sample hood, tlom the hood through
the sample cart, will leak is 0.000016 (4E-06/h * 4h). The value of 4E-06/h is a
value for lightly stressed hose based on DP-1633 @age 18). The failure rate for
lightly stressed hose was used as surrogatefor the failurerate for flexible hose in
the sampling/weld station because no failure data was readily availablefor flexible
hose. Also, the failure rate for lightly stressed hose is more conservative than for
piping leaks. Failurerates for piping seem inappropriatefor flexible hose because
the flexibility of the hose also makes it more likely to ftil than piping. The four
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hours used in the above calculationrepresents an estimated amount of time that the
flexible hose will be used for samplingfor eachMCO samplingoccurrence.

If the sample line leaks and no high-efficiencyparticulateairfiltration is credited,
an unfiltered gaseous releasewill occur from the samplinglweld station. The
likelihood of a releaseoccurringis the sum of the probabfities leaks calculated
above (0.01 + 0.000016 + 0.000016= 0.010032 or approximately 0.01) times the
number of MCOs sampled per year (0.010032/MCO ssmpled * 72 MCOS
sampled/year= approximately0.7/year.

REFERENCE

DP-1633, 1982, Component Failure-Rate Data withPotential Applicability to a Nuclear Fuel
Reprocessing Plant, E. I. du Pent de Nemours & Co., SavannahRiver Laboratory, Aiken,
South Carolina.
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Figure Al-1. Event Tree Used to Develop Multi-Canister Overpack Gas Release Probability
at the Canister Storage Building SamplingiWeld Station.
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A2.O EVENT TREE FOR HYDROGEN EXPLOSIONS INSIDE A
MUL’J%CANISTER OVERPACK AT THE

CANISTER STORAGE BUILDING

The event tree maps the sequence of events that could lead to a hydrogen explosion inside
the MCO. The event tree for a hydrogen explosion during cask venting is shown in F@e A2-1.

The first event on the tree is labeled “MCO SAMPLING.” This item accounts for the fact
that the events Ieadlngup to a hydrogen explosion startwith the operationthat samplesthe cask.
It also shows the activity will occur three times for each of the 24 monitoring MCOS received at
the CSB, or a total of 72 times per year.

The second event is labeled “NORMAL SAMPLE.” This item evahratesthe effect of
inadvertently depressurizingthe MCO ratherthan only removing enough gas for the sample. The
probabilityof this occurringis taken to be 0.01 per MCO, as shown in Figure A2-1.

The third event is labeled“HERECHARGET This item evahratesthe inadvertent
presence of oxygen in the helium system. This could happentwo ways. The first way assumes
the helium lines are repressurized for maintenance,fiUedwith air, and not purged prior to use.
The estimated probabilityfor this failureis 0.01 per year due to operator error. The second way
assumes the helium supplierfills the helium supply tanks or supply truck with oxygen. Because
multiple errors on the supplierspart are necessaryfor it to occur, it is assigneda probabilityof
0.0001 per year as shown on Figure A2-1.

The overall probabilityfor the explosion inside the MCO depends on which failure occurs
at the third step. If air is present in the helium lines, the overallprobabilityis 7.2 x 10-3per year.
If oxygen is present in the helium supply, the overallprobabfity is 7.2 x 10’ per year. This
accident may therefore be in either the “ufllkel~ or “extremelyufllkely” category.
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A3.O EVENT TREES FOR HYDROGEN EXPLOSIONS EXTERNAL
TO THE MULTI-CANISTER OVERPACK AT THE

CANISTER STORAGE BUILDING

The Figure A3-1 event tree maps the sequence of events that could lead to a hydrogen
explosion outside the multi-canisteroverpack. The event tree includesboth initiatorsand
mitigation. The diagramsfor the hydrogen explosions discussed earlierare presented in this
appendix,

A3.1 EVENT TREE FOR HYDROGEN EXPLOSION DURING CASK VENTING

The event tree for a hydrogen explosion during cask venting is shown in Figure A3- 1.

The first event on the tree is labeled “CASK VENT.” This item accounts for the fact that the
events leadingup to a hydrogen explosion startwith the operationthat vents the cask, It also
shows the activity will occur at least once for each multi-canisteroverpack received at CSB.

The second event is labeled “MCO.” This item evaluatesthe presence of a leak from the
MCO to the transportationcask which exceeds the leakage criteria. The upper branchindicates
that the leakage is within the criteria. The lower branchindicatesthat the MCO leaks faster than
the criteria. The calculationsassume the leak rate is 10,000 times the leak rate criteriafor a
mechanicallysealedMCO. According to DP-1633, Component Failure-Rate Data with Potential
Applicability to a Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing Plant, the failurerate for O-ring seals leaking is
1 x 10<per hour. Multiplying this by the number of hours in a year gives about 0.01 per year per
MCO. An additionalfailure to detect the leak must occur at the Cold Vacuum Drying Facility,
Thus, the overall failureprobabilityis 1 x 104 per year per MCO, as shown in Figure A3- 1.

The third event is labeled “DEPRESSUR.TZE.” This item evahratesthe effect of venting
duration. The upper branchindicatesthat the flow from the cask is normallythrottled to reduce
the hydrogen concentrationin the exhauster. The lower branchindicatesthat the cask pressure is
relieved suddenly so that there is an explosive concentrationhydrogen and air in the exhauster. A
probabilityof 0.01 is assignedto this failure since it is persormelrelated.

The fourth event is labeled “IGNITION.” This item accounts for the location of the
ignition source in the portable exhauster. The upper branchindicatesthe explosion occurs in the
ductwork leadingto possible injury of personnelnearby. The lower branchindicatesthe
explosion occurs in the high-efficiency particulateairfilter, releasesradioactivityto the
environment. The overall probabilityof an explosion is 1 x 104 per year. This placesthe accident
in the “unhkely”category.
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A3.2 EVENT TREE FOR A HYDROGEN EXPLOSION DURING
MULTI-CANISTER OVERPACK HANDLING

The event tree for a hydrogen explosion during cask venting is shown in F@re A3-2. The
first event on the tree is labeled “MCOMOVEMENT.” This item accounts for the fact that the
events leadingup to a hydrogen explosion startwith relocatingan MCO using the MCO handling
machine (MHM). It also shows the activity will occur at least once for each multi-canister
overpack received at CSB.

The second event is labeled “MHM.” This item evaluatesthe effect of an accidentwhich
immoblliies the MHM and disablesits ventilation system. An example is a power failurelasting
two days. The upper branchindicatesthat no mahlnwtion has occurred and the lower branch
indicatesthat the 2 days without ventilation used in the calculationshas occurred. From
WHC-EP-08 11,Analysis of Power Loss Datafor the 200 Area TankFarms in Support of
KBasin SAR Work, the projected tlequency for a 2 day power outage is about 0.001, as shown in
Figure A3-2.

The third event is labeled “MCO.” This item evahratesthe presence of a leak horn the
MCO to the transportationcask which exceeds the leakage criteria. The upper branchindicates
that the leakage is within the criteria. The lower branchindicatesthat the MCO leaks faster than
the criteria. The calculationsassume the leak rate is 10,000times the leak rate criteriafor a
mechanicallysealedMCO. According to DP-1633 the failurerate for O-ring seals leaking is
1 x 10<per hour. Multiplying this by the number of hours in a year gives about 0.01 per year per
MCO, as shown in F@rre A3-2.

The fourth event is labeled “IGNITION.” This item accounts for the location of the
ignition source in the MHM. The upper branchindicatesthe explosion occurs inside the MHM,
leadingto possible damageto the MHM. The lower branchindicatesthe explosion occurs in the
high-efficiency particulateairfilter, releasesradioactivityto the environment. The overall
probabilityof an explosion is 1 x 103 per year. This placesthe accident in the “ufllkely”
category.

A3.3 EVENT TREE FOR A HYDROGEN EXPLOSION DURING
MULTI-CANISTER OVERPACK STORAGE

The event tree for a hydrogen explosion duringMCO storage is shown in Figure A3-3.
The fist event on the tree is labeled “STORAGE TUBE.” This item accounts for the fact that the
events leadingup to this hydrogen explosion startwith the placement of the MCO in a storage
tube. It also shows the activity will occur at least once for eachMCO scheduled for gas sampliig.

The second event is labeled “MCO.” This item evaluatesthe presence of a leak tlom the
MCO to the transportationcask which exceeds the leakage criteria. The upper branchindicates
that the leakage is within the criteria. The lower branchindicatesthat the MCO leaks faster than
the criteria. The calculationsassume the leak rate is 10,000 times the leak rate criteriafor a
mechanicallysealedMCO. According to DP-1633the failurerate for O-ring serdsleaking is
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1 x 10<per hour. Multiplying this by the number of hours in a year gives about 0.01 per year per
MCO, as shown in Figure A3-3.

Since the storagetubes may rdsohave MCOS which have been sealedby welding, an
estimate of excessive leakage was made for these also. From EGG-SSRE-8875, Generic
Component Failure Data Base for Light Water andLiquidSodium Reactor PRAs, the probabili~
of welded pipe ftilure is about 1 x 10-9per foot per hour. Multiplying by the approximatenumber
of feet of weld (20 ft) and the number of hours in a year (8,760 hours) gives a probabilityof
1 x 104 per year per MCO. Since there are about 10 times more welded MCOS handledper year
(200) than mechanicallysealedMCOS (24), the excessive leakage probabilityis 10 times lower
than that of the mechanicallysealedMCOS.

The third event is labeled “IGNITION.” This item accounts for the presence of an ignition
source in the storage tube. The upper branchindicates an ignition source does not exist while the
lower branchindicates an ignition source exists. The overallprobabilityof an explosion is 0.12
per year. This places the accident in the “anticipated”category.

A3.4 EVENT TREE FOR A HYDROGEN EXPLOSION DURING
MULTI-CANISTER OVERPACK SAMPLING

The event tree for a hydrogen explosion duringMCO samplingis shown in Figure A3-4.
The first event on the tree is labeled “SAMPLING.” This item accounts for the fact that the
events leadlngup to a hydrogen explosion start with relocatingan MCO to the sample pit. It also
shows the activity will occur at least once for each multi-canisteroverpack scheduled for
sampling.

The second event is labeled “HOSE.” This item evaluatesthe effect of a failure of the
sample hose connection that leads to a releaseof activity tlom the MCO into the sample hood.
The upper branchindicatesthat no malfunction has occurred and the lower branchindicatesthat
the comection failure has occurred. To approximatethe probabilityof this event, the leakage
probabilityfor check valves was used. From DP-1633 the probabilityfor a check valve failingto
close is 0.001 per operation. Additionrdconsiderationsarethe failure of lightly stressed hose
(4x10<per hour) and the external leakage of a valve (3 x 10-8per hour).

The third event is labeled “GAS.” This item evaluateswhether the leak rate fkom the
failed connection is enough to produce a flammablemixture in the sample hood. The upper
branchindicatesthat the hydrogen concentrationis below the lower flammablelimit. The lower
branchindicatesthat the hydrogen concentrationis above the lower flammable mixture.

The fourth event is labeled “IGNITION.” This item accounts for the location of the
ignition source in the sample hood. The upper branchindicatesthe explosion occurs inside the
hood, leadingto possible injuryto personnel. The lower branchindicatesthe explosion occurs in
the high-efficiency particulateairfilter, releasesradioactivityto the environment. The overall
probabilityof an explosion is 0.02 per year. This places the accident in the “anticipated”
category.
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FhzureA3-1. Event Tree Showirw Consequences of a Hvdrogen
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Figure A3-3. Event Tree Showing Consequences of a Hydrogen
Explosion During Multi-Canister Overpack Storage
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Figure A3-4. Event Tree Showing Consequences of a Hydrogen
Explosion During Multi-Canister Overpack Samplin~
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APPENDIX B

ISO-PC OUTPUT TO ESTIMATE HIGH-EFFICIENCY
PARTICULATE AIR FILTER LOADING

ISO-PC Version 1.98 (WHC-SD-WM-UM-030) computes dose rates from X-rays,
gamma rays, and bremsstrahlungradiationfor simple arrangementsof source and shields. The
user selects the geometry and suppliesvalues for dimensions and activities of the various isotopes
present in the source region.

The ISO-PC program is the result of extensive revisions to the originrdISOSHLD-11
program (BNWL-236). Validation was carriedout for the bremsstrsrhlungcalculations
(BNWL-236-SUP1). Other portions of the calculationshave been verified
(WHC-SD-SQA-CSWD-303).

In the present application,the geometry was the rectangularslabwith slab shields. The
source is 61 cm tall, 61 cm wide, and 30 cm thick (24 in. tall, 24 in. wide, and 12 in. thick). The
dose point is to the side, so the apparentthickness is 61 cm (24 in.). A thin layer (1 mm
[0.04 in.]) of iron represents the filter housing. The dose point is 5.08 cm (2 in.) from the
housing, which is 2.54 cm (1 in.) flom the filter.

A high-efficiency particulateair@EPA) filters are made of fiberglassand wood, and
weigh about 18 kg (40 lb). Therefore, the HEPA filter arraywas modeled as a homogenized
region with a density of 0.16 ~cm3. HEPA filters aremade of fiberglass,so the source region
was modeled as Hanford sandwith this density to represent the filter media.

The isotopes with significantgamma emissions were used in the source. Amounts found
in the safety basis list were used (HNF-SD-SNF-TI-059). Since the amounts are for one metric
ton of feel, a source scalefactor of 1.5 x 10* was used in the programinput to reduce the source
to 1.5 g of fiel. Program output is listed below. Note that the input file @EPA) is appendedto
the output.
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Run started at 10:28:29 02/20/98

ISO-PC Version 1.98 Au~st 1994
originally ISOSSLD-11; RIBD was removed

Please send questions or comments to:
Paul D. Ritt.mann, PhD CBF 509-376 -S715
West inghouse Eanf ord company li6-30
Po Box 1970 Richland, WA 99352

Title Line from Library File (ISO-PC .LIB):
Attenuation & Buildup for 30 Groups; Photon &

Run Title: CSB Portable NEPA Filter with 1.5

2‘,to the side

Table of Source Activity:

Scale Factor = 1.500E-06

Isotope Initial Final
Nsme values Curies

------------------------------

CO- 60 2.09E+O0 3.135E-06
sR- 90 6.93E+03 1.040E-02
Y-90 6.93E+03 1.040E-02
CD-113M 2.78E+O0 4.170E-06
CS-134 6.47E+O0 9.705E-06
CS-137 9.66E+03 1.449E-02
SA-137M 9.14E+03 1.371E-02
PM-147 1.09E+02 1.635E-04
SM-151 1.02E+02 1.530E-04
EU-154 1.13E+02 1.695E-04
EU-155 1.06E+01 1.590E-05
------------------------------

2‘qto the side

Shield Composition, gfcc

Beta Production 2114/96 PDR

g SNF Fuel (Safety Source)

Shield 1 Shield 2 Shield 3 Shield 4
-----------------------------------------------------

AIR O .000E+OO 1.200E-03 O .000E+OO 1.290E-03
SAN SOIL 1.600E-01 O .000E+OO O .000E+OO O .000E+OO
IRON O .000E+OO O .000E+OO 7 .860E+O0 O .000E+OO
-----------------------------------------------------
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Totals: 1. 600E-01 1.200E-03 7. 860E+O0 1. 290E-03

E, MeV Linear Attenuation, per cm (laSt region iS air)
-----------------------------------------------------

0.015
0.025
0.035
0.045
0.055
0.065
0.075
0.085
0.095
0.150
0.250
0.350
0.475
0.650
0.825
1.000
1.225
1.475
1.700
1.900
2.100
2.300
2.500
2.700
3.000
3.600
4.500
5.500
6.600
8.600

1.952E+O0
4.535E-01
1.817E-01
9.853E-02
6.493E-02
4.872E-02
3.981E-02
3.442E-02
3.091E-02
2.288E-02
1.835E-02
1.603E-02
1.408E-02
1.227E-02
1.099E-02
1.002E-02
9.058E-03
8.246E-03
7.669E-03
7.243E-03
6.882E-03
6.573E-03
6.304E-03
6 .072E-03
5.776E-03
5.323E-03
4.842E-03
4.474E-03
4.198E-03
3.898E-03

1.904E-03
5.71OE-O4
3.408E-04
2.639E-04
2.317E-04
2.153E-04
2.032E-04
1.944E-04
1.878E-04
1.636E-04
1.374E-04
1.207E-04
1.066E-04
9.313E-05
8.357E-05
7.622E-05
6.882E-05
6.250E-05
5.813E-05
5.478E-05
5.176E-05
4.896E-05
4.654E-05
4.445E-05
4.196E-05
3.868E-05
3.485E-05
3.145E-05
2.894E-05
2.578E-05

4. 622E+02
1.096E+02
4. 186E+01
2.035E+01
1. 178E+01
7. 715E+O0
5. 451E+O0
4.096E+O0
3.237E+O0
1. 541E+O0
9.660E-01
7.923E-01
6.768E-01
5.813E-01
5. 172E-01
4.700E-01
4.239E-01
3.860E-01
3.602E-01
3.420E-01
3.268E-01
3. 141E-01
3.033E-01
2.942E-01
2.830E-01
2.669E-01
2.521E-01
2.428E-01
2.371E-01
2.325E-01

2.046E-03
6.138E-04
3.664E-04
2.837E-04
2.491E-04
2.314E-04
2.184E-04
2.090E-04
2.019E-04
1.758E-04
1.477E-04
1.298E-04
1.146E-04
1.00IE-04
8.984E-05
8.194E-05
7.398E-05
6.718E-05
6.249E-05
5.889E-05
5.564E-05
5.263E-05
5.003E-05
4.778E-05
4.511E-05
4.15gE-05
3.746E-05
3.381E-05
3.lllE-05
2.771E-05

-----------------------------------------------------

2‘-to the side

Source 8hields Distance to Detector, X = 6.872E+01 cm
Slab slab Source Volume = 1.116E+05 cc

source Mass = 1.786E+04 grams
Thickness = 6.100E+O1 cm Height = 6.100E+O1 cm Width = 3.000E+O 1 cm
Integration Specs: WTBWJ!A = 15 WFSI = 27 DELR = 3.050E+O0 cm

Total Intervals: 8.100E+O3 (photon source is the 1st region)
Shield Thickness: 6.100E+O1, 2.540E+O0, 1.000E-01, 5 .080E+O0 cm
Distances from Dose Point to the Outside of

(1) Source Region: 7.720E+O0 cm (2) Next Lager: 5.180E+O0 cm
Dose Buildup Data for Shield 2 with Effective Atomic Number 7.26
Source Scale Factor was 1.500E-06
Fluence-to-Dnse Conversion: Photons in Air

Average Source Total Fluence to Energg Fluence Dose Rate
E, NeV photons jsec Dnse Factor Mev/ sq. crnlsec Rfhr
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-------------------------------------------------------------------
0.015 1.798E+07 8.183E-05 4.919E-19 4.025E-23
0.025 9.529E+06 1.656E-05 7.181E-04 1.189E-08
0.035 4.263E+07 6.084E-06 3.885E+O0 2.364E-05
0.045 5.573E+06 3.203E-06 6.422E+O0 2.057E-05
0.055 2.787E+06 2.216E-06 8.75lE+OO 1.939E-05
0.065 2.326E+06 1.827E-06 1.106E+O1 2.022E-05
0.075 2.067E+06 1.664E-06 1.246E+01 2.074E-05
0.085 2.023E+06 1.603E-06 1.476E+01 2.367E-05
0.095 1.637E+06 1.592E-06 1.416E+01 2.255E-05
0.150 1.074E+07 1.728E-06 1.517E+02 2.621E-04
0.250 2.837E+06 1.935E-06 6.608E+01 1.279E-04
0.350 1.148E+06 2.019E-06 3.637E+01 7.344E-05
0.475 9.253E+05 2.043E-06 3.788E+01 7.739E-05
0.650 4.595E+08 2.029E-06 2.416E+04 4.903E-02
0.825 1.401E+06 1.983E-06 8.924E+01 1.770E-04
1.000 1.899E+06 1.923E-06 1.422E+02 2.734E-04
1.225 2.632E+06 1.850E-06 2.359E+02 4.364E-04
1.475 2.525E+05 1.775E-06 2.685E+01 4.766E-05
1.700 1.761E+04 1.712E-06 2.135E+O0 3.655E-06
1.900 9.848E+02 1.660E-06 1.325E-01 2.199E-07
2.100 6.196E+02 1.613E-06 9.159E-02 1.477E-07
2.300 1.181E+O0 1.592E-06 1.903E-04 3.O3OE-10

-------------------------------------------------------------------

Totals : 5.679E+08 photcmslsec 2.502E+04 5 .066E-02 R/hr
= 3.631E-09 ampfkg

Closing: This is the end of the portable exhauster SEPA Case 1!

Finish run at 10!28:52 02120/98
Input File (EEPA.) is shown below:

o 2 CSB Portable SBPA Filter with 1.5 g 8WF Fuel (8afety Source)
2” to the side
&Input U3eom= 10, SLTS= 30, Y= 61, T= 61,2.54,0.1,

NShld= 3,
X= 68.72,

Jsuf. 2, WTheta= 15, WPsi= 27, DelR= 3.0,

SFact= 1.5E-6 , Weight (472)= 2.09,
Weight (SZ)= 6930,0,6930, Weight (206)= 2.78,
Weight (319)= 6.47, Weight (335)= 9660, 9140,
Weight (38S)= 109, Weight (403)= 102,
Weight (415)= 113, Weight (41S)= 10.6 &
SSPA 21 0.16
air 3 0.0012

1 duct 9 7.86
!Chisis the end of the portable exhauster SEPA Case !1
&Input Next= 6 &

Note: There is a 1 inch gap between the filter and the housing.
The source activities are for one metric ton uranium (1E6 gU) .
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APPENDIX C

KEY INPUT PARAMETERS FOR THERMAL RUNAWAY FUEL REACTIONS
INSIDE A MULTI-CANISTER OVERPACK

Key input parametersused in the analysisfor the bounding multi-canister overpack
(MCO) with Mark IV tiel under off-normal events at the Canister Storage Building (CSB) are
shown in Table C-1. Notes are provided following the table. Most parametersare for one scrap
basket and four fiel baskets, but some of the key dat~ like water content in the uraniumhydrate,
is for two scrapbaskets and three fiel baskets in order to provide bounding MCO conditions.

Table C-1, Key Input Parametersfor CSB Thermal Runaway Arralvsis. (2 sheets). . . /
Parameter Value Reference

Bounding decay power (776 W for five 740.8 W per MCO
fuel baskets)

Scrap fuel reaction surface area 4.5 m2

Fuel reaction area 3,16m2

Reaction rate multiplier 10

Rate multiplier for uranium hydride 12- tiel basket
(bounding hydride mass for MCO with 2 12- scrapbasket
scrapbaskets) (5.13 kg per MCO)

HNF-SD-SNF-TI-015
Note 1 I

HNF-SD-SNF-TI-015 I

HNF-SD-SNF-TI-015 I

HNF-SD-SNF-TI-O 15

HNF-SD-SNF-TI-015
Note 2

Claddingemissivity I 0.43 I HNF-SD-SNF-TI-015 I
Note 3

Inner shield plug ernissivity 0.3 HNF-SD-SNF-TI-015

MCO wall ernissivity 0,3 HNF-SD-SNF-TI-O 15

Cask, MCO botto~ and outer shield plug 0.25 FA1798-40
ernksivity Note 4

View factors and gap distancesbetween 8 x 8 matrix FAI/98-40
fuel rods and MCO wall Note 5
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Table C-1. Key Input Parametersfor CSB Thermal Runaway Analysis. (2 sheets)

Parameter Vahre Reference

Uranium (scrap) mass density at 100 “C 19,000 kg/m3 Holden 1958
Note 7

Stainless steel mass density at 100 ‘C 8,000 kg/m3 TID 26666
Note 8

Maximum foe] mass load
(Mark IV fiel)

Effective fuel/clad thermal conductivity

Stainless steel therrnrdconductivity

Effective tlrel-cladding and uranium
specific heat

980 kg - scrap
basket

1,268 kg - fiel
basket

6,052 kg per MCO

24.2 W/nrlK

16.0 W/m/K

122.67 J/kgiK

HNF-SD-SNF-TI-015

Note 9

TID 26666

Note 10

Stainless steel specific heat

Free residualwater in cracks after CVD,
arriving at CSB

Water in uranium hydrates, U0,.2H20

500.0J/kgiK

0.2 kg per MCO

1.19kg
per MCO with 2

SBS

TID 26666

HNF-SD-SNF-TI-O 15

HNF-SD-SNF-TI-O 15
Note 11

Water in aluminum hydroxide, and 3.45 kg HNF-SD-SNF-TI-015
alurninum+ironhydrates in sludge per MCO with 2

SBS
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Note 1 Bounding decay heat rate — The bounding decay power (i.e., decay heat rate) is given as
776 W per MCO with five Mark IV fhel baskets (155.2 W per fuel basket or 620.8 W for
four firelbaskets), so the specific heat rate is 0.1224 W/kgU for Mark IV tlel
(HNF-SD-SNF-TI-015). The scrapbasket for Mark IV fiel has a maximum fuel loading
of 980 kg (HNF-SD-SNF-TI-O 15), so the scrapbasket has a maximum decay power of
about 120W (980 kgU x 0.1224 W/kgU). Hence, the bounding decay power (i.e., decay
heat rate) is 740.8 W per MCO (620.8 W + 120W) with four Mark IV fuel baskets and
one Mark IV scrapbasket,

Note 2 Rate multiplier for uranium hydride (LJEQ— Oxygen (and water) reacts faster with
uranium hydride than with just uraniummetal. The currenthydride model (HNF-2256)
calculatesthe enhancedreaction rate by increasingthe effective surface areaof reaction
through the use of a rate multiplier. In the currenthydride model, the hydrides in the
MCO are strongly coupled thermrdlyto the uraniumfiel. Hence, any increasein hydride
temperature is dissipatedin the largeruraniumfuel mass, resulting in a temperature
increasefor the entire fuel element. This analysisuses hydride rate multipliers that are
shown in HNF-SD-SNF-TI-O 15, Spent Nuclear Fuel Project Technical Databook. The
bounding mass loading of UH3in the MCO is 5.13 kg (1.97 kg in three fuel baskets,
3.16 kg in two scrapbaskets) (HNF-SD-SNF-TI-01 5). The computer simulationsused a
constant rate multiplier of 12 in the simulationsfor all time, which means that the hydride
mass consumption was turned off in the simulationsin order to be conservative and not
count on a depleting hydride mass for safety.

Note 3 Claddingenrissivhy— Claddingenrissivityis used for the combined fiel-dadding
composite heat element in the model because the claddingcovers the fhel element on the
outside, keeping the uraniumfhel hidden. The emissivity of Zkcaloy-2 rangesffom 0.43
at high temperatures or thin oxide coating to 0.7 (HNF-SD-SNF-TI-O 15) at normal
temperatures and thicker zirconium oxide layers. The more conservative lower vrdueof
0.43 was chose% which will cause less heat to radiatefrom the fiel-cladding heat
elements to the wrdl.

Note 4 Cask MCO bottom and outer shieldplug enrissivhy— The emissivity of the caslq MCO
bottom plate, and the outer shield plug was decreasedto 0.25 from 0.30 in
HNF-SD-SNF-TI-015 in orderto conservatively reduce the heat removal rate from the
MCO (HNF-2256) and cask,

Note 5 View factors and gap distancesbetween fuel rods andMCO wall — The view factors and
gap distancesbetween the foe] rods in the fiel basket and the MCO wall, which areused
in the radiativeheat transfer model and convection heat transfer model for an MCO fiel
basket, are documented in the HANSF code document (FAU98-40). However, the view
factors used inthisanalysisdifferslightlyfrom thoseinthecode document. The view

factorsforthisanalysis,and forthetwo-scrapbasketreport(HNF-2256), aredescribedin

detail hr Appendix D of HNF-SD-SNF-CN-023, ThermalAnaZysisof Cold Vacuum
Drying of Spent Nuclear Fuel.
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Note 6 Effective fuel-cladding mass density — Since the claddingvolume is merged with the fiel
volume in the HANSF code (FAI/98-40), an effective mass density is needed for the
combined tiel and cladding. To simplifi the derivatio~ the innerfuel element and
claddingare assumed to have the same effective mass density as the outer fiel element and
its cladding, The total volume for the tiel elements and claddingin the HANSF code is
0.31752 m3@AI/98-40). Since the maximum fiel mass for216 Mark JV elements (four
fiel baskets) is 5,072 kg (23.48 kg per element ~-SD-SNF-TI-O 15]), the volume of
the fiel is about 0.26695 m3,which is calculatedby dividing the volume by the fiel
density, 19,000 kg/m3 at 100 ‘C @Iolden 1958). The claddingvolume is found by
subtractingthe fiel volume from the total volume:

VC-=Vmti-VW,=0.31752 m3-0.26695 m3= 0.05057 m3.

Multiplying the density of the Zircaloy-2 cladding,6,541 kg/m3 (UNI-M-61), by
the volume of claddinggives a claddingmass of 330.8 kg:

~-= 6,541 kg/m3 x 0.26695 m3= 330.8 kg.

For thermal calculations,it is essentialthat the effective mass (and density) and
specific heat product be conserved and, therefore, equal to the sum of the fbel and
claddingparts:

(M x q),ff = %, x%.,1 + Wddi13x %daddiw

where Crtil = 122.67 J/kg/K (HNF-SD-SNF-TI-015) and Cw- = 306.1 J/k@
(WCAP-3269-41)

For convenience, the effective specific heat is set equrdto the specific heat of
uranium and the effective mass calculated,which can be done since it’sthe product
that must be conserved. Hence, the equation above becomes the following after
dividing by the uranium specific heat:

= 5,072 kg + 330.8 kg x (306.1 J/kg/K + 122.67 J/kg/K)

= 5,897,4 kg

Since the Zkcaloy-2 claddinghas a higher heat capacity than uranium, the effective
mass (in regardsto mass times heat capacityproduct) is largerthanjust the sum of
the masses. Using the calculatedeffective combined mass of the fiel and cladding
above, the effective density of the fielkcladding composite is simply the effective
mass divided by the totrdvolume:

snf-3328.app
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= 5,897.4 kg/O.31752m’

= 18,573.3 kg/m3.

The temperature dependence of densities, specific heats, and conductivities is
ignored in the analysisbecause the HANSF code does not have the capabilityto
handletemperature-dependentmaterialproperties (FAI/98-40). In order to be
consistent, the materialparametervahreswere chosen at around 100 “C and
rounded off,

Note 7 Uranium mass density — The mass density of uraniumis about 19,000 kg/m3 at 100 “C.
Since the HANSF code (FAU98-40) does not include temperature-dependentmaterial
parameters,approximatevalues areused. The standardreferencetemperature of 100 “C
was chosen because it’shigherthan normal operatingtemperatures but lower than most
temperatures during off-normal condhions.

Note 8 Stainless steel mass density — The mass density of 304L stainlesssteel is about
8,000 kg/m3 at 100 “C (TID 26666), See the discussion above in Note 10 about
temperature-dependentmaterialproperties,

Note 9 Effective fbel-cladding thermal conductivity — Since the fuel elements and claddingare
combined in the model, an effective thermal conductivity is needed to represent the
combined materials. Although the claddinghas a lower conductivity, the conductivity of
both metals is high, so the calculationof an effective thermal conductivity is not important
to the calculationrdresults.

The effective thermal conductivity, ~, was estimated using the following
equatio~ which is vahd for conductors connected in series such as the fuel and
claddingin the radialdkection:

%5Gr = XrudJJkl+ Xdd&J&ddhs

where

~,= thermal conductivity of spent firel (26.9 W/m/K ~aufrnan 1962])

KU= thermal conductivity of Zircaloy-2 cladding(I3.4 w/fi
[WCAP-3269-41])

~ti = total radialthickness of fuel element and cladding( ~,, +AA

Since the claddingmass is about 7% of the spent fbel mass
(HNF-SD-SNF-TI-015) and the claddingdensity is about one-third of the fuel
density, the claddingwas estimated to have about 20% (-7’Yox 3) of the combined
fuelLcladdingvolume for both inner and outer fhel elements on the average. The
thickness is proportionalto the volume, therefore the claddingthickness is
estimated to be 0.2 x ~1, making the total thickness 1,2 x ~P Substituting these
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values into the equation above, the value of ~fi is derived to be 24.2 W/n@
which is close to firel conductivity value.

Note 10 Effective fuelLeladding(and uranium) specific heat — As discussed in Note 9,
which derived the effective mass density, the effective specific heat for the
combined fireland claddingelements was chosen to be equal to the uranium
specific heat, 122.67 J/kg/K at 100 “C(Kaufinan 1962). This choice was in
conjunctionwith the effective mass density calculationsince it is the product of
mass density and specific heat that must be conserved (i.e., the specific heat of the
claddingis included in the effective mass density [seeNote 9]).

Note 11 The water in hydrateswas increasedto 1.16 kg for this report in order to provide
extra marginover the hydrate water reported elsewhere (e.g., 0.65 kg
~-SD-SNF-TI-015]). However, for the “normal”suite of 13 runs, case O,
which simulates a complete drying cycle with tests, the hydrate water was reduced
to 0.72 kg @NF-l 527) becausethe decomposing hydrates can atTectthe rebound
pressuretests atler vacuum drying.

Note 12 Scrap basket volume — Based on the latest design drawings
(HNF-SD-SNF-DR-003), the scrapbasket has a free volume of 0.153 m’ when it
contains 980 kg of uraniummetal. This volume includes the 0.0533-m (2.l-in) gap
between the scrapbasket and the bottom of the MCO assembly (below the shield
plug) and 0.0159 m3void space (manifold) in the MCO assembly (HNF-2833) that
is always open to the MCO on top. The scrapbasket volume excludes the volume
of the stainless steel parts, support post innervolumes, and insert innervolume.
The total length of the innerMCO is 3.6 m (141.85 in.) which includes a 0.0533-m
(2, l-in.) gap above the scrapbasket and a 0.0381-m (1.5-in) gap between the
bottom firelbasket and the top of MCO bottom plate. The inner radiusof the
MCO is 0.2921 m (11.5 in.).

Note 13 Upper firelvolume (two fiel baskets) — The two upper fuel baskets are combined
into one control volume in the HANSF model @AI/98-40). The free volume for
the two tiel baskets, excluding the stainlesssteel volume and innervolume of
support posts and insert, is 0.186 m3based on the design drawings
(HNF-SD-SNF-DR-003).

Note 14 Lower tlrelvolume (two fhel baskets) — The bottom two fuel baskets have a
combined free volume of 0.199 m3. This volume includes the 0.038l-m (1.5-in)
gap below the bottom t?.relbasket and above the MCO bottom plate with a volume
of 0.013 m3 and excludes the stainlesssteel volume and imer volume of support
posts and insert.

Note 15 Fine scrap porosity — The porosity of the fine scrapfuel (0.25 in. to 1 in.
maximum dimension) in the scrapbasket is the void or gas space fraction (void
volume dbided by total volume) in the total scrapvolume when the scrapis
completely dry. The porosity of porous media such as a course sand is about 0.35
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to 0.45. The porosity of fine scrapwas calculatedto be in the same range(HNF-
SD-SNF-CN-017). A fine scrapporosity of 0.40 was chosen for this arrrdysis.

Note 16 Course scrapporosity — The largest dimension of the course scrapwill not be less
than 1 in. or greaterthan 3 in. The total open volume of an empty scrapbasket is
0.16762 m3(total imer volume minus the insert and copper fin volumes). The fine
scrapvolume is 0.01592 m3,and the course scrapvolumeisO.1517 m3. The total
solid scrapvolume is calculatedby dividingthe total bounding scrapmass, 980 kg,
by the firelmass density, 19,000 kg/m3, resulting in a total solid volume of
0.05158 m3, The solid (fiel) volume in the fine portion is 0,6 (l-porosity) times
the total fine scrapvolume, 0.01592 m3,resulting in 0,009552 m3. Hence, the
coarse scrap solid volume is 0.05158 m3minus the fine scrap solid volume,
0.009552 m3,for a value of 0.042028 m3. DMding the coarse scrap solid volume
by the total coarse scrapvolume gives the solid fraction of 0.042028 m3+
O.1517m3= 0.27707 for the coarseportion, Hence, the porosity of the coarse
scrapis just 1.0-0.27707 for a coarse scrapporosity value of 0.72293.

Note 17 Flow areain scrapbasket bottom — The flow areaat the bottom of the scrap
basket is the only flow areaavailablefor the scrap and the total gas releaseout of
the top of the MCO duringvacuum drying. Since copper shims have been added
between the outer scrapbasket andMCO wall, the upward flow has nowhere to
go except through the bottom of the scrapbasket. The scrapbasket bottom has
108 open 0,5-in. diameter holes (HNF-SD-SNF-DR-O03) in it. Hence, the totrd
flow areais calculatedaafollows

As, = 108 x 3.14159x (0.5 x 0.0254/2)2m’

=108x l.2668x 104m2

= 0.0137 mz

which wastnmcatedto O.013mzinorder toconstnct thegasflow through the
scrapbasket a little more to account for the wire screen covering part of the holes.
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Please note:

All of the calculations for this SNF-3328, Canister Storage Building Design Basis
Accident Analysis Documentation, except for those related to Chapter 6.0,
“Calculation for Thermal Runaway Reactions Inside the Multi-Canister Overpack,”
were completed on or before December 23, 1998.

Schedule restraints for document HNF-3553, Spent Nuclear Fuel Project Final
Safety Analysis Repott, made it necessary to divert SNF-3328 resources to support
HNF-3553 deadlines, During efforts to complete HNF-3553, Annex A, “Canister
Storage Building Final Safety Analysis Report,” Chapter A3.0, ‘<Hazard and Accident
Analyses,” changes to the thermal runaway reaction accident scenario were
deemed necessary. Changes to the calculations were made on January 5, 1999
and February 11, 1999. Those changes were subsequently made to SNF-3328,
Chapter 6.0.

A second peer review of Chapter 6.0 was performed to verify that all criteria are still
met. The peer review checklist for the second review is included as page D-7a in
this appendix. Additionally, due to the delay in issuance of SNF-3328, the peer
reviewers rechecked their respective chapters in mid-February and resigned their
checklists at that time.

B. S. Lew, Document Lead
February 1999
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Software output consistent with input and with results reported in document
reviewed
Limits/criteria/guidelines applied to analysis results are appropriate and
referenced. Limits/criteriaJguidelines checked against references.
Safety margins consistent with good engineering practices.
Conclusions consistent with analytical results and applicable limits.
Results and conclusions address all points required in the problem statement.
Format consistent with appropriate NRC Regulato~ Guide or other standards
Review calculations, comments, and/or notes are attached.

Document approved.

!

d. TODD LJ4TSOOJ d. Q!@? 02-13-9q

Reviewer (Printed Name and Sigratul-e) Date

* Any calculations, comments, or notes generated as pan of this review should be signed, dated
and attached to this checklist Such material should be labeled and recorded in such a manner as
to be intelligible to a technically qualified third party.
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CHECKLIST FOR PEER REVIEW

Document Reviewed: SNF-3328, Rev. O, Canister Storage BuiIding Design Basis Accident
Ana@is Documentation, Chapter 7,0, “Violation of Design
Temperature Criteria”

Scope of Review: Entire chapter

Author:

Yes No NA

MIIII*

[k]

[1[1
[1[1
[1[1
[ID4
[1[1
[1[1
[ 1 [xl

[1[1

NJ[l[l

[ 1 [x
[I[w

N[l[l

Rl[l[l
[Xl[l[l
[Xl[l[l
[Xl[l[l
[1 [xl *

Cdrl[l

W. T. Watson

Previous reviews complete and cover analysis, up to scope of this review,
with no gaps.
Problem completely defined.
Accident scenarios developed in a clear and logical manner.
Necessary assumptions explicitly stated and supported.
Computer codes and data files documented.
Data used in calculations explicitly stated in document.
Data checked for consistency with original source information as applicable.
Mathematical derivations checked including dimensional consistency of
results.
Models appropriate and used within range of validity or use outside range of
established validity justified.
Hand calculations checked for errors. Spreadsheet results should be treated
exactly the same as hand calculations.
Software input correct and consistent with document reviewed.
Sotlware output consistent with input and with results reported in document
reviewed,
Limits/critenrJguidelines applied to analysis results are appropriate and
referenced. Limits/criteria/guidelines checked against references.
Safety margins consistent with good engineering practices.
Conclusions consistent with analytical results and applicable limits.
Results and conclusions address all points required in the problem statement.
Format consistent with appropriate NRC Regulatory Guide or other standards
Review calculations, comments, and/or notes are attached.

Document approved.

STEV* D. Koeuc VLfL(
\2-\+70

+&-- y~ c L-_Reviewer (printed Name and Signature) Date
ST@-X?s3 1), Ku P.3c_ 2 –\O -~q

*Any calculations, comments, or notes generated as part of this review should be signed, dated
and attached to thk checklist. Such material should be labeled and recorded in such a manner as
to be intelligible to a technically qualified third party.
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SNF-3328 REV O

CHECKLIST FOR PEER REVTEW

SNF-3328, Rev. O, Canister Storage Building Design Bosis Accident
Arra@is Documentation, Chapter 8.0, “Recovery Actions Related to
GaseousReleases and Explosions from Overpack Storage Tubes”

Entire chapter

W. T. Watson

Previous reviews complete and cover analysis, up to scope of this review,
with no gaps.
Problem completely defined.
Accident scenarios developed in a clear and logical manner.
Necessary assumptions explicitly stated and supported.
Computer codes and data files documented.
Data used in calculations explicitly stated in document.
Data checked for consistency with original source information as applicable.
Mathematical derivations checked including dimensional consistency of
results.
Models appropriate and used witbin range of validity or use outside range of
established validity justified,
Hand calculations checked for errors. Spreadsheet results should be treated
exactly the same as hand calculations,
Soflware input correct and consistent with document reviewed,
Software output consistent with input and with results reported in document
reviewed.
Limits/criteria/guidelines applied to analysis results are appropriate and
referenced. Lbrrits/criteria/guidelines checked against references.
Safety margins consistent with good engineering practices.
Conclusions consistent with analytical results and applicable limits,
Results and conclusions address all points required in the problem statement,
Format consistent with appropriate NRC Regulatory Chide or other standards
Review calculations, comments, and/or notes are attached.

Document approved.

Reviewer (Printed Name and Signature) Date

* Any calculations, comments, or notes generated as part of this review should be signed, dated
and attached to this checklist, Such material should be labeled and recorded in such a marmer as
to be intelligible to a technically qualified third party.
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